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DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF HEUSLER ALLOYS FOR MAGNETIC REFRIGERATION
APPLICATIONS
Amdulla O. MEKHRABOV* and M. Vedat AKDENIZ
Novel Alloys Design and Development Laboratory (NOVALAB), Department of Metallurgical and Materials Engineering, Middle East
Technical University, DumlupinarBlv. No: 1, 06800-Ankara, Turkey

Cooling systems are used in houses, cars, hospitals, defence systems and many other such areas. However, the
gases (chlorofluorocarbons and hydrochlorofluorocarbons) present in today's refrigerant systems are harmful to
the environment and cause global warming. Moreover, today's cooling technology is expensive and lowefficiency technology. Therefore, new and cost-effective with higher energy efficiencies cooling systems have
begun to be developed to eliminate the use of these harmful gases. Among them, magnetic refrigeration has
attracted increasing interest in the materials research communities because of its higher cooling efficiency and
environmentally friendliness. Full Heusler alloys are magnetic ternary intermetallic compounds with the L21type crystal structure. Typically, these alloys undergo a low temperature martensitic transformation
(austenite↔martensite), a magnetic transformation (ferromagnetic↔paramagnetic) and relatively high
temperature atomic ordering (order↔order and order↔disorder) transformations. After the discovery of the
ferromagnetic shape memory (FSM) and giant magnetocaloric effects (GMCE) in Ni-Mn-Ga alloy, Ni-Mn based
Heusler alloys have received considerable attention due to their unique magnetic and structural properties. In this
present study compositional dependence of structural and magnetic properties of off-stoichiometric Ni-rich NiMn-Ga Heusler alloys have been investigated, in order to determine an alloy composition where a coupled
magneto-structural transformation occurs and to measure the MCE near this temperature. Structural and
magnetic properties of Ni-Mn-Ga Heusler alloy system were investigated by means of X-ray diffraction (XRD),
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) measurements.
Key words: Ni-based Heusler Alloys, Magnetocaloric Effect, Magnetic Refrigeration, Relative Cooling Power
PACS: 61.66.-f, 61.82.Bg, 64.70.K, 75.20.En, 75.30.Sg, 81.30.Hd

1. Introduction
Nowadays, in developed countries and communities, energy consciousness are disscussed and taken up at
the highest level. Recently, instead of research on the use of limited energy resources in the most efficient
manner, researchers are focused on technologies which reduce energy consumption. Instead of conventional gascycle refrigeration technology which reduces the energy consumption and increases the efficiency, scientists and
engineers have still been working on new cooling technology based on different material properties such as
thermoelectric, thermoacoustic, sorption and magnetic cooling. From these technologies, magnetic refrigeration
is a technology based on Magnetocaloric Effect (MCE) defined as response by changing the temperature of a
solid material in applied magnetic field. Full Heusler alloys are magnetic ternary intermetallic compounds with
the L21-type crystal structure. Typically, these alloys undergo a low temperature martensitic transformation
(austenite↔martensite), a magnetic transformation (ferromagnetic↔paramagnetic) and relatively high
temperature atomic ordering (order↔order and order↔disorder) transformations. After the discovery of the
ferromagnetic shape memory (FSM) and giant magnetocaloric effects (GMCE) in Ni-Mn-Ga alloy, Ni-Mn based
Heusler alloys have received considerable attention due to their unique magnetic and structural properties [1-9].
Ni-Mn based Heusler alloys which exhibit GMCE can be used as magnetic refrigerant materials in magnetic
refrigerators. Magnetic refrigeration (MR) is an alternative cooling technology which offers high energy
efficiency. A large MCE (the change in magnetic entropy, ∆SM) of 5 JKg-1K-1 was reported for Ni-Mn-Ga alloys
for the second order magnetic transition (ferromagnetic ↔paramagnetic) [5, 10]. However, the highest ∆SM
values of ~20 JKg-1K-1 were obtained at the coupled magnetic (ferromagnetic↔paramagnetic) and structural
(martensite↔austenite) transition in Ni-Mn-Ga Heusler alloys [7, 10]. The coupled (magneto-structural)
transition can be achieved through compositional tuning of the structural and magnetic transitions temperatures.
Ferromagnetism plays a crucial role in magnetocaloric properties and long term aging (near 660 K) is necessary
to increase the amount of ferromagnetic L21 phase in these alloys due to the lower L21↔B2 transition
temperatures of these alloys. It was shown that, stoichiometric Ni2MnGa alloy undergoes a relatively low
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temperature martensitic transformation (TM) at around 202 K, a magnetic transition (TC) near 376 K, order-order
and order-disorder transitions at 1071 K and 1382 K, respectively [11,12]. Near stoichiometric Ni2MnGa alloys
have been investigated thoroughly in literature [13-25]. Upon cooling, a first order structural transformation
occurs in Ni-Mn-Ga alloys from the cubic structure to a tetragonal [12] or orthorhombic [26, 27] structure. TM of
Ni-Mn-Ga alloys span over a wide range, from 160 K to 620 K [18, 29-31] and these temperatures are very
sensitive to composition of alloy system. Tuning of TM is possible by changing the Ni/Mn/Ga composition ratios
and it was well established that TM increases with increasing e/a (electron concentration) [3].
The goal of the present study is to investigate compositional dependence of structural and magnetic
properties of off-stoichiometric Ni-rich Ni-Mn-Ga Heusler alloys, to determine an alloy composition where a
coupled magneto-structural transformation occurs and to measure the MCE near this temperature. Structural and
magnetic properties of Ni-Mn-Ga Heusler alloy system were investigated by means of X-ray diffraction (XRD),
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) measurements.
2. Experiment
Polycrystalline samples were prepared by conventional arc melting method in argon atmosphere. The method
involves repeated melting of the elements in an argon atmosphere. All the alloys were prepared from high purity
(%99.99) starting elements of Ni, Mn and Ga. The mixture of elemental components was placed on a copperhearth inside the arc melting chamber. Prior to each melting, the chamber was evacuated to 5×10-5 mbar and
backfilled with argon gas for four times. Melting was done under a protective Argon atmosphere and alloys were
melted turned over and remelted four times to ensure homogeneity. After the melting process, the alloys were
cut into ~1.5 mm slices by using a linear precision saw.
XRD measurements were conducted to determine the effects of composition and heat treatment on crystal
structures and atomic ordering in the samples at RT. XRD was performed using a Rigaku diffractometer in
which Cu-Kα radiation was utilized in the diffraction angle (2θ) range of 20-100°. Scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) studies were performed using a JSM-6400 Electron Microscope (JEOL) equipped with
NORAN System 6 X-ray Microanalysis System &Semafore Digitizer. Energy dispersive spectroscopic analyses
(EDS) were employed to determine the general compositions of alloys. Optical microscopy is employed in the
investigation of the microstructure of the samples. Magnetization measurements were conducted on ADE
Magnetics Model EV9 Vibrating Sample Magnetometer (VSM) with an optional temperature controller. These
measurements were performed as a function of temperature and magnetic field up to 22 kOe. Measurement of
MCE is done by providing following steps: i) determination and characterization of the phase transitions that
occur in the sample by M-T measurements. M-T measurements were performed on both cooling and heating in
order to determine the order of these transitions; ii) performing isothermal M-H measurements in the vicinity of
the phase transition temperatures. Prior to each isothermal measurement the sample was heated above TC to
achieve demagnetization; iii) calculation of ∆SM values by employing the M-H data in Equation (3) given below.
3. Results and discussion
The compositions of the investigated Ni-Mn-Ga Heusler alloys determined by EDS analyses are given in
Table 1 together with calculated e/a values and lattice parameters.
For Ni-Mn-Ga alloys e/a ratio have been calculated by using following equation,

e/a =

10 × ( Ni at.%) + 7 × ( Mn at.%) + 3 × (Ga at.%)
100

(1)

Number of 3d+4s electrons for Ni, Mn and Ga was taken as 10, 7 and 3 respectively. Calculated lattice
parameters are consistent with the previously reported values [28, 31]. XRD measurements were performed to
investigate the effect of composition on crystal structure of the Ni-rich Ni-Mn-Ga alloys. P. J. Webster et al.
determined the crystal structure of the cubic parent phase of Ni2MnGa alloy as the L21 structure [12]. XRD
patterns of the as-cast Ni49+xMn25-xGa26 (x=0, 5 and 7) alloysare given in Figure 1. All the fundamental peaks
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related to the A2 phase are present in the XRD pattern of the as-cast Ni49Mn25Ga26 alloy. In the A2 phase, Ni,
Mn and Ga atoms are randomly distributed over the body centered lattice sites of the L21 –type crystal structure.
Because of the texturing in the polycrystalline Ni-Mn-Ga alloys the reflections related to the next nearest
neighbor ordering and unique to the fully ordered L21 phase were not observed in many cases. Conventionally,
although the observed reflections indicate the presence of A2 or B2 phases, the structure was treated as if it was
the fully ordered L21 phase [32].
Table 1. Compositions, lattice constants (a, b and c) and e/a for investigated Ni-Mn-Ga alloys.

Nominal Composition

Ni
(at.%)

Mn
(at.%)

Ga
(at.%)

a=b
(Å)

c
(Å)

e/a

Ni49Mn25Ga26

48.91

25.13

25.96

5.82

-

7.43

Ni54Mn20Ga26

54.15

20.06

25.79

7.65

6.62

7.59

Ni56Mn18Ga26

55.77

18.20

26.03

7.65

6.62

7.63

L10
(222)

L10
(400)

Intensity (a.u.)

L10
(420)

L10
(440)

L10
(404)

L10
(622)

L10
(444)

Ni56Mn18Ga26

Ni54Mn20Ga26

A2
(220)

Ni49Mn25Ga26

20

40

A2
(422)

A2
(400)
60

80

A2
(440)

100

2θ (deg.)

Figure 1. XRD pattern for the as-cast Ni49+xMn25-xGa26 (x=0, 5 and 7) alloys measured at RT.
The XRD data shown in Figure 1 shows that as-cast Ni49Mn25Ga26 alloy (e/a=7.43) has the cubic L21-type
crystal structure, on the other hand, both the as-cast Ni54Mn20Ga26 (e/a=7.59) and Ni56Mn18Ga26 (e/a=7.63) alloys
have martensitic L10-type crystal structure at RT. It is evident from Figure 1 that, the splitting between the (222)
and (440) peaks is more pronounced and the intensity of (400) peak is higher in Ni56Mn18Ga26 alloy compared to
the Ni54Mn20Ga26 alloy. This can be attributed due to the higher e/a value of Ni56Mn18Ga26 alloy. Magnetic field
and temperature dependence of magnetization are measured for the as-cast Ni49+xMn25-xGa26 (x=0, 5 and 7) alloys
with the intention of characterizing the magnetic behavior and phase transitions in these alloys. M-H curve at RT
and temperature dependence of magnetization M-T curve for the as-cast Ni54Mn20Ga26 alloy is given in Figure 2.
It is evident from Figure 2(a) that as-cast Ni54Mn20Ga 26 alloy exhibit a strong ferromagnetic behavior, because
large magnetization is obtained in this alloy on application of relatively small magnetic fields and in addition to
that, magnetization saturates above a certain field.
It can be seen from Figure 2(b) that the magnetic transition in Ni-rich Ni54Mn20Ga26 alloy have
characteristics typical of a first order magneto-structural transition because of the following reasons. The
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magnetization of as-cast Ni54Mn20Ga26 alloy drops significantly from high values to nearly zero. As shown in this
Figure, Ni54Mn20Ga26 alloy is ferromagnetic at RT and a significant decrease in magnetization near TC is
expected to occur in this alloy. Therefore, the decrease in magnetization at around 345 K for Ni54Mn20Ga26 alloy
can be attributed to the ferromagnetic↔paramagnetic transition. A marked hysteresis observed in cooling and
heating data (Fig. 2(b)) indicates the occurrence of a first order transition near 345 K for the Ni54Mn20Ga26 alloy.
At RT, the Ni54Mn20Ga26 alloy have tetragonal L10-type structure determined by XRD (Figure 1) and it is
assumed that the low symmetry L10-type structure transforms to a high symmetry L21-type structure as a result
of the first order martensitic transformation around 345 K for the Ni54Mn20Ga26 alloy. The relatively high
temperature L21-type structure could not be confirmed with XRD measurements because of the absence of a
temperature control unit in the diffractometer employed in this investigation. Consequently, it can be assumed
that magnetic and martensitic transformations merge and a ferromagnetic (L10) ↔ paramagnetic (L21)
transformation occurs around 345 K in the Ni54Mn20Ga26 alloys. Coupling of structural and magnetic phase
transitions similar to the ones observed in this study were reported for various Ni-rich Heusler alloys [7].

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. (a)Hysteresis loop for the as-cast Ni54Mn20Ga26 alloy measured at RT; inset shows the hysteresis in
more detail; (b) Temperature dependence of magnetization for the as-cast Ni54Mn20Ga26 alloy under a constant
magnetic field of 500 Oe.
In order to calculate ∆SM values around the coupled martensitic and magnetic transformations (magnetostructural transformation) the isothermal M-H measurements were performed. Experimentally determined M(H)
isotherms can be used to calculate ∆SM by employing following equation [33],

 ∂M 
∆Sm (T , H ) =
S M ( H1 , T ) − S M ( H 0 , T ) =
−∫
 dH
H 0  ∂T  H
H1

( ∂M

∂T )

(2)

. The greatest change in
It is evident from Equation (2) that, ∆SM is directly proportional to
magnetization with respect to temperature is expected to occur at the magneto-structural transition, therefore, the
∆SM values are calculated in the vicinity of this transition. For magnetization measurements made at discrete
temperature intervals, ∆SM can be calculated by numerical integration of equation (2), which can be given by

=
∆Sm (T , H )

∑
i

M i +1 (Ti +1 , H ) − M i (Ti , H )
∆H
Ti +1 − Ti
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Where Mi+1(Ti+1, H) and Mi(Ti, H) represent the values of the magnetization in a magnetic field H at the
temperatures Ti+1 and Ti, respectively. Equation (3) can be used for calculations of ∆SM from M-H isotherms
when the sample undergoes a second order transformation since at the first order transformation it is infinite.
Nevertheless, it is goes to infinity only in ideal first-order phase transitions and in real materials it has finite
values. This allows one to use Equation (3) in this case.
Figure 3(a) show the isothermal M-H curves measured for the Ni54Mn20Ga26 alloys. The M-H curves were
acquired in 2K steps in applied fields up to 22 kOe. Samples were heated above TC prior to each measurement in
order to achieve demagnetization and a paramagnetic↔ferromagnetic transition is observed in Figure 3 for the
as-cast Ni54Mn20Ga26 alloys. At high temperatures M-H curves are linear and magnetization values are relatively
small. Upon cooling there is a marked increase in magnetization values. Another point worth mentioning is that,
there is a significant increase in the curvature of the M-H curves upon cooling. The isothermal M-H curve
measured for the Ni54Mn20Ga26 alloy were used to estimate the ∆SM values as a function of temperature for this
alloy.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. (a)Magnetization of the as-cast Ni54Mn20Ga26 alloy as a function of magnetic field measured in the
temperature interval of 319 K<T<373 K, ∆T=4K for clarity; (b) Magnetic entropy change of the as-cast
Ni54Mn20Ga26 alloy as a function of temperature.
The ∆SM dependencies on temperature were calculated by using Equation (3) in a magnetic field change of
∆H = 22 kOe. ∆SM is given as a function of temperature in the vicinity of the magneto-structural transition for
the as-cast Ni54Mn20Ga26 alloy in Figure 3(b). It is evident from Figure 3(b) that ∆SM has its maximum near 345
K and this temperatures coincide with the magneto-structural transitions temperature for the Ni54Mn20Ga26 alloy.
The maximum values of |∆SM| is determined as 1.84 JKg-1K-1 for Ni54Mn20Ga26 alloys. A.A. Cherechukin et al.
reported that besides the saturation magnetization, |∆SM| is also correlated by the Mn content [7].
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4. Conclusion
Compositional dependence of structural, magnetic and magnetocaloric properties of off-stoichiometric Nirich Ni-Mn-Ga full Heusler alloys have been investigated. It was shown that the partial substitution of Ni for Mn
in Ni54Mn20Ga26 alloy increases the e/a electron concentration and a ferromagnetic martensite alloy with a L10type structure was observed in this alloy at RT. As-cast Ni54Mn20Ga26 alloy exhibit a strong ferromagnetic
behavior and saturation magnetization, Msat, decreases with the substitution of Mn with Ni in these alloys.
Magnetic measurement reveal that this alloy undergo a magneto-structural transition from ferromagnetic (L10) to
paramagnetic (L21) near RT. XRD results indicate that at RT, the Ni54Mn20Ga26 alloy have tetragonal L10-type
ferromagnetic structure. Therefore it is assumed that the low symmetry L10-type ferromagnetic structure
transforms to a high symmetry L21-type paramagnetic structure as a result of the first order martensitic
transformation around 345 K for the Ni54Mn20Ga26 alloy. The coupling of the magnetic and structural
transformations observed in off-stoichiometric Ni-Mn-Ga alloys is important for the occurrence of MCE effect
in these alloys. A maximum change in magnetic entropy, ∆SM, of 1.84 JKg-1K-1 was determined at the vicinity of
magneto-structural transition temperatures of Ni54Mn20Ga26 alloys.
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PHOTOVOLTAIC PROPERTIES OF In2O3-InSe-Pt SYSTEM
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Based on a layered InSe crystal, In2O3-n-InSe-Pt diode structures were fabricated. The thickness of the
transparent and conducting In2O3 layer was 650÷1200 A0 and had the following physical parameters: ρ∼ (0.2÷7)
Ω·cm, μ = (4÷12) cm2/V·s, n∼(1÷2,6)1020 cm-3. The current-voltage characteristics, capacitance-voltage
characteristics, and In2O3-n-InSe-Pt photosensitivity spectra were experimentally studied. It was shown that the
coefficient of rectification of the studied samples reaches ~100 at U = 0.5 V, the photosensitivity spectra cover
the range from 1 to 0.7 microns.
(accepted October 10, 2018)

Keywords: InSe, diode structure, current-voltage, voltage-capacitance characteristics, photosensitivity spectra.
PACS: 72.40. +w, 72.80.Ey

1. Introduction
InSe layered semiconductors have recently become the subject of intense research. Along with nonlinear
phenomena previously discovered in these substances at high levels of optical excitation, InSe crystals are
currently very promising materials as photoconverters and ultrafast receivers [1, 2]. The ultrathin layers of
indium monoselenide have unique properties that qualitatively distinguish it from the other two-dimensional
crystals. In two-dimensional samples of indium monoselenide, the electron mobility is the highest (~ 7000
cm2/V·s). This material parameter is extremely important from the point of view of improving the speed of
devices that can be created on its basis. Due to the peculiarities of chemical bonds, these crystals have a low
concentration of surface electronic states and surface effects, such as adsorption, are less pronounced than in
conventional isotropic crystals. In addition, InSe single crystals have a high elasticity at a thickness of d<100
μm, so that photoconverters based on them can be mounted on flexible substrates. According to scientists,
indium monoselenide has wide prospects for further practical use, since its thin layers combined with graphene
and some other functional two-dimensional crystals, have every chance to compete with silicon (Si) as the main
material of modern electronics. Another interesting property of indium monoselenide is that, unlike
dichalcogenides and silicon, this crystal is a so-called direct-gap semiconductor (Еg~1.30 eV), which makes
them a promising material for creating solar energy converters.
This paper is devoted to the experimental study of some electrical and photoelectric properties of In2O3InSe-Pt diode structures based on InSe thin films.
2. Experiment
The investigated n-InSe crystals were grown by the Bridgman method. Samples with thicknesses of 10 ÷
80 μm and geometrical dimensions of 3x3 mm were made by splitting from large ingots. According to Hall
measurements at 300 K, the mobility reaches a value of ~700 cm2/V·sec, a specific resistance of ρ ~ 80 ÷ 300
Ω·cm, the concentration of current carriers is n~1·1014 cm-3. Transparent and conductive In2O3 layers were
obtained by evaporating a mixture of In2O3 powder (90%) and indium (10%) using the method described in [3].
The use of a transparent In2O3 layer as an ohmic contact was stimulated by the fact that the refractive indices of
InSe single crystals and the In2O3 layer are close. If we take into account that the coefficient of light absorption
by InSe single crystals in a wide range of the spectrum is α~103 cm-1, this allows efficient conversion of light
when the structure is illuminated from the side of the transparent In2O3 layer, with a relatively small thickness of
the base region. The evaporation of In2O3 was carried out under oxygen pressure of ~8·10-5 mm Hg. The
deposition rate of the films was ~20 A0/min. The thickness of the In2O3 layer was measured by an interference
microscope and was 650 ÷ 1200 A0. The In2O3 layers with the same thickness on the glass substrate had the
following parameters: ρ~(0.2÷7) Ω·cm, μ=(4÷12) cm2/V·s, n~(1÷2.6)·1020 cm-3. The transmission of such layers
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of In2O3 in the visible spectral region reached 80%. Thermal evaporation was applied to the back surface of the
sample by a translucent Pt layer, which forms a Schottky barrier with n-InSe. A gold contact comb was applied
on top of the platinum, which was connected to a chain using silver paste.
3. Results and discussion
The volt – ampere characteristic (CVC) of the structures studied is shown in Fig. 1. The direct branch of
the CVC starting at 50 mV obeys the usual expression I = I 0 exp( qU / βkT ) , where the typical value of the
saturation current is I0≈9·10-6 A/cm2, and the ideality coefficient is β≈2.88, which agrees well with the data of
[4]. The deviation from the indicated dependence at relatively high voltages seems to be due to the influence of
the spreading resistance, which is RS≈110 Ω. The rectification coefficient for some samples reaches ~100 at U =
0.5 V. The indicated value of I0 corresponds to the height of the Schottky barrier ~0.6 eV. The relatively large
value of β suggests that at 300 K, the contribution of the thermal current is not dominant and it is difficult to
determine the height of the Schottky barrier from the temperature dependence of the parameter I0. In the range of
300÷370 K and at voltages of U<0.5 V, the temperature dependence of the forward current can be represented as
I ≈ exp( − ∆E / kT ) , where the parameter ΔЕ≈0.32 eV and agrees well with the depth of the donor levels in InSe.
The reverse branches of the CVC in the double logarithmic scale are linear, with an inclination of ~0.7.
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Fig.1. CVC of the contact In2O3-n-InSe-Pt in the dark
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contact In2O3-n-InSe-Pt at 300K.

The capacitance-voltage characteristics of the structures studied at a frequency of 1 MHz are linear on
the scale C-2=f(U) (Fig. 2). In this case, the diffusion potential gets the value VD≈0.52 V. The thickness of the
space charge layer, estimated from the value of the capacitance at zero voltage, is W≈3.12 μm. The
photosensitivity spectrum when the structure is illuminated from the side of the In2O3 layer is shown in Fig.3.
The measurements were carried out at a constant photon flux using a double monochromator with a holographic
grating. A 250 watt halogen lamp was used as the light source. Adding to the experimental spectrum of the
calculated, allows you to determine the main parameters of the structures used, namely, the diffusion length of
minority carriers.
When calculating the photosensitivity spectrum, we took into account two contributions in the case of
uniform illumination of a semiconductor with a thickness d in a direction parallel to the axis-c.
a) the current contribution of nonequilibrium carriers is described by the diffusion equation
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∂ 2 n n − n0
−
= −αΦ 0 exp( −αx )
τ
∂x 2

(1)

where D is the diffusion coefficient of the generated photocarriers, Φ0 is the photon density, n0 and n are hole
concentrations in the equilibrium and non-equilibrium states, respectively; τ – is the lifetime of nonequilibrium
carriers.
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Fig.3. The spectral distribution of the photosensitivity of the
contact In2O3-n-InSe-Pt when illuminated from the side of
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Fig.4. Energy diagram of the system In2O3-nInSe-Pt.

Taking into account the boundary conditions:
n |x = d = n0 и

dn
|x =0 = 0 .
dx

We have the following solution [4]:

α 2 L2p  1
1
d

− exp( −αd )( 1 +
I p = qΦ 0
th
2
α

αL p L p
αL p − 1 ch
 L
p




)




(2)

b) the contribution of the generated photocarriers in the depleted layer with thickness W:
I W = qΦ 0 exp( −αd )( 1 − exp( −αW )

(3)

Full photocurrent I Φ = I p + I W .
The calculated curve (Fig. 3, the dashed curve) is consistent with the experimental curve for the
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following parameters: W = 3 μm, d = 12 μm, Lp = 2 μm.
Energy diagram of the system In2O3-n-InSe-Pt presented in Fig.4. As can be seen from the figure, the
band gap of In2O3 is 3.5 eV. The magnitude of the potential barrier determined from the IV characteristics of
structures in the dark is ~ 0.61 eV.
Estimates conducted by us on the basis of theoretical and experimental data show that the light conversion
factor, based on the In2O3-n-InSe-Pt system, reaches ~ 6%.
4. Conclusion
The electrical and photoelectric characteristics of the In2O3-n-InSe-Pt diode structure were studied
experimentally and their main parameters were determined: rectification coefficient, volume charge layer
thickness, diffusion length of minority charge carriers, photosensitivity region. From the energy diagram, the
In2O3 band gap is determined, which turned out to be 3.5 eV. Estimates show that the light conversion ratio to
In2O3-n-InSe-Pt reaches a value of ~ 6%.
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DEPENDENCE OF PHOTOCONDUCTIVITY ON THE ELECTRICAL FIELD IN n-InSe
R.F.BABAYEVA
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The main characteristics of photoconductivity in indium monoselenide crystals with different initial dark
resistivity were experimentally investigated at temperatures of 77÷300 K and electric field strengths of
Е≤2.5·103 V⁄cm. In high-resistance crystals at temperatures below 200÷250 K, under the action of an electric
voltage corresponding to a non-linear region of a static I – V characteristic, the effect of an electric field on the
photoconductivity was detected. A model is proposed that qualitatively satisfactorily explains the experimental
results obtained.
October 10, 2018)
Keywords: single crystal, semiconductor, intrinsic photoconductivity
PACS: 72.40.+W; 64.70.K, 75.20.En,

1. Introduction
Indium monoselenide crystals (n-InSe) are one of the promising semiconductor materials for
optoelectronics and solar energy [1-2]. The study of various aspects of the photoelectric properties of this
semiconductor has considerable scientific and practical interest.
The present paper reports experimental results on the effect of an electric field on the photoconductivity of
n-InSe crystals undoped and erbium doped.
2. Experiment
Samples scaled from various large single-crystal unalloyed (with a specific dark resistance at 77 K
ρ0≈103÷107 Ωˑcm) and doped with erbium (with NEr≈10-5÷10-1 at.%) ingots had the shape of a rectangular
parallelepiped. Their thickness in the direction perpendicular to the (001) plane of the crystal [3] did not exceed
~ 350 μm, and the transverse dimensions along this plane were ~6.00х5.00 mm x mm. The current contacts
located on the sample surfaces opposite in the (001) plane were created by soldering tin and indium, as well as
applying silver paste. When measuring the beam of light falling on them and the current flowing through them
were directed perpendicular to the natural layers - the (001) plane of the crystal.
The measurements were carried out in the region T≈77÷300 K, with illuminations of monochromatic light
with different wavelengths (λ) and intensity (I0), using an installation assembled on the basis of an MDR-12 type
monochromator, with a special electronic-computer system. At the same time, the wavelength and intensity of
light incident on the sample under study varied within λ=0.30÷2.00 μm and I≈5ˑ100÷5ˑ102 Lx, and the electric
field intensity was Е≈1.0ˑ101÷2.5ˑ103 V⁄cm. A further increase in the value of E was limited by the effect of
bistable switching in the sample under study [4]. The spectrum and lux-ampere characteristic of
photoconductivity were measured in all the studied samples by measuring stationary photoconductivity.
3. Results and discussion
It has been established that in the low-temperature region (T≤200÷220 K) at voltages (U), corresponding to
the initial linear section of the static current - voltage characteristic (U<U1-2 [5]) and low illuminances, the main
characteristics of the photoconductivity of different samples of both groups (undoped and doped erbium) crystals
are different.
In undoped crystals, with increasing initial (taking place at 77 K) values of specific dark resistance (ρ0),
the photoconductivity spectrum expands to a longer wavelength, and the magnitude and duration of the
photoconductivity relaxation time increase significantly (Fig. 1, curve 1; Fig. 2 curves 1 and 2).
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Fig. 1. Dependence of the long-wave boundary (λcr) of the photoconductivity spectrum on the initial resistivity value (ρ0) in
undoped (curves 1 and 3) and impurity content (NEr) in erbium-doped (curves 2 and 4) n-InSe single crystals at different
values electrical voltage.
T=77 K; λ = 0.95 μm; Φ=0.15 Φm; 1, 2 - U<U1-2; 3, 4 - U≥UPLT.

In n-InSe<Er> crystals, the dependences of the main characteristics of photoconductivity on the NEr value
are non-monotonic (Fig. 1, curve 2 and Fig. 2, curves 3 and 4) and the maximum deviation relative to that
occurring in the lowest-resistance undoped crystal is observed at NEr≈10-3 at.% (Fig. 1, curve 2 and Fig. 2, curve
3). The n-InSe<Er> crystals with NEr≈10-1 at.% in their photoelectric characteristics are close to undoped crystals
with the lowest ρ0. In addition, they manifest themselves as crystals with more stable and reproducible
photovoltaic parameters and characteristics. With an increase in T and I0, the features of photoconductivity found
in high-resistance unalloyed and doped erbium with NEr≤10-2 at.% crystals gradually disappear.
In the region of low T and weak I0, when the stresses create a noticeable injection, in both groups of
crystals, the influence of the electric field on the photoconductivity characteristics is observed (Fig. 1, curves 3,
4 and Fig. 2, curves 5 and 6). Moreover, in undoped crystals, the dependence of photoconductivity on E
increases with increasing ρ0, and with increasing I0 and T, weakening, disappears. In the latter case, the
photoconductivity characteristics of all crystals, regardless of the ρ0 value, coincide with the corresponding
photoconductivity characteristics of undoped crystals with the lowest ρ0.
The effect of the electric field on the photoconductivity in both groups of crystals becomes more
noticeable at voltages greater than the voltage of the complete filling of traps (UPLT) [5], in samples with more
high-injecting current contacts. With increasing E in high-resistance undoped and doped erbium with NEr≤10-2
at.% crystals, the photoconductivity characteristics gradually approach the characteristics for crystals with the
lowest ρ0 or with NEr≈10-1 at.%, respectively.
In the studied crystals, the changes in the photoconductivity characteristics caused by the action of the
injecting electric field are not memorizing. In contrast, the changes detected by doping are irreversible.
A static analysis of the experimental results shows that the observed dependences of the photoconductivity
characteristics of indium monoselenide crystals on the electric field are not caused by any effects of a strong
electric field, or only by the interaction of non-equilibrium charge carriers with different point centers [6, 7]. In
this case, it is also necessary to take into account the spatial heterogeneity of the investigated crystals, i.e. the
presence of chaotic random macroscopic defects in them. These defects, which have arisen as a result of weak
(van der Waals) connections between neighboring natural crystal layers, in turn determine the presence of
recombination and drift barriers in the free energy zones of the semiconductor. Therefore, in addition to the due
to inter band generation, in such a semiconductor sample, photoconductivity due to tunneling through
recombination barriers of nonequilibrium charge carriers can also occur.
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Fig.2. Kinetics of photoconductivity in undoped (curves 1, 2, and 5) and doped with erbium (curves 3, 4, and 6) with
different initial values of resistivity (ρ0) and impurity content (NEr), respectively, n-InSe single crystals at different values of
electrical voltage.
T=77 K; Φ=0.15 Φm;
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The latter causes the expansion of the photoconductivity spectrum towards longer wavelengths. Within the
framework of such a two-barrier energy model, the sharp dependence of photoconductivity on the light intensity
at low illuminances is explained by light straightening of the drift barriers [8]. At high electrical voltages, the
excess charge of the injected carriers, gradually compensating for the volume charges of macroscopic defects,
reduces their effect on the photoconductivity characteristics. In erbium-doped crystals, the ions of the introduced
impurity, accumulating on macroscopic defects, increase their size. Therefore, with an increase in NEr, first (at
NEr≤10-3 at.%) the effect of macroscopic defects on photoconductivity increases, and then (at NEr>10-3 at.%) due
to overlapping of the space charge regions of neighboring macroscopic defects - decreases [9].
4. Conclusion
In conclusion, it can be noted that the influence of the electric field on the photoconductivity characteristics
of indium monoselenide crystals is due to the partial compensation of the space charge of the chaotic
macroscopic defects existing in them.
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INFLUENCE OF EXTERNAL AND INTRACRYSTALLINE FACTORS ON THE MOBILITY OF
CHARGE MEDIA IN n-InSe SINGLE CRYSTALS
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Baku State University, Z. Khalilov str., 23, Baku, Azerbaijan, Az1148,
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Effect of temperature, electric field, light, doping, and the initial conductivity of the sample on the mobility of
the main charge carriers was experimentally investigated in crystals of indium monoselenide. Based on a
comparative analysis of the results obtained, their scientific discussion was conducted.
ccepted June 10, 2019)

Keywords: main charge carriers, electrophysical parameters, injection, charge volume
PACS:72.80.-r; 72.20.-I; 64.70.K, 75.20.En,

1. Introduction
Due to the layered structure of the n-InSe single crystals [1], in addition to their characteristics for many
other semiconductors [2], they also have a number of specific features reflected in the electrophysical properties
and parameters [3-5]. The study of the influence of various factors - temperature, light, electric field, doping,
initial conductivity on generation-recombination processes, and drift of free charge carriers is one of the
powerful tools for identifying these features and clarifying their physical mechanism.
Based on this, in the present work, we carried out complex experimental studies of the dependence of the
mobility of main charge carriers (electrons) on temperature, the effect of electrical voltage, initial conductivity
(existing at 80 K), and doping in n-InSe single crystals.
2. Experiment
Samples necessary for experimental studies were cut from large, unalloyed and doped samples obtained
by the method of slow cooling with various quantitative contents (NREE≤10-1 at.%) of gadolinium (Gd), holmium
(Ho) of single-crystal ingots. The measurements were carried out in the temperature range T≈80÷300 K, at
various values of the electric voltage (U). Monochromatic light, wavelength (λ) and intensity (I0) were used to
illuminate the samples under study, which, if necessary, gradually changed in the ranges λ≈0.30÷2.00 μm and
I0≈1ˑ101÷3ˑ102 Lx, respectively. For this purpose, an MDR-12U type grating monochromator and various light
attenuators were used.
3. Results and discussion
It was established that at T<300 K, the specific conductivity (σ) of different samples of both groups
(undoped and doped) crystals noticeably differ. The initial conductivity (σ0) of different non-alloyed samples is
1.8ˑ10-3÷2ˑ10-8 Ω-1ˑcm-1, and doped - depending on the value of NREE varies non-monotonously within 2.2ˑ10-3
÷9ˑ10-8 Ω-1ˑcm-1 and reaches its minimum value (σ0≈9ˑ10-8 Ω-1ˑcm-1) at NREE≈10-3 at.%. In undoped crystals with
the highest σ0, as well as in doped REE with NREE≥10-2 at.%, as the temperature rises to 300 K, the σ values and
the mobility of the main charge carriers (µ) do not change (amount ~3.0ˑ10-3÷3.5ˑ10-3 Ω-1ˑcm-1 and
~9.8ˑ102÷1.1ˑ103 cm2 V-1 s-1, respectively).In undoped crystals with the lowest value of σ0 and in doped REE
impurities with NREE<10-2 at. % of σ and µ with increasing T to 300 K increase (Fig. 1) exponentially (σ, µ~exp
(−

∆ε
), where k is the Boltzmann constant, Δε is the activation energy σ and µ), which is anomalous for spatial
kT

homogeneous crystalline semiconductors [6].
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Fig. 1. Temperature dependence of conductivity (curves 1 and 2) and mobility of main charge carriers (curves 3 and 4) in
undoped (curves 1 and 3) and doped with holmium impurities (curves 2 and 4) in n-InSe single crystals.
σ0, Ω-1ˑcm-1: 1, 3 - 9ˑ10-7; NREE, at.%: 1, 3 - 0; 2, 4 - 10-3; U<U1-2

In the crystals under study at Т<300 К, the dependences μ(σ0), μ(NREE), μ(Е) and μ(I0) from the point of
view of the theory of spatially homogeneous crystalline semiconductors [6] are also anomalous. In particular: in
undoped crystals with increasing σ0, the value of μ increases (Fig. 2, curve 1); in doped crystals, the μ(NREE)
dependence is non-monotonic, while μ has its smallest and greatest value when NREE≈10–3 at.% and NREE≈10-1
at.%, respectively (Fig. 2, curve 2); the influence of the chemical nature of REE impurities on the magnitude and
dependence of external factors μ is not observed; the dependence of μ on the electric voltage is observed at
electric field strengths (E), significantly less than the critical intensity for heating free-carrier (Ecr) in the studied
crystals [7].The course of dependences μ(σ0) (Fig. 2, curve 3) and μ(NREE) (Fig. 2, curve 4) at the considered
values of the electrical voltage is preserved, but the value ΔµЕ≈µS-µL (where µL and µS are the values of µ at
voltages U<U1-2 and U>U2-n [8], respectively,) at higher E changes its sign. When the sample is illuminated with
its own light, the value of μ increases relative to its dark value and with increasing I0 this difference
monotonously increases.
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Fig. 2. Dependence of the mobility of the main charge carriers on the initial value of the specific conductivity in undoped
(curves 1 and 2) and the quantitative impurity content (curve 3 and 4) in n-InSe single crystals doped with holmium at
various electrical voltages T≈80 K. 1, 3 - U<U1-2; 2, 4 - U>U2-n
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In all undoped and doped samples at T>300 K, as well as in undoped crystals with σ0>1.2.10-3 Ω-1ˑcm-1 and
doped crystals with NREE>10-2 at.% the observed in the dependences μ(σ0), μ(NREE), μ(Е) and μ(I0) anomalies
disappear.
The experimental results obtained from a unified position are not explained in the framework of the
notions of the interaction of carriers with phonons and (or) impurity centers in a spatially homogeneous crystal
semiconductor [6, 7]. In this case, it is also necessary to take into account the presence of random drift barriers
with different sizes in the free zones of the investigated semiconductor and their influence on the charge carrier
drift processes. When the temperature rises, the effects of its own light and creating a noticeable injection of the
electric field intensity, as well as when doping with REE impurities, the dimensions of these drift barriers
change. In particular, with increasing T, exposure to its own light and (or) injecting electrical voltage due to
partial compensation of the space charge of the drift barriers with a charge of thermally and photogenated, as
well as injected carriers, the temperature and light respectively occur also electric rectification of drift barriers.
The latter, in turn cause an anomalous increase in the mobility of charge carriers with increasing temperature,
light intensity and intensity of the injecting electric field. In the case of doping, the situation is somewhat
different. At the same time, the ions of the introduced impurity are added to the initial volume charges of the
drift barriers to increase their dimensions. However, such an increase in the size of drift barriers
nonmonotonously changes their effect on the magnitude and dependence on various factors μ. At first (up to
NREE≈10–3 at.%) with increasing size of the barriers their influence on the process of carrier drift increases and,
accordingly, the value μ decreases with increasing NREE. With further growth of NREE, the space charge regions
of neighboring drift barriers gradually overlap and, therefore, their effect on the carrier mobility decreases, and
the value of μ increases and approaches that occurring in a spatially homogeneous crystalline semiconductor [9].
Regarding the nature of the drift barriers, it can be said that in the studied semiconductor, their presence is
primarily due to the layer structure of the crystal structure.
4. Conclusion
In n-InSe single crystals at temperatures T<300 K, the magnitude of the mobility of the main charge
carriers for different samples is significantly different and its dependence on the effects of temperature, voltage,
doping, light have an anomalous character. These anomalies in undoped samples increase with decreasing initial
conductivity, do not depend on the chemical nature of impurities in REE-doped samples, change
nonmonotonically with increasing impurity content and are due to the presence of drift barriers created by
crystallization structure of the investigated semiconductor.
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THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY IN TlIn1-XYbXSe2 SOLID SOLUTIONS
A.M.AHMEDOVA
Azerbaijan State University of Economics (UNEC), Baku, Istiglaliyat st., 6. Az 1001

The work is devoted to the study of thermal conductivity of solid solutions of the TlInSe2-TlYbSe2 system.
The mechanisms of phonon scattering in them are determined. The diagram “Composition - thermal properties”
of this system in the field of solubility is constructed.It is established that in solid solutions TlIn1-xYbxSe2, as the
content of ytterbium in the compositions increases, the lattice thermal conductivity and the exponent in its
temperature dependence decrease significantly.
It was found that in these solid solutions, at temperatures above Debye, phonon scattering simultaneously
with three-phonon flip processes an active role is played by normal processes and scattering on point defects.
(acceptedJune 10, 2019)

Keywords: thermal conductivity, solid solutions, phonon
PACS: 72.15.Cz; 65.40.−b; 74.25.Kc

1.

Introduction

TlInX2-(X - S,Se,Te) type triaxial semiconductor compounds can be controlled by high stability, stability of
the characteristic semiconductor parameters and their composition change, and so on. they have different
features. One of these objects is TlIn1-xYbxSe2 solid solutions present in the TlInSe2-TlYbSe2 limited solution
zone. As shown in [1-2], TlInSe2 is a triangle with tallium atoms +1 and indium atoms are +3. The ion radii of
the triangular indium atoms are close to the radius of the triangular isotropic ions, and in this respect, the
triangular indium ions in the TlInSe2 combination are gradually replaced by triangular itterbium ions, and as a
result Tl +1 In +3 Se2+2 → Tl +1 In1+−3x Ybx+3 Se2−2 solid solutions are formed on the TlInSe2-TlYbSe2 system in the TlInSe2
merger. [2] Studies show that the present system exists in the solution zone and covers 0÷11 mol% TlInSe2 at
room temperature. Solid solutions of all TlIn1-xYbxSe2crystallized into tetrachronic singanon as the initial TlInSe2
compounds, and their melting temperature increases as the relative amount of itterbium in the composition
increases.
Investigation of "electrical properties" shows that all solids are semiconductors with p-type conductivity,
which have the character of memory converter.
Investigation of the "composition- heat properties" diagram allows for the identification of additional heat
transfer and scattering mechanisms and other features that can not be observed in these materials in the initial
components. In this regard, the investigation of thermal conductivity in solid solutions observed in TlInSe2TlYbSe2is of great interest
2. Experimental part
Monocrystalline samples for the study were obtained by the Bricmen method and all of them have p-type
permeability.
Thermal conductivity in the samples was measured by the stationary method [001] and [100] for the
perpendicular and parallel oriented thermal flood plains in the direction of the arrows. The specimens are made
of 4x5x10 mm2 size paralelopiped. The heat contact between the heater and the refrigerator was made with a
silver paste. Measurement accuracy of heat transfer coefficient + 6%.

3. Results and discussion
The temperature dependence of the total heat transfer coefficient (χ) for the investigated samples is shown
in Figure 1. According to the Videman-Franse's law, the cost of electron collecting electron capture is
10 −2 − 10 −3 W /( m ⋅ K ) and we accept that the 1% of the total heat transfer coefficient is drawn, and the heat plays
an important role in the heat transfer.
As can be seen in the graphs, there is strong anisotropic conductivity in all compositions.
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For example, in the TlInSe2 compound, the initial component was a temperature gradient of 100 K at a
⊥
temperature parallel to the layers, while the cage heat transfer coefficient was χ 100
K = 3,85W /( m ⋅ K )
perpendicular

to

//
χ 100
K = 6,8W /( m ⋅ K )

layer.

These

amounts

were

//
χ 200
K = 3,05W /( m ⋅ K ) ,

⊥
⊥
//
χ 200
K = 2,1W /( m ⋅ K ) , χ 300 K = 1,85W /( m ⋅ K ) , and χ 300 K = 1,42W /( m ⋅ K ) in the 200K and 300K temperatures
respectively.

There is a certain displacement factor in the change of thermal conductivity due to the increase in the
atomic weight of the composition when the atoms are transferred from solid components to the solid solutions
formed on their basis in the crystal cage (figure 1). This is due to the fact that when localized triangular indium
atoms are replaced by three-pointed itterbium atoms on the basis of TlInSe2, local dot defects occur. This causes
the localized change of defective density and elastic properties. This, in turn, leads to the emergence of
additional scattering mechanisms, in contrast to the original components, in solid solutions of varying
composition.

Figure 1.TlIn1-xYbxSe2 solid solutions, coefficient of thermal conductivity coefficients in layers
to layers temperature dependencies in

χ

⊥

χ //

and perpendicular

directions

Determination of the basic scattering mechanisms of phonons in TlIn1-xYbxSe2 solid solutionsthe
experimental prices of the heat transfer coefficient were compared with the calculated values, taking into account
the triangle transition processes (U-processes) and the scattering of the point defects by the Climax [5,7] at room
1
1
1
temperature. According to [1] and [4-7], the =
(1) is reimbursed for the entire period of relaxation.
+
τ τ N τU
1
1
Here
= Aω 4 and
= Bω 4 are τ-defects, and τij are relaxation periods in U-processes. If we take this
τN
τU
expression of complete relaxation times in the generalized heat transfer equation for phonons with heat transfer,
 3•
3
2
then χ q =
(
)d q (2) for the coefficient of thermal conductivity. Here Cf - phonon
v
q
cos
θτ
qr
(2n )3
temperature, τ(q)-is the general relaxation period for phonons. (The 3-factor is included in the three branches of
the dance spectrum).

∫
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In

case of dot defects after the integration, take the heat transfer coefficient
ω 
k
ω
B
χ adm = 20 ⋅ 0 arctg  max  (3). Here, ω 02 = has didactic unit, ωmax is the maximum speed corresponding
A
2π v 0 B
 ω0 
to the Debay model, υ0 - the average sound speed. For the non-detecting state, the crystal heat conductivity
ω 
kω
B
coefficient is obtained from the condition A=0 ω 0 = 0 2 max ⇒
arctg  max  (4) From the combination
ω max
2π v 0 B
 ω0 
ω 
ω
of (4) and (3), χ adm = χ 0 0 arctg  max  (5) is taken.It follows from this that it is necessary to know
ω max
 ω0 
k0
ω 02
B
(6) from the
ω0/ωmax- to calculate χadm. Using the expression (4), we get
=
=
2
2
2
ω max Aω max 2π υ 0 χ 0ω max A

following transformations.If χ 0 is known, then the ratio

ω0
can be calculated by knowing A. It is also
ω max

difficult to calculate the quantity A if the local changes in elastic properties and density occur in the crystal. But
if the change of elastic properties in the crystal is negligible and it is impossible to ignore it, then phonons are
exposed to defects due to local variations of density, and in this case it is simpler to calculate the quantity A.
Because our indium and substitute isterbium atoms that are substituted by TlIn1-xYbxSe2are triangular, we can
take into account the change of elastic properties in such substitution and the defects in the solid solutions we
observe are the result of local variations in density in the crystal due to the difference between the triangular
indium and itterbium ion radius occurs.
For tetrachonal sinchology Ω 0 = a 2 C .Solid solutions that can be described can be described as

TlIn1− x Ybx Se2 → Tl InSe2 1− x [YbSe2 ]x → [TlInSe2 ]1− x [TlYbSe2 ]x then
M TlYbSe2 − M TlInSe2
∆M
;M =
=
M
(1 − x) M TlInSe2 − x ⋅M TlYbSe2

∑x M
i

i

we

can

write

(7). Here, M TlInSe2 = 143,6 and M TlYbSe2 = 158,16

i

For each intermediate composition, the average value of transverse and longitudinal ultraviolet waves for
tetrahedral axes along the initial component TlInSe2has been determined. The flow temperature is determined by
1
C L Ter2

5
A6

1
3

the Lindeman method: θ D =
ρ . Here, the Tm -crystalline melting temperature is stable for ρ- q/sm3and
its density, and C is stable for the crystalline structure.
Since the TlIn1-xYbxSe2solid solutions studied are based on the TlInSe2 triangle combination, the values of
the coil heat transfer coefficients in the corresponding crystallographic arrows (a and c) of the TlInSe2
combination for the coefficient of thermal conductivity with no defects are calculated while calculating the ratio
ω
for these solutions.
ωD
No additional scattering occurs with respect to the initial TlInSe2 combination for x=0.(A=0) (4) and the
ω0
ω
ratio of frequencies turns into infinity.
= ∞ . Since
< 1 for the intermediates studied, (5) can be
ωD
ωD
 ω  2 n +1

 D 

∞
χL
ω
 (9).As the calculations derived from this statement are
n  ω 0 
expressed as
(−1) 
=
(2n + 1)
χ q ω D n =0




well-suited to experimental results, the reality of the Tl [InSe2 ]1− x [YbSe2 ]x radical substitution is reaffirmed.
The calculations show that the consideration of the effects of local density changes on the ceiling heat
transfer in solid solids in the solid solids significantly improves the experimental results and theoretical
calculations. However, the temperature resistance still remains in all the components. The reason for this is the

∑
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effect of N-processes on heat transfer. It is known that the normal processes do not directly affect the phonon
splashes. However, as a result of normal processes, the wave vectors of the phonons vary so they can
subsequently participate in U processes, and consequently assess the effects of normal processes on heat
resistance. In the solid solutions containing TlIn1-xYbxSe2, we have a real opportunity to observe these cases..
Figure 2 shows the temperature ratio of the thermal conductivity coefficients in the TlIn1-xYbxSe2 solids in


the a and c arrows and figure 3 depicts the dependence of these quantities on the composition. As shown in this
dependence, the anisotropic in heat transfer is the lowest at low temperatures and the initial TlInSe2combination.
But with the rise in temperature, as well as the relative amount of itterbioids in the composition, anisotropic
activity decreases. At the same time, the anisotropic content decreases with the growth of atomic masses. At the
same time, the reduction in the atomic mass of the components and the overall heat transfer coefficient of graphs
are well adapted to the theory.

Figure 2. Temperature dependence of the thermal conductivity ratios of

χ //

χ

⊥

in parallel

χ //

and perpendicular

χ⊥

directions in solid solutions TlIn1-xYbxSe2

Figure 3.TlIn1-xYbxSe2 solids in parallel χ to the layers and in the perpendicular χ to the layers, the thermal
conductivity ratios are dependent on the content of 100 K, 200K and 300K
⊥

//
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4.Conclusion
It has been established that in TlIn1-xYbxSe2containing solids, as in the initial TlInSe2combination, the heat is
mainly carried by the heat dance of the crystal cage, the fundamental role in the phonon splashes in the initial
components is triplicate transformation processes (U-processes) and in solid solutions with high temperatures Uprocesses as well as normal processes and scatterings play a key role in dipstick defects (local change in the
density of indium atoms replacing the crystal cage).
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DISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF EMISSION SPECTRA OF CRUDE OILS OF THE
ABSHERON PENINSULA
А.M. PASHAYEV1, A.A. MUSAYEV1, N.A. VELİYEV2,B.G. TAGİYEV1, Y.M. BAGHİROV1, K.R.
ALLAHVERDİYEV1*, I.Z. SADİKHOV1
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Azerbaijan National Aviation Academy, Mardakyan avenue 25, AZ1045, Baku/Bina, Аzerbaijan
State Oil Company of Azerbaijan Republic

Laser induced fluorescence (LIF)KA-14 LIDAR (Light Identification Detection and Ranging), developed at the
National Aviation Academy (NAA) of Azerbaijan have been used for detection of crude oil spills on the surface
of Caspian sea as well as on the earth surface of Absheron peninsula[1]. KA-14 LIDAR used in present research
work has been developed with the financial support of State Oil Company of Azerbaijan Republic (SOCAR) in a
frame of Project “Control of the Environment by LIDAR During Oil-Gas Production” under Contract No1.
Results of some measurements were published in [2]. It is well known, that oil spills may take place due to
leakage of oil from differentOil-Gas-Production Departments (OGPD). It isknown - there are totally 12 OGPDs
in Azerbaijan, including 8 SOCAR Departments belonging to AzNeft and 4 Joint Ventures.
tedJune 10, 2019)

Keywords: laser induced fluorescence, LIDAR, remote sensing, oil spills detection
PACS: 01.10Fv, 33.50.Dq, 42.62.Fi, 42.68.Wt, 42.68.Xy

1.Introduction
Technical characteristics of KA-14 LIDAR are as follows: •laser CRF 200-type QUANTEL, λ = 355 nm;
•diameter of laser beam spot ∅ = 5.35 mm (after collimation- 40 mm); •frequency of excitation f = 20 Hz;•the
pulse time duration τ = 7 ns;•the pulse power 60 mJ; •diameter of Newtonian-type telescope is 200 mm; •angle
range of telescope measurements relative to horizon: from -20 to +20 degrees;•spectral range of measurements
from 350 nm to 750 nm; •the number of spectral channels is 32;•maximum range of measurements not less than
250 m[1-3].
Crude oil consists of mixture of amines, salts (e.g. NaCl), hydrocarbons (e.g. aromatics, paraffins etc.),
metals (e.g. Ni, Fe etc.), and S and S compounds (e.g. sulfides). Main important components of crude oil
include:•carbon (83 - 87 %);•hydrogen (11 - 14 %);•oxygen (up to 3 %);•nitrogen (0.1 to 2 %);•sulfur (0.05 to 6
%) and as micronutrients – •metals (< 0.1 %; the most common metals are: •Fe;•Ni;•Cu and •V [4,5].Crude oil
is usually considered as a solution of hard resin and paraffin substances in hydrocarbon liquid.
Detection of oil spills on water surface is a very important for the environment protection of coastal sea
basins as well as navigable rivers and lakes. The analysis of crude oil using fluorescence techniques has become
popular due to the high fluorescence nature of the constituent components of crude oil. Main advantage of
fluorescence detection (in general) is obtaining not expensive and high sensitivity information about object
studied. Oils irradiated by UV (ultraviolet) laser light will emit fluorescence light at longer wavelength. It is
naturally to expect that oil taken from different OGPDs will emit different light. By the other word clear
difference in emitted signal will clarify a source of oil (by the other words- which OGPDs it belongs).
2. Experiment
According to literature the fluorescence range of crude oil is from ~ 260 nm up to ~ 700 nm and is most
significant in the spectral range of 270÷400 nm [4-6]. Considering LIDAR as an active remote sensing system it
gets clear how useful and important to detect oil spills on water and earth surfaces.
Methodology used in present work includes KA-14 LIDAR.This LIDAR system consists of three units:
•the laser;•the detection system; •the acquisition unit. The laser radiation at 355 nm is emitted by an Nd:YAG
laser (third harmonic at 355 nm of CRF-200 Laser, QUANTEL, France)[1-3]. The returned radiation is collected
on the entire visible spectral range (380÷ 750 nm). The detection unit includes a telescope with 200 mm aperture
and focal distance 635 mm, Optical Multichannel Analyser (OMA), Grating Spectrometer (OCEANOPTICS,
model MAYA 2000 Pro) with Charge Coupled Device (CCD) camera)) a polychromator with two concave
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diffraction gratings and an optical detector which combines an image intensifier and a linear CCD camera. KA14 LIDARcan be used for measurements in water basins and vegetation.General view of KA-14 LIDAR
developed at NAA is shown in Fig. 1 a,b.Three units mentioned above for KA-14 LIDAR are clearly seen in
Fig. 1a,b.
In addition to LIDAR measurements, we also performed the measurements of density and sulfur content
of crude oils studied. Some results of these measurements have been presented in Ref. [2]. These analyses have
been conducted at Marmara Research Center (MRC) of Turkish Scientific and Technological Research Council
(TUBITAK), Gebze/Kocaeli, Turkey during business trip of prof. K. Allahverdiyev to MRC [2].
a

b

Fig. 1 (a,b).General view of KA-14 LIDAR developed at NAA.
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Results and discussion

Measurements of fluorescence spectra of crude oils were performed in sequence described below[2]:•first,
background measurement have been done with close output of laser system (laser was in operation); • second,
the measurement of fluorescence spectra of crude oil was performed; •third (final), background spectrum was
substracted from the fluorescence spectrum of crude oil and recorded. Signal accumulation time in all
measurements was ≈ 120 second [2].
The spectra shown below were selected as a typical from seven measurements for crude oil taken from
given oil wells of OGPD and JV (Fig.2 and Fig. 3).
.

Fig. 2.Room temperature fluorescence spectra of crude oils as measured by KA-14 LIDAR developed at
NAA and excited by 355 nm CRF 200 laser line (∗- noise). Pirallahy (Absheron OGPD) (a);
NeftDashlaryOGPD (b); Gala (Taghiyev OGPD) (c); Surakhany Oil (Surakhany JV) (d) [2].
It is seen (Fig. 2a) that oils taken from Absheron OGPD is characterized with one broad emission band
in the spectral range of 350÷750 nm with maximum at ≈ 550 nm. The peculiarities include weak “shoulders” (or
weak peaks) in the wavelength range of fluorescence spectra at ≈ 435 nm, ≈ 510 nm, ≈ 610 nm and ≈ 740 nm.
Fluorescence spectra of crude oils from NeftDashlaryis also characterized with broad band in the spectral
range of 350÷650 nm (Fig. 2b). Please, note that the band observed is considerably narrower than for spectrum
shown in Fig. 2a. In addition, weak “shoulders” are seen at ≈ 390 nm, ≈ 410 nm, ≈ 450 nm and ≈ 540 nm(see
Fig.2b).
Oils taken from Gala (Taghiyev OGPD) is also characterized with a broad band in the spectral range of
350÷750 nm. In addition, weak “shoulders” are also revealed in the short-, and long- ranges of fluorescence
spectrum at ≈ 380 nm, ≈ 540 nm and ≈ 610 nm(spectrum cinFig. 2).
Characteristic emission of crude oil taken from SurakhanyOil(Surakhany JV) is presented in Fig. 2d).
Fluorescence is characterized with one emission band in the spectral range of 350÷700 nm (it is typical for oils
taken from different oil wells). Furthermore, weak “shoulders” are also clearly seen in the short- and longwavelength range of emission spectra at ≈ 380 nm and ≈ 540 nm, respectively (spectrumd in Fig. 2).
Systematic measurements allowed clarify distinctive features between the fluorescence spectra of
different oil spills taken from different OGPD. Distinctive features of registered spectra included: •the spectral
positions of fluorescence maxima; •the forms and the fine structures of spectra. Analysis allowed with a high
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degree of availability to determine from which OGPD (including OGPD “NeftjanijeKamni”) leakage took place
on the surface of the Caspian sea and on the earth of the Absheron peninsula.
4. Conclusion
Results obtained seems to be useful for creation of a Data Bank of the fluorescence spectra of crude oils
extracted on the earth of the Absheron peninsula of Azerbaijan as well as from adjacent water areas of the
Caspian sea.This work is in progress with aim of creating the Data Bank of fluorescence spectra of oil spills
taken from OGPD of SOCAR and JV of Absheron peninsula of Azerbaijan.
The authors are thankful to the State Oil Company of Azerbaijan Republic for support.
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THE ROLE OF EXCITONS IN THE FORMATION OF A PHOTOCURRENT IN A TlGaSe2 SINGLE
CRYSTAL
S.Z.DZHAFAROVA
Azerbaijan State University of Economics (UNEC), Istiglaliyat st., 6, Baku, Azerbaijan, Az1001

The paper presents data on the exciton states in the process of photocurrent formation in TlGaSe2.An inverse
correlation (maximum absorption - minimum photocurrent) between the exciton absorption lines and extremes
of the photocurrent was established based on a detailed analysis of the photocurrent spectra and TlGaSe2 crystal
absorption in a wide energy range (2.0÷2.5 eV) and temperatures (1.8÷300 K).These are interpreted on the basis
of non-photoactive absorption near the surface.
Studies of the temperature dependence of the photocurrent showed that it is non-monotonic with discontinuous
features. The non-monotonic temperature dependence of the photocurrent is explained by the presence of
recombination levels (r- and s-centers) in the gap with active interaction with sticking levels. It was also
established that the observed abrupt changes in the photocurrent at 105, 117 and 210 K are associated with phase
transformations in TlGaSe2.
2019)

Keywords: TlGaSe2, single crystal, absorption, photocurrent, exciton, defects.
PACS: 71.35.-y; 73.50.Pz.

1. Introduction
The principal theoretical and practical interest is the question of the participation of excitons in
photoelectric processes [1-3]. Excitons as electrically neutral formations do not transfer charge. However, their
interaction with other quasiparticles, electric fields, crystal defects and impurity centers can lead to the
appearance of free carriers. The discovery of the optical spectrum of an exciton showed that the question of the
contribution of excitons to the photocurrent should be solved using spectral methods and low temperatures [4, 5].
With the development of semiconductor technology, active experimental studies of the photoelectric
properties of promising semiconductor compounds have begun and the creation on this basis of prerequisites for
expanding the possibilities of their practical application [6-8].
Continuously growing interest and needs of modern semiconductor technology are not satisfied with known
materials and require the creation of new materials. The search for new semiconductor materials is one of the
main problems of today's solid state physics. Creating new materials opens up new perspectives and allows you
to solve new technical problems. The interest in photovoltaic cells comes from environmental considerations,
which makes them the most promisingamong renewable energy sources.
TlGaSe2 is known to be primarily known for its physicochemical properties. The ability of these layered
crystals to cleave on plates with specular faces, which is a consequence of the sharp asymmetry of chemical
bonding, makes them promising materials for photoelectric converters.
This paper summarizes our studies on the detection and determination of the role of excitons in
photoconductivity in a TlGaSe2 single crystal, including their behavior during phase transformations [9].

2. Experiment
The experiments were carried out on single-crystal samples grown by the Bridgman-Stockbarger method.
TlGaSe2, as it is known, crystallizes in a monoclinic structure with a space group of , has a layered structure
and high photosensitivity, p-type conductivity and resistivity 107-108Om·m at 300 K. Ohmic contacts were
created by applying In-Ga paste; and also by spraying In or Al in high vacuum with preliminary surface cleaning
by ion bombardment and heating.
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3. Results and discussion
Figure 1 shows the spectral distributions of the photocurrent (curves a, c) and the absorption coefficient
(curve c) of a TlGaSe2 single crystal at room temperature (curve a) and 77 K (curves b, c). As can be seen from
the figure, at a temperature of 300 K, a broad maximum is observed in the spectral distribution of the
photocurrent, with a sharp drop in the photocurrent in the long-wavelength part and a decrease in the
photocurrent in the short-wavelength, due to surface recombination of current carriers.
The coincidence of the energy position of the sharp drop in the long-wavelength part of the
photoconductivity spectrum and the fundamental absorption edge, as well as their low-temperature behavior,
indicate the excitonic nature of photoconductivity. A decrease in temperature to 77 K leads to a high-energy shift
of the long-wave edge of the photoresponse and the appearance of four sharp structures (Fig. 1, curve c): near
the edge EA1=2.127 eV and EA2=2.212 eV and in depth of own absorption ЕВ1=2.355 eV and ЕВ2=2.387 eV.
Studies of the absorption spectra at 77 K revealed two peaks with energies ЕА=2.164 eV and ЕВ=2.372 eV (curve
с). A comparison of the photoresponse spectra and absorption at 77 K shows that the maxima of the absorption
peaks correspond to minima in the photoresponse spectra of the two structures, which is possible due to nonphotoactive absorption near the surface in the region of the maxima of the exciton absorption peaks. Another
possible explanation is the presence of a potential barrier in the near-contact region, leading to concentration of
the applied field in the barrier and the “splitting” of the exciton peaks is unlikely, since the applied voltages did
not exceed 10 V at a distance between contacts of ~ 1 mm.

Fig.1. Photocurrent spectra (curves a,b) of the
absorption coefficient (curve c) of a single
crystal at 300 (curve a) and 77K (curves b, c)

Fig.2. Temperature dependence of own
photoconductivity (curve a) and absorption
coefficient (curve b) at the point of maximum EA1

It is interesting to note that with a decrease in temperature in the short-wave part of the photocurrent (at 77
K, curve c), there is some increase in the photocurrent due to a possible increase in the mobility and lifetime of
excitons with decreasing temperature, which allows them to leave the defective surface layer (where they die,
mostly non-photoactively) deep into the crystal and cause a photocurrent as a result of interaction with the
centers. Naturally, the photocurrent output in the exciton line in the depth of its own absorption will also
increase.
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Figure 2 shows the temperature dependence of intrinsic photoconductivity (curve a) and absorption
coefficient (curve b) at the point of maximum EA of a TlGaSe2 single crystal in the temperature range 1.8-300 K.
As follows from the figure, the variation in intrinsic photoconductivity and absorption coefficient with
temperature is nonmonotonic with hopping features at 105; 117 and 210 K, associated with phase
transformations in a TlGaSe2 single crystal.
As is known, in many photoconductors, in particular in compounds AIIBVI [10], the non-monotonic
temperature dependence of the photocurrent is usually explained by the presence of a number of adhesion levels
in the band gap and recombination for the main carriers. Therefore, the non-monotonic dependence of the
photocurrent on temperature — the growth of the photocurrent with increasing temperature in the range 1.8–50
K and above 210 K can be explained by the participation in the processes of photoconductivity of recombination
centers (r and s-centers) and adhesion (t-centers) with their active interaction .
In this case, at low temperatures, the growth of the photocurrent is due to thermal activation of electrons
from shallow sticking levels (t-centers). Due to the fact that the depth of t-centers is less than r-centers, the
temperature quenching of photoconductivity in this temperature range is insignificant. With increasing
temperature, the contribution of photocurrent quenching by r-centers increases, making activation of the
photocurrent by t1-centers less effective. As a result, in the temperature range 50÷70 K, the photocurrent remains
almost constant. A further increase in temperature causes an intense temperature quenching of the photocurrent,
and in the temperature range of 70÷100 K, the photocurrent decreases with increasing temperature. But at the
same time, the t1-centers are still not fully ionized and the dependence If (T) is distorted. At temperatures above
120 K, shallow t1- centers are completely ionized, and the temperature dependence of the photocurrent is
controlled by r centers and deeper t2- centers. At temperatures above 120 K, the activation of holes from the t2
center overcomes the quenching by r-centers and the photocurrent increases with increasing temperature. The
energy diagram of the hole states in the TlGaSe2 band gap is shown in the upper left part of Fig. 2.
The conducted studies show the great potential of low-temperature photoelectric exciton spectroscopy in
diagnosing and controlling the near-surface and bulk properties of a semiconductor crystal.
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AB-INITIO CALCULATIONS OF ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF CdFeTe AND ITS OPTICAL
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First principle calculations based on density functional theory by the pseudopotential method, by use of Local
Spin Density Approximation in AtomistixToolKit program carried out to define band gap, density of states, total
energy, magnetic moments, number of electrons, Fermi levels of Cd1-xFexTe. Cd1-xFexTe epitaxial films on glass
substrate were obtained. Absorption and transmission spectra were investigated. It was defined, that with an
increase in Fe concentration there is an increase in the band gap.
Keywords:Semimagnetic semiconductor, ab-initio, electronic structure, magnetic moments, absorption spectra,
transmission spectra
PACS:71.20.-b, 71.15.-m

1. Introduction
Semimagnetic semiconductors (SMS) are the unique materials for electronic devices. These materials are
obtained by the substitution of some classical semiconductors, by magnetic elements and transition metals, such
as Co, Ni, Mn, Fe [1] in the semiconductor compound. The doped CdTe by Mn or Fe atoms have a wide range
of applications in spintronics [2] such as infra-red detectors, solar cells, visible and infra-red lasers and etc. [3,4].
The best known wide gap semimagnetic semiconductors Cd1-xFexTe is one of the less studied SMSs, and
the solubility of Fe atoms is about 2-15% which are far below the solubility in the Mn based SMS.
In this paper ab initio calculations have been performed to study electronic band structure of Cd1-xFexTe
SMS and optical properties as absorption and transmission spectra. We investigated the role and effect of doping
material (Fe) on investigated properties, and compare them with literature data.
Ab initio calculations of electron structure and magnetic properties of Cd1-xFexTe were carried out in work
[5]. Unlike these one we carried out first principle calculations based on density functional theory (DFT) by the
pseudopotential method, by use of Local Spin Density Approximation (LSDA) in the AtomistixToolKit(ATK)
program. It were defined band gap, density of states (DOS), total energy, magnetic moments, number of
electrons, Fermi levels for Cd1-xFexTe.
2. Electronic structure of supercell Cd3Fe1Te4
Ab initio calculationswere performed in ATK program within the spin-polarized DFT and LSDA+U on
the DZDP basis. We have used Hubbard-U potential UFe=2.42eV for 3d states of Fe atoms [6] and spin
polarized Tight Tier 1 basis set with FHI (Z=8) pseudopotential.
Firstly it was calculated electron band structure of supercell Cd4Te4 and was defined band gap Eg=1.53eV
(fig.1) [7].Then supercellCd3Fe1Te4 was constructed on the base of supercell Cd4Te4 and crystal structure was
optimized (fig.2.).
It is known, that the nature of band gap in the Fe based SMS differ from that of Mn based SMS. Because
the substitutional Fe2+ possesses both spin and orbital momentum and contains one more electron than the Mn2+
so the Fe2+ 3d6 level is located above the Mn2+ 3d5 state in the semiconductor band structure. It was calculated
electron band structure, DOS of Cd1-xFexTe (x=0.25) (fig.3) and defined that the band gap increases linearly with
an increase in the Fe concentration, but there occurs an insignificant decrease in the lattice parameter.
Partial density of states (PDOS) were studied for analysis of the character of electron band structure
formation (fig 4). PDOS analysis shows that upper levels of valence band located in the range of [-5; 0] eV,
mainly comes from p-states of Te atoms, s-states of Cd atoms and s-states of Fe atoms with some contribution of
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d-states of Fe atoms. Lower levels of conductivity band located in the range of [0; 5] eV, mainly comes from dstates of Te atoms, p-states of Fe atoms and p-states of Cd atoms with some contribution of d-states Fe atoms.

a)

b)

Fig.1. Supercell Cd4Te4 a) crystal structure b) electron band structure

a)

b)

Fig.2. Crystal structure of Cd1-xFexTe (x=0.25) a) before optimization, b) after optimization

Fig.3. DOS of Cd1-xFexTe (x=0.25)
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Fig.4. Partial density of states of Cd1-xFexTe

The presence of Fe atoms leads to formation of magnit momentum and total magnetic moment µ=5µB,
where µB is the Bohr magneton. Calculated total energy was Et=-6308.427eV.
3. Optical spectra of Cd1-xFexTe
Cd1-xFexTe (x=0.03, 0.08, 0.25) epitaxial films were obtained on glass substrates in a vacuum of 10-4Pa by
Molecular Beams Condensation method. It is defined the optimal conditions for creation of epitaxial films with
perfect structure and clean, smooth surface. The substrate temperature was 673K, source temperature was 1100K
and film thickness was d=0.5μm. Dark spots, observed on the film surface, were removed after use of source of
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compensating Se vapors in the growth process. The crystal structure and surface morphology were controlled by
X-ray diffraction method on Bruker D8 Advance XRD and SEM method on Carl Zeiss Sigma VP respectively.
Absorption and transmission spectra of Cd1-xFexTe (х=0.03, 0.08, 0.25) epitaxial films on glass substrates
were investigated. The spectra have been measured on UV-Visible SPECORD 210 PLUS spectrophotometer in
the wavelength region λ=190-1100 nm(fig.6). It is established that the films absorb the light to the wavelength
λ=825nm, afterwards there occurs a sharp decrease in the absorption coefficient.

a)

b)

Fig.6. Transmission spectra of Cd1-xFexTe a) x=0.03, b) x=0.08

The band gap of Cd1-xFexTe epitaxial films was determined. It was defined, that with an increase in Fe
concentration in the Cd1-xFexTe, there is an increase in the band gap. Results correspond to our theoretical
calculations as well as to literature data.
4. Conclusion
Ab initio calculations based on Density Functional Theory by the pseudopotential method, by use of Local
Spin Density Approximation. Experimental investigations of absorption and transmission spectra of Cd1-xFexTe
epitaxial films showed, that with an increase in Fe concentration there is an increase in the band gap.
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The vapor-phase synthesis of Cu-based nanomaterials using inorganic volatile Cu precursors is a key for
controlling the composition, morphology and structure of copper containing nanomaterials. In this paper, we
have shown that annealing of a solid Cu or CuO sources in the ambient of ammonium chloride and hydrazine
decomposition products leads to the formation of volatile CuCl species. The mass transfer from source to the
substrate, which was located in the “cold” zone of the reactor, was accomplished by these CuCl species. After
condensation on Si substrate heated up to 400°C, they were interacting with hydrazine and ammonium chloride
decomposition products forming, the agglomerated Cu microcrystals in case of Cu source. Different
nanomaterials were synthesized when CuO was used as a source. These nanomaterials included Cu-based
nanocrystals, nanowires and elongated microbubbles. Further investigations are planned to determine the
composition and structure of these nanomaterials.
(acceptedJune 10, 2019)
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1. Introduction
The rising interest to copper-based nanomaterials is caused not only by their unique properties but also by
the flexibility and the cost-effectiveness of their growth technologies [1-3]. The copper oxides (CuO, Cu2O) and
chlorides (CuCl, CuCl2) are the most studied and the most prospective copper compounds, which already found
applications in different devices [4-6]. The electrochemically deposited copper films are inherent parts of
microelectronic circuits since 1997, when IBM demonstrated the excellent performance of electrochemically
deposited copper interconnect layer [7, 8]. However, the modern trends in micro-and nanotechnology clearly
reveal that the vapor-phase growth is the most promising technology for producing copper-based nanomaterials
[9]. CuCl and different metal-organic compounds form the majority of precursors, which are used to accomplish
the vapor-phase synthesis of copper-based nanomaterials [10-12].The formation of volatile Cu molecules on the
surface of nanostructured solid copper compounds and their subsequent evaporation may cause the copper
depletion of a compound. This can serve as a flexible mean for the precise control of copper content in the
compound. We encountered the problem of Cu content regulation when synthesizing NiCu nanoparticles for the
magnetic hyperthermia of cancer cells. The Cu content should be kept at ~25 at.%, otherwise, the Curie
temperature will exceed the dangerous value of 43°C or it will be below 41°C, which is insufficient for killing
the cancer cells. In case of an excess Cu content, the controlled evaporation of Cu from NiCu alloy and
subsequent homogenization may produce nanoparticles with the desired composition.
The purpose of this work was to present the preliminary results of our study on the formation of different
nano- and microstructures by condensing the volatile precursors that were synthesized on the surface of a solid
Cu source after its annealing in gaseous ambient containing ammonium chloride and hydrazine. In addition, a
small illustrative data are also presented on the growth of nanostructures formed after annealing of CuO source
in the same gaseous ambient.
2. Experimental.
1 mg of analytical grade copper foil or CuO powder sources, together with 0.01 mg of ammonium chloride
were placed in 2 cm height alundum crucible. It was then covered with polished Si substrate and placed on the
bottom of the vertical quartz reactor. The reactor was evacuated down to 2×10-5Torr and filled with a gaseous
mixture of hydrazine+3 mol. % H2O up to its saturated vapor pressure of 10 Torr. The sources were annealed in
the range of 450-750°C by means of an external resistive furnace. As is known, at 338 °C NH4Cl decomposes
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to gaseous NH3 and HCl, which are mixed with moistened
hydrazine vapor forming the reactive ambient. The details of the
technology are presented elsewhere [13].
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM-VEGA 3, LMU) and
Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS-Oxford Systems) were
used to analyze the morphology and composition of nanomaterials.
The structure of synthesized materials was studied by X-ray
diffraction (XRD) method using Shimadzu XRD-6000
diffractometer.

Fig.1. SEM image of Cu microcrystals
grown at 400°C onto the Si substrate (a);
SEM images of agglomerated Cu microcrystals
(b-d).

3. Results and discussion
Fig. 1 presents SEM images of microstructures formed at the Si substrate after annealing of Cu source in the
mixture of ammonium chloride and hydrazine at 560°C. The
temperature of Si substrate, which was located at 2cm above the
source, was 400°C. The agglomerated particles have sizes
exceeding tens of micrometers and they are scattered all over the Si
substrate. The crystals with different morphologies were observed
and most of them coincided with that of Cu microcrystals
considered in [14]. The surfaces of particles are faceted, indicating
that they have the crystalline structure. One can see clear stepterrace structures in Fig. 1c and d, which are formed during the
homoepitaxial growth from the vapor phase.
Fig.2. EDS spectrum of Cu microcrystals
Fig. 2 shows the EDS spectrum of one of the microstructures
presented in Fig.1. It consists mainly of copper with a small amount of oxygen and even smaller concentration of
carbon and Cl. The peak of Si comes from the substrate. The oxygen and carbon appear after the exposure of
samples to atmosphere.
The microcrystals synthesized at identical process parameters, were scratched off of the Si substrate, mixed
and analyzed by XRD method. The XRD pattern of microcrystals is shown in Fig.3. Three peaks at 2θ values of
43.6, 50.8, and 74.5 deg were observed. These peaks can be assigned to (111), (200), and (220) planes of face
centered cubic copper (JCPDS, copper file No. 04–0836). These results may serve as a direct evidence for the
formation of pure copper micro-sized crystals on the Si substrate surface after annealing of Cu source in the
ammonium chloride and hydrazine vapor.
Fig. 4 presents the distribution of areas of Cu crystallites that are
shown in Fig. 1 a. As can be seen, most of Cu crystals have areas
within 200-400 m2 and their total area covers 11% of the Si surface.
The rough estimation of deposited Cu mass yielded ~1 mg/cm2
assuming the average thickness of crystallites to be 10 m. This
value corresponds to the formation of a solid copper film with a
thickness of 1.1 m and the deposition rate of 0.37 m/h (~ 6
nm/min). The obtained deposition rate value is quite compatible with
the best results described in the literature for the vapor-phase grown
Fig.3. XRD spectrum of the copper
Cu films [9]. The presence of chlorine in the EDS spectrum proves
microstructure.
that the only volatile Cu precursors, which accomplish the mass
transfer from Cu source to Si substrate, are copper halides. CuCl may be formed onto the Cu source surface due
to the following spontaneous exothermic reaction (T=670°C):
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HCl(g)+Cu(s)+NH(g)= CuCl(g)+0.5N2(g)+H2(g)∆G=-244kJ/mol (1)
NH radicals, together with NH2, NH3 and H2, appear in the reactor
due to pyrolytic decomposition of hydrazine [15, 16]. CuCl has a high
vapor pressure, which is close to tens of Torr at 670°C [17]. After
adsorption onto the Si substrate heated up to 670°C CuCl may be reduced
to Cu by molecular hydrogen or by NH and NH2 radicals:
Fig.4.Histogram depicting the
distribution of areas of Cu crystallites that are shown in Fig. 1 a.

CuCl + NH = Cu + HCl + 0.5N2∆G=-360 kj/mol
(2CuCl + 0.5NH2 = Cu + HCl + 1/4N2∆G=-109 kj/mol

(2)
(3)

Regarding the CuCl2 it should be noted that this compound may be
formed on the Cu surface by reacting withHCl and oxygen, which may appear in the reactor as a residual gas:
2HCl+Cu+0.5O2=CuCl2+H2∆G=-63 kj/mol

(4)

CuCl2 may be produced also by reactions involving Cu, HCl and NH2, which originates from the
pyrolytically decomposed hydrazine:
2HCl + Cu + NH2 = CuCl2 + 0.5N2 + 2 H2∆G =-88 kj/mol

(5)

The reactions (1) - (5) provide a high concentration of volatile Cu precursors, which enable the synthesis of
Cu crystallites with a sufficiently high growth rate.
In the second set of experiments, CuO was used as a source material instead of Cu. It was annealed at
580°C and 620°C in the same ambient gases as the Cu source i.e. the mixture of NH4Cl and N2H4+3 mol.% H2O.
As is known, CuO is a stable compound with a high melting and boiling points (1201°C and 2000°C
respectively). These temperatures are quite high in comparison with the temperature used in our experiments for
the annealing of CuO source. It means that the appearance of any Cu containing substances on the surface of Si
substrate can serve as evidence for the formation of volatile Cu compounds at the surface of the source and their
subsequent condensation onto the Si substrate. Fig. 5 a, b shows the nanostructures synthesized onto the Si
substrate heated at 470 and 430°C (the corresponding CuO source temperatures were 620 and 580°C). In
contrast to Cu source, the annealing of CuO source caused the formation of a variety of nanostructures on the Si
substrate (Fig. 5 a-d). At lower growth temperature the microtubes were formed on the substrate and the surface
between these tubes was covered with nanoparticles having diameters from tens to hundreds of nanometers (Fig.
5 a, c). Besides nanoparticles, the formation of one-dimensional
nanowires is also observed in Fig. 5 c.
Only microtubes were formed at elevated temperatures as it
is shown in Fig. 5 b. The inset depicts the enlarged view of a part
of a broken microtube. The thickness of its wall was estimated to
be less than 100 nm. The area between microtubes is clear from
nanomaterials as compared to nanostructures grown at lower
temperature (Fig. 1 a).
Fig. 5 d shows the EDS spectrum of nanostructures depicted
in Fig. 5 c. In contrast to the material, grown from Cu source, the
nanostructures synthesized from CuO source are containing a
Fig.5. Nanostructures annealed at 430° C (a)
higher amount of oxygen and chlorine. The formation of such a
and 470°C (b, c) and EDS spectrum of
large variety of nanostructures is attributed to the synthesis of
nanomaterials grown at 430 °C (d).
different precursors and to the complicated chemical reactions that
take place during the condensation of volatile precursors. The
detailed analysis of nanomaterial composition and structure, together with chemical reactions that lead to the
formation of a nanostructure with a specific morphology, needs appropriate experiments, which are currently
performed by our scientific group.
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4. Conclusions
The novelty of this work is in the application of the gaseous mixture of ammonium chlorie and moistened
hydrazine for producing Cu-based nano- and microstructures. In this work we have demonstrated that the
gaseous medium formed after pyrolytic decomposition of NH4Cl and moistened hydrazine (3 mol.% H2O) may
serve for the production of volatile Cu molecules at the surface of Cu and CuO. The novelty of the technology is
in the formation of Cu precursors directly in the reaction chamber with their further application for the synthesis
of Cu-based nanomaterials. The FCC copper particles were condensed on the Si substrate after annealing of Cu
source at 560°C in the above-mentioned mixture of gases.
Analyzing the reaction precursors and the composition of produced materials we suggest that CuCl is the
main precursor, which is synthesized at the surfaces of Cu and CuO sources. CuCl reaches the surface of Si
substrate, located above the source, and after interacting with H2 reduces to a pure Cu. Copper may appear also
after interaction of CuCl with NH and NH2radicals formed after pyrolytic decomposition of hydrazine.
When CuO source was annealed at 430 and 470°C in the same gaseous medium, the condensed
nanomaterials were also containing copper and increased oxygen and chlorine concentrationin comparison with
that produced from Cu source. As a result, different nanomaterials were produced including nanoparticles,
nanowires and microtubes with wall thicknesses less than 100 nm. Further investigations are needed to
understand in details the processes which lead to the formation of such nanomaterials.
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The research is dedicated to microwave and conventional methods of solution combustion synthesis of the
relatively new nanomaterial proposed for magnetic hyperthermia of cancer cells and preliminary assessment of
the toxicity of developed materials based on the behavioral methods and techniques at the levels far below of
commonly registered by means of usualy and widely applied assays for humans. Farther research is needed to
optimize the methods of synthesis of silver doped lanthanum manganites with required characteristics.
eptedJune 10, 2019)
Keywords: magnetic hyperthermia, microwave synthesis, nanoparticles
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1.Introduction
As is known, lanthanum manganites attracted a lot of attention due totheir interesting physical properties
like colossal magnetoresistance, ferroelectricity, superconductivity, charge ordering spin transport, thermopower, high catalytic capacity and the variation in the properties caused by doping with different metals. After
the pioneering research performed in 1993 [1] on heating ferromagnetic nano-fluids under the external
electromagnetic field, these materials become a subject of an active research as a prospective agents for
magnetic hyperthermia of biological tissues. Magnetic hyperthermia (MHT) is a promising method, which can
significantly increase the efficiency of chemotherapy and radiotherapy when used as adjuvant mean and can
reduce the required amount of drugs and doses of radiation by several times.The location of heating can be
effectively controlled by a magnetic field, which allows it to be concentrated and retained at the site of the
tumor. Parameters of the nanofluids and alternating magnetic field should be carefully selected to provide
optimal heating velocity, controlled heating temperature T (41-43°C) and dose of thermal exposure. In case
when T exceeds 43°C it can damage the healthy tissues. If T is close to 39°C the corresponding hyperthermal
process, on the contrary, can stimulate the rapid multiplication of cancer cells. That is why, providing a selfregulated process of heating is highly important. The optimal way to perform this is the development of
magnetic heating agents with controlled Curie temperature (Tc) near to 41-42°C, avoiding surgical intervention
and invading of special thermometers. Another important problem of MHT is the achievement of uniform
heating of the cancer tumor, which depends on how homogeneously the nanoparticles are distributed in the
tissue. Magnetic nanoparticles for hyperthermia should be non-toxic or low toxic; ensure an uniform strictly
localized distribution in the tumor and prevent thrombogenesis; have appropriate dimensions for effective
penetration into cells; provide effective heating in an alternating magnetic field with the amplitude and
frequency limited by the medical restrictions; allow to facilitate the “self-regulated” heating and control of Tc in
the required temperature range At the same time, volume production of the materials requires higher capacity
and lower costs of the production process. Several groups of compounds can be proposed to be the object of the
detailed research. However, the above requirements “narrow” the possible choice and reduce it to a small group
of compounds, among which two materials have been intensively synthesized and studied in the Tbilisi State
University and Beritashvili Experimental Biomedicine Center: Ni-Cu and LaxAg1-xMnO3. Nano-alloys with Tc =
41-450C have been actively synthesized and tested as material for self-regulating magnetic hyperthermia during
last decades. Recently, the nanostructured LaxAg1-xMnO3 has attracted great attention for magnetic hyperthermia
applications as a nanomaterial with very specific properties and a therapeutic heating agent with precisely
regulated and controlled Tc. However, there are no available data on their toxicity under the conditions of
relatively low exposure.The scope of the research is focused on the conventional and microwave-enhanced
synthesis of La0.8Ag0.15MnO3nanomaterials applicable for magnetic hyperthermia; improving of dispersity,
uniformity, magnetic characteristics of the nanoparticles and reducing the synthesis time; as well as preliminary
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estimating the level of toxicity of developed materials for mammals. A novel bapproach to the development and
application of widely differing methods of testing toxicity of MNPs was used because a special attention should
be paid to the methodologies of toxicity testing with regard to animal right activists around the world who are
increasingly opposing the use of animals. The approach is aimed to provide a reliable assessment of the toxic
impacts far below the commonly registered by means of usually and widely applied assays for humans.
2. Experimental
Comparatively low temperature solution combustion method described in [2] was utilized to prepare the
nanopowders.We used the stoichiometric compositions with slightly (for 5-10%) increased amount of glycine as
fuel. The prepared solution was heated under continuous mixing to 80-85°C (conventional heating) or to 65 °C
(microwave heating [3-4]) of precursors.Theobtained gel was put through a water-pipe previously heated to 300320°C. After boiling the process product was annealed in air atmosphere at 790-810°C for 5-6 hours
(conventional heating) or 670-690 °C for 4 hours (microwave heating).
Experiments on toxicity assessment [5-9] were conducted on laboratory rats of both sexes. Prior to the
injection of the test substances and the initiation of hyper-thermal exposure, experiments were conducted on
control animals to reveal the initial state of learning and memory processes, the fear and anxiety levels. Rodents
are learning to move on optimum trajectory by a trial and error method. Changes in the number of errors (entry
into the deadlock compartments of the maze) and the time of maze passage were used for evaluation of the
process of learning. To be adapted to experimental conditions, all groups of animals prior to the beginning of
experiments for a few days were placed in a nest-box.At the beginning of the experiment an animal was placed
on the start-platform and it had to find out the correct way to the nest-box. Every subsequent movement on the
platform brought the animal to a novel situation and it was a stimulus for a new movement ahead. Reaching the
target-box by the animal was delivering from non-ethological conditions and was regarded as an essential
reward and served as a motivation for forward moving through the maze [5-9].Anxiety reduction in the plusmaze was indicated by an increase in the ratio of times spent in the light and darkened arms. The total number of
entries into both arms sometimes was used as the measure of general activity. The results of testing of toxicity of
the developed nanofluids were compared with the impact of widely used nanomaterials for magnetic
hyperthermia [3, 10].
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM-VEGA 3, LMU) and Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS) were
used to analyze the morphology and composition of nanomaterials. The structure of synthesized materials was
studied by X-ray diffraction (XRD) method using Shimadzu XRD-6000 diffractometer. Magnetic
characterization of obtained materials was executed using vibration scanning magnetometer (VSM EZ9).
Standard electric oven LY-612 was used for conventional heating, while MX BAOHENG WBF Y201
microwave reactor based unit was used for microwave heating of precursors’ gel.
To assess the learning and memory processes, a standard multi-branch maze was used, while assessment
of the levels of anxiety and fear were carried out using the elevated plus-maze and methodology of testing in the
so-called "open field" [9].
3. Results and discussion
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), Energy Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy and Vibrating-Sample
Magnetometry (VSM) of LaxAg1-xMnO3nanomaterials synthesized by means of conventional and microwave)
heating, EDS spectra and magnetic hysteresis curves of nanomaterials formed under conditions of conventional
microwave heating and annealin of La0.9Ag0.1MnO3, La0.85Ag0.15MnO3 and La0.8Ag0.2MnO3 samples were
developed and used for characterization of the morphology, magnetic properties and structure of the obtained
nanoparticles. The average concentration (in at. %) of main constituent chemical elements in tested samples is
given in Table 1.
The average concentration (in at.%) of main constituent chemical elements in tested samples is given in Table 1.
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Table 1. The average concentration (in at.%) of main constituent chemical elements in tested samples.
Sample
Microwave heating and annealing
Conventionalheating and annealing

La
16,05
16.30

Ag
3.06
2.55

Mn
20.05
22.45

O
60.15
61.85

Fig.1 represents the utilized unit for combined exposing of test animals to the whole body hyperthermia
and injection of developed nano-fluids based on saline solutions located in the laboratory of the cerebral blood
circulation and metabolism department of the Beritashvili Center of Experimental Biomedicine. The results of
toxicity assessment of the developed nanomaterials were compared with the analogue characteristics of the
widely used iron based nanomaterials and nanocomposites for magnetic hyperthermia.

Fig. 1. The utilized unit for combined exposing of test animals to the whole body hyperthermia and injection of
developed nano-fluids.
Testing of the learning and memory processes in rats and assessment of the toxicity of developed
materials can be facilitated through various maze and “open field” techniques of behavioral responses and
learning and memory processes in animals were used to assess the toxicity of the developed nanoparticles in
comparison with ferric oxide nanoparticles [10]. The typical dependence of the maze passage time on the days of
the continuous experimental study for intact, saline and Hyperthermia + nano-fluid treated cases was used for
preliminary toxicity assessment. The obtained data are given in Figures 2-4 for the silver doped lanthanum
manganite, NiCu and Fe2O3 nanoparticles respectively.

Fig, 2. Dependence of the maze passage time on the days of the toxicity testing experiment: S1-intact;
S2- saline solution injections; S3-silver doped lanthanum manganite nanoparticles
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Fig. 3. Dependence of the maze passage time on the days of the toxicity testing experiment: S1-intact;
S2- saline solution injections; S3- NiCu nanoparticles

Fig. 4. Dependence of the maze passage time on the days of the toxicity testing experiment: S1-intact;
S2- saline solution injections; S3- Fe2O3
Testing of the developed samples also showed that microwave assisted processes provide improved
morphology and reduced temperature and duration of synthesis and annealing, which can yield in increased
energy effectiveness and capacity of production. Preliminary toxicity assessment of the developed nanomaterials showed their comparative safety regarding the widely used nanoparticles for magnetic hyperthermia.
4. Conclusions
The obtained preliminary data given above show that toxicity of both silver doped lanthanum manganite and
Ni-Cu nano-fluids is close to the toxicity of the widely used nano-fluids containing Fe2O3 nanoparticles.
Moreover, after about 10 days the treated animals completely restore their learning and memory skills. A
favorable nanomaterial for magnetic hyperthermia of cancer cells is the product of the microwave enhanced
synthesis of the silver doped lanthanum manganite, characterized with high mono-cristallinity, sufficient
magnetic properties, improved homogeneity and mono-dispersive fractions, and compositions very close to
stoichiometric. The temperature an duration of microwave enhanced synthesis and annealing is significantly
lower compared to the characteristic temperatures and durations under the conditions of conventional heating.
The most important finding is that microwave treatment enhances the silver doping process and promotes the
production capacity, as well as energy saving during the production cycle. This nanomaterial is characterized by
sufficient magnetic properties, improved homogeneity and mono-dispersity, and compositions very close to
stoichiometric. The typical temperature and duration of microwave enhanced synthesis and annealing is
significantly lower as compared to the characteristic temperatures and durations used in conventional heating
method. According to the data of preliminary assessment, toxicity of all developed Ag doped lanthanum
manganite nanoparticles does not exceed the toxicity of the widely used nanoparticles for magnetic
hyperthermia. On the other hand, additional studies are needed to assess the favorable material for magnetic
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hyperthermia of cancer cells taking into account the mass producing capacity, treatment effectiveness and
toxicity of the developed materials.
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This paper presents the results of a study of temperature gradients arising on thermoelements manufactured
on the basis of n-type Bi-Sb solid solutions (with 15 at.% Sb) and 69% Sb2Te3+27% Bi2Te3+4% Sb2Se3 in the
temperature range from 130 K to 300 K and magnetic field induction from В = 0 to В = 1.0 T. Crystals of solid
solution 69% Sb2Te3+27% Bi2Te3+4% Sb2Se3 were grown by the Bridgman method and at 300 K had a
thermoelectric figure of merit Z =3.2x10-3К-1. It is shown that the changes observed in the values of Z and ∆T
on thermoelements under the action of a magnetic field are mainly due to the change in the thermoelectric
parameters of n-branches made of Bi-Sb crystals. It is shown that the main thermo- and magneto-thermoelectric
parameters of energy converters developed on the basis of the extruded materials are close to the parameters of
coolers manufactured on the basis of single-crystal materials.It was found that thermoelements and converters
based on the developed material are distinguished by high reliability of parameters and are suitable for operation
as part of electronic devices.
Keywords: thermoelement, electronic coolers, magnetic field, temperature gradient, thermoelectric figure of merit
PACS: 84.60.-h; 72.15.Jf; 85.80.Fi

1. Introduction
Bi-Sb solid solutions (especially with 6.5-9 at.% Sb) with n-type conductivity are promising materials for
creating electronic coolers at a temperature level below 200 K [1-6]. Therefore, a sufficient amount of works has
been devoted to the study of their thermoelectric properties in a wide range of temperatures and magnetic
induction. However, the question of creating cooling elements on the basis of n-type bismuth-antimony crystals
and studying their thermoelectric parameters at low temperatures depending on the magnetic field induction
remains little studied.
2. Experiment
This paper presents the results of the study of temperature differences arising on thermoelements created
on the basis of n-type Bi-Sb solid solutions (with 3 at.% Sb) and 69% Sb2Te3 + 27% Bi2Te3 + Sb2Se3 (hereinafter
Bi-Te-Se) p-type in the temperature range from 130 K to 300 K and magnetic field induction from B = 0 to 1.1
T. Crystals of Bi-Te-Se solid solutions of p-type were grown by the Bridgman method and at 300 K had a
thermoelectric figure of merit Z=3.2x10-3K-1.
The branches of the investigated thermoelements had the shape of rectangular parallelepipeds with
a height of about 14 mm. The optimal ratio of the sizes of the branches was selected according to the expression:
σ n χn ,
(ln / S n )
=
σ pχ p
(l p / S p )
where ln , S n ,σ n , χ n and l p , S p ,σ p , χ p are length, cross section, electrical conductivity and thermal
conductivity of n- and p-branches, respectively. In measurements, the magnetic field induction vector was
directed along the bisector axis of Bi-Sb crystals, and the electric current along the trigonal axis of Bi-Sb crystals
and along the layers in Bi-Te-Se crystals. The measurements were carried out in a vacuum of ~10–3 Torr. The
temperature of the cold and hot junctions was determined using copper-constantan thermocouples.
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3. Results and discussion

0.6
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On the Fig.1 dependence of the thermoelectric figure of merit for Bi97Sb3 alloy on the magnetic field
induction B at different temperatures is presented.

0.2 0.4

0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2
B, T →

Figure 1. Dependence of the thermoelectric figure of merit for Bi97Sb3 alloy on the magnetic field induction B
at different temperatures: 130 K (1), 160 K (2), 180 K (3), 200 K (4), 300 K (5).

Fig. 2 shows the dependence of the maximum temperature difference ∆Tmax on the thermoelement at
different temperatures from the magnetic field induction B.
In Fig. 3 the dependence of the relative change in temperature difference on a thermoelement at different
temperatures from the magnetic field induction B is presented. Here ∆ (∆T ) = ∆T − ∆T0 , where ∆T and

∆T0 are temperature gradients on coolers at a certain value of B and at B=0 respectively.
From the data in Fig. 2 and 3 it follows that the magnetic field significantly (up to 35%) increases the
temperature gradient on the thermoelement. At the same time, the optimal value of the magnetic field induction,
corresponding to the maximum increase in ∆T with decreasing of the temperature reduces and is 0.2 T at 130 K.
The temperature gradient arising on the cooling element is determined by its thermoelectric figure of merit
Z, which in turn depends on the basic parameters of the thermoelement branches as follows:
Z=

α 2σ
,
χ

where α ,σ , χ are the coefficients of thermo-e.m.f., specific electrical conductivity and thermal
conductivity of the branches respectively.
When a thermoelement is placed in a magnetic field, the contribution to the total current of fast carriers in
the n-branch of Bi-Sb single crystals increases.Therefore, the average energy of the current carriers increases,
which leads to a significant increase in the thermo-e.m.f. coefficient of this branch. In addition, in the magnetic
field an electron component of the thermal conductivity of the Bi-Sb branch is somewhat reduced. Therefore, in
a magnetic field despite a slight decrease in the electrical conductivity coefficient (due to magnetoresistance),
there is a significant increase in the thermoelectric figure of merit of the n-branch of Bi-Sb (for example, at 180 K
from 3.0x10-3K-1 at B= 0 Т to 5.5х10-3К-1 at B = 0.6 Т [2, 3]), and therefore thermoelement as a whole. As a result,
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in a magnetic field the temperature difference on the thermoelement grows. Experiments have shown that the
magnetic field does not significantly affect the thermoelectric parameters of the p-branch from Bi-Te-Se, i.e. the
change in the ∆T in the thermoelement under the action of the magnetic field is almost entirely due to the
change in the parameters of the n-branch of the Bi-Sb crystals.

Figure 2. Dependence of the maximum temperature difference ∆Tmax on the thermoelement from the magnetic field
induction B at different temperatures, T: 130 K (1), 150 K (2), 170 K (3), 180 K (4), 200 K (5), 300 K (6).

.

Figure 3. Dependence of the relative change in temperature difference on the thermoelement ∆(∆T ) for the magnetic
∆T0

field induction B at the temperatures of 130 K (1), 150 K (2), 170 K (3), 180 K (4), 200 K (5), 300 K (6).

4. Conclusion
The results of a study of temperature gradients arising on thermoelements manufactured on the basis of ntype Bi-Sb solid solutions (with 15 at.% Sb) and 69% Sb2Te3+27% Bi2Te3+4% Sb2Se3 in the temperature range
from 130 K to 300 K and magnetic field induction from В = 0 to В = 1.0 T. Crystals of solid solution grown by
the Bridgman method at 300K had a thermoelectric figure of merit Z=3.2x10-3К-1. It is shown that the changes
observed in the values of Z and ∆T on thermoelements under the action of a magnetic field are mainly due to
the change in the thermoelectric parameters of n-branches made of Bi-Sb crystals. It was found that
thermoelements and converters based on the developed material are distinguished by high reliability of
parameters and are suitable for operation as part of electronic devices.
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It was investigated temperature dependences of dielectric permittivity and conductivity of CdMnTe(Se)
semimagnetic semiconductors at measurement frequencies of 25 Hz-1 MHz and temperatures of 294-550 K. It
was found that with increasing of temperature, an increase in capacitance c, dielectric permittivity ε and
conductivityσ is observed, the slope of the curves remains constant. It have been defined that in the all
dependences the higher the frequency of the measuring field, the later begins the growth of c, ε and σ. The
parameters remain almost unchanged up to temperature of ≈480÷500 K over the entire studied frequency range.
A maximum are observed at a temperature of 500÷550 K. The conductivity at temperature of 500 K at low
frequencies is 2.5x10-6 S/cm.
(acceptedJune 16, 2019)
Keywords:Semimagnetic semiconductor, crystal structure, dielectric permittivity, conductivity, measurement frequency,
temperature dependence
PACS:07.50.-e, 72.40.+w

1. Introduction
Semimagnetic semiconductors (SMS) are a group of materials that attract a great deal of attention because
of their unique properties which promise many potential applications [l,2]. SMS differ from ordinary
semiconductors because a fraction of their metallic ions are replaced by some species of magnetic ions. Mn2+
ions has a relatively large magnetic moment (S = 5/2) due to the 4s0 3d5 electronic configuration in its outer
shells. In these materials, the large sp-d exchange interaction between magnetic ions and electrons in valence
band can lead to a number of unusual electronic, optical and magneto-optical properties including the ability to
magnetically tune the band gap [1,2]. These properties make SMSs promising candidates for fabricating
magneto-optical devices such as magnetic field sensors, isolators, magneto-optical switches [3] and solar cells, γand x-ray detectors and etc.
Thin film formation of these materials have been carried out employing different techniques, includes
thermal evaporation, molecular beam epitaxy, hot wall epitaxy, low-pressure metal-organic chemical vapor
deposition and chemical bath deposition. Exact knowledge of the dielectric permittivity, refractive index,
absorption coefficient and optical band gap of CdMnTe(Se) thin films is indispensable for the design and
analysis of various optical and magnetooptical devices. There are a few reports that analyze the static dielectric
permittivity.
In this paper we have investigated temperature dependences of dielectric permittivity and conductivity of
CdMnTe(Se) semimagnetic semiconductors at frequencies of 25Hz-1MHz, at temperatures of 294-550K.
2. Methods
CdMnTe(Se) SMS were synthesized and crystal structure has been studied by X-ray diffraction method on
the BRUKER D8 ADVANCE XRD (fig.1) [4,5].
Dielectric permittivity ε was carried out on a digital E7-20 immittance meter at measurement frequencies
of 25 Hz-1 MHz in a temperature range of T = 294 - 550К. The amplitude of the measuring field did not exceed
1V cm– 1. The sizes of sample were 0.2 x 0.4 x 0.6 mm.
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a)

b)
Fig.1. XRD spectra a) Cd1-xMnxТe (x=0.1), b) Cd1-xMnxSe (x=0.3)
3. Experimental and discussions
In our previous works we have investigated dielectric properties of Cd1-xFexТe and effect of γ-irradiation
on these properties [6.7]. In this paper, we have investigated dielectric properties of Cd1-xMnxТe (x=0.1). To
measure the dielectric permittivity of the samples there were made capacitors by applying silver paste.
Dielectric permittivity and capacitance measurements performed within the frequency range of 25÷106Hz
at alternating current.
The temperature dependences of capacitance of Cd1-xMnxТe (x=0.1) were investigated and the temperature
dependences of dielectric permittivity and conductivity were defined (fig.2, fig.3). Fig.2 shows the temperature
dependences of capacitance c at different measurement frequencies and fig. 3 shows the temperature
dependences of dielectric permittivity ε at alternating current at different measurement frequencies. With
increasing of temperature, an increase in ε is observed and sharp growth shifts to the higher measurement
frequencies. The higher the measurement frequency, the later the growth of ε begins. It can be seen from the
figure that at low temperatures the dielectric permittivity of the samples at different measurement frequencies is
about 200.
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The temperature dependences of conductivity σ(T) of Cd1-xMnxТe (x=0.1) defined on the base of
measurements of dielectric permittivity. The boundaries of the temperature range for each frequency were
determined (fid.4). Fig. 4 shows the temperature dependences of conductivity σ at different measurement
frequencies.

Fig.2. Temperature dependence of capacitance of Cd1-xMnxТe (x=0.1) at measurement frequencies 1)25Hz,
2)100Hz, 3)200Hz, 4)500Hz, 5)1kHz, 6) 10kHz, 7)100kHz, 8)500kHz, 9)1MHz

Fig.3. Temperature dependence of dielectric permittivity of Cd1-xMnxТe (x=0.1) at measurement
frequencies 1)25Hz, 2)100Hz, 3)200Hz, 4)500Hz, 5)1kHz, 6) 10kHz, 7)100kHz, 8)500kHz, 9)1MHz
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Fig.4. Temperature dependence of conductivity of Cd1-xMnxТe (x=0.1) at measurement frequencies 1)25Hz,
2)100Hz, 3)200Hz, 4)500Hz, 5)1kHz, 6) 10kHz, 7)100kHz

4. Conclusion
It was found that with increasing of temperature, an increase in c, ε and σ are observed, the slope of a
curves remains constant. It have been defined that in the all dependences the higher the measurement frequency,
the later begins the growth of c, ε and σ. The parameters remain almost unchanged up to temperature of
≈480÷500K over the entire studied frequency range. A maximum are observed at a temperature of 500÷550K.
The conductivity at temperature of 500K at low frequencies is 2.5x10-6 S/cm. With an increase in measurement
frequency, the features on the curves of ε(T) and σ(T) shift to lower temperatures.
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SUPERSTRUCTURE FORMATION IN TlIn1-xSnxS2 EPITAXIAL FILMS
E.SH. ALEKPEROV
Baku State University, AZ1148, Z.Khalilov str.23, Baku, Azerbaijan
By electron – diffraction examination method there have been investigated the phase transformations of
TlIn1-xSnxS2films 30 nm in thickness obtained by method of thermal evaporation in vacuum. The use of given
method allows the even, defect-free samples on KJ substrate to be produced. It is established that the interaction
of ternary compound atoms with Sn interstitial atoms as an impurity results in the formation of substitutional
solid solutions with superstructure within 0.02 ≤ x ≤ 0.09 composition with controllable physical properties.
There has been revealed the existence of phase transitions from one modification into another and
superstructures with tetragonal syngony having triple parameters in relation to the initial phase.
(accepted june 19, 2019)

Keywords: crystallization; thin films; electron diffraction; doping; epitaxial.
PACS: 544.344; 538.97; 539.216.2; 539.23

1. Introduction
For creating new devices the new semiconducting materials with controlled physical properties and high
mobility of charge carries are needed. Semiconducting materials of AIIIBIIIC2VI group ternary compounds used as
photosensors and detectors of optical radiation are described in particular papers[1-3]. In most compounds of
above-mentioned group the certain part of cation sites is racaut. Depending on the impurity content of IV group
in periodic table added to TlInS2 semiconductor it is possible to achieve a rather high concentration of free
charge carries. Above mentioned ternary compound have five structural modifications [4-6]. TlInS2 compounds
are typical ones of A III B III C2VI partial valence semiconducting compound having special structure of crystal
lattice. Thin epitaxial films can be obtained by molecular beam epitaxy, Gas-phase chemical deposition from
organometallic compounds,hybrid gas-phase epitaxy and etc. [7]. We deal with the kinetics of TlIn1-xSnxS2
( x = 0.02 ÷ 0.09 ) amorphous film crystallization [8]. In given paper there has been investigated the influence of
Sn impurity on the formation of TlInS2 epitaxial films with tetragonal.
2. Experiment
Epitaxial films under investigation have been obtained on VUP-5 installation by thermal evaporation
method in vacuum 3 × 10 −2 Pa on NaCl, KCl, KJ celluloid and single crystal substrates at T 230-323 K
controlled by copper-constantan thermocouple. The samples on KJ substrates are distinguished by high quality
and turn out to be the most suitable for further investigations. Obtained films are kept in carbon capsule 2-3 nm
in thickness to avoid oxidation and evaporation by thermal treatment. The distribution of condensate
composition in coordinates on the condensation plane has been determined by the familiar formula in
crystallography [4]:
Q
1
q=
3
2
4πh (1 + α )2

Here g is the number of substance per unit of substrate surface plane, Q is the number of evaporated
substance, h is the distance from evaporation source to any point on the condensate plane, coefficient
α = x h where x is the distance of the point being immediately under the evaporator to any point on substrate
plane. Film thickness obtained by vacuum evaporation is calculated from the formula:
q
H=

ρ

Where, ρ is the density of substance. Besides film thickness is controlled by spectrometer Specor-250, and the
composition is controlled by spectrometer “Shimadzu AA-6300”. Amorphous, polycrystalline and single crystal
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films under consideration have been obtained on above – mentioned substrates. The possibilities of existing
phase transitions from one modification into another and forming superstructures proportional to one or another
phase have been investigated by the method of high energy electron diffraction.
3. Results and discussion
TlIn1-xSnxS2 thin films under investigation (x=
) produced on the substrates at T~215K are in
amorphous state and have a uniform fine-grained structure of 3.5-4.0 nm grains in size. On electron diffraction
pattern of TlIn1-xSnxS2 amorphous film two diffuse maxima with values S=4πsin
(where is the electron
wavelength, is the Bragg angle) equal to 27.34; 38.26 nm-1 have been recorded (Fig.1). To keep amorphous
films in vacuum 10–2 Pa at room temperature for 3 months causes the drop in crystallization temperature by
~20K.

Figure.1. Electron diffraction pattern of
TlIn1-xSnxS 2amorphous film.

Figure.2. Electron diffraction pattern of
TlIn1-xSnxS 2polycrystalline film.

Thermal treatment of amorphous films of 30 nm in thickness at T~338 K for 20 minutes with the
subsequent cooling down to room temperature in vacuum at the rate 5 K/min results in the formation of
TlIn0.93Sn0.07S2 crystalline solid solution with the parameters of tetragonal syngony unit cells increased up to
5%(Fig.2). While continuing the film thermal treatment including disoriented small crystals at T=488K for 30
minutes we observe the phase transition with the formation of perfect texture film. By substance deposition on
KJ single crystal substrate heated up to 468 K the film epitaxial growth is noted. After thermal treatment of the
obtained epitaxial films on KJ substrates at T=508 K for 10 minutes with the subsequent cooling down to room
temperature with rate 21 K/min there have been occurred the formation of TlIn0.93Sn0.07S2 super structural phase
films with lattice periods being triple in relation to initial phase: a=3a0=2.197 nm ; c=3c0=7.618 nm. Measured
electron diffraction patterns at an angle φ= 35 ÷ 55 allows the above – mentioned parameter of “c” period crystal
lattice to be calculated (Fig.3).

Figure.3. Electron diffraction pattern of single

Figure.4. The layout of the planes of



crystal of TlIn1-xSnxS2, φ= 45 substrate and film

the substrate and film.
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By the law of reflex extinction the electron diffraction patterns derived from TlIn1-xSnxS 2 super structural single
crystal films are indexed in tetragonal syngony with space group I4/mcm.Temperature rise of the substrate up to
490 K and decrease of condensate deposition rate down to the minimum leads to the increase of epitaxial film
structure perfection. The unit cell of super structural phase have been aligned with 3 cells of KJ substrate.
Discrepancies between aligned grids of substrate-film lattices are ~3.5%. Orientational ratios at epitaxial growth
of films under investigation can be expressed as follows: (100) TlIn1-xSnxS 2// (001) KJ as it is shown in fig.4.
4. Conclusion
We note that the possible deviations of TInS2 composition from stoichiometry, the significant impurity
concentration, the tendency to oxidation and all kinds of lattice structure violations as well as the polytypeness
are due to the difficulties to interpret results. The analysis of obtained data shows that the interaction of ternary
compound with Sn impurity atoms brings about the formation of substitutional solid solutions and the
development of TlIn1-xSnxS2 film superstructures with triple lattice periods in relation to the initial phase [9].
Solid solutions can be formed by both direct exchange atoms in places and their movement through vacant sites
of crystal lattice with close packing. There has been observed film ageing influenced on thermodynamic
stability, i.e. temperature of thermal treatment decreases. Based on the ideas presented in [10] we assume that Sn
atoms are arranged in crystal lattice sites.
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EFFECT OF TEXTURING REGIMES ON THE EFFICIENCY OF p-Si/textured-Si/ZnS1-xSex
HETEROJUNCTIONS SOLAR CELLS
H.M.MAMMADOV*, M.A.JAFAROV, E.F.NASIROV, E.A.CHANMAMMADOVA, G.H.MAMEDOVA
Baku State University, Z.Khalilov str., 23, Baku, Azerbaijan, Az1148

In this paper the p-Si/textured-Si/ZnS 1-xSexheterojunctionswere fabricated by electrochemical deposition of
ZnS1-xSex (x = 0; 0.1 and 0.2) films onto the crystalline p-Si/SK and p-Si/SH substrates (SK and SH are textured
silicon etched in KOH+C3H8O and HF+HNO3, respectively). Photoelectrical properties of heterojunctions were
investigated depending on the etching duration, solution temperature and concentration of solids in solutions
(KOH and HF (1-5 wt%); C3H8O and HNO3 (3-10 vol%).It has been established that the efficiency of the pSi/textured-Si/ZnS1-xSexsolar cells depends on the etching regime. The optimal concentration of solids(KOH3wt% +C3H8O- 6 vol%; HF-5wt% + HNO3-8 vol%), solution temperature (800C) and etching duration (40 min)
were determined for maximum efficiency of solar cells: for p-Si/SK4/ZnS–FF=0.58; η=9.36%; for pSi/SH4/ZnS-FF=0.5; η=7.1%; for p-Si/SK4/ZnS0.9Se0.1–FF=0.6; η=10.6% and for p-Si/SH4/ZnS0.9Se0.1/FF=0.56; η=9.1%.
Keywords: heterojunctions, texturing, solar cells
PACS: 84.60.Jt; 73.50.Pz; 79.60.Jv

2. Introduction
Cost distribution of c-Si solar cells is clearly dominated by material costs, especially by the costs of the
silicon wafer. But besides low-cost technologies (chemical deposition methods), cell efficiency is the main lever
to reduce costs even more. In order to reduce the light loss via reflection, the texturing of front surfaces on
crystalline silicon solar cells is mostly performed for the improvement of the cell efficiency, by means of its
antireflection properties and light trapping [1-6]. Since, application of wide-gap semiconductors of CdS, ZnS,
ZnSe and its solid solutions as an optical window in silicon-based hetero junctions, to some extent, allows
minimizing the free charge losses due to surface recombination. Application of the ternary and even quaternary
solutions of above-mentioned semiconductors has succeeded in reducing the lattice mismatch, but it has not been
possible to achieve sufficient value of efficiency due to the large value of silicon refractive index [7-9]. The use
of textured silicon allows solving problems with surface reflections related to the refractive index of silicon.
There are many reports of p-Si/textured-Si/ZnS heterojunction solar cells [10-12]. But textured silicon-based
heterojunction solar cells with n- ZnS1-xSex have seldom been reported.
Based on the above, this paper aims to improve the p-Si/ZnS1-xSex solar cell conversion efficiency by
developing improved surface texture.
2. Experiment
Monocrystalline wafers of p-Si (100) with thicknesses 800 µm and resistivity (0.8-1) Ω⋅cm were used as
absorber. Before texturization, the Si wafers were cleaned by acetone, ethanol, and deionized water and dried by
N2 gas. The texturing of wafers was carried out in two types of solutions: KOH (1-5 wt%) + C3H8O (3-10 vol%)
+ H2O (100 ml) and HF (1-5 wt%) + HNO3 (3-10%) + H2O (100 ml). The samples with dimension of 2 × 2 cm2
were separated from one wafersof p-Si, and each sample was etched in differentsolutions, temperature and
etching time (Table 1). After texturing, the p-Si wafers were cleaned by ethanol, deionized water and dried by N2
gas. Samples with 1×1 cm2 dimension were separated from each textured Si wafers and used as substrate (as a
cathode) for electrochemical deposition of ZnS1-xSex films. Electrochemical deposition of the ZnS1-xSex (x=0;
0.1; 0.2) films onto the textured p-Si substrates was carried out at temperature of 80°C. The electrodeposition
bath system is composed of ZnSO4 as source of cation, SeO2 and Na2S2O3 as source of anions, H2SO4 as pH
control, K2SO4 as inert electrolyte and distilled water. Cyclic voltammetry was used to monitor the
electrochemical reactions in solutions of ZnSO4, SeO2 and Na2S2O3, then in their combined solution of the same
concentration and pH. The cyclic voltammograms was scanned in the potential range 1.2 V to –1.2 V versus
graphite (or Ag/AgCl) electrodes. Depending on the deposition time, ZnS1-xSexfilms with thickness up to
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520÷530nm with different morphology were deposited from a solution.Pure aluminium (Al) was used as the
back electrode contact. The front contact was made by Al, and indium (In) materials in a grid form.
Table 1
Samples

SK1
SK2
SK3
SK4
SK5
SK6

SH1
SH2
SH3
SH4
SH5
SH6

KOH
concentration,
wt%
1
1
2
3
3
5
HF concentration,
wt%
1
2
3
5
6
5

C3H8O concentration,
vol%

Solution temperature,
0
C

Texturing time,
min

3
3
6
6
10
10
HNO3concentration,
vol%
3
3
6
8
9
10

80
80
80
80
90
80
Solution temperature,
0
C
80
80
80
80
90
80

20
30
30
40
50
60
Texturing time,
min
20
30
30
40
50
60

3. Results and discussion
It is established that the etching in HF + HNO3 (SH samples in Table 1) and KOH+ C3H8O (SK samples in
Table 1) solutions results to formation of oval shaped pitsand pyramids on the silicon surface, respectively,
which morphology and size depends on the solution temperature, concentration of contents and etching time
(different etching regimes are shown in Table 1). SEM pictures show that the pits and pyramids began to appear
after 20-30 min etching time (samples SH1, SH2, SH3, SK1, SK2 and SK3). The surface these samples were
uneven. It is established that the required distribution of pits and pyramids can be get by controlling the solution
concentration. After the etching for 40 min the surface of silicon (sample SH4 and SK4)was covered with oval
shaped pits and pyramids distributed relatively evenly and Si wafers was flat,which is very important for
improving the stability of solar cells (Fig. 1a and 1b). There was no change in the surface morphology of Si
wafers at future increase of solutions concentration, etching time and temperature (samples SK5, SK6, SH5 and
SH6).
520 nm ZnS0.9Se0.1

526 nm ZnS0.9Se0.1

a)

b)

Figure 1. SEM pictures of textured SH4 (a) and SK4 wafers (b).
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Fig.1a and b shows also the cross section SEM pictures of textured p-Si/ZnS1-xSex junctions. As seen the
ZnS1-xSex films are uniformly deposited on the p-Si substrate. Chemical composition analysis of ZnS1-xSexfilms
was done by EDS technique. Fig.2 show EDS spectra of ZnS1-xSex (x=0.1) films.
Zn Kα1

Element
SK
Zn K
Se K
Total

S Kα1

Atomic%
46,59
48.23
5.18
100.00

Se Kα1

.

keV

Fig. 2. EDS spectra of ZnS1-xSex (x=0.1) films

Table 2
Samples

Uoc
(mV)
315
489
502
510
490
470
480
500

35

35

30

30

25

Current (mA/cm2)

Current (mA/cm2)

as-cut p-Si/ZnS
p-Si/SK1/ZnS
p-Si/SK4/ZnS
p-Si/SK4/ZnS0.9Se0.1
p-Si/SK4/ZnS0.8Se0.2
p-Si/SH1/ZnS
p-Si/SH4/ZnS
p-Si/SH4/ZnS0.9Se0.1

Isc
(mA/cm2)
22
28.62
32.2
34.5
30
25.16
29.5
32.38

20
15
10
5
0
0,0

p-Si/ZnS
p-Si/SK1/ZnS
p-Si/SK2/ZnS
p-Si/SK4/ZnS
p-Si/SK4/ZnS0.9Se0.1
p-Si/SK6/ZnS0.9Se0.1
p-Si/SK4/ZnS0.8Se0.2
0,1

0,2

20
15

5

0,4

0,5

0.4
0.44
0.58
0.6
0.42
0.44
0.5
0.56

25

10

0,3

η
(%)
2.8
6.2
9.36
10.6
6.23
5.26
7.1
9.1

FF

0
0,0

Voltage (V)

p-Si/SH1/ZnS
p-Si/SH2/ZnS
p-Si/SH4/ZnS
p-Si/SH4/ZnS0.9Se0.1
p-Si/SH6/ZnS0.9Se0.1
0,1

0,2

0,3

0,4

0,5

Voltage (V)

a)
b)
Fig. 3.Photovoltaic output characteristics for p-Si/textured-Si/ZnS1-xSexSolar cells.
All investigated heterojunctions solar cells based on textured silicon under standard test conditions
demonstrated photovoltaic performances under AM1.5 illumination (W=100 mW/cm2), which sign of open
circuit photo-voltage (Uoc) does not change in all region of photosensitivity. However, the maximum values of
Uoc and Jsc non-monotonically dependent on the texturization regimes (Table 2). Light J-V characteristics of the
p-Si/textured-Si/ZnS1-xSex measured under AM 1.5 standards, depending on the texturization regimes are shown
in Fig. 3. As seen the highest value of efficiency show the cells textured in KOH+C3H8O solution (SK4
samples), which can be explain by the flatness of the pyramids. A slight addition of selenium (x=0.1) leads to
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sharp increase in efficiency and further increase in selenium concentration (x=0.2) led to decrease in efficiency,
which can be explain by the lattice matching between ZnS1-xSex and Si. As seen from Fig. 3a and 3b,
texturization in high concentration of solutions does not change the efficiency (samples SH5, SK5, SH6 and
SH6).
We investigated the spectral distribution of photocurrent depending on the texturization regime (Fig. 4).
However, long-wavelength peak of spectrum is due to the direct interband transitions in Si.
There occurs a reconstruction of the photosensitivity spectrum after texturization, i.e. the spectrum
broadens. As the solution concentration increased, photosensitivity in short wavelength region sharply increased.
It is clear that this is due to the morphology of the selenium surface, i.e. degree of light absorption, which is
determined by the morphology of texturized silicon.

Photocurrent (a.u.)

100

80

60

40

as-cut p-Si/ZnS
p-Si/SK3/ZnS
p-Si/SK4/ZnS
p-Si/SK4/ZnS0.9Se0.1

20

0
400

600

800

1000

1200

Wavelength (nm)

Fig. 3.Spectral distributions of photocurrent in p-Si/SK/ZnS1-xSexsolar cells.

4. Conclusion
p-Si/textured-Si/ZnS1-xSex heterojunctions were fabricated by electrochemical deposition Efficiency of
heterojunctions can be regulate by etching duration, solution temperature and concentration of solids in solutions
of KOH and HF (1-5 wt%); C3H8O and HNO3 (3-10 vol%). Solar cells of p-Si/SK4/ZnS0.9Se0.1 show best
efficiency (10.6%) after the etching in solution of KOH-3wt% +C3H8O - 6 vol%.
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FLUCTUATION OF THE MAGNETIC MOMENT OF MAGNETITE PARTICLES DEPENDING ON
THE SIZE OF PARTICLES.
M.A.RAMAZANOV*1, H.A.SHIRINOVA1
Baku State University,23Z.Khalilov Street, Baku, Azerbaijan, Az-1148 mamed_r50@mail.ru
In the present work were investigated the structure and magnetic properties of the magnetite nanoparticles with a
different size range. The average size of Fe3O4 nanoparticles was studied by SEM. Differences in the structure
were investigated by IR and XRD spectroscopies.XRD analysis showed that with the changing of the size of
nanoparticles lattice parameters of the material also change. On the other hand, the magnetic properties of the
nanoparticles at room temperature were investigated. Relatively small particles show the superparamagnetic
effect at room temperature. Besides, the value of saturation magnetization is the same (69emu/g) for both
samples. It is one of the most important properties of stable superparamagnetic materials.
Keywords: Nanocomposite materials magnetization, Fe3O4 nanoparticles, Neel relaxation time.
PACS: 75.90.+w, 75.75.+a, 75.70.Cn

1.

Introduction

The Fe3O4 nanoparticles are one of the more interesting semi-metallic nanoparticles due to
theirsuperparamagneticpropertie, chemical stability, very big surface area, low toxity and high bio-compatibility
[1, 2]. The researches show that magnetic properties of the nanoparticles are directly depending on their size,
purity, and homogeneity. [3-5]. So the main magnetic properties of magnetic nanoparticles such as Ms, Mr, and
Hc can be controlled depending on size and the domain structure. When the size of the particle is smaller,
energetically favorable for the particle to form a single domain state than the multi-domain state [6]. According
to some references the d <70 nm limitation given for the transition from a multi-domain to single-domain [5, 79]. Single-domain magnetic nanoparticles exhibit superparamagnetic properties. The size of the particles for
superparamagnetic behaviour is less than 30 nm [10-11]. The effect of thermal-fluctuations on their magnetic
properties increases with decreasing particle size [12-13]. Influence of the external magnetic field stops, the spin
of the particle randomly turn due to the thermal fluctuation. Relaxation time is the main parameter of the
magnetic particles. It is clear that when the temperature increases the thermal fluctuation occurs faster and
relaxation time decreases.
In the present work, was investigated the size dependence magnetic properties of magnetic iron oxide
nanoparticles in room temperature. For this purpose were analyzed two samples of the magnetite nanoparticles
with different size.
2. Experiment
2.1 Materials
Fe3O4≅9-Magnetite nanoparticles were obtained by co-precipitation in an alkaline medium. The average
nanoparticle size is 5–17 nm [6].
Fe3O4≅28 samples were obtained from the skyspringnanomaterials company. F 3320DX Iron Oxide
Nanopowder / Nanoparticles (Fe3O4, 98+%, 20-30 nm)
2.2 Research Methods
2.2.1. IR Study
IR spectra of the samples were recorded on a spectrometer FT-IR Varian-3600 Excalibur Series, allowing
recording the spectra in the range of 4000–400 cm−1.
2.2.2 XRD
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X-ray diffraction analysis was performed on Rigaku Mini Flex 600 XRD diffractometer at ambient
temperature. In all the cases, Cu Kα radiation from a Cu X-ray tube (run at 15 mA and 30 kV) was used. The
samples were scanned in the range of angles 2θ of 20°–70°.
2.2.3 Measurements of the magnetic moment as function of the magnetic field m(H)
Magnetization curves acquired at 300K (room temperature) by a Quantum Design SQUID magnetometer
in the field range ± 50 kOe. The magnetization is reported per gram of measured sample.
For the m(H) measurements of the magnetic moment as a function of magnetic field, the sample was first
thermally stabilized to the measurement temperature in absence of magnetic field. Then, the field was ramped
with a sweep rate of to reach 9 Tesla, then back to Tesla, and finally to ±9 Tesla again to acquire the complete
m(H) loop. For performing the measurements, we have taken out from the original batches only a 3-mmdiameter disk for each sample. In particular, we have decided to take the samples in a position corresponding to
the half of the radius (Figure 1b). A deeper study of the behavior of the sample properties as a function of
position on the batch could be interesting to study the homogeneity of entire large sample.
3. Results and discussion
The main properties of Fe3O4nanoparticles are given in Table1.
Table1. Research objects
Fe3O4≅28
dark brown
nanopowder
20 - 30 nm
40-60 m2 /g
spherical
4.8-5.1 g/cm3

sample
Appearance
APS:
SSA:
Morphology:
True density:

Fe3O4≅9
dark brown
nanopowder
5- 15nm
spherical
-

The TEM and SEM images of Fe3O4≅28 nanoparticles are shown in figures1 (a) and (b), respectively.
Figure 2 demonstrates SEM image of the Fe3O4≅9 nanoparticles.

b)

a)

Figure1. SEM and TEM images of Fe3O4≅28 nanoparticles
a)SEM images of Fe3O4≅28 nanoparticle; b) TEM images of Fe3O4≅28 nanoparticles
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Figure2. SEM images of Fe3O4≅9 nanoparticles
SEM images show that both types of nanoparticles are in the spherical shape and have homogenous size
distribution. The randomly selected 100 particles size observed from SEM images was used to determine
statistical parameters of the particle size distribution.
Figure 3 shows the lognormal distribution of two different Fe3O4 nanoparticles by size.

Figure3. Particle size histogram bu SEM investigation
a)Fe3O4≅28 b) Fe3O4≅9
The values of the lognormal distribution parameters of the Fe3O4 nanoparticles are reported in Tables 2:
the average size of the particle, standard deviation, the maximum and minimum size of particles. As can be seen
from the table, by the average size both nanoparticles are in the range of stable single domain particle [13-14].
Table2. The log-normal values of the parameters (distribution interval, average value (d), standard
deviation (σ))of Fe3O4 particles size distribution
samples
Fe3O4≅28
Fe3O4≅9

dmin-dmax (nm)
15,1-60,6
5,09-16,8

(̅ nm)
∼28,65
∼9.08

σ
8.82
2.98

Figure 4 shows X-ray diffractograms of both types of Fe3O4 nanoparticles. Both nanoparticles were found
to belong to cubic space group No227, Fd-3m. According to [222], [311], [511], [440] hkl indices Fe3O4≅9
nanoparticles correspond to the DB card number 00-101-1032. But Fe3O4≅28 sample correspond to the DB card
number 00-900-2320 and characterized by the [222], [311], [400],[422], [511], [440] Miller indices. The
preponderance of the amorphous phase for Fe3O4≅9 sample indicated that the crystalline behavior of magnetite
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nanoparticles was suppressed due to the presence of PEG [15]. Scherrer formula is used to calculate the average
size of crystallites. The most relevant and high intense peak of the diffractogram- [311]-was selected for
calculation. The calculated crystallite sizes of nanoparticle samples were 108 and
Fe3O4≅9 and
Fe3O4≅28 nanoparticle samples, respectively. This sizes very well correlated with SEM results.

Figure4. XRD images of nanoparticles a)Fe3O4≅9 b) Fe3O4≅28
It was also found from XRD analysis that with the decreasing size of the particle the lattice parameter
increases (Table 3). It is known that in Fe3O4 crystal oxygen anions form an fcc closed packing and iron
(cations) locates at the interstitial tetrahedral and octahedral sites. The electron can hop between Fe2+ and Fe3+
ions in the octahedral sites at room temperature imparting half metallic property to magnetite. The magnetic
moment of the unit cell comes only from Fe2+ ions with a magnetic moment of 4μB [3]. The observed increase in
unit cell volume with reduction in particle size of Fe3O4 particles, perhaps implies an increase in Fe2+ content in
the sample, since ionic radius of Fe2+ is larger than that of Fe3+. So the increase in magnetization with decrease in
size could be justified.

Table 3. XRD parameters of nanoparticles
Samples

Size(ang.)

Fe3O4≅28
Fe3O4≅9

233
108

Unit cell
parameter
( ang.)
8,27
8,35

Unit cell volume
( ang3.)
566,4
581,3

FTIR spectroscopy of two different size Fe3O4 nanoparticles were measured between 400 and 4000 cm-1
region(Figure5). FTIR spectroscopy analysis showed peaks at 3428, 1624, 1084, 634, 580, 442cm-1 for Fe3O4≅9
sample.The bands at 3428, 1624 cm-1 areassociated with stretching frequency of the O-H bond. The bands at
1084cm-1 is related with vibration of the C-O band. This is due to the PEG surfactant used to stabilization of the
nanoparticles[15]. The band 634, 580, 442 cm-1 correspond to Fe--O bond(Figure 5-a).
The bond observed 634, 584, 448 cm-1 in the IR spectrum of Fe3O4≅28 nanoparticles are related with FeO-Fe bond[16](Figure-5-b).
The two samples present similar features compatible with iron oxide (magnetite) nanoparticles (Figure6).
Differences are evident in the low field range (right panel) where the largest Fe3O4≅28 clearly show a hysteretic
behavior (open cycle) with coercive field of 71 Oe and remanence of c.a. 10 emu/g. This result is due to the
“large” size of the nanoparticles which are expected to be in the “blocked” regime at room temperature. On the
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contrary, the smallest nanoparticles (Fe3O4≅9) are superparamagnetic at this temperature as they show negligible
coercivity and remanence. The saturation magnetization, Ms, is very similar for both samples (69emu/g). Even
though this should be the “ideal” expectation, in practice, a decrease of the saturation value is commonly
observed when the size is strongly reduced. The negligible hysteresis for Fe3O4@9 nanoparticles are related
with relaxation of magnetic dipoles in nanoparticles.The main magnetic parameters of samples demonstrated in
Table 4.

Figure5. FTIR spectra of Fe3O4 nanoparticles: a)Fe3O4≅9 b) Fe3O4≅28

Table 4.Magnetic characterization of both samples

Fe3O4NPs

Ms (emu/g)

Mr(emu/g)

Fe3O4≅9nm

69.2

1.28

Fe3O4≅28nm

69

10.03

Hc(Oe)
70.98

Ms = saturation magnetization (taken as M≅50 KOe) value); Mr = remanent magnetization; Hc =
coercive field
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Fig6. M(H)curves of Fe3O4 nanoparticles with different size: 1-Fe3O4 ≅9nm; 2- Fe3O4 ≅28nm
a) M(H) Magnetization versus magnetic field
b) M(H) Magnetization versus magnetic field near zero field

The dependence of the differential susceptibility of nanoparticles on the intensity of the external magnetic
field was studied using the M(H) curve[18].Figure 7 demonstrates field dependencies of differential
susceptibility of the bothFe3O4 nanoparticles. From the graph in Fig. 7, we obtain that the magnetization reversal
of the sample has a hysteretic behavior in the ±1000Oe field range.

Fig7. Field dependences of differential susceptibility of Fe3O4 nanoparticles. The arrows designated the
direction of the field sweep. a) Fe3O4≅9 b) Fe3O4≅28
It has been discovered that for both nanoparticles the values of the magnetic susceptibility in the
direction of increasing(green arrows) and decreasing (red arrows) the magnetic field strength differs from each
other. Both when the field is increased and the field is decreased, there are local maxima in the
dependence dm(H)/dH for each sample, and its magnitude is smaller when the absolute value of the magnetic
field increases. For the decreasing absolute value of the field, the amplification of the susceptibility maximum is
related to the hysteresis of the magnetization in large fields and is obviously a consequence of this
hysteresis[23].
For the Fe3O4≅28nm nanoparticles absolute maximum value of differential susceptibility for the
ascending magnetic field is five time higher than the maximum value observed for descending field.
Furthermore, the character of differential magnetic susceptibilities graphics for the ascending and descending
magnetic field is different.
For Fe3O4≅9nm nanoparticles, absolute maximum value of differential susceptibility for the ascending
magnetic field is 1.5 time higher than the maximum value observed for descending field. Also, the character of
differential magnetic susceptibilities graphics for the ascending and descending magnetic field is same.

The dependence of the relaxation times of the magnetic moment of the nanoparticles on their size
was also calculated.
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The relaxation time (τ) measures the stability of the particle momentNeel relaxation time of the
magnetization vector of the isolated magnetic particles[19]:
(1)
−9

Here τ0-is the pre-exponential time constant, often used as τ0=10 s for magnetite [22].
-is energy
required to rotate
the
magnetization
vector.
This
energy
called
activation
energy
barrier.Buenerjiaktivasiyabaryeriadlanır. This energy described by the following formula:
(2)
Here K is magnetization anisotropy;V is geometrical volume of magnetic nanoparticles.
(3)
Let to put expressions (2) and (3) in (1):
)

(4)

It is clear that relaxation time of magnetic momentum depends on size of particles. If the average size of
nanoparticles are28,65×10-9m and 9,08×10-9m,the effective anisotropy constant K=13kJ/m3, and τ0 is 10-9 sec, we
can easily calculate relaxation time for samples.At T=298 K for nanoparticles with the size 9,08 nm relaxation
time was 10-8 sec.
If the time window of the measurement (τm) is longer than the time needed for the particle’s magnetic
moment to flip (τm/τ>1), the particle is said to be in a superparamagnetic state [21]. the characteristic time of
magnetic measurement is τex =100sec. It is seems from calculations that for nanoparticles with average size
9.08nm,τm>τ0.But fornanoparticles with average size 28,65nm it was found that τm<τ0. In this case, the particle
behaves as an ordinary single-domain particle.
Thus, an increase in the number of magnetic particles in a magnetic cluster leads to increasing interaction
between them, and formation additional magnetization which in turn leads to increasing Neel relaxation time
[22].
4. Conclusion
In this work were investigated the structure and magnetic properties of the magnetite nanoparticles with the
spherical shape and two different sizes. The particles size observed from SEM images was used to determine
statistical parameters of the particle size distribution. The average size of the particles was 9nm and 28nm,
respectively. VMM investigation shows that the saturation magnetization, Ms, is very similar for both samples
(∼69emu/g). The smallest nanoparticles (Fe3O4≅9) are superparamagnetic at this temperature as they show
negligible coercivity and remanence. The dependence of the relaxation times of the magnetic moment of the
nanoparticles on their size was also calculated. An increase in the number of magnetic particles in a magnetic
cluster leads to increasing interaction between them, and formation additional magnetization, which in turn leads
to increasing Neel relaxation time.
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This paper deals with the investigation results of electret state mechanical and electric strength before and
after electrothermal treatment. There have been presented AFM images of PP+ZrO2 nanocomposition after and
before electrothermal polarization (ETP). It is established that electrothermal polarization has a profound effect
on electret and strength properties of nanocomposition and it is due to the accumulation charge at the phase
interface between nanocompositecomponents.
Keywords: Nanocomposite materials, polypropylene, nanoparticles, electrothermal polarization
PACS:61.46.w;82.35.Np;71.38.k

1. Introduction
Nowadays nanocomposites owing to their impressed physical and chemical properties are of advantage in
most various spheres of production of electron and impulse technology,electronics, medicine and etc. [1-3]. By
using in different devices of polymer nanocomposite elements, they undergo the effect of different external
factors including the effect of external electric field [4-5]. It is known that most dielectrics have electret
properties after applying the external constant electric field [6]. It is revealed that electrothermalpolarization
changes charge state of nanocomposition and it can change their strength properties and electret states. This
paper deals with the investigation results of influence of electrothermal polarization on strength properties and
electret states of nanocompositions on the base of polypropylene and zirconium dioxide.
2.

Experiment

As a polymer matrix, the isotactic polypropylene in size from 0,5-1,0 mkm particle is used as a filler the
zirconium dioxide(ZrO2) nanoparticles in size 21 nm particle, stabilized by 3% ittrium oxide (Y2O3). Production
of PP+ZrO2-based nanocomposites has been carried out by injecting ZrO2 nanoparticles into polymer solution
[7].
Compositions have been obtained by method of hot pressing at melting temperature of polymer matrix
under the pressure 15 MPa for 10 min with subsequent quick cooling with the rate
2000deg ̸ min . Polymer
compositions undergo the electrothermal polarization at Tp=353K for 1 hour under the effect of electric field ,
then they are cooled down to room temperature [ 8].
3.

Results and discussion

In fig.1 (a, b,c) have been given dependences of electret charge surface density σ on the storage time r of
PP+ZrO2nanocompositions at ZrO2 different contents in polypropylene . From the figure it is seen that by
increasing nanoparticle content in PP the electret charge surface density and storage time measured by increasing
ZrO2 volume content.
It is shown that the electret charge surface density and storage time depends on polarization conditions.
Given magnitudes (σ and τ ) gain their maximum values at Etr=10·106 V/m .From figure it is seen that by
increasing polarization intensity up to the given value the electret properties have been improved, but after
Etr˃10·106 V/m the volume charge concentrations are increases. At bigger nanocomposite contents the conductive
chains of Zrmolecules preventing polarization processes have been formed. In brings about the deterioration of
nanocomposition electret properties.
In fig.2. there have been presented dependences of electric and mechanical strengths of
PP+3%ZrO2nanocomposition not undergone and undergone electrothermal polarization (ETP) effect on the
treatment durability in electric field at Tp=393K for tp equal to1 hour.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig.1. Change of charge surface density for PP+ZrO2nanocompositions in size d≤21 nm nanoparticles undergone
electrothermal treatment in different percentages: a)Etr=5·106 V/m, b) Etr=10·106 V/m, c) Etr=15·106 V/m for 1 hour
1- PP+3%ZrO2, 2- PP+1%ZrO2 , 3- PP+5%ZrO2 , 4- PP+7%ZrO2 , 5- PP+10%ZrO2 6- PP+15%ZrO2 7-PP
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(a)

(b)
Fig.2. Mechanical (a) and electric (b) strength for PP+3%ZrO2nanocomposities in size d≤21 nm nanoparticles not
undergone and undergone the electrothermal treatment for 1 hour.
1-Etr=0, 2- Etr=5·10 6V/m, 3- Etr=15·10 6V/m, 4- Etr=10•10 6V /m

As it is seen from fig.2 after electrothermal polarization for PP+3%ZrO2nanocomposition there has
been observed the increase of electric and mechanical strength up to certain values, then decreases. We think
that this fact is related to the migration polarization which leads to the interphase interaction growth. Increase
of interphase interactions causes the growth of nanocomposite strength. In fig.3 there have been given shown
AFM images of PP+3%ZrO2nanocomposition before (a) and after (b) the electrothermal polarization. From
fig.3it is seen that after electrothermalpolarization the morphology of nanocomposition changes strongly, i.e.
ordering of surface structural elements is taken place.
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(a)

(b)
Fig.3. AFM images of nanocompositions before (a) and after (b) ETP in alternating electric field.

4. Conclusion
Thus from above mentioned experimental results one can conclude that electrothermal polarization has a
strong influence on electret and strength properties of nanocomposition which is due to the charge accumulation
at the phase interface between nanocomposite components.
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TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCED CONDUCTIVITY OF PtSi/n-Si SCHOTTKY DIODES WITH
SELF-ASSEMBLED PATCHES
I.M.AFANDIYEVA1*, Sh. ALTΙNDAL2
1
2
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Electrical conductivity of PtSi/n-Si Scottky diodes with the contact area of 8×10−6 cm2 have been investigated by
using impedance spectroscopy method (ISM) in the wide temperature range of 79-360 K and voltage range of
±2V, using of a small ac signal (20 mV) at 500 kHz, respectively. The values of activation energy
are
obtained from the slope of the

plots decreased from 0.39eV to 0.1eV with increasing of the

temperature from 79 K to 360 K. This fact indicates that in this temperature range hopping conductivity with
variable hopping length over localized states is observed. According to Mott equations, the length of jump
(R=26,6-18,2 Å) over localized states and the density of localized states near the Fermi level have been
calculated. Obtained result attributed to the presence of self assembled patches in PtSi/nSi diodes.
Keywords: PtSi/n-Si Schottky diodes; Self-assembled patches; Hopping conductivity.
PACS: 84.60.Jt; 73.50.Pz; 79.60.Jv
1. Introduction
The development of science and technology requires the creation of new devices with a small dimension,
fabricated by simple technology. On the other hand, the decrease in the area of contact leads to an increase of the
role of the non-uniform charge distribution over the area. In this case, the natural fluctuations of the
semiconductor, which caused with the discrete character of the space-charge distribution, always occur [1].
Schottky diodes (SDs) on the basis of metal-semiconductor (M/S) contact in comparison with p-n junctions, as
ease of the fabrication and wide choice of contact materials has many advantages [1,2]. Knowledge of the
influence of temperature on electrical characteristics of the silicide/Si contact structure is important for creating
of new devices, for understanding the formation of barriers. The reason for choosing this structure is threefold:
first, the contact of PtSi/Si characterized by the big barrier height. Second, crystal lattice of n-Si (111) contains
hexsagonal voids [3]. Third, interface of Schottky diodes with contact siliside/Si formed below the initial surface
of the silicon. In the present paper the influence of temperature and applied voltage of the electrical conductivity
of PtSi /n-Si SDs with a very low area of 8x10-6 cm2 have been investigated by using impedance spectroscopy
method (ISM) in the temperature range of 79-360 K, voltage range of ±2V and a small ac signal (20 mV) at 500
kHz, respectively.
2. Experimental procedure
The PtSi /n-Si SDs with an area of 8x10-6 cm2 were fabricated by the use of a magnetron sputtering method.
As the semiconductor substrate n-type (P doped) Si with 5.08 cm diameter, (111) surface orientation, 0,7 Ω cm
resistivity and 3,5 µm thickness was used. The silicon plates were annealed in the chamber of the system at a
vacuum of 6x10-5 Torr and 573 K during 300 seconds and then the platinum film was deposited. Argon gas was
used to create the plasma. For the fabrication of the platinum silicide (PtSi), the substrate (Pt /n-Si) was annealed
for 10 minutes in a 6x10-5 Torr vacuum and 773 K temperature. To produce a homogenous silicide film (PtSi)
the silicon substrate was annealed in a special ampule outside the chamber for 30 minutes. The process passed in
this condition: at the temperature 783 K in an atmosphere of gases N2 and H2. In addition, the fabricating
structure (PtSi/n-Si) was washed in aqua regia to remove unreacted platinum. To prevents the penetration of Al
through a silicide film between PtSi and Al was located an amorphous layer of TiW alloy as diffusion barrier
[3,4,5].
For the investigation of conductance have been used C–V and G/x–V measurements which performed at the
temperature in the range 79- 360K and applied dc voltage in the range of ±2V by using a HP 4192A LF
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impedance analyzer and small sinusoidal test signal of 20 mVp _ p from the external pulse generator. All
measurements were carried out with the help of a microcomputer through an IEEE-488 ac/dc converter card.
3. Results and discussion
In the present paper, the temperature dependence of ac electrical conductivity
of PtSi /n-Si SDs for
various temperature in the range 79-360K and applied voltage in the range of ±2V has been calculated by the
following equation [6,7,8]:
(1)
where
is the thickness of the dielectric gap, is the rectifier contact area of the structure in cm-2 (Fig.1A).
The thickness of the dielectric gap has been obtained using the maximal capacitance of the metal-semiconductor
structure in the strong accumulation region (
).
The change in the dependence of conductance on temperature is associated with a change in the
concentration of defects. It is known, that hopping mechanism is the main transport mechanism in disordered
systems with localized states. In this case, the value of activation energy ( ) can be obtained from the
Arrhenius plot as given the following relation [6-12]:
(2)
Fig.1B shows the
plot for the PtSi/n-Si SD for various forward bias voltages. As can be
seen in this figure, on the dependence at the dc voltage as 0.2V, 0.6V, 0.8V, 1.0V and 1.2V there are three
temperature areas: (79-160)K, (160-250)K and (250-350)K. Only, when dc voltage is 0,4V exponential
dependence persists in the temperature region (120-350)K. Such behavior of the Arrhenius plot was confirmed
that the conduction at high and low temperature is considerably different due to the different hopping
mechanisms and restructure and reordering charges at surface states under temperature and voltage effects.
Values of
determined from the slope of
plots of the PtSi/n-Si structure for various dc voltages
at 500 kHz are changed from 0.39eV to 0.1 eV. Obtained values of activation energy revealed, that activation
energy decreased with decreasing of the temperature. At the temperature in the range (200-250)K (for the 0,61,2V dc voltage) and 79-120K for (0,4V dc voltage) the conductivity not depended on temperature, practically.
In these temperature ranges nonactivation hopping conductivity is observed. This fact indicates that in this
temperature range hopping conductivity with variable hopping length over localized states is observed.

Fig.1. (A) The dependence of conductance vs applied voltage for PtSi/n-Si SD at various temperatures; (B) The
temperature dependence of
for PtSi/n-Si SD at various applied dc voltage.

According to Mott equation, the relation of σ and

can be expressed as [5]
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(3)

As seen in Fig.2, Mott plot has a good straight line in almost the whole temperature range. Thus, the Mott plot
on the basis of Eq. (3) and Fiq.3, the characteristic temperature has been calculated for 0.4 V dc voltage ( =
2,5x107 K) and for 0,8V dc voltage (To=1,1x107K), respectively.

Fig.2. The temperature dependences of the conductivity of the PtSi/n-Si structure in Mott's
coordinates for 0.4 V dc voltage obtained at 500 kHz.

Within the framework of the considered model, the length of jump ( ) over localized states for a given
temperature has been calculated from the expression [6-9]
(4)
In Eq. 4, is the radius of the localization. We accepted the value of =3 Å for Si [8]. On the basis of obtained
results, the length of jump (R) over localized states decreased from 26,6 to 18,6 Å with the increasing of the
temperature from 79 to 350K
The density of localized states near the Fermi level was determined for 0.4 V dc voltage by using the formula
[6-12]
(5)
are 2.7x1020 eV-1 cm-3(0,4V) and 6.26E+20
where k is the Boltzmann constant. Obtained results for
(0,8V) well correlate with results for structure of erbium doped hydrogenated amorphous silicon films [9]. On
the basis of results has been revealed, that at the changing of temperature from 79 to 350K dc voltage +-2V, ac
voltage 500kHz, 20mV in PtSI/nSi Schottki diodes there is a hopping mechanism of conduction near the Fermi
level with absorption or emission of a phonon. Conductivity activation energy corresponds to the jump energy
in the area 0,39-0,1eV. It is known, that the existence of localized states in the forbidden band is due to the
presence of structural defects in crystals. The crystal structures Si(111) contains deformed hexagonal voids
(A=14,22 Å 2) [3]. It should be taken into account that the surface of the silicon substrate is a corrugated
hexagonal layer that is parallel to the plane (111) and characterized by numerous interfaces and a huge inner
surface. This suggests that in the process of contact formation of contact, the diffusion of platinum atoms into
voids Si(111) has occurred. In result irregular formation of self-assembled local patches has occurred, due to the
diffusion of platinum atoms into voids Si(111) [3].Obtained length of jump (R) over localized states 26,6 and
18,6 Å is in a good agreement with the radius of self-assembled patches ( =78 Å).
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Conclusions

was calculated from the measured experimental
and
values in the
The ac conductivity
temperature range (79-350)K. On the basis of temperature dependence of conductivity has been revealed, in this
temperature range hopping conductivity with variable hopping length over localized states is observed. The
values of activation energy
are obtained from the slope of the
plots for different dc voltages. The
decreased from 0.39 eV to 0.1 eV with decreasing of the temperature from 79 K to 360 K.
value of
According to Mott equations, the length of jump (R=26÷18 Å) over localized states and the density of localized
2.7x1020 eV-1 cm-3÷6.26E+20 eV-1 cm-3) near the Fermi level have been calculated. Obtained result
states (
has been attributed to the formation of local pathes (Rp~78 Å) and irregular formation of a lot of self-assembled
quantum wells, due to the existence of hexagonal voids of Si (111).
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In this work a complex study of the DNA immobilization and conformation processes on the zirconium dioxide
(ZrO2) surface. The DNA+ZrO2 nanoparticles and nanosized films were investigated with the MD modeling,
experimental spectral and integral methods, including nuclear physics. Using the MD hybrid classical and
quantum chemistry potentials, for the DNA solvated with water the DNA+ZrO2 surface interactions were
simulated We have generated series MD models, thereby simulating a different scenario of the DNA with
possible charge modifications. The DNA charge modification were introduced in the DNA central region via its
two phosphorus atoms, Pa and Pb, and for several set of MD models for the relaxed DNA structures we have
estimated the positional changes of the distance D[DNA(Pa,Pb) - ZrO2(O)] between the phosphorus atoms (P a,Pb)
and selected oxygen atoms of the ZrO2 surface. The work is aimed to the development of functional heterojunctions such as a biological molecule - wide-gap dielectric. These hetero-junctions are intended for using in
the field of molecular electronics, in particular, for the creation of biochips, memory arrays and computer
architectures of the future.
Key words: Immobilization of DNA molecules on the surface of dielectrics, molecular electronics, nanotechnologies,
modular-dynamic modeling, DNA conformation in the electric field, genotoxic effects
PACS: 02.70.Ns; 62.23.−c; 87.15.−v

1. Introduction
Molecular simulation studies are performed within the research activities of Molecular Dynamics (MD)
modeling groups of the Neutron Optics sector in the Department of Neutron Investigations of Condensed Matter,
Frank Laboratory of Neutron Physics (FLNP), Joint Institute for Nuclear Research (JINR), Dubna, Russian
Federation and Faculty of Energetic, Tajik Technical University named after M.S. Osimi, Dushanbe, Republic of
Tajikistan, thereby outlining the international research collaborations closely performed with Japanese (Keio
University, Waseda University, RIKEN, etc.) and Indian groups (National Institute of Technology, NIT.-Patna).
The examples have to cover a general issue on “Computer Design for New Drugs and Materials”, which
demonstrate the efficient use of computer MD in both classical (conventional) and quantum chemical methods
implementations. Some aspects of our recent studies include computer modelling of non-equilibrium chemoelectronic conversion of water adsorption on the surface of yttria-stabilized zirconia. The tasks of the work
include the simulation of radiation induced conformations of a DNA chain on a zirconia dioxide (ZrO2) surface
by MD (molecular dynamics) method. Interdisciplinary research in the field of nanotechnology has a
breakthrough potential and the main hopes of nanoscale technologies are associated with new effects at the
intersection of the physics of chemistry and biology. The combination of biomolecules with solid nanoparticles
generates a new class of materials, primarily for new electronic sensory and optical systems, the prospects for
the development of molecular electronics, the creation of biochips, memory arrays and computer architectures of
the future become real. DNA molecules have good electrical conductivity, are able to store and transmit by
copying terabytes of information self-reproducing and moving in the electric field, therefore, are extremely
interesting as a functional element of bio-electronic devices. The purpose of this work is to obtain biologically
modified structures by immobilizing of DNA molecules on the surface of biocompatible crystals, an
experimental and theoretical study of the fundamental mechanisms of physical-chemical interaction and
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dynamics of the DNA molecule on interfaces with a solid bases under the influence of external electric fields and
radiation fluxes [1-14].
2. Methodical part
For a triple system DNA + water + ZrO2 surface, all the interatomic interactions are described with standard
molecular mechanics potentials, as a sum of two-, three-, and four atom terms. All-atom interactions include
harmonic bonds, angles, improper torsions, and dihedral angles The long-range interactions include LennardJones van der Waals potentials and electrostatic potentials between atom-based partial charges:
.
Here

valence

length

,

potential,

the

valence

angle

, the torsion dihedral potential,

potential,

, the Van-der-

Waals interaction and hydrogen bonding potentials are Lennard-Jones (LJ; 12-6) or (12-10) types,
and

, the electrostatics potential,

, represents long-

range interactions in the system. For the DNA solvated with water, based on the experimental data, ab initio and
semiempirical electronic structure calculations, a number of self-consistent and well-tested sets of parameters are
published and available (see, for example, all-atom sets in CHARMm22; Brooks et al., 1983). For ZrO2 surface
we have used Buckingham interaction potential,

with the interaction parameters A, C and ρ.
In Figs.1(a,b) the initial position of a DNA chain on ZrO2 (zirconia dioxide) surface and the whole
system solvated with water are shown, respectively. The DNA chain was located at a well-separated distance
from the zirconia dioxide. After appropriate preparation of the DNA+ZrO2 surface a water box was introduced.
The MD trajectory calculations performed for multiple DNA+water+ZrO2 models were next used to simulate the
effect of the radiation introduced on a DNA side chain with consequent conformation changes [9-14].
(a)
(b)

Figs.1(a,b). The initial position of DNA chain on ZrO2 (zirconia dioxide) surface.

3. Results and discussion
For the DNA molecule solvated with water and interacting with the ZrO2 surface we have consider different
model structures, thereby simulating different scenario of the DNA possible charge modification. From two
opposite DNA directions we have arbitrarily chosen two P (phosphorus) atoms as possible damage sites. The
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DNA charge modification we have introduced in its central region through two set of MD models (set A: models
1-3 and B: models 4-6) for both phosphorus atoms Pa and Pb.
In Figs. 2-3 the MD simulation results are shown for the D[DNA(Pa,Pb) - ZrO2(O)] dynamics for the
models 1-3 (Q(Pa)=+1,1659|e|, Q(P a)=0 and Q(Pa)=-1,1659|e|, native DNA and two damaged versions,
respectively) and models 4-6 (Q(Pb)=+1,1659|e|, Q(Pb)=0 and Q(Pb)=-1,1659|e|), native DNA and two damaged
versions, respectively).

Fig. 2. The distance D[DNA(Pa) - ZrO2(O)] between phosphorus (Pa) and selected oxygen (O) atoms
of the zirconium dioxide surface for the MD models 1-2-3.

Fig. 3. The distance D[DNA(Pb) - ZrO2(O)] between phosphorus (Pb) and selected oxygen (O) atoms of the zirconium
dioxide surface for the MD models 4-5-6.
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The distance distribution D[DNA(Pa,Pb) - ZrO2(O)] between the phosphorus (Pa,Pb) and selected oxygen
(O) atoms of the zirconium dioxide surface are compared for the native DNA (Q(Pa,Pb)=+1,1659|e|) and two
damaged versions (Q(Pa,Pb)=0 and Q(Pa,Pb)=-1,1659|e|). The charge state of the phosphorus (Pa,Pb) atoms
mimics the effect of external radiation (UV or other) induced on the site of DNA, such that the value of Q(Pa,Pb)
spontaneously vary in the interval [+1,1659;-1,1659]|e|. From the distance diagrams in Figs. 2-3 we can see both
different D[DNA(P a,Pb) - ZrO2(O)] time dependent behavior and different DNA-surface close contact on a final
state. So far, starting from the same relaxed state (but with different Q(Pa,Pb)) the DNA molecule while
interacting with ZrO2 surface will undergo a different conformational shape, thereby approaching the surface.
It is worth noting that the above choice of phosphates in the DNA charge modification introduced by Figs.
4-5, were due to the DNA - ZrO2 surface interactions as in paper (J. Phys. Chem. B, 2015, 119 (11030-11040)),
where the author have studied via molecular dynamics simulations several DNA phosphate and surface silanol
groups, hydrophobic bonding between DNA base and silica hydrophobic region. Also they have find two major
binding mechanisms to be attractive interactions between DNA phosphate and surface silanol groups,
hydrophobic bonding between DNA base and silica hydrophobic region.

Fig. 4. The position of two P (phosphorus) atoms (Pa and Pb; grey color) of the DNA molecule are shown as possibly
DNA damaged sites.

Model 1 (native DNA)
Q (P)=+1,1659|e|

Model 2 (damaged DNA)
Q (P)=0

Model 3 (damaged DNA)
Q (P)=-1,1659|e|

Fig. 5. The charge modification on two P (phosphorus) atoms of the DNA damaged sites.

Next, the DNA conformational behavior have built through a graphical 3-D representation analysis. We
have used MD trajectory calculations for the DNA chain to investigate the DNA interaction and immobilization
processes on the ZrO2 surface. In Figs. 6 the DNA orientation dynamics on ZrO2 are presented for the models 12-3 (model 1: Q(Pa)=+1,1659|e|, model 2: Q(Pa)=0, and model 3: Q(Pa)=-1,1659|e|; native DNA and two
damaged versions, respectively). The MD simulation results in Figs. 6 demonstrate the DNA/ZrO2 dynamical
changes and distance distributions D[DNA(Pa) - ZrO2(O)] between the phosphorus (Pa) and selected oxygen (O)
atoms of the zirconium dioxide surface. The Figs. 6 compare the MD results for the native DNA (model 1:
Q(Pa)=+1,1659|e|) and two damaged versions (models 2: Q(P a)=0 and 3: Q(Pc)=-1,1659|e|). In Figs. 7 the DNA
orientation dynamics on ZrO2 are presented for the models 4-5-6 (model 4: Q(Pb)=+1,1659|e|, model 5: Q(Pb)=0,
and model 6: Q(Pb)=-1,1659|e|, native DNA and two damaged versions, respectively). The MD simulation
results in Figs. 7 demonstrate the DNA/ZrO2 dynamical changes and distance distributions D[DNA(P b) ZrO2(O)] between the phosphorus (Pb) and selected oxygen (O) atoms of the zirconium dioxide surface. The
Figs. 7 compare the MD results for the native DNA (model 4: Q(Pb)=+1,1659|e|) and two damaged versions
(models 5: Q(Pb)=0 and 6: Q(Pb)=-1,1659|e|).
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D[DNA(Pa)-ZrO2(O)]-----XY~f(T)-----Models 1-2-3

Figs. 6. The distance D[DNA(Pa) - ZrO2(O)] between phosphorus (Pa) and selected oxygen (O) atoms
of the zirconium dioxide surface for the MD models 1-2-3.
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D[DNA(Pb)-ZrO2(O)]-----XY~f(T)-----Models 4-5-6

Figs. 7. The distance D[DNA(Pb)-ZrO2(O)] between phosphorus (Pb) and selected oxygen (O) atoms of the
zirconium dioxide surface for the MD models 4-5-6.
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The MD simulation results in Figs. 6-7 for the distance D[DNA(Pa,Pb) - ZrO2(O)] diagrams demonstrate
the interaction and conformation processes for the DNA/ZrO2 system. For time dependent behavior
D[DNA(Pa,Pb) - ZrO2(O)] we have seen a different DNA-surface conformational changes. It is important that,
starting from the same relaxed state (but with different Q(Pa) and Q(Pb)) the DNA molecule while interacting
with ZrO2 surface will undergo a different conformational shape, thereby approaching the surface.
4. Conclusions
For a triple system DNA + water + ZrO 2 surface we built several set of MD models as setA (Model 1
(native DNA): Q(P a) = +1,1659|e|; Model 2 (damaged DNA): Q(Pa) = 0; Model 3 (damaged DNA): Q(Pa) = 1,1659|e|) and setB (Model 4 (native DNA): Q(Pb) = +1,1659|e|; Model 5 (damaged DNA): Q(Pb) = 0; Model 6
(damaged DNA): Q(Pb) = -1,1659|e|), where e is electron charge, thereby simulating different scenario of the
DNA possible charge modification.
From two opposite DNA directions we have arbitrarily chosen two P (phosphorus) atoms as possible
damage sites. The MD results compare the DNA conformational behavior at the initial and final states and the
DNA orientation dynamics on ZrO2 were presented for the native DNA (Q(Pa,Pb) = +1,1659|e|) and two
damaged versions (Q(Pa,Pb)=0 and Q(Pa,Pb)=-1,1659|e|), respectively. So far, starting from the same relaxed state
(but with different Q(P a,Pb)) the DNA molecule while interacting with ZrO2 surface will undergo a different
conformational shape, thereby approaching the surface. We have relate the DNA molecular orientations due to
the immobilization process or similar to the B-Z-transition happening on the zirconium dioxide (ZrO2) surface.
The DNA conformations arise when the relative orientation of individual parts of the molecule changes as a
result of the rotation of atoms or groups of atoms around simple bonds, bending of bonds, etc. For example, the
DNA B-Z-transition can be stimulated by an increase in the content of ions in solution (say, zirconium dioxide
ZrO2 surface) or by certain proteins that stabilize the Z-form of DNA. When a molecule transitions from B- to Zform, the double helix of DNA unfolds, and then turns in the other direction, turning from right-wound into leftwound [1-14]. In conclusion, for today the DNA+ZrO2 system emerges itself as a breakthrough potential
material for developing new nano-bio-electronics tools as well as the interdisciplinary research target in the field
of nanotechnology. Wherein, the questions of the DNA interaction and immobilization with the mentioned oxide
material as ZrO2 have not been studied yet. A novel data obtained above for the DNA conformational behavior
through a graphical 3-D representation analysis provide the DNA/ZrO2 interaction and immobilization processes
on the atomic/molecular level. The zirconium dioxide (ZrO2) has seen to be a promising material as DNA or
RNA molecules absorber due to a good biocompatibility and a high dielectric constant (ε=25). For today the
combination of bio-molecules with solid nano-particles generates a new class of materials, primarily for new
electronic sensory and optical systems. The prospects cover the development of molecular electronics, the
creation of biochips, memory arrays and future computer architectures as well. In this respect, the DNA and
RNA molecules have good electrical conductivity, capable to store and transmit by copying terabytes of
information with self-reproducing and moving in the electric field, therefore, are extremely interesting as a
functional element of bio-electronic devices [15-16].
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ROLE OF OXYGEN AND HIDROGEN BONDS IN PHOTOLUMINESCENCE OF POROUS SILICON
F. A. RUSTAMOV, *N. H. DARVISHOV, V. E. BAGIEV, M. Z. MAMEDOV, G. M. EYVAZOVA, E. Y.
BOBROVA, H. O. QAFAROVA.
Semiconductor Physics Division, Institute for Physical Problems, Baku State University, Baku AZ 1148,
Azerbaijan
The effect of posttreatment in HNO3 on the photoluminescence properties and surface chemical bonds of stain
etched porous silicon were investigated. It was shown that, such posttreatment results in reversible quenching of
photoluminescence. It is found that the photoluminescence quenching associated with significant desorption of
hydrogen from the surface of porous silicon under the HNO3 action, and its subsequent recovery associated with
surface oxidation in air. This recovery of luminescence is correlated with the appearance of absorption on the
oxygen bonds at 1180 cm-1 and 1045 cm-1.
Keywords: porous silicon, photoluminescence, oxygen bonds, absorption
PACS: 78.55.Mb.71.24+q
1. Introduction
The porous silicon (PS) obtained by electrochemical or stain etching method exhibits visible
photoluminescence (PL). This is explained by quantum size effect of bandgap expansion of crystallites with
decreasing the size of nanoparticles in PS [1, 2]. After etching, a significant number of unsaturated dangling
bonds is formed on the silicon surface. These dangling bonds, being non-radiative recombination centers,
suppress the PL. In as-prepared PS some part of dangling bonds is saturated by hydrogen bonds and as a results
porous silicon exhibits visible PL. However, hydrogen bonds saturating dangling bonds are unstable, and upon
exposure at ambient conditions the more stable oxygen bonds [3, 4] gradually replace them. Upon exposure at
ambient conditions the PL intensity decreases slightly during the first hours after PS formation, nevertheless the
PL peak position is stable enough. Study of FTIR spectra shows that the oxygen bonds are already exist in the
as-prepared samples of stain etched PS, what is associated with the presence of HNO3 in the etching solution [5].
Such behavior suggests the complex nature of the PS surface oxidation. On the one hand, PS surface oxidation
process leads to the replacement of unstable Si-Hn bonds by more stable Si-O bonds. These oxygen bonds
saturate the centers of nonradiative recombination, which in PS are Si- dangling bonds. On the other hand,
nanocrystallites oxidation process may reduce their size and, consequently, to expand the bandgap due to the
quantum confinement effect, which appears as a shift of the PL peak to high energy region [6]. Finally,
according to study of Delarua at al [7, 8] the process of surface oxidation in high porous PS leads to the
appearance of the localized radiative recombination levels in bandgap of nanocrystallites. These levels suppress
the radiative recombination via band-to-band transition in silicon nanocrystallites. Despite the reduction in the
size of the particles and accordingly the expansion of bandgap of high porous PS, obtained by conventional
methods, the observed maximum in the PL spectrum does not exceed ~2.1 eV in the PS [9-11].
2. Methodical part
The effect of room temperature posttreatment in HNO3 on the photoluminescence properties of stain
etched porous silicon was investigated in the given report. Analysis of obtained data was performed by means of
FTIR spectroscopy to clarify the roles of the various oxygen bonds.
The porous silicon samples were prepared by stain etching on the monocrystalline p-type wafers with 10
Om∙cm resistivity and (111) orientation. PS formation is performed in a HF:HNO3:CH3COOH solution in
volume proportion 1200:1:1200, i.e. at oxidant insufficiency [12]. After etching, the samples were washed in
bidistilled water, then in isopropanol and were dried by N2 jet. Some of the samples immediately after
preparation of PS layers posttreated at room temperature in concentrated HNO3.
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3. Results and discussion
Fig.1 shows the changes in the PL peak intensity of the samples untreated and posttreated in HNO3 for
10 min, with exposure time in ambient conditions. From this figure one can see, that PL of untreated samples is
degraded with time, and PL peak intensity decreases ~1,3 times for 3 months. But in the samples posttreated in
HNO3 the peak intensity of PL spectrum initially is minimal and then increased tenfold with time. In this case,
first the intensity is growing very quickly and then its growth is slowing down. After ~ 3 month, the intensities
of the untreated and posttreated samples differ only in 1.25 times.

Fig.1. PL peak intensity of stain etched PS
without (a) and with (b) posttreatment in HNO3 for
10 min upon exposure to air.

Fig.2 and 3 show the FTIR spectra of the samples, untreated and posttreated in concentrated HNO3 at
room temperature. In as-prepared untreated PS samples, immediately after preparation, can be seen (Fig.2)
absorption bands at 2100-2150 cm-1, corresponding to stretching mode of SiHn; the band at 902 cm-1
corresponding to scissor mode of SiH2; the band of 1108 cm-1 corresponding to Si-O-Si (asymmetric stretching
of interstitial oxygen in Si) and absorption peaks at 882 cm-1 and 2245 cm-1 corresponding to O3-SiH bending
and stretching mode [5, 13-15]. Over time when exposed to air, the absorption intensity is reduced on the SiHn
bonds with simultaneous significant increase in absorption peak at 1180 cm-1 and 1045 cm-1, corresponding to
Si-O-Si stretching modes (LO and TO modes).

Fig.2. FTIR spectra of stain etched PS upon
exposure to air.
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In the samples, posttreated in concentrated HNO3 at room temperature immediately after preparation,
can be seen (Fig.3) the absorption peaks at 1108 cm-1 and 886 cm-1 corresponding to Si-O-Si and O3-SiH bonds,
respectively. The vibrations, corresponding to stretching modes of SiHn (2100-2150 cm-1) are almost absent.
Upon exposure of these samples under ambient conditions, over time there is a significant increase in absorption
at 1180 cm-1 and 1036 cm-1 corresponding to Si-O-Si stretching bonds. Upon exposure to air of both types of
samples, the absorption bands at 1108 cm-1 corresponding to Si-O-Si bond and at 882 cm-1 corresponding to O3SiH bond remain unchanged.

Fig.3. FTIR spectra of posttreated for 10 min in HNO3
stain etched PS upon exposure to air.

From Fig.2 is seen that in as-prepared PS sample immediately after preparation, the absorption peaks are
observed on the bonds SiHn (2100-2150 cm-1), Si-O-Si (1108 cm-1) and O3-SiH (882 cm-1 and 2245 cm-1).This
means, that such bonds on the surface of stain etched porous silicon is already formed during the PS formation
process. Such saturation of Si- dangling bonds by SiHn bonds is the cause of the high PL efficiency in asprepared PS samples. However, over time the hydrogen desorption occurs (Fig.2, b, c, d) and the intensity of
SiHn vibrations decreases at an almost constant level of signal from the Si-O-Si vibrations (1108 cm-1) and O3SiH vibrations (882 cm-1). Simultaneously with the hydrogen desorption there is a significant increase in the
absorption on another Si-O-Si bonds (1180 cm-1 and 1045 cm-1). That is, more stable oxygen bonds gradually
replace unstable hydrogen bonds. But, apparently, compensation of unsaturated bonds on the PS surface is
partially defective, which results in some degradation in PL properties and some decrease in luminescence
intensity (Fig.1). At the same time, a PL peak almost no shifts during the atmospheric oxidation process.
Therefore, it can be assumed that these Si-O-Si bonds (1180 cm-1 and 1045 cm-1) leads only to saturation of
dangling bonds on the PS surface, blocking the non-radiative recombination channels and do not affect the
radiative recombination levels in the bandgap of the PS nanocrystallites. Stability of PL peak position correlates
only with invariably level of absorption signals on Si-O-Si vibrations at 1108 cm-1 and O3-SiH vibrations at 882
cm-1 (Fig.2). Thus, perhaps it is these oxygen bonds give rise to local levels within the bandgap, responsible for
radiative recombination in the PS, according to theoretical studies of Delarua at al [7, 8]. Meanwhile, the role of
these bonds in compensation of dangling bonds on the surface of the PS is not clear from these spectra. To
confirm the assumptions the IR spectra of HNO3 posttreated samples were investigated.
Fig.3 shows IR absorption spectra of PS samples, posttreated in HNO3 at room temperature. As in the
case of untreated samples, immediately after drying the samples are seen absorption bands corresponding to
vibrations on the Si-O-Si bonds at 1108 cm-1, but the absorption on the SiHn bonds is almost absent. As can seen,
posttreatment of PS in HNO3 at room temperature, leads to significant hydrogen desorption without changing the
degree of surface oxidation. The absorption intensity on SiHn bonds (2100-2150 cm-1) in comparison with the
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absorption intensity on Si-O-Si bonds are much smaller in posttreated samples than in untreated. These data
correlate with the data of PL spectra, presented at the Fig.1. Hydrogen desorption from the PS surface leads to
the PL quenching, despite the presence of oxygen bonds Si-O-Si (1108 cm-1) and O3-SiH (882 cm-1). So, these
oxygen bonds can not saturate the dangling Si- bonds, which are the nonradiative recombination centers. The
role of these oxygen bonds are revealed in further atmospheric oxidation of PS surface. As can be seen from
Fig.2 and 3, with increasing air exposure time for PS samples of both types, there is a further oxidation of the
surface and appear absorption bands associated with Si-O-Si vibrations (1180 cm-1 and 1045 cm-1) at a fixed
position and level of signals from Si-O-Si vibration at 1108 cm-1 and O3-SiH vibration at 882 cm-1.
4. Conclusion
These data suggest a different role of various oxygen bonds in the mechanism of photoluminescence. On
the basis of a joint analysis of the FTIR and PL spectra of the stain etched PS samples, untreated and posttreated
in HNO3, it can be concluded that the Si-O-Si bonds at 1108 cm-1 or O3-SiH bonds at 882 cm-1 give rise to
localized levels in the bandgap of PS nanocrystallites and provide the stability of the PL peak position. On the
other hand, the Si-O-Si bonds at 1180 cm-1 and 1045 cm-1 is responsible for saturation of dangling bonds that are
the centers of nonradiative recombination.
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ESTABLISHMENT OF THE INITIAL MELTED ZONE AT THE START OF THE
ALLOY WHEN THE DISTRIBUTION COEFFICIENT EXCEEDS THE UNIT

N.F.GAHRAMANOV, E.S.GARAYEV, A.I.HASHIMOVA
Baku State University, Z.Khalilov str., 23, Baku, Azerbaijan, Az1148

When the distribution coefficient is more than unit creation the first melt zone in the beginning of the initial
alloy of binary solid solutions is discussed. At first the concentration of the second component in the beginning
melted zone is determined. As the final alloy is made in two different stages of crystallization (zone melting and
Bridjman method) to find the content distribution we solve the continuity equation at two different initial
conditions and then them “Sew together”. The content distribution showers that such an alloy can successfully
be used as a feeding alloy to grow single crystals of binary solid solution by puling from a melt. In apply to
Ge − Si system such single crystals are useful to make varyzone structures [4-6,7].
Keywords: binary solution, monocrystal, alloy, nutrient, component, distribution.
PACS: 81.10.Aj; 81.10.−h; 81.10.Fq

1.Introduction
In the previous study [2,3], we used a zone-melting method to change the distribution of the composition
across the binary solid alloy obtained by the directed crystallization and showed that, when the distribution
coefficient is k >1, the more favorable option is to create the first melted zone at the end of the alloy. But in
some cases when k >1, it is also possible to get a successful result by creating the initial melted zone at the first
step of the alloy by the directed crystallization process. In this study, we will investigate the case as well.
2. Experiment
The scheme of use of the initial alloy is shown in Figure 1. Here the initial melting zone is made at the
start point of the alloy. In this case, the change of concentration of the second component along the initial alloy
is expressed as follows [1]:
 vt 
С S (t ) = kC 0 1 − 
L


k −1

(1)

Here C0 the average concentration of the second component at the initial alloy, L its length,
v crystallization velocity.
It is required to know the concentration of the second component in the initial melted zone to determine
the redistribution of the composition in the scraped melt. For this purpose, it is necessary to find the mass of the
second component at the start  length of the alloy (initial alloy) obtained from the directed crystallization and
divide it into the volume S of the zone (S the cross-sectional area of the alloy):

∫
C (0) =

t′

0

z

C S (t )Sυdt
S

=

υ

t′

 ∫0

 υt 
kC0 1 − 
L


k −1

dt =

kυC0


∫

t′

0

 υt 
1 − 
L


k −1

(2)

dt

Here t ′ =  .
υ

Let's take a new substitute to solve the integral in (2):

υ
f
Fig.1. In k >1 case, the scheme of creation of the melted initial zone at the start of the
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υt
L
= y , t = (1 − y ) , dt = − L dy
L
υ
υ

(3)

It is clear from here that, y = 1 when t = 0 and y = 1 −  when t = t ′ = 
L
υ
Taking into consideration the new substitude in (2):
kC υ 1− 
kC L 1− 
 L
C z (0 ) = 0 ∫1 L y k −1  − dy = − 0 ∫1 L y k −1dy =


 υ
k
k

kC0 L 1 k 1− L
L 
L 

 
=−
⋅ y 1 = − C0 1 −  − 1 = C0 1 − 1 −  
k
L
L 

 
 

To get the second component's change law, we must solve the continuity equation for the new mode.
The continuity equation for melting zone [1]:
υ
kv
C m (t ) + C m (t ) = C S (t ),


Its solution in general case:
 kυ υ
 υt 
C m (t ) = exp −
t  kC0 ∫ 1 − 
L
   


k −1


 kυ 
exp t dt + A

  

(4)

(5)

(6)

Here С S (t ) the current exchange magnitudes of the concentration of the second component along the
initial alloy. But in the equation we must consider that, the change law along the initial alloy must be expressed
as in the form (1), in melt the start concentration of the second component (the concentration at the first melted
zone) should be taken equal to (4).
In (6) instead of С S (t ) , let's put its (1) form and find the solution of the continuity equation:
 kυ υ
 υt 
C m (t ) = exp − t  kC0 ∫ 1 − 
L
   


k −1


 kυ 
exp t dt + A

  

(7)

Here A is the integration constant and its magnitude must be found according to the starting condition.
Let's take a new integration variable to solve the integral in (7):
x ,
dx
kυt
(8)
dt =
= x, t =
kυ
kυ

If we consider the new integration variable, (7) will become as follows:
k −1


 kυ υ
  
Cm (t ) = exp  − t  kC0 ∫ 1 − x  exp x dx + A =
kυ

   
 kL 

(9)


 kυ    
= exp  − t C0 ∫ 1 − x  exp xdx + A

    kL 
k −1

To solve the integral in (9) k-magnitude should be known. Here is the simplest solution that has practical
meaning k = 2. For this case, let's calculate the integral in (9) separately. We will denote it by the letter J.
2 −1
 



J = ∫ 1 − x  exp xdx = ∫ exp xdx − ∫ x exp xdx = exp x − x exp x +
(10)
kL
kL
 kL 




 

+ ∫ exp xdx = exp x − x exp x + exp x = − exp x + 1 +  exp x
kL
kL
kL
kL
 kL 
Let's put (10) back in (9) and consider that k = 2:
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 kυ   

C m (t ) = exp −
t C0 −
x + 1 +
 exp x + A =
kL 
    kL



 kυ
 
 2υ  

 kυ 
= exp −
⋅
t C0 1 −
t + 1 +
t  + A =
 exp
kL 
  
    kL 


 υ 

 2υ 
= C 0 1 +
− t  + A exp −
t
2L L 

  

Baku, 2019

(11)

The constant A is found from the start condition. Remember that, the concentration of the second
component at the melted zone is determined with (4). If t = 0 in (11), Cя (0) is found as follows:
 

C m (0) = C0 1 +
+ A
 2L 

(12)

Getting from (2) and (4) that:
2
 
L 
 

C 0 1 +
 + A = C0 1 − 1 −  
2L 
 
L 


Let’s find A from here:
 
L
 2 

A = −C0 1 +
C
1
1
2
+
−
+
− =

0 

L L2 
 2L 



 3 
= C0 − 1 −
+ 2 −  = C 0 1 − ⋅ 
2L
L

 2 L

(13)

Let’s put (13) back in (11):

L−
 υ   3 
 2υ 
C m (t ) = C0 1 +
− t  + 1 − ⋅  exp − t  0 ≤ t ≤
υ
  
 2 L L   2 L 

(14)

This addiction will remain in its power until the front of the melt zone reaches the other end of the alloy.
So, we find the change law of the second component on the solid phase along the first length part (L −  ) of the
alloy as follows:

 υ   3 
 υ 
− t  + 1 − ⋅  exp − 2 t  =
C x (t ) = kCm (t ) = 2C0 1 +
 

 2 L L   2 L 

(15)


L−
υ  


 υ 
= C0  2 + − 2 t  +  2 − 3  exp − 2 t  0 ≤ t ≤
= t1
L
L
L
υ

 





The crystallization mode is changed starting from the moment the front of the melt zone reaches the end of
the alloy. In the last section, in which the length is equal to  , the process takes place by the directed
crystallization. In this part the solution of the continuity equation is as follows [1]:
L 
C m (t ) = A1′  − t 
υ


k −1

, t ≥ t1

(16)

A1′ for differentiating. Because the initial condition is different,
the magnitude of the integral constant will differ from the previous one. We find the magnitude of A1′ in (12)
We have denoted the integration constant

and (14) at the moment t = t1 by “building” one another.
We can find C m from (16), when t = t = L −  :
1

υ


L
Cm (t1 ) = A1′  − t1 

υ

Here, we have considered that k = 2.

(17)

Cя is found at the moment t = t1 from (14):


 υ   3 
 2υ 
− ⋅ t1  + 1 − ⋅  exp − t1 
C m (t1 ) = C0 1 +
  
 2 L L   2 L 

(18)

Let’s equalize the right sides of (17) and (18):
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 υ   3 

L

 υ 
− t1  + 1 − ⋅  exp − 2 t1 
A1′ − t1  = C0 1 +
2L L   2 L 
 
υ



Then we must put the magnitude of

t1 back in here, and make some simplifications:

 υ L −  3   
υ L −  

 L L −
A1′ −
−
 = C0 1 +
 + 1 − ⋅ exp − 2 ⋅

υ 

υ 
υ
 2 L L υ   2 L  

A1′ ⋅
We can find A1′ as so:

Let’s put the magnitude of

L −  
3   3  

= C0  ⋅ + 1 − ⋅  exp − 2

υ
 

2 L  2 L 
υ  3   3    L −  
A1′ = C0  ⋅ + 1 − ⋅  exp − 2

 2 L  2 L  
 


(19)

A1′ back in (16):

C m (t ) = C 0

υ  3  3  
L −   L 
exp − 2
 − t ,
 + 1 −
  2L  2L  
  υ 

L−
L
≤t≤
υ
υ

(20)

We can get a new distribution along the alloy at last l lenght so:

C x (t ) = kC m (t ) = 2C 0

υ  3  3   2(L −  )  L  L − 
L
≤t≤ .
 − t  ,
 + 1 − exp −
L  2L  2L  
  υ 
υ
υ

(21)

3. Results and discussion
If we combine (15) and (21), along the whole alloy after melting zone the change law of the concentration
of the second component can be expressed in a compact manner as follows:
υ  
υ 
L−

 

 2 + L − 2 L t  +  2 − 3 L exp − 2  t  , 0 ≤ t ≤ υ
 
 

C x (t ) 
=
C0
 υ  3 +  2 − 3 exp − 2(L −  )  L − t  , L −  ≤ t ≤ L

   L 
L 
υ
υ

 υ


(22)

The change law of C x (t ) ratio that is expressed by (22) is shown in the figure 2 and table 1.
C0
It can be seen from the picture that, it is possible to use this kind of alloy successfully to produce binary
solid for growing monocrystals for varizoned structures, it is also necessary to use the end of the alloy as the
beginning of the feeder. In addition, this kind of alloy can be used, even when a special distribution of the
additive is required throughout the monocrystal. Even both two points can be taken as the starting of the feeder.
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C x (t
C0

0
0

t,
4
5
Fig. 2. The change law of C x (t ) ratio throughout the alloy that is expressed by
C0

The change law of C x (t ) ratio throughout the alloy that is expressed by (22)

C0
Table 1

t , hour

C x (t )
C0

t , hour

C x (t )
C0

0
2,5
5,0
7,5
10,0
12,5
15,0
17,5
20,0
22,5
25,0
27,5
30,0
32,5

3,8
2,62
2,13
1,88
1,73
1,61
1,50
1,40
1,30
1,20
1,10
1,00
0,90
0,80

35,0
37,5
40,0
42,5
45,0
45,5
46,0
46,5
47,0
47,5
48,0
48,5
49,0
49,5

0,70
0,60
0,50
0,40
0,30
0,027
0,024
0,021
0,018
0,015
0,012
0,009
0,006
0,003

It is clear from the distribution curve which is given at the picture 2 that, it is suitable to use this method
for material cleaning. It can be extremely effective for increasing the degree of purity of the material in the same
direction by remelt zone method. This time, if, it is required to use the middle part of the alloy is opportune.
Because within the substance in which k < 1 and uncontrolled additives can be gathered at the end of the alloy.
4. Conclusion
The research shows that, it will be successful to create the initial melted zone at the start of the alloy when
k >1. The general principle of the proposed method for obtaining maximum mono-crystals of binary solids with
strong segregation by application of the alloy, the second component was determined by investigating solutions
of the substance flood continuous equation within different starting and boundary conditions. It is possible to
solve the continuous equation for k >1 while obtaining this alloy, and by using the component distribution
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throughout the alloy, by getting the melted zone at the beginning of the alloy, it can be possible to eliminate
extreme cooling on the crystallization front and obtain the perfect monocrystals of solid solutions.
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SYNTHESIS AND STRUCTURE OF HYBRID POLYMER NANOCOMPOSITES BASED ON
PP +CdS/ZnS.
F.V.HAJIYEVA
Baku State University, Z.Khalilov str. 23, Baku, AzerbaijanAZ 1148

In this paper in first time was synthesized and characterized of hybrid polymer nanocomposites based
on PP+CdS/ZnS. It was found that for nanocomposites based on PP+ZnS the band gap is 3.65 eV, for
PP+CdS-2.8 eV and for PP+CdS/ZnS nanocomposite it is 4.25 eV. SEM images of polymer nanocomposites
show that ZnS and CdS nanoparticles are equally uniformly distributed inside the polymeric polymer matrix of
polypropylene. Photoluminescent analysis of nanocomposites has shown that for such hybrid
nanocomposites, the spectral sensitive spectral region is expanded.
Keywords: polypropylene, cadmium sulfide, zinc sulfide, nanoparticles, hybrid nanocomposite

PACS: 72.80.Tm, 75.75.-c, 61.46.+w, 61.46.-w, 78.67.-n
1. Introduction
It is known that the optical properties of nanoscale semiconductor crystals depend not only on their
composition, structure and size, but also on the state of the interface of their phases or surface. Thus, defects on
the surface of nanoparticles, such as impurities of extraneous atoms or point defects in the structure, can play the
role of potential wells or barriers for holes and electrons. As a rule, this leads to a change in the band structure
and optical properties of NPS of semiconductors and with a decrease in the size of these nanoparticles, these
changes become even more sensitive to defects. Usually, the process of passivation, in which surface atoms bind
to atoms of another substance, is used to eliminate and prevent such phenomena. It is important that the band gap
of the second junction should be greater than the previous one. In other words, particles of one compound are
covered with a layer of another compound, which is called a “core-shell” (core in a shell) with nanoscale
particles. It is established that coating nanoparticles of one semiconductor with a layer of another semiconductor
significantly improves the optical properties of nanoparticles, bringing them closer to the properties of isolated
nanoclusters. This effect is especially pronounced when studying the photoluminescent properties of nanoscale
systems[1,2].
In this article, for the first time new hybrid polymer nanocomposites based on PP+CdS/ZnS were
synthesized, the structure and optical properties of these composites were studied.
2. Experimental section
2.1. Materials
All chemicals were used as received without purification: polypropylene(PP grade Moplen
HF500N, homopolymer); density 0,92g/cm3 at 25 °C, Mw=250000, Mn =67000, Melt Mass-Flow Rate- MFR
= 11,5g /10 min (2300 C, 2,16 kg), melting T=162°C), cadmium chloride (CdCl2×5H2O, Sigma Aldrich C3141),
sodium sulfide (Na2Sx9H2O, PLC 141687), СTAB (cetyltrimethylammonium bromideC19H42BrN, AB
117004, 98% chemically pure),zinc chloride (ZnCl2, PLC 141779 - for analysis, anhydrous ), toluene (PLC
141745).
2.2. Preparation of CdS, ZnS NPs and PP+CdS/ZnS based nanocomposites.
CdS and ZnS NPs were prepared by chemical cooprecipitation method [1,2].Nanoparticles
were synthesized in presence of cationic surface active substance CTAB as follows: 0,05 M CdCl2 solution
was mixed together with 0,5% CTAB solution in a magnetic stirrerduring 10 minutes. Further solution of 0,05
M sodium sulfide (Na2S) was added to the primary solution and was intensely stirred at ambient temperature
during two hours. In order to remove non-interacting ions Cd2+ and S2- and get purified CdS NPs, the
mixture several timesdistilled with deionized water and ultracentrifuged during 10 minutes. Purified CdS
NPs transferred into the
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petri dish and put it to dry during 24 hours. ZnS nanoparticles was prepared by same method.As precursors to
synthesis ZnS nanoparticles have been taken 0,05 M ZnCl2 and 0,05 M Na2S solutions.
For synthesis of PP+CdS/ZnS nanocomposites, 0.1 g PP powder dissolved in toluene
solution. CdS and ZnS NPs in different weight contents (3%,5%,10%) were added into PP solution and
mixed on a magnetic stirrer for 4 hours almost at 800C. Then the homogeneous mixture was transferred to
the petri dish and put it to dry during
a day.
For completely
removing
the solvent
from
the
volume of
the polymer nanocomposites dried in vacuum oven during 1 hour. Thin
nanocomposite films were obtained by hot pressing method at the melting temperature of PP (1700C) at
a pressure of 10 MPa. The cooling of the nanocomposite films after hot pressing was carried out in water at
a cooling rate of 200 deg/min.
2.3. Characterization
The morphology images of the nanocomposite samples were taken by the use of scanning electron
microscopy (SEM, Jeol JSM-7600 F). Scanning was performed in SEI mode at an accelerating voltage of 15 kV
and a working distance of 4.5 mm. Energy dispersive micro-X-ray analysis was performed using the device XMax 50 (Oxford Instruments). The UV-vis spectra have been recorded on Spectrophotometer Specord 250 Plus
at 200-700 nm and ambient temperature. Photoluminescent properties of nanocomposite films were
examined using a spectrofluorimeter Varian Cary Eclipse at wavelength range 200-900 nm.
3. Results and discussion.
Figure 1 shows the absorption spectra and the optical absorption edge for polymer nanocomposites based on
PP+ZnS, PP+CdS, and PP+CdS/ZnS. From the UV absorption spectra, the band gap was calculated by
extrapolation and it was found that for nanocomposites based on PP+ZnS the band gap is 3.65 eV, for PP + CdS2.8 eV and for nanocompositePP+CdS/ZnS- 4.25 eV[1-5].

a)

b)

Fig.1. Absorption spectra (a) and optical absorption edge (b) for nanocomposites based on PP+CdS, PP+ ZnS and
PP+CdS/ZnS.

In Figure 2 shows the absorption spectra (a) and the optical absorption edge (b) for polymer
nanocomposites based on PP+CdS/ZnS, depending on the concentration of ZnS and CdS nanoparticles. It is
established that the band gap for hybrid nanocomposites based on PP+CdS/ZnS decreases with increasing
content of ZnS and CdS nanoparticles (Table 1)[1-5].
All spectra are characterized by the absorption band in the UV and visible wavelength ranges and the
absorption band in the 270-300 nm wavelength range belongs to CdS nanoparticles. However, the maximum and
edge of the band vary, depending on the CdS concentration in the PP polymer matrix for a PP+10%
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CdS/ZnS nanocomposite, the absorption band maximum shifts to the long-wavelength part of the spectrum.
The appearance of a low-intensity absorption edge in the region of 400 nm (ZnS absorption) with an increase
in the concentration of nanoparticles in a polymer, for sampleswith CdS/ZnS nanoparticles indicates
that the nanoparticles are coated with a thin layer of ZnS.

a)

b)

Fig.2. Absorption spectra (a) and optical absorption edge (b) for nanocomposites based on PP+CdS/ZnS.

Table 1. The value of the band gap for nanocomposites based on PP+CdS/ZnS depending on the
concentration of CdS and ZnS nanoparticles.
Samples of nanocomposites

Band gap (eV)

PP+CdS
PP+ZnS
PP+1%CdS/ZnS
PP+3%CdS/ZnS
PP+5%CdS/ZnS
PP+10%CdS/ZnS

2,8
3,65
5,2
5,1
5,1
4,6

a)
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Fig.3 SEM images of nanocomposites based on PP+CdS/ZnS depending on the concentration of ZnS and CdS nanoparticles:
a) PP+3%CdS/ZnS; b) PP+5%CdS/ZnS.

Figure 3 shows SEM images of hybrid nanocomposites based on PP + CdS/ZnS, depending on the
concentration of ZnS and CdS nanoparticles. SEM images show that ZnS and CdS nanoparticles are equally
uniformly distributed within the polymer matrix. It has been established that with an increase in the
concentration of nanoparticles, the average size of nanoparticles of both zinc sulfide and cadmium sulfide
increases. The average size for a nanocomposite based on PP+3%CdS/ZnS is 40-54 nm, for PP+5%CdS /ZnS29-56 nm.
Figures 4 and 5showthe element mapping and the EDS spectrum of hybrid nanocomposites and have
been seen that the nanocomposite consists of pure CdS and ZnS nanoparticles and the polymer matrix of
polypropylene. The element of platinum appeared as a result of the deposition of nanocomposites with a layer of
platinum with a thickness of 10 nm to eliminate excess charge from the surface of the polymer
nanocompositeduring SEM analysis. The Al element on the map appeared as a result of the use of an aluminum
substrate during experiment.
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Figure 4.Mapping of a hybrid nanocomposite based on PP+CdS/ZnS by elements.

Fig.5. EDS spectrum of a hybrid nanocomposite based on PP+CdS/ZnS.

Figure
6
shows
the
photoluminescence
spectra
of nanocomposite
on
the
base PP+CdS and hybrid nanocomposites based on PP+ CdS/ZnS, obtained by excitation with light with a
wavelength of 475 nm.
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Fig.6. The photoluminescence spectrum of nanocomposites based on PP+CdS (1) and PP+CdS/ZnS (2) (χexc =475
nm).

In the PL spectra of nanocomposites based on PP+CdS/ZnS, two isolated bands are observed: with a
maximum at 512 nm and 530 nm when excited in the 375 nm region; and with a maximum at 650 nm when
excited by light with a wavelength of 475 nm. In the luminescence spectra of a sample with CdS nanoparticles,
a band with a maximum at 650 nm is not observed. It can be assumed that the appearance of a band with
a maximum at 650 nm is due to the coating of CdS nanoparticles with a ZnS shell[6-17].
4. Conclusion.
In this paper in first time was synthesized and characterized of hybrid polymer nanocomposites based on
PP+CdS/ZnS. It was found that for nanocomposites based on PP+ZnSthe band gap is 3.65 eV, for PP+ CdS-2.8
eV and for PP+CdS/ZnS nanocomposite is 4.25 eV. SEM images of polymer nanocomposites show that ZnS
and CdS nanoparticles are equally uniformly distributed inside the polymeric polymer matrix of
polypropylene. Photoluminescent analysis of nanocomposites has shown that for such hybrid
nanocomposites, the spectral sensitive spectral region is expanded.
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ELECTROCHEMICAL OBTAİNİNG OF SELENIUM-CONTAINING RHENIUM CLUSTERS
SALAKHOVA E.A.,1 TAGIYEV D.B.,1 RAMAZANOV M.A.,2 AGHAMALIYEV Z.A.,2
IBRAHIMOVA K.F.,1 KALANTAROVA P.E.1
1
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Institute of Catalysis and Inorganic Chemistry, NAS of Azerbaijan, 113 H.Javid ave, AZ1143, Baku, Azerbaijan
Baku State University, Academic Zahid Khalilov Street - 23; AZ1148.

Electrochemical obtaining of nano-coatings in the system Re-Cu-Se on platinum electrode during voltammetric
cycling was studied. The research was carried out using sulphate solution containing selenium dioxide,
potassium perrenate and copper chloride. According to the researches of voltammetric dependences during coelectrodeposition of potassium perrenate ions (VII), selenium (IV) and copper (II) from sulphate electrolytes on
Pt electrode the conditions of potentiostatic deposition of thin films in the system Re-Cu-Se were established. To
study the morphology of films on platinum and copper substrates the surface of an electrode was investigated
using scanning electron microscope. It was determined that agglomerates consisting of spheric particles with
average size of ~20-25 nm are observed on the surface of an electrode.
Received April,3,, 2019; accepted

Keywords: nanotechnology, nano films, electrochemical method, chalcogen, rhenium clusters
PACS: 61.46.−w, 61.46.Bc, 73.63.−b

1. Introduction
Thanks to many unique physical and chemical properties of nanoparticles and nanostructures the
creation of functional nanomaterials on their basis is of great interest. Magnetic and semi-conductor
nanomaterials have been recently given special attention, and interest in them is steadily increasing. This is
connected with a huge practical value of these classes of materials for the development of information
technologies. Superparamagnetic materials based on nanocrystal transition metals are used in devices with a
memory of extra-high-density [1-3]. Semiconductor nanomaterials exhibit unique optical properties and are
prospective materials for active elements of lasers, with tunable wavelength, elements of non-linear optics and
devices of nano electronics. Therefore, their application in the development of creation technologies of new
materials requires systematic studies directed to expansion, improvement and search of new methods of their
synthesis, in particular, electrochemical method. In this connection optimization of electrochemical methods of
synthesis of such type of compounds as ecologically more safe, the study of an electrochemical activity of
synthesis products becomes more relevant. Rhenium and its alloys have wide application areas. Rhenium
chalcogenide (S, Se and Te) films are widely used in various areas of electronics. Thus, obtaining of semiconducting triple rhenium alloys is of great interest. From this point demand for electrochemical obtaining of
nano films grows. Electrochemical obtaining of high photo effective semi-conducting thin and nanofilms in
visible region of solar spectrum and study of their properties is a topical problem. In our previous works we
studied electrochemical obtaining process of thin films of rhenium chalcogenide alloys [4-9].
The aim of research work is the electrochemical obtaining of thin films of rhenium chalcogenide alloys.
2. Experiment
Platinum plate with surface of 4 cm2 was used to determine chemical and phase compositions, but
platinum cathode with surface of 0,15 cm2 and as an anode platinum plate were used to determine microstructure
of Re-Cu-Se alloys.
IVIUMSTAT electrochemical analyzer – potentiostate was used to study electrochemical obtaining
process of Re-Cu-Se thin films. Silver/silver chloride electrode was used as a reference electrode. Temperature is
regulated with accuracy of ± 0,10C using U-10 thermostat.Then rhenium is separated from selenium and copper
by extracting with isoamyl alcohol. When both Se and Re are separated, it is determined at SPECORD 50 PLUS
using spectrophotometric method. Determination of copper in Re-Cu-Se system is conducted at AA 280 FS
FAST Sequential Atomic Absorption Spectrometer Varian. X-ray analysis of Re-Se-Cu alloys thin films was
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conducted at“Bruker” Germany powdery “D2 Phaser” diffractometer in CuKα – radiation. For study morphology
of films on platinum and copper substrates and the surface of the electrode was examined on a JEOL JSM7600F
scanning electron microscope at various magnifications, and EDAX analysis with mapping of distribution of
main components using an Oxford X-MAX 50 detector. The sample was scanned in the subordinate electron
mode at accelerating voltage ~15 keV.
3. Results and discussion
To study co-electrolytic process of rhenium seenium and copper the deposition process of these metals
from separate electrolyte must be studied. For this purpose we studied electrolytic deposition of rhenium,
selenium and copper from sulphate solutions. After electrodeposition the samples were washed with distilled
water, and open-air annealed for 10 minutes at temperature 410 ºC. The phase composition of the received films
was determined by RPhA on diffractometer.
Thus, electrodeposition from electrolytes containing ions of rhenium (VII), copper (II) and selenium (IV)
on the background of 2 mol/l sulphuric acid in chosen conditions of electrolysis and annealing permits to obtain
the thin coatings Re-Cu-Se. On the basis of data described in the present article the preliminary model of the
mechanism of electrodeposition of thin coatings Re-Cu-Se was suggested. Here, we can note three basic research
electrochemical stages:
The first stage–absorption and reduction of the selenium particles on a surface of the platinum electrode.
The second stage – adsorption between Cu2+ions with adsorbed compounds of selenium with intermediate degree
of oxidation. The third stage - the formation of the alloy Re-Cu-Se. Ions of Cu2+ and Se4+reacting with rhenium
ions forms the thin films of Re-Cu-Se.
To study the morphology of films on platinum and copper substrates the surface of an electrode was
investigated using scanning electron microscope. According to a number of experiments done correspondingly at
amplifications of 160000 (a) and 200000 (b) times, it was established that agglomerates of different geometrical
forms consisting of spherical particles with a typical average size of ~20-25 nm observed on an electrode
(Fig.1.).

a

b

Fig.1. SEM images of thin Re-Cu-Se nano-coatings on the surface of a platinum electrode at
magnifications of 160000 (a), 200000 (b)
The images at a less amplification show an equal distribution of agglomerates on the surface of platinum
substrate. This fact is also confirmed by the cards of distribution of elements. As the studies of these cards
showed elemental composition of observed agglomerates is presented by the main components of an alloy and
allows concluding that obtained clusters are elements of the system Re-Cu-Se, as it was expected during the
process (Fig.2.).
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Fig.2. Multilayer image and distribution maps of the main component thin Re-Cu-Se nano-coatings on the
surface of the platinum electrode
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Spectrum of X-ray radiation indicates the presence of these components of the system, as well as allows
conducting a qualitative analysis of samples. As the diagram shows the distribution on weight percent the
content of components of the system is presented for Re-12%, Cu-5%, Se-10%. The specific peaks of hydrogen
and oxygen in the spectrum is explained by residual effects during obtaining process (Fig.3.).

Fig.3. Spectrum of the characteristic x-ray study of the main components of Re-Cu-Se nano-coatings on the
surface of the platinum electrode
4. Conclusion
To study the morphology of films on platinum and copper substrates the surface of an electrode was investigated
using scanning electron microscope. It was determined that agglomerates consisting of spheric particles with
average size of ~20-25 nm have been observed on the surface of an electrode.
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SYNTHESIS OF MWCNTs FROM MIXTURE OF XYLENE BY A-CVD METHOD
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This research material deals with the synthesis of multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) by aerosol-assisted
chemical vapor deposition (A-CVD) method.The effect of rarely used and less studied carbon source-mixture of
the xylene (ortho- (o-), meta- (m-) and para- (p-))isomers on the quality, purity and cost of synthesized
MWCNTs have been analyzed. Thus, the selected carbon source is more affordable and cheaper than orto-,
meta- and para-xylene isomers separately. Separation of the xylene mixture, costly process and therefore have an
impact on the price of the synthesized product. The surface morphology, shape and diameter distribution of the
MWCNTs was analyzed using Scanning Electron Microscope.The purity,quality,structure, phase identification
of the carbon nanotubes determined by Raman spectroscopy and XRD analysis.
(Received May 11, 2018; accepted October 10, 2018)

Keywords:Aerosol-Assisted Chemical Vapor Deposition (A-CVD), Multi Walled Carbon Nanotube (MWCNT), SEM
analysis, Raman spectroscopy
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3. Introduction
A carbon nanotube (CNT) is a tubular structure made of carbon atoms, having diameter of nanometer order
but length in micrometers.Due to extraordinary properties:stronger than steel, electrical conductivity higher than
copper, thermal conductivity higher than diamond CNT has remained an exciting material in different fields of
technology.There are different methods for CNTs synthesis.In comparison with arc-discharge and laser-ablation
methods,CVD is more simple and economic technique for synthesize pure and large amount of CNTs at low
temperature and ambient pressure.Moreover, CVD method makes it possible to use as raw material a large
assortment of hydrocarbons in any state (solid, liquid or gas),allows CNT growth in a variety of forms, such as
powder, films, aligned or entangled, straight or coiled nanotubes. The selected by us carbon source (mixture of
xylene)is more affordable and cheaper than ortho, meta and para xylene isomers separately. Separation of the
xylene mixture, costly process and therefore have an impact on the price of the synthesized product.
4. Experiment
a.Synthesis of MWCNTs
MWCNTs were synthesized by an Aerosol Assisted Chemical Vapor Deposition Method (A-CVD) on the
experimental laboratory setup-Scientific Instruments Dresden GMBH, SCIDRE, Germany. The scheme of the
A-CVD technique was show in the Figure 1.The aerosol CVD set-up equipped with carrier gas supply units
(Inlet 1-3), ultrasonic aerosol generator (2), high temperature reactor-quartz tube(4) covered with moving tubular
electric furnace(length = 0.35 m, heating up to 12000С) (3) and the vacuum system (leak test of the setup).The
synthesis of MWCNTs was carried out in a horizontal laminar reactor (a cylindrical tube of the quartz glass with
size: length = 1m, internal diameter = 33mm)[1].
For uniform deposition of carbon nanotubes, during the synthesis, the tubular electric furnace was
automatically moved along the length of the reactor at a fixed rate of 10 mm/min, which allows the catalytic
thermolysis of the hydrocarbon mixture and the synthesis of carbon nanotubes along the entire length of the tube.
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Figure 1. Scheme of Experimental setup of A-CVD technique
A mixture of ortho, meta and para Xylenes (o+m+p) was used as a carbon source and ferrocene (Fc) as a
catalyst precursor. All reagents used in this work were of an analytical grade. The solution of mixture of xylene
and ferrocene (20mg/ml) filled in chemical glass with a capacity of 200 ml and placed in the ultrasonic bath of
the aerosol generator of the CVD equipment. Argon gas was used as carrier gas for transportation the formed
aerosol to the quartz reactor. Hydrogen gas was used as a reductive gas during synthesis process.The synthesis of
the carbon nanotubes was conducted at the optimum temperature of 900 0С, based on the experimental data of
our group previous studies [2]. The tubular furnace moved through the reactor during synthesis process at a
speed of 10mm/ min,hydrocarbon decomposed at 900°C over ther quarz glass tube inside reactor. The synthesis
process was performed at atmosphere pressure with the duration of 85 minutes.After synthesis process, the
aerosol generator and H2 gas flow were switched off and purification of synthesized MWCNTs from
polyaromatic and tarry impurity compounds was carried out with the displacement of the electric furnace in the
opposite direction under the flow of argon gas (Ar inlet, 500ml /min), at a rate of 30mm/min for 40
minutes.Upon completing the experiments, the reactor was allowed to cool overnight in an argon stream. At the
end of the purification process MWCNTs carefully scarped from quartz tube.The obtained MWCNTs are light,
dark black material in a powder form.
2.2 Characterization
Scanning Electron Microscopy was used to study structure and surface morphology of the synthesized
MWCNTs. Electron microscopy investigations were made using a SEM EVO 50 xvp (Carl Zeiss, Germany)
microscope.All SEM images were obtained using secondary electrons (SE1 detector).The typical magnification
used for the SEM was between 10.00 KX to 40.00KX and is denoted in the bottom of each image at 20kV
electron beam. The Raman spectra was recorded on a Nanofinder 30 Confocal Laser (Tokio Instruments)
microspectrometer. The experiments were carried out with an excitation wavelength of 532 nm laserfocused on
the sample by means of a 50x objective with the 10 mW beam intensity, 600G/mm grating and 20 s exposure
time.The XRD was taken in produced MWCNTs powdered samples using D2 Phase XRD, Bruker, Germany.
XRD was taken at room temperature with 2θ degree ranges from 050 – 800, CuK. (λ=1,5406Å).
5. Results and discussion
Fig.1 displays SEM images of the synthesized MWCNTs. As shown from the picture, the carbon nanotubes
have tubular structure. From the pictures, it is obvious that pure and ideal multi-wall carbon nanotubes
(MWNTs) are formed during the synthesis process using affordable carbon source.
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Fig 1. SEM images of the MWCNTs synthesized by A-CVD method in different magnifications (aMag=10.00KX) ; (b-Mag=40.00KX)
The Fig.1 b shows the diameter distribution of the synthesized MWCNTs. The diameter of the CNTs ranges
from 60-103nm. SEM analysis results proves that using mixture of Xylene without dividing them individual
isomers, it is possible to synthesize high quality carbon nanotubes.
The Raman analysis was taken in order to verify the quality of the MWCNTs powder. Having a various
allotropes of carbon, one can easily distinguish, in a quick experiment, the presence of multi walled carbon
nanotubes and defects. The so-calledG-line is a characteristic feature of the graphitic layers and corresponds to
the tangential vibration of carbonatoms. Another characteristic mode is a typical sign of defective graphitic
structures (D-line). A comparison ofthe intensity ratios of these two peaks gives a measure of the quality of the
bulk samples.

Fig. 2. Raman spectrum of the synthesized multi walled carbon nanotubes
Figure 2 shows the Raman spectra in the large-frequency region (-400-2000)cm-1 for the synthesized
MWCNTs.The two main typical graphite bands are present in the Raman spectrum of MWCNTs bundles: the
band at 1580 cm–1 (G band) assigned to the in-plane vibration of the C–C bond (G band) and 1342 cm–1 (D band)
typical for defective graphite-like materials.The ratio of these peaks, in the range of G/D = 55/20, indicates that
the carbon nanotubes exhibit a low defects on structure, which determine the high quality of the synthesized
CNTs from the mixture of xylene.
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Figure 3. XRD peaks of the synthesized MWCNTs
The XRD results obtained for the synthesized MWCNTs were compared with Joint Committee on Powder
Diffraction Standards (JCPDS) database and it showed that there are only two main peak point values achieved
by XRD for the MWCNTs, which are 25.70 and 42.5, shown in Figure 3.This peak value shows the presence of
carbon in the product and also the structure of the sample was identified as hexagonal with reference to JCPDS
database.The XRD results confirm the obtained results by SEM and Raman spectroscopy analysis. It was
possible to synthesize high purity, high quality, tubular structure large scale MWCNTs using affordable and
cheap xylene mixture.
4. Conclusion
This paper is about the synthesis of MWCNTs byAerosol assisted chemical vapour deposition method
using injection of carbon source mixture during synthesis process and characterization of the MWCNTs by
different methods.SEM analysis results proved that tubular structure, nanosized MWCNTs were synthesized and
Raman analysis verify high quality and purity of CNTs. The XRD analysis gave the structure of produced
MWCNTs as hexagonal and nature as crystalline.These results indicate that it is possible to synthesize high
quality, pure CNTs using mixture of Xylene which is cheaper that individual isomers of xylene and this directly
affect the cost of synthesized MWCNTs.
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INFLUENCE OF FULLERENES ON THRESHOLD VOLTAGE, DIELECTRIC AND
CONDUCTIVITY PROPERTIES OF SMECTIC A LIQUID CRYSTAL 10NF

*T.D.IBRAGIMOV, A.R.IMAMALIYEV, G.F.GANIZADE
lnstitute of Physics of Azerbaijan National Academy of Sciences, H.Javid av.13I, Baku, Azerbaijan, AZ1143,
Influence of fullerenes on threshold voltage, dielectric and conductivity properties of smectic A liquid crystal is
investigated. It is shown that the transverse component of the real part of dielectric permittivity increases at the
additive of fullerenes while the longitudinal component decreases. At this case, a maximum of dielectric
absorption shifts to the high-frequency region. Conductivity increases at low frequencies and decreases at the
high ones. Experimental results are explained on the base of the Maier-Meier theory for anisotropic liquids and
also participation of fullerenes in ionic conductivity of liquid crystal.
Keywords: liquid crystal, fullerenes, dielectric permittivity, threshold voltage
PACS: 64.70.mj; 64.70.pv; 78.15.e; 82.70.d.
1.Introduction
An additive of nanoparticles into liquid crystals (LC) can lead to essential changes their properties as they
are distributed between LC molecules at low concentration. Fullerenes have the spherical form and the specified
dimension about 1 nm. Currently, there is a small number of works devoted to liquid crystalline colloids based
on pristine fullerenes. Particularly, influence of bias voltage on the liquid crystalline colloid based on pristine
fullerenes is investigated in work [1]. Results of influence of laser radiation on electro-optic properties of similar
colloids are presented in the work [2]. Changes of dielectric parameters of nematic LC study in works [3].
The aim of present work is the study of action of fullerenes C60 on the threshold voltage, dielectric and
conductivity properties of the smectic A liquid crystal.
2. Experiment
We used smectic A liquid crystal 4- nitrophenyl -4'- decyloxybenzoic acid (10NF) as a matrix. The
fullerenes C60 (U.S. Research Nanomaterials, In.) were added into the liquid crystal with 0.5 wt.% and were
shaken in a vortex mixer for 1 hour at temperature 75°C, followed by sonication with dispergator Ultrasonic
Cleaner NATO CD-4800 (China) for 4 hours.
The cell had a sandwich structure and consisted of two plane-parallel glass plates whose inner surfaces
were coated with thin transparent and conductive indium-tin-oxide (ITO) layer. Planar orientation of molecules
was attained by coating the inner substrate surfaces with rubbed polyimide layers. The cell thickness was ﬁxed
with calibrated 20 μm polymer spacers for measurements. Homeotropic orientation of molecules has been
reached by mechanical shift of one substrate concerning another at frequency of 50 Hz for several minutes in the
filled cell. Both the colloid and the pure LC were injected into the empty cell by capillary action at the isotropic
state. The stuffed cell was kept in the special heater with temperature regulator GL-100 (China). The copperconstantan thermocouple was used for temperature control. An accuracy of temperature determination was
0.1°C.
Dielectric and conductivity measurements were carried out by the Precision LCR Meter 1920 (IET Labs.
Inc., USA) in the frequency range of 20 Hz – 1 MHz. In this case, applied voltage was 1 V for both LC
molecular orientations. A set-up for measurements of electro-optic parameters was assembled on the base of the
Carl Zeiss polarization microscope. The electric impulses of the special form applied to the cell from the
functional generator (model G6-28, Russia). A light passing through the cell fell on the photo diode and was
registered by digital storage oscilloscope (model 6022BE, Hantek). The threshold voltage was defined using
unipolar triangular impulses in the quasi-static regime. Besides, the value of the threshold voltage was
supervised under the polarization microscope. The measurements were carried out at temperature 58°C.
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3. Results and discussion
According to [4], particles do not disturb the director field of a LC if the anchoring parameter ζ = WR/К is
much smaller than 1, where W is the anchoring energy of LC molecules with particle surfaces; 2R is particle
size; К is the LC elastic constant. The values of anchoring energy are within 10-4 -10-6 J/m2, the elastic constant
of LC has an order of 10-12 N, and the fullerenes have sizes of 1 nm. Elementary calculations show that the
anchoring parameter has an order between 10-1-10-3. It is much less than 1. Thus, the overall disturbance of the
director field by fullerenes do not appears still less at similar concentration. Hence, the obtained colloids can be
considered as a homogeneous media and they should behave as pure LCs but with the modified parameters.
Observation under polarization microscope has shown that the clearing temperature decreases from
76.8Сto 75.2С
. Spherical particles of fullerenes infiltrate between LC molecules reducing interaction in
between. At this case, there is disordering of LC directions and, accordingly, reduction of order parameter S. As
a result, temperature of transition from isotropic to smectic phase decreases according to expression [5]:
Tc = (1-fо) Tp
where fо is volume concentration of particles, Tp and Tc are clearing temperatures of pure LC and the colloid,
correspondingly.
The frequency dependences of real ε' and imaginary ε'' parts of dielectric permittivity of both the pure LC
and the corresponding colloid at homeotropic and planar configurations and temperature 580C are presented in
Fig.1 and Fig.2, correspondingly.

Fig.1. Frequency dependence of real ε' and imaginary ε'' components of dielectric permittivity at homeotropic
configuration (580С): (a) ε' of the pure LC, (a') ε' of the colloid, (b) ε'' of the pure LC, (b') ε'' of the colloid.

Fig.2. Frequency dependence of real ε' and imaginary ε'' components of dielectric permittivity at planar
configuration ( 580С): (a) ε' of the pure LC, (a') ε' of the colloid, (b) ε'' of the pure LC, (b') ε'' of the colloid.
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As can see, the value of ε' II of the colloid is less than for the pure LC while ε'⊥ of the colloid is more than
for the pure LC at all frequencies. These values marginally change up to 105 Hz then they drastically decrease.
The value of ε'II is equal to 17.71 for the pure LC while it corresponds to 16.42 for the colloid at 10 kHz. The
value of ε'⊥ equals to 7.39 for the pure LC while it corresponds to 7.93 for the colloid at the same frequency. A
presence of fullerenes decreases the value ε'' II and increases ε''⊥. At this case, a maximum of dielectric
absorption shifts to the high-frequency region from 400 kHz to 500 kHz.
It is known that the relaxation time of LC molecules which is characterised by flip-flop motion of
molecules around the short molecular axis defined as follows:
τ=

1
2πf

where f is the frequency of applied electric field. The additive of fullerenes decreases the relaxation time from
4.0∙10-7 s. to 3.2∙10-7 s. at 58°С.
It should be pointed out the dielectric anisotropy of the pure LC equals to 10.32 at the middle frequences
while this value makes 8.49 for the colloid. In other words, the additive of particles reduces dielectric anisotropy.
The experimental facts can be explained by the Maier-Meier theory for anisotropic liquids according to
which expressions for both components of dielectric permittivity are defined as follows [6]:
ε //′ = 1 +
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Dielectric anisotropy is the difference of these quantities:
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where F is reaction field factor, H is the cavity form factor, γav = (γII + 2γ⊥)/3 is the average value of
polarizability of LC molecules, Δγ = γII - γ⊥ is the anisotropy of polarizability, N is the number of LC molecules
per unit volume, S is the order parameter, β is an angle between the point molecular dipole ре and the axis of
maximum molecular polarizability, ε0 is dielectric permittivity of vacuum, kB is Boltzmann constant, Т is Kelvin
temperature. Since the concentration of the colloid is very small, the number of embedded particles per unit
volume is also small. That is, the number of LC molecules per unit volume N slightly decreases. A different
matter the order parameter S which is defined as follows [7]:
Frequency dependences of specific conductance of the pure LC and the colloid are resulted in Fig.3.

Fig.3. Frequency dependence of specific conductance components at temperature 58°С: (a) σII of the pure LC,
(a') σII of the colloid, (b) σ⊥ of the pure LC, (b') σ⊥ of the colloid.
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Here, the longitudinal component of specific conductance practically remains invariant at additive of
fullerenes. It is equal to 1.67∙10-8 S/m at 40 Hz and slightly increases up to 5 kHz then it drastically rises
achieving 4.19 ∙10-3S/m at frequency of 1 MHz. The transverse component of specific conductance is more for
the colloid than the pure LC at low frequencies up to 20 kHz then it has the same value. In particular, the
transverse component of specific conductance of the colloid is equal to 7.55∙10-8 S/m while it corresponds to
1.46∙10-9 S/m for the pure LC at the frequency 40 Hz. They have the same value at high frequencies and achieve
1.44∙10-9 S/m at 1 MHz. Obviously, an increase in the transverse component of conductivity at the additive of
fullerenes is connected with the involvement of fullerene particles in the conductivity process since it is easier
for them to move between the smectic layers which have the dimensions about 2 nm. At this case, the
longitudinal component become less than transverse componentWe also can note that fullerenesare not
able to move in time with ions because of time lag at high frequencies. For this reason, the specific conductance
of the colloid has just the same value as the pure LC.
It is known that the specific conductance may be presented as:
σ = 2πfε0 ε''
It is obvious that the change of conductivity is correlated with the change of the imaginary part of
dielectric permittivity and the frequency. Therefore, the specific conductance increases at increasing of indicated
parameters. In connection with a difference of frequency ranges of a dispersion ε' II and ε', maxima ε"II and ε"
are observed at various frequencies and, accordingly, II and  start to increase at the same frequencies. The
additive of fullerenes shifts dispersion of dielectric permittivity to the high frequency region. Hereat, the same
shift occurs with dispersion of specific conductance.
Additionally, the threshold voltage of planar-homeotropic transition decreases from 35V to 28V at the
additive of fullerenes. According to [7], it is defined as follows:
U=

Wd
2ε 0 ∆ε ⋅ l

here ℓ is length of molecule, W is sum of elastic energy and the energy connected with formation of disclinations
and dispositions; Δε is anisotropy of dielectric permittivity, d is the layer thickness. Essential reduction of
threshold voltage cannot be connected with a decrease in dielectric anisotropy. Apparently, it is caused by
occurrence of new defects with which the growth of planar areas begins. Thus, the magnitude of W decreases,
that is reflected in value of the threshold voltage.
4. Conclusion
The colloid based on the smectic liquid crystal and fullerenes with concentration of 0.5wt.% can be
considered as a homogeneous medium. Spherical nanoparticles of fullerenes are located between LC molecules
reducing their interaction and decreasing the order parameter. As a result, the transverse component of real part
of dielectric permittivity increases while the longitudinal component reduces. Moreover, the relaxation time
characterizing flip-flop motion of LC molecules around the short molecular axis decreases. The involvement of
fullerene particles in the conductivity process leads to an increase of specific conductance at low frequencies.
Occurrence of fullerenes in the LC increases number of defects. Hence, the threshold voltage of planarhomeotropic transition decreases.
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Extruded bulk nanostructured samples of the Bi85Sb15 solid solution were obtained by hot extrusion. It was
found that their electrical parameters and lattice thermal conductivity substantially depend on the grain size and
post-extrusion annealing. The data obtained are explained by the dependence of the electron concentration, the
degree of texture, re-crystallization, and disorientation of particles in the sample on particle sizes, as well as
phonon scattering at grain boundaries.
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1.Introduction
Bi-Sb solid solutions are highly efficient materials for creating low-temperature thermoelectric and
magnetothermoelectric converters for practical use in thermoelectric generators at optimal charge carrier
compositions and concentrations [1-7]. In recent years, the possibility of increasing the thermoelectric efficiency
of materials through the use of size effects, both classical and quantum, has been intensively investigated [8, 9].
The manufacture of small-sized samples containing quantum wells [10] or quantum dots [11] is associated with
the use of expensive equipment. In this sense, an interesting approach is based on the use of bulk nanostructured
materials [12,13]. This technology is based on the use of ball mills to create a powder with particles of about 10
nm in size from the initial synthesized material and its subsequent hot pressing to obtain bulk nanostructured
samples [14,15]. This approach is much more economical. These materials are also of interest from the point of
view of studying the effect of the scattering of electrons and phonons at the boundaries on the transport
properties of semiconductor samples.
2. Experiment
In order to study the influence of particle sizes on the transport of electric charge and heat in
semiconductor materials. In this work bulk samples of Bi85Sb15 solid solution consisting of particles with average
sizes of 2⋅105, 400, 32 и 20 nm were obtained and their electrical conductivity σ, thermo-e.m.f. α, Hall
coefficient RH and thermal conductivity χ have been investigated. The electrical parameters were studied in the
temperature range of ~ 77-300 K and the thermal conductivity in the temperature range of ~ 90-300 K. Bulk
nanostructured samples of solid solution were obtained using a ball mill (Mill activator) of brand AGO-2. The
initial synthesized material of the solid solution Bi85Sb15 was used. The particle size in the powder was changed by
changing the time of crushing the source material in the mill. The average particle size in the powder was determined
in an XRD D8 ADVANCE X-ray unit, Bruker, Germany using the Sherrer formula [16].
Briquettes with a diameter of ~ 30 mm, convenient for extrusion were pressed from powders of the
Bi85Sb15 solid solution. Pressing was carried out at room temperature and a pressure of ~ 3.5 T/cm2. Extrusion
was carried out on a hydraulic press with a diameter of 30 mm to a diameter of 6 mm using special tooling [17].
The extrusion temperature and pressure were ~ 475 K and 4.8 T/cm2, respectively.
Samples for measurement were cut from extruded ponds using the electric-spark cutting method. The
samples had the shape of a parallelepiped with dimensions of 0.2x0.4x1.5 cm. After cutting the samples from
ponds, their surface was treated by electrochemical etching in a KOH + C4H4O6 + H2O solution. Electrical
parameters and thermal conductivity were measured by the method described in [18] along the length of the
sample (rod). Samples non-annealed after extrusion and samples previously annealed at ~ 503 K for 2 hours
under vacuum were examined.
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3. Results and discussion
The measurement results are presented in Figure 1 and Table 1. It can be seen that with decreasing powder
sizes on the basis of which extruded samples were obtained, an increase in electrical conductivity σ and a
decrease in the absolute values of the coefficients of thermo-e.m.f. α and Hall RH is observed, i.e. the
dependences of these parameters of the samples on the sizes of the powders are satisfactorily correlated. It is
assumed that with decreasing crystallite size the density of the boundaries increases, which leads to an increase in
the concentration of electrons in the samples. As a result, the values of σ increase, and α and RH fall.
Unlike the sample with particle sizes of 2⋅105 nm, the electrical conductivity of nanostructured samples
with particle sizes of 400, 32 and 20 nm decreases with increasing temperature, the absolute value of the thermoe.m.f. coefficient increases, which corresponds to the metallic conductivity. This is evidenced by the temperature
dependence of the concentration and mobility of current carriers.

Fig.1. Temperature dependencies of conductivity (σ), thermo-e.m.f. (α)
and the Hall coefficient (RH) of extruded Bi85Sb15 samples with
different grain sizes. Curves 1, 3, 5, 7 relate to samples that have
not passed, and curves 2, 4, 6, 8 to the samples that have passed
the post-extrusion annealing
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At 300 K

1,45
0,34
1,58
1,45

9574
2248
8873
7233

4,3⋅1018
18,4⋅1018
4,0⋅1018
4,3⋅1018

2⋅105
400
32
20

3659
10970
10849
9001

-132
-42
-33
-19

8,7
1,71
0,79
1,09

31833
18288
8532
9689

0.7⋅1018
3,6⋅1018
8⋅1018
5,7⋅1018

6315
7911
6751
5738
At 77 К
4644
15822
13502
12296

µ,
сm2/V⋅
s
n,
сm-3

-92
-76
-80
-64

R H,
сm3/C

n,
сm-3

6603
6582
5424
4500

α,
µV/К

µ,
сm2/V⋅

2⋅105
400
32
20

σ,
Ohm-1
сm-1

R H,
сm3/C

Annealed samples

α,
µV/К

Non-annealed samples

σ,
Ohm-1
сm-1

Particle size in
powder, nm

Table 1
Dependencies of electrical conductivity σ (Ohm-1⋅cm-1), thermo-e.m.f. α (µV/K) and Hall RH (cm3/C) coefficients,
concentration n (cm-3) and mobility (cm2/V⋅s) of extruded samples of Bi85Sb15 solid solution on the grains size

-93
-55
-67
-51

3,3
1,13
1,73
1,49

20840
9051
9117
7428

1,9⋅1018
5,5⋅1018
3,6⋅1018
4,2⋅1018

-164
-17
-20
-16

11,8
0,76
1,39
0,6

54799
12936
15109
5806

0,5⋅1018
8,2⋅1018
4,5⋅1018
10,4⋅1018

From the data in the table also follows that the heat treatment of extruded samples greatly changes their
electrical parameters. These changes are particularly strongly observed in the case of a sample on the basis of
powder with 400 nm particle size. Such a change is associated with the general instability of particles of small
size, mainly due to the phenomenon of re-crystallization and enlargement of particles.
To estimate the effect of boundary scattering on the lattice part of the thermal conductivity, the lattice
thermal conductivity (χl) was calculated [19]. Figure 2 shows the dependence of the lattice thermal conductivity
of samples on grain sizes at a temperature of ~ 90 K.
It can be seen that with a decrease in the grain size due to phonon scattering at the grain boundaries, the
lattice part of the thermal conductivity decreases. In samples with grain sizes of ∼ 20 nm, the lattice thermal
conductivity is much smaller than in samples with grain sizes of 2⋅105 nm.
During extrusion, due to plastic deformation in samples of the Bi85Sb15 solid solution based on powders of
various particle sizes, simultaneously occurs the formation of texture and structural defects [20].

Fig.2. Dependence of the lattice part of the thermal conductivity of annealed Bi85Sb15 samples on grain sizes at
∼90 K.
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During heat treatment of textured samples re-crystallization occurs in them, the particles are misoriented
due to thermal energy (i.e., a change in the degree of texture), and the concentration of thermodynamically nonequilibrium point defects decreases.
The degree of texture during extrusion, re-crystallization and disorientation of particles also depend on the
size of the particles in the sample.
The dependencies of σ, α, RH of nanostructured extruded Bi85Sb15 samples on the size of the initial powder
and heat treatment are due to the change in the contribution of the listed factors to these electrical parameters.
4. Conclusion
Thus, extruded bulk nanostructured samples of the Bi85Sb15 solid solution were obtained. It was found that
their electrical parameters and lattice thermal conductivity substantially depend on the grain size and postextrusion annealing. The data obtained are explained by the dependence of the electron concentration, the degree
of texture, re-crystallization and disorientation of the particles in the sample on the particle size, as well as
phonon scattering at the grain boundaries.
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TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF RAMAN SPECTRUM OF CdGa2Se4
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The results of the temperature dependence of the Raman spectrum of CdGa2Se4 in the temperature range of
8 ÷ 300 K are presented. It is found that the half-width of the A1 symmetry line connected with Se-breathing
mode at 138, 9 cm-1 varies with temperature from 3,09 cm-1 to 5,3 cm-1. It is established that the broadening of
this line is connected with weak anharmonicity due to three-phonon decay.
Key words: Phonon spectrum, half-width of raman spectral line, three-phonon processes, acoustic phonons,
anharmonicity, CdGa2Se4
PACS: 63.20.Ry; 63.20.Kr; 78.30.−j
1. Introduction
Knowing the phonon spectra, their dependence on temperature, pressure and other external factors are
important for explaining the mechanisms of heat capacity, thermal expansion, thermal conductivity, sound
absorption, etc. Joint theoretical and experimental studies of phonon spectra, lattice dynamics provide
information about the phonon frequencies at the point Г(000) of Brillouin zone (BZ) and interatomic bond
constants, phonon-phonon, phonon-electron interactions, etc.
In harmonic approximation, the frequency of vibrations in a solid state does not depend on the interatomic
distances. However, change in the frequency of optical phonons with temperature and pressure are observed
experimentally. These effects are called anharmonic.
It is known that, the dependence of the frequency of an optical phonon and its line half-width on
temperature is caused by two effects - thermal expansion of the lattice and scattering of phonons on phonons and
lattice defects. Therefore, by studying of the temperature dependence of the frequencies of optical phonons, one
can obtain information on the anharmonicity of interatomic interactions in a solid state. For this purpose, the
Raman spectra of CdGa2Se4 were investigated in the temperature range of 8 ÷ 300 K.
2. Experiment
The measurements of the Raman spectra in the given temperature range were carried out on a set-up
assembled on the basis of a DFS-24 spectrometer. The YAG: Nd infrared spectrometer (λ = -1.064 μm) was used
as the excitation source. A photomultiplier tube FEU-79, operating in the photon counting regime, was used as a
radiation detector. The temperature of the samples was controlled by a Constantan thermocouple. Single crystals
were obtained by the gas transport reactions method. Crystalline iodine was used as a transporter. The grown
crystals were subjected to x-ray analysis. The lattice parameters were determined a = 5,574Å, c = 10,756Å, c / a
= 1,873. These results agree with the data of [1].
3.Results and discussion
In the Raman spectra of CdGa2Se4, with the temperature rises from 8K to 300K, no significant changes
occur. The absence of a soft mode in the investigating temperature range confirms the conclusions [2] on the
absence of structural phase transitions.
On the other hand, the width of the Raman lines in CdGa2Se4 increases with temperature from 8 K up to
300 K. Table 1 shows the widths of the intensive Raman line connected with Se- breathing mode at 138,9 cm-1.
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Tab.1 Temperature dependence of the half-width values of the Raman line at 138,9 cm-1 in the temperature
range 8 ÷ 300 K
T, K
Half-width of
line,
(cm-1) ω = 138,9 cm-1

8

20

70

3,09

3,31

3,5

208

300

4,72

5,3

In the general case, the phonon damping coefficient γ consists of two components γ = γа + γd, where γаdamping, caused by phonon scattering on lattice defects [3]. γd is the damping due to phonon anharmonicity.
The temperature dependence of the line widths can be described quantitatively in the framework of a
simple anharmonic model, which includes only three-phonon processes, when a phonon with frequency ω0
undergoes decay into two phonons with frequency ω = ω0 / 2 with opposite wave vectors. In this case, the
temperature dependence of the line width in the Raman spectra is described by the following expression [4].
(1)
where Γ (0) is the line width at 0 K. This model describes well the three-phonon silicon processes [4], GeS [5].
However, the attempt to describe the change of the Raman line with temperature in the framework of threephonon processes in CdGa2Se4 was not successful. Fig. 1 presents the temperature dependence of the half-width
of the phonon line of Г1 symmetry (138,9 cm-1). The dashed curve is calculated by the expression (1).

Fig. 1 Temperature dependence of half width of Raman line at 138,9 cm-1 (dashed line
with triangles is derived from Eq. (1), full square- experiment)
It can be seen that the experimental points, with the exception of lower temperatures, do not fit the
calculated curve and suggests that the temperature dependence of the change in the Raman line width of
CdGa2Se4 cannot be described in terms of three-phonon processes. These results indicate a weak anharmonicity
in the range of 8–300 K, i.e. the probability of three-phonon processes is small. A weak asymmetry of the
Raman line at 138,9 cm-1 is observed, which also indicates a weak anharmonicity. In favor of such conclusion
one can also lead the following: In CdGa2Se4, the half-width of the Raman line in 138,9 cm-1 in the temperature
range 8÷300 K changes approximately 1,5-1,8 times, whereas in GeS [5], when the temperature changes from 80
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to 300 K, the width of the Raman line at 242 cm-1 changes three times. In ZnGa2Se4 and MnGa2Se4 [6], the
Raman lines at 143 cm –1 and 135 cm –1, respectively, changes four times in the temperature range 4-300K.
In compounds with an ordered vacancy, the broadening process is explained by two factors: the
anharmonic potential affecting the Se-vacancy breathing mode, due to the presence of an ordered vacancies in
defect-chalcopyrite structures and a high density of 2TA (X) modes in zinc-blende compounds [7]. Therefore, in
our case, in CdGa2Se4, the line broadening can be explained by the anharmonic phonon decay at 138,9 cm-1 into
two acoustic phonons at ~ 70 cm-1 at the edge of the Brillouin zone. First principle calculations of the phonon
density in CdGa2Se4 of throughout Brillouin zone revealed a high density of acoustic branches at X, P points of
the zone [8]. Authors [9], also discussing the temperature broadening of the raman line at 138 cm–1 in CdGa2Se4
and 145 cm–1 in ZnGa2Se4 at temperatures 300 K and 570 K, concluded that the broadening is due to anh
armonism of the oscillators.
4. Conclusion
In conclusion, it can be noted that a joint analysis of the literature data led to the conclusion that with a
temperature from 8 K to 300 K, the broadening in the Raman A1 symmetry line at 138,9 cm-1 CdGa2Se4 is due to
a weak anharmonism, connected with the three-phonon decay and natural defects in crystal lattice.
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THE STRUCTURAL FEATURES OF P(VDF-TeFE)/Si
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On the basis of comparative analysis of the IR spectra of Initial and gamma irradiated composites obtained on
the basis of copolymers of polyvinylidene fluoride tetrafluoroethylene (P(VDF-TeFE)) and Si nanoparticles, we
investigated the causes of changes in their structure.
Based on the analysis of IR spectra obtained before and after the gamma radiation of P(VDF-TeFE)/nano-Si
composites, shown that the crystallization rate of the system is increasing as a result of the interaction of the
active centers formed on the matrix with the surface of Si nanoparticles on the interphase boundary. The optical
properties of P(VDF-TeFE)/nano-Si composites based on the P(VDF-TeFE) polymer is varied depending on the
amount of filler and the dose of radiation, and this change provides the observed changes in the electrophysical
properties of the composites.
Keywords: P(VDF-TeFE)/Si composites, gamma-rays, polyvinylidene fluoride tetrafluoroethylene, nanocomposites,
Silicon filler, IR-spectra
PACS: 61.80Ed; 72.80Tm; 61.46+w;

1. Introduction
In modern time, the development of electronics and electrotechnics requires the creation of thin layers or
composite materials that have electroactive properties. The study of changes in the structure after the change of
technological parameters, composition, and the effect of gamma radiation is one of the actual problems of
material science [1, 2]. Comparative analysis of IR-spectra of polymers and nano-dimensional filler-based
composites allowing the discovery of relationships and hybrid communications, their structure, the difference
between amorphous and crystalline phases, and inter-phase interaction between components. The typical
frequencies of inter-component vibrations in the IR spectrum of the composites also depend largely on the
chemical composition of the sample and the properties of the polymer matrix [3-6].
The study of polyvinylidene fluoride polytetrafluoroethylene copolymer P(VDF-TeFE) and composites
based on them by IR spectroscopy allows for very interesting results in this approach. This copolymer has
electroactive (piezo, - pyroelectric and electret) properties. According to his analysis of the IR spectrum given in
his scientific literature, the dance of some groups of polymer chains is general for polymers both β and γ phases
and the vibrations of other groups are associated with the amorphous phase of the polymer [3,7]. The
classification of IR absorption strips characterizing by α, β and γ phases has been widely described in scientific
literature [3,7,8]. In addition, depending on the preparation conditions, the same film may have one or more
different crystalline structures. In general, peaks 489, 614, 766, 795, 855 cm-1 for α - phase and the peaks of 470,
510, 600, 745, 840, 1180, 1235 cm-1 are characteristic for β phase, but peaks 431, 512, 776, 812, 833, 1234 cm-1
for γ- phase are typically in PVDF and its copolymers. [9-12].
On the basis of comparative analysis of the IR spectra of Initial and gamma irradiated composites obtained
on the basis of copolymers of polyvinylidene fluoride tetrafluoroethylene (P(VDF-TeFE)) and Si nanoparticles,
we investigated the causes of changes in their structure.
2. Methodical part
For the sampling, firstly, 5% solution is prepared of P(VDF-TeFE) powder in acetone (C3H6O). For this
purpose, the polymer and the acetone at a certain weight ratio in a closed container, mixed with intervals in the
magnetic mixer until the solution is taken. For this purpose, obtained polymer and acetone at a specific weight
ratio in a closed container, mix with intervals as long as the solution is taken in the magnetic mixer. In the 5%
solution of P(VDF-TeFE), the soluble polymer is added to the nano-Si powder for a long time and mixed with
the help of magnetic mixer. Finally, mixing the mix with vibro shaker at intervals of 1 hour and maintaining a 24
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hour hermetically sealed condition for large-scale agglomerates collapse. The top, bottom, and relatively
transparent part of the prepared solution, which stored within the day is filtered into Petri dishes and the solvent
is dried until completely evaporated. In order to form more stable structure from the obtained composite layer,
samples are prepared by thermal pressing at T=190÷200 ºC and P=10 MPa pressure. The quantity of filler in the
composite is calculated based on the weight difference of the initial polymer and the composite. For the obtained
by adding 2%vol nano-Si composites quantity of filler was~1.0% volume.
The IR spectra of P(VDF-TeFE) and its basis P(VDF-TeFE)/nano-Si samples were plotted at the range of
400-4000 cm-1 in the wave number (phase frequency) with the help of the Varian 640-IR FT spectrophotometry.
Modification of composite samples was at room temperature (T=20°C) with gamma radiation was performed on
the MPX-γ-25M device with 60Co isotope.
3. Results and discussion
Now let's analyze IR spectroscopic spectra of samples of P(VDF-TeFE) and P(VDF-TeFE)/nano-Si
composites taken by thermal pression. For this purpose, let's first analyze the IR spectrum of the P(VDF-TeFE)
copolymer (Fig. 1). In the spectra, 440-600, 800-900, 1000-1450 cm-1 absorption strips characteristic of P(VDFTeFE) are observed. There are three maximum wavelengths 509, 840, and 1279 cm-1 belonging to the β phase of
the polymer in the IR spectrum. The peak around the 509 cm-1 wavelengths corresponds to δCF2 vibrations
(deformational vibrations of CF2 groups) and the peak around the 840 cm-1 wavelengths corresponds to
rCF2+νsCC vibrations. There are a lot of peaks characterizing specific vibrations CF, CF2, and in the range 10001400 cm-1 in the spectrum of the P(VDF-TeFE) sample. There are strong maxima for the vibrations of CF2
connections at the band 1120-1280 cm-1.
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Fig.1.The IR spectrum of thecopolymer of P(VDF-TeFE)
It is known that, the crystalline β-phase of the P(VDF-TrFE) polymer is characterized by a conformationalsensitive absorbing mainly strip ~840 cm-1. It is known that the crystalline β-phase of the P(VDF-TeFE) polymer
is characterized by a conformational-sensitive absorbing mainly strip ~840 cm-1 and comparison of its intensity
with the intensity of non-sensitive conformational ~880 cm-1 absorption strip allows estimating the amount of
crystalline phase in the structure. [9,12-16].
Now, analyze the IR spectrum of the P(VDF-TeFE)/1% nano-Si composite (Fig. 2a). Comparing the IR
spectrum of P(VDF-TeFE)/1% nano-Si composites to the IR spectrum of P(VDF-TeFE), we see that the
intensity of the peak of 841 cm-1 has increased. Besides, the spectra also have new absorption strips 487, 1020,
1080, 1134, 1204 and 1280 cm-1, which only can be explained by the presence of the filler. We hope that Si
nanoparticles in the P(VDF-TeFE)/nano-Si composites participate as crystal centers in the matrix, which
increases the intensity of the maxima crystallization phase in the spectrum [18]. On the other hand, the active
interaction between the polar groups in the matrix and the highly effective surface of the nano-silica results in
the emergence of new stripes in the IR spectrum.
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Fig. 2. IR spectra of initial (a) and P(VDF-TeFE)/1% nano-Si composites (b and c) modified with gamma
rays: b- D = 300 kQy; c- D = 500 kQy;
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As we know from the literature, the new 487, 951, 1020, 1080, 1134, 1204 and 1280 cm-1 frequency
absorption strips observed in the IR spectrum of composites characterize vibrations and interaction effect of
relations Si-H and Si-O-Si [17,19]. 761, 1069 and 1086 cm-1 absorbing strips in the spectrum of the composite
indicate the presence of Si-O-C (1069 and 1086 cm-1) and Si-C (761 cm-1) connections [20].
The effects of ionizing radiation on these materials are very important from the control point of view of
their properties. The effect of ionizing radiation on polymers observed by a number of processes such as
crosslinking, destruction, and oxidation, depending on the power of the absorbed dose. In composites depending
on the amount and type of filler, these processes are delayed or intensified. On the other hand, ionizing radiation
is often used for the modification of materials ie, for managing properties of interest [1,2,8,10]. Therefore, the
effect of gamma radiation on the composites we have investigated is very important from the point of view of
relevance and the results of these studies have been summarized below. Structural changes occurring from the
effects of gamma radiation in composites were carried out according to the results of comparative analysis of IR
spectra before and after radiation (Fig.2). The results of the analysis are presented in Table 1.
Table 1
Changing of intensity for Si-C (761±5 cm-1), Si-O-Si (1075±10 cm-1) and Si-O-C (1069 and 1086 cm-1) and
C=O (1710-1740 cm-1) bonds in IR spectrum of initial and irradiated P(VDF-TeFE)/1.0% nano-Si samples
D, kQy
№
1
2
3

-1

K, cm
761
1075±10
1710-1740

Ф, volume %
~1,0
~1,0
~1,0

0

100

300

500

I
0,739
9,61
2,6

I
1,68
37,39
14,83

I
2,82
69,1
34,9

I
3,47
21,2
52,7

We used the results of the change in the location and intensity of C=O carbonyl groups corresponding to
the range 1710-1740 cm-1 in IR spectra of initial and irradiated composite samples to evaluate the structural
changes in the P(VDF-TeFE)/nano-Si composite.
The table shows that, in the IR spectrum the samples P(VDF-TeFE)/1,0% nano-Si have the double C=C
connections and C=O carbonyl groups due to breaks at the end of the polymer chain after irradiation. The
emergence of these groups shows itself in increasing the intensity of the absorption strip in the spectrum between
the ranges of 1720-1740 cm-1. As expected, the intensity of maximal vibrations of C=O carbonyl groups
increased when the increases of radiation dose rate. The kinetics of increment is high around the 1725 cm-1
wavelength (the maximum intensity) depending on the absorbed dose rate. We assume that this is due to the
lower concentrations of concentrates and polymer destruction, and fast formation of C=O carbonyl groups due to
oxidation.
During the gamma radiation of polymer, electron greed of fluorine in the chain of the polymer causes to
break the C-F connections, decrease in the number of CF2 groups and transforming some of them into the ĊF
radical. The recombination of these radicals in the matrix results in the formation of inter-chain structure. The
inter-chain connections increase the rigidity of the polymer matrix due to the increased Si-O-C (1069 and 1086
cm-1) and Si-C (761 cm-1) connections as well as Si-O-Si (1075±10 cm-1) bonds resulting in an increase in the
crystal phase in the interaction of the active centers in the matrix-nanoparticle interphase boundary. In the IR
spectrum of the P(VDF-TeFE)/nano-Si system, an increase in the intensity of the 509 cm-1 and 840 cm-1
absorption strips characterizing crystalline β-phase on the matrix is evidence for that [9,19]. There is observed a
decrease in the intensities of both Si-O-Si and Si-O-C (1069 and 1086 cm-1) bonds passing through the peak at
300 kGy dose by the increase of dose for P(VDF-TeFE)/1,0% nano-Si samples. When the dose increase to 500
kQy, there are decreasing of Si-O-C bands (1069 and 1086 cm-1), relative increasing of Si-C (761 cm-1) bonds
and an increasing in the corresponding intensities.
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4. Conclusions
Thus, by summarizing all these statements, we can conclude that, based on the analysis of IR spectra
obtained before and after the gamma radiation of P(VDF-TeFE)/nano-Si composites, we can say that the
crystallization rate of the system is increasing as a result of the interaction of the active centers formed on the
matrix with the surface of Si nanoparticles on the interphase boundary. The optical properties of P(VDFTeFE)/nano-Si composites based on the P(VDF-TeFE) polymer is varied depending on the amount of filler and
the dose of radiation, and this change provides the observed changes in the electrophysical properties of the
composites.
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Was experimentally investigated the destruction of transparent dielectrics under the action of laser radiation.
Ruby and neodymium lasers operating in single-pulse and peak-generation modes were used as the radiation
source. It is shown that under the action of high-power laser radiation in transparent dielectrics visible damage
occurs. The effect of the wavelength, duration and energy of a light pulse on the nature of the damage has been
studied. It is established that optical damage in the studied dielectrics is caused by optical inhomogeneities,
which are opaque inclusions, in sizes from microns and above.
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1.Introduction
From numerous publications on various scientific and technological applications of lasers, it is known
that laser radiation has a super-strong electromagnetic field much higher than the intra-atomic electric fields Ea
(Ea ~ 109B/cm). If you focus a laser beam that transfers energy E in time τ (pulse duration) to a spot with area S,
then the generated energy flux density will be determined by the formula

q=

E
sτ .

It can be seen that it can be increased by increasing the beam energy and (or) reducing the duration of
the laser pulse. From a technical point of view, it seems quite affordable to receive energy in the beam of ~ 103 J
for times less than picosecond (10-12s), although lasers with energies of several megajoules (~ 106J) and
femtosecond durations (10-15s) and even attoseconds (10 -18s) The reduction of the focal spot area is limited by
diffraction - its minimum area is approximately equal to the square of the laser wavelength λ (for visible light it
is ~ 10-8 cm2). So, with the help of a laser, the beam of which focuses on a spot of such an area, it is possible to
obtain energy flux densities of more than 1028 W / cm2 (E ~ 100kJ, S = 10-8 cm2, τ ~ 10-15s). At such high
intensities, various non-linear effects of interaction of radiation with matter begin to play a significant role, and
the usual mechanisms for the absorption and scattering of light acquire a specific color due to the large specific
energy release (~ 1010 J / cm3).
At present, these phenomena attract much attention of researchers, and they consider both the specifics
of the interaction of intense electromagnetic radiation with matter and applied questions in connection with the
development of new technological operations, improvements in laser technology and the creation of protection
against optical damage to equipment. In this connection, the question of the behavior of a solid medium under
the influence of a powerful laser beam inevitably arises. Already in the lasers themselves, the active elements,
the mirrors of the optical resonator, are exposed to laser radiation; in optical systems, the presence of lenses,
light filters, etc. cannot be ignored.
It should be noted that since lasers were invented almost 60 years ago, researchers tried to create more
intense pulses. However, by the mid-1980s, the road was complete. For short pulses it was almost impossible to
increase the intensity of light without destroying the reinforcing material.
French scientist Gerard Moore and Canadian scientist Donna Strickland paved the way for the shortest
and most intense laser pulses. A new method created by them, almost revolutionized laser technology. This
allowed the radiation of very intense, short pulses of light, using a complex method to avoid the risk of
destruction of the reinforcing material, instead of amplifying the light pulse directly, it first stretches in time,
reducing its peak power, then the pulse is amplified, and when it is compressed, more light is collected in the
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same place - the light pulse becomes extremely intense. It was for this discovery that Gerard Moore and Donna
Strickland, together with the American scientist Arthur Ashkin, who invented the “optical tweezers”, received
the Nobel Prize in Physics for 2019 [1].
Experiments have shown that the effect of high-power laser radiation on a solid target in a very large
number of cases does not remain without a trace for materials, leading to more or less significant damage.
Therefore, an independent study of the destruction of solids under the action of intense laser radiation and, in
particular, the question of the destruction of transparent materials is of great scientific and practical interest.
This paper is devoted to the experimental study of the optical damage of transparent materials under the
action of laser radiation.
2. Experiment
Transparent dielectrics, polymethylmethacrylate(PMMА), polystyrol and plexiglass were chosen as
objects for the study. The samples were parallelepipeds with polished edges and sizes varying in length from 0.1
to 25 cm and a cross-sectional area from 1 to 25 cm2. Studies were carried out on neodymium (λ = 1.06 μm) and
ruby (λ = 0.69 μm) lasers [2]. The use of both types of lasers was due to the desire to find out the effect of
polarization and the wavelength of radiation on the nature of the damage. However, since it turned out that the
qualitative nature of the destruction does not depend on the material of the working rod of the laser, the bulk of
the experiments were later performed by a neodymium laser operating as in the peak generation mode (the
duration of the light pulse Δt = 5·10–4s, W = 1.2·102W/cm2) in the mono-impulse mode (Δt = 3·10-9 sec, W =
1.2·107 W/cm2). The laser radiation was usually focused inside the sample, sometimes the focus was brought to
the surface or outside the material. Some experiments were carried out in a parallel light beam. The nature of the
damage was examined under a microscope, and the magnitude of the area of destruction was measured using a
horizontal comparator.
3. Results and discussion
When exposed to samples of polymethylmethacrylate by laser radiation in them when energy flows in a
pulse exceeding certain critical values, visible damage occurs [3]. First of all, it is necessary to note a significant
difference in the nature of the damage during normal and giant impulses. An ordinary pulse in PMMA forms flat
cracks located approximately at an angle of 450 to the axis of the laser beam and randomly distributed relative to
the rotation of the plane of the crack around this axis (Fig. 1a). At energies of the beam, substantially large
threshold, the number of cracks is large - several dozen, and they are separated from each other by areas of intact
material up to several millimeters long and more. The destruction in PMMA caused by the focusing of a giant
pulse has characteristic features. The area of destruction has the form of a strongly elongated cone consisting of
very small (0.1-0.5 mm) cracks, the density of which gradually increases as it approaches the focus. In the area
of focus, the number of cracks is usually so large that they form an area of continuous destruction (Fig. 1, b).

аb
Fig.1. Destruction by ordinary (a) and giant (b) impulses polymethyl methacrylate.
It should be noted that the results obtained by us are in satisfactory agreement with the results of the
works of J. Moore and D. Strickland [1]. As shown by the authors of [1], short pulses of a femtosecond (10–15 s)
laser cause less damage to the material than a million times more pulses of a nanosecond (10–9 s) laser.
As the experimental results showed, the features of the structure and mutual arrangement of the foci of
destruction are to a certain extent determined by the kinetics of the propagation of the front of the area of
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destruction and the evolution of the development of a separate center of destruction. To obtain information on
the kinetics of fracture development, we studied the effect of the intensity of the feeding beam on the magnitude
and temporal nature of the light pulse transmitted through the sample [4].Figure 2,a shows a typical
transmittance curve in PMMA for a typical pulse. As can be seen from the figure, in a very wide region of the
intensity of the incident light, the light transmission remains almost unchanged.
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Fig. 2. a- Dependence of the relative transmittance of light on the intensity of the incident light; b Oscillograms illustrating the kinetics of destruction: 1-momentum of transmitted light at energies below critical;
2 is the same with energy, more critical; 3- the same with repeated exposure.
With some intensity critical for a given substance, it drops sharply, and this moment coincides with the
avalanche-like destruction of the substance. Figure 2, b shows oscillograms reduced to the same size, from
which it can be seen that the destruction causes an almost complete shielding of the light beam and has time to
develop during the pulse. Naturally, with a repeated light pulse (even of a very low intensity), the intensity of the
transmitted beam corresponds to the transmission of the destroyed material (curve 3 in Fig. 2, b). This further
indicates that the intensity decrease in the oscillogram of Fig. 2, b due to the development of destruction.

a

b

Fig.3. EPR spectra of PMMA laser irradiated.
When examining the original samples under a microscope in transmitted light, many inclusions in the
size from microns and above were detected in them. Direct experiments have shown that on these inclusions
there are pockets of optical damage to the material. The formation of the area of destruction occurs during the
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action of the light pulse. If the light beam is focused, the first foci of destruction appear in the area of focus; then
their number grows in the opposite direction of the beam.
Along with the study of the nature, kinetics and statistics of the destruction of polymers under the action
of a laser beam, we also investigated a number of secondary phenomena accompanying destruction. From this
point of view, the effect of the appearance of paramagnetic centers in PMMС is of particular interest [5]. It was
found that after exceeding a certain threshold value of the energy density, a distinct electron paramagnetic
resonance (EPR) appeared. The EPR spectra recorded at both nitrogen and room temperature are singlet lines
(Fig. 3). The lines are characterized by “g” factors close to 2.002 and have a small width.
For EPR signals in PMMС, the Curie law is well satisfied; magnetic susceptibility χ > 0 and depends on
temperature χ =

c
(T is the absolute temperature, c is a constant, depending on the type of substance).
T

According to our estimates, the concentration of paramagnetic centers reaches 3 × 1015 cm-3. The observed
paramagnetic centers are very stable. So, for example, in PMMA, a noticeable decrease in the intensity of the
EPR signal is not detected during long-term storage of samples at room temperature (about 500 hours), or when
heated in oil to 200-2300С for several minutes. At the same time, the fragmentation of samples in air or in liquid
nitrogen leads to a significant decrease in the EPR signal, and the dissolution in dichloroethane leads to the
complete disappearance of paramagnetic centers.
No difference was found in the magnitude and shape of the EPR signal when the samples were irradiated
with light from ruby and neodymium lasers operating in the normal mode. The effect of ordinary and giant
pulses (neodymium laser) was also identical. It is very significant that the appearance of paramagnetic centers
takes place only when visible cracks form in the irradiated samples. Quantitative measurements made it possible
to establish that the threshold in crack formation always, in our experiments, coincided with the threshold for the
appearance of EPR. Turning to the question of the nature of the observed paramagnetic centers, it can be
assumed that they are the products of a peculiar decomposition of polymers under the action of high-power laser
radiation and high local temperatures developing in cracks. As such products one can imagine, for example,
carbonation products or molecular ions.
4. Conclusion
It was found that when laser radiation acts on transparent dielectrics, when energy flows in a pulse
exceeding certain critical values, visible damage occurs. Direct experiments have shown that the formation of a
fracture region takes place during the action of a light pulse and the centers of destruction occur on microinhomogeneities, which have a lot of quantity in the starting material. The emergence of paramagnetic centers in
PMMA exposed to laser radiation has been detected. It is assumed that the observed paramagnetic centers are
products of a peculiar decomposition of polymers under the action of high-power laser radiation and high local
temperatures developing in cracks. As such products one can imagine, for example, carbonation products or
molecular ions.
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In this paper bimetallic nanoparticles Fe/Pd were synthesized in the presence of surface-active substance
medium by borohydride reduction method under deoxygenated conditions. Bimetallic nanoparticles
characterization was performed by XRD, SEM techniques. The stable, well-dispersed bimetallic nanoparticle
solution was produced by using sodium oleate stabilizer. SEM pictures have shown that the particle size for iron
nanoparticles is 40-80 nm, but for Fe/Pd bimetallic nanoparticles - 20-30 nm.
The main goal of this research was the investigation of Fe/Pd bimetallic nanoparticles effectiveness in the
catalytic removal of nitrate in water. The Fe/Pd bimetallic nanoparticles were synthesized in different weight
ratio to fix the optimal percentage of Pd for nitrate reduction. Also the best concentration of Fe/Pd for nitrates
removal was investigated. During 15 minute of tests nitrates concentration was analyzed in ion chromatography.
Keywords: bimetallic nanoparticles, sodium oleate, stabilization, iron, palladium
PACS: 12.20.Fv, 75.75. −c, 89.60.-k

1. Introduction
Iron nanoparticles have many applications in environment and have been used in water and soil treatment
to decrease the concentration of pollutants. Zero-valent iron nanoparticles have unique physical and chemical
characteristics different from bulk material. Coating of nZVI by other metals (Ni, Pd, Pt, Ag, Cu and Au is a new
method for nitrates remediation. The second metal increases the reaction rate of reduction.
In this review reported the stabilization of bimetallic particles in aqueous media in the presence of
surfactants as stabilizers. Iron nanoparticles usually can be obtained without use of dispersing agents. But
dispersing agents can be added to prevent aggregation and agglomeration and to establish steric barriers between
iron nanoparticles. Stabilized bimetallic nanoparticles containing Fe by Pd were synthesized in the presence of
surface-active substance-sodium oleate and characterized by different methods ( XRD, SEM).
Groundwater contamination by nitrates has become a big ecology problem due to their solubility and
migration over ecology systems. The main source of nitrate contamination of groundwater has been the
excessive use of nitrogenous fertilizers in agriculture. Some limits in drinking water were found for human
health safety, the Maximum Contaminant Level (MCL) fixed for 45 mg NO3-/L by USEPA [10].
High concentration of nitrates can lead serious health problems (methemoglobinemia, cancer,
hypertension, central nervous system, diabetes, birth defects, spontaneous abortions) and changes to the immune
system.
With regard to removing nitrate from groundwater, chemical reduction of nitrate has garnered much
attention, because it treat nitrate faster than biological and is more cost-effective than many physicochemical
methods [11]. Nitrate removal methods such as the ion exchange, electrodialysis, reverse osmosis, biological
denitrification have shown high effectiveness, but they cannot be applied in largescale water treatment plants [9].
However, a lot of studies about reducing nitrates from wastewater with bimetallic nanoparticles have been
systematically reported. In this study, was used Pd as a catalyst of nZVI, cause of its fast reaction rate.
2. Experiment
Bimetallic nanoparticles were synthesized in a three necks flask with according to a widely known
method. To avoid the agglomerating, several dispersing agents, as sodium oleate (SO), carboxymethylcellulose
sodium salt (CMC), cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTABr), polyethylene glycol (PEG) were used during
synthesis. It was found that in the presence of sodium oleate (PLC 113655) stabilizer, bimetallic nanoparticles
were more effective stabilized against oxidation and agglomeration compared to other stabilizers.
Bimetallic nanoparticles were prepared by mixing 0.1M iron (III) chloride hexahydrate (PLC 141358)
solution with 0.5% solution of sodium oleate with mixing on a magnetic stirrer at 500 rpm. After 15 min,
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different amount of Pd was added for testing which loading is better (0.1%, 0.3% and 0.5%). Then 100 ml of 0.3
M sodium borohydride solution was added into the above solution dropwise and well stirred. After synthesis
bimetallic nanoparticles were washed 3 times with absolute ethanol and then used for nitrates removal. The
morphology of particles was characterized by SEM (JEOL JSM-7600 F) with 15.0 kV operating voltages. The
pH value was measured using a pH meter (PHS-25 C pH).
Nitrates stock solution was prepared by dissolving 0.17 g of NaNO3 (LC24650) in 400 ml of distilled
water. The batch experiments were performed with Fe/Pd bimetallic nanoparticles in different weight ratio
(0.05g/L, 0.1 g/L, 0.2 g/L, 0.3 g/L, 0.4 g/L). Samples were analyzed each 1, 3, 5, 10 and 15 min for investigation
the reaction rate. The concentrations of nitrate and nitrite were measured by ion chromatography (Dionex ICS 5000).

3. Results and discussion
XRD Analysis. X-ray diffraction analysis of bimetallic nanoparticles was performed on Rigaku Mini Flex
600 XRD diffractometer. In all the cases was used Cu Kα radiation from a Cu X-ray tube (run at 15 mA and 30
kV) and scan area was 20~80°. When the standard deviation is higher (~4.82), the phase may not be detectable
by XRD. This limitation of XRD has amorphous structure, which exhibits only short-range ordering. XRD of
FePd bimetallic nanoparticles determined amorphous phase.
SEM Analysis. The morphologies of bimetallic Fe/Pd nanoparticles have been described by scanning
electron microscopy (SEM, JEOL JSM-7600 F). Scanning was carried out in SEI mode with an accelerating
voltage of 15 kV and a working distance of 4.5 mm.

a

b

c)

d

Fig. 1. SEM images of nZVI nanoparticles (a-b) and 0.5% Pd loading Fe/Pd bimetallic nanoparticles(c-d)

Figure 1 a-b shows the SEM images of synthesized nZVI nanoparticles without additional of the
palladium. It is obvious from images that the iron nanoparticles are in the form of nanospheres, which have
diameters of 40-80 nm. Figure 1 c-d were the SEM image of nano Fe/Pd particles. The particles were well
dispersed and the specific surface area of particles increased due to the joining of nickel (20-30 nm).

Fig. 2. Effect of different concentrations of Fe/Pd bimetallic nanoparticles (0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4 g/L) on nitrate
reduction with initial concentration of NO3 = 306.74 mg/L
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As presented in Figure 2, the effect of Fe/Pd dosages on nitrate degradation was investigated. Five
different concentrations of nanoparticles were tested to determine the optimal concentration of Fe/Pd required
for nitrates remediation. Figure 2 shows that the nitrate removal efficiency increased with the increasing of
Fe/Pd dosage. The five Fe/Pd concentrations investigated were 0.05 g/L, 0.1 g/L, 0.2 g/L, 0.3 g/L, 0.4 g/L.
Optimal concentration of Fe/Pd nanoparticles for treatment nitrates pollutant water with initial concentration
306.74 mg/L was investigated. Figure 2 shows, that when was used 0.4 g/L of Fe/Pd bimetallic nanoparticles, the
concentration of nitrate was 23.2 mg/L after 15 min of treatment. It is mean the 92.4% treatment of nitrates.
In the previously study the effect of nZVI on nitrates removal was also investigated [1]. Despite small
doses of nitrates, it was not completely removed even after 150 minutes.

Fig. 3. Concentration of nitrates in the aqueous solution during treatment with 0.4 g/L Fe/Pd (initial NO3- concentration is
307.65 mg/L)

The optimum dosage of Fe/Pd was 0.4 g/L for the 309.37 mg/L nitrate degradation. Figure 3 shows the
reduction rate in the first 15 minutes of treatment. According to these results, the removal was achieved after 15
minutes.
Different studies have shown that pH is a very important parameter for nitrates remediation process. They
investigated that the rate of nitrates reduction was inversely related to pH of solution.
In this study was shown the rapidly increasing of solution pH to 8∼9 in all reactions. Figure 4 shows the
pH changes by time for the optimal concentration of Fe/Pd bimetallic nanoparticles (0.4 g/L). The solution pH
increased from 5.2 to higher than 8 in the first 5 min of reaction. The final pH after 15 min reaction was around
8.9.

Fig. 4. Evolution of pH during treatment with Fe/Pd (concentration is 0.4 g/L) nanoparticles
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4. Conclusion
Fe/Pd bimetallic nanoparticles were synthesized and used in different concentration for reduction of
nitrates in water. More, than 90% of nitrates were reduced within 15 min. The results indicated that nanoscale
bimetallic Fe/Pd could effectively reduce nitrate. The main reduction products are dissolved ammonium,
ammonia and nitrogen gas. Despite the large amount of nitrates (more, than 300 ppm), results showed that the
total (99%) removal was observed after 15 minutes and the optimal concentration of Fe/Pd was 0.4 g/L. In
previously study also was shown the effect of uncoated nZVI, when nitrates were not complete removed even
after 150 minutes (initial nitrates concentration was 57.25 ppm). Fe/Pd particles in nitrates remediation showed
very high nitrate reduction rate, good properties of air stability compared with nZVI, which is important for
nitrates removal.
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The conception of modified zone melting method for growing of single crystals of semiconductor solid solutions
is given. The task of component concentration distribution in Ge-Si crystals grown up by this method with use of
germanium seed is solved in Pfann approximation. The axial concentration profiles of components in crystals
grown at different values of operation parameters (melting zone length and composition of initial macrohomogeneous ingots Ge-Si) are calculated taking into consideration the complicated dependence of silicon
segregation coefficient on melting zone composition. The possibility of control of component concentration
distribution along Ge-Si crystals in wide range by way of change of melting zone length is shown.The analysis
of obtained results determines the optimal technological operation parameters for growing Ge-Si crystal solid
solutions with given homogeneous composition or gradient concentration profile of components on single crystal
length.
Keywords:Growth models, solid solutions, single crystal growth, germanium silicon alloys.
PACS:81.00.,81.10.-h, 81.10.Aj

1. Introduction
The preparing of the material with given component concentration distribution in matrix and support of its
monocrystallinity is the main problem of bulk crystal growth process of semiconductor solid solutions from the
melt. Ge-Si system the composite components of which are the basis materials of modern micro- and
optoelectronic industry takes the dominant place in wide range of semiconductor solid solutions.Si and Ge
totally solving in each other in any ratios in both liquid and solid states, form the continuous series of exchange
solid solutions [1].
The theoretical tasks on axial component distribution in Si-Ge crystals grown by modified zone
recrystallization method using germanium seed are solved in
present paper. The aim is the possibility determination of the
modified method (and optimal technological operational
parameters)for growth ofGe-Si single crystals with the given
axial component concentration distribution. The analogous
tasks on modeling the component concentration profiles in
Ge-Si crystals grown from the melt by both conservative and
non-conservative methods were solved earlier in works [29], the results of which showed the well agreement with
experimental data.
2. The conception and theoretical basis
The schematic diagram of crystal growth of Ge-Si solid
solutions by modified zone melting method is presented in
fig.1. The monocrystalline seed (1) from Ge (fig.1A) is put
into crucible of cylindric form. The previously prepared rods
of corresponding diameter from germanium (2) and Ge-Si
macro-homogeneous solid solution with the given
composition (3) are put under the seed. The rod melting (2)
from Ge situated directly under the seed (fig.1B) is carried
out in vacuum conditions. The temperature on the melt
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boundaries with the seed and ingot is equal to germanium melting point in restarting moment of recrystallization.
The crystal growth takes place on the seed from the moment of switching on of crucible movement mechanism
relatively heater and continues up to total ingot recrystallization (3). The melting zone length is kept constant
and equal to Z up to the moment of formation of final melting zone. Here the initial melting zone consists of the
pure germanium unlike traditional method of zone melting [1,9]. This circumstance solves the seed problem
[3]that is necessary for growth of Ge-Si solid solutions single crystals of different composition.
The task of component concentration distribution along Si-Ge crystal growth by modified zone melting
method is solved in approximation of totally mixed melt (Pfann approximation)under following standard
conditions [10]: the diffusion rate of Si and Ge atoms in the melt provides its homogeneity along whole volume;
the component diffusion in solid phase is negligible one; the equilibrium between liquid and solid phases is on
the crystallization front; the crystallization front is plane one; the segregation coefficients of melt components
change with its composition in correspondence with diagram of equilibrium phase state of Si-Ge system; the
composition of Ge-Si initial ingot is macro-homogeneous one; thermal expansion or compression of material at
phase transitions is negligible one.
Let’s introduce the following designations: Vm0 and Vm are volumes of melting zone in initial and current
moments; Vc is melt volume crystallizing in time unit; Vi is Ge-Si initial rod volume melting in time unit; C m0 is
second component of atomic (Si) fraction in melting zone in initial moment; Cc , Ci , Cm are Si atomic fractions
of in the growing crystal, initial polycrystalline rod and melt correspondingly; C is Si total atomic fraction in the
melt; K = Cc Cm is Si equilibrium segregation coefficient; L is total length of initial rods from Ge and Ge-Si;  is
length of material recrystallized part in t moment; Z is melting zone length.
In frameworks of introduced designations we have the following:

Cm =

C dC m C Vm − Vm C
;
=
Vm dt
Vm2

и Vm = Vm0 − (Vc − Vi )t

(1)

As in the case of traditional zone melting method [1,9] we consider by the statement of the problem
that Vc doesn’t depend on time,the values of Z and Vi parameters stay constant up to the moment of final melting
zone formation. In this case the following equations take place in the region of L-Z length (fig.1):
(2)
Vm = Vm0 ; Cm0 = 0; Vi = Vc и C = Vi Ci − Vc Cm K
From equations (1) and (2) after series of transformation we have:
Cm

∫C
0

dCm
Vt l
= c0 =
Vm Z
i − Cm K

(3)

Taking into consideration the equality K = Cc Cm equation (3) defines the component part composition on

growing crystal length in the region from  =0 up to  = L-Z.
The following relations take place in final region from formation moment of finite melting zone having
length Z:
Vi = 0 , Vm = Vm0 − Vc t , Vm = −Vc , C = −Vc C m K
(4)
Taking under consideration (4) from equation (1) after series of transformations and integration:
Cm

∫

0
C mf

dC m
Vm0
= ln 0
C mf0 − C m k
V m − Vc t

(5)

0
is start concentration of Si atomic fraction in the melt in the moment of final melting zone
Here C mf

*

formation. Designating the length and crystallized part of melt final part ( Vc t Vm0 ) in t moment by l and
γ symbols correspondingly let’s write the equation (5) in the following form:
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 Cmf
dCm 
l*

γ ≡ = 1 − exp − ∫
Z
 Cm Cm K − Cm 
0

The determination of

(6)

l Z and γ

as Cm function (also as Cc = K Cm )
along whole material length treated by
zone crystallization requires to solve
equations (3) and (6). The Si
segregation coefficient (К) including in
both these equations enough difficultly
depends on Cm [4]. In paper [9] it is
shown that the empirical curves
temperatures of
Tl (Cm ) liquids and

Ts (Cm ) solidus ofGe-Si system diagram
state in whole Cm change interval from
0 up to 1 are well enough described by
following polynomials of fifth degree.
Moreover, the dependence of К on Cm
constructed on the base of these
polynomials, is well described by
following formula [9]:

Figure 2The calculative concentration Si profiles along Ge-Si
single crystals grown by modified zone melting method. The
melting zone length Z=0,1L. The composition of initial macrohomogeneous ingots

Ci

are 1 –0.1, 2 –0.3 , 3 – 0.5.

b
(7)
c + Cm
where a = 0.32597, b = 0.7645323 and c = 0.1200377 . The absolute error in K value at definition its from
formula (7) doesn’t exceed 0,0057. Note that according (7) K value changes in interval from ~6.69 at Cm → 0
K (Cm ) = a +

up to ~1.00 at Cm → 1 . The equation (7) gives allows us to obtainthe corresponding value K in any given
interval of Cm change. Introducing Cm values gradually in the required interval and determiningK values
conjugated with them, the integrals in equations (3) and (6) we solve by numerical method.
3. Modelling of component concentration profiles in crystals
The character curves of silicon
concentration distribution along Ge-Si
crystals for different Z values calculated
from equations (3) and (6) with taking
into consideration Cc = Cm K
are
presented in fig.2.
As it is seen, Si increases on
length
from
zero
up
to Ci corresponding value of initial
macro-homogeneous ingot Ge-Si in
beginning part of all crystals. Further,
Cc value stays constant with crystal
growth upto final zone formation having
length Z=0.1L. In this part of ingot Si

Figure 3 The calculative concentration Si profiles along Ge-Si
single crystals grown by modified zone melting method at different
BSU
100zone length Z. Curves 1,2,3,4 are at values Z= 0.1,143
values of
melting
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concentration begins to strongly decrease with  increasing and goes to zero at  =L.
The beginning part extent with increasing silicon concentration depends on initial ingot composition, K
value and velocity of its change with melting zone composition. Note that rapid growth of Si concentration in
beginning part of all ingots which causes the big output of single crystals of solid solutions with homogeneous
composition.
The character curves of Si concentration distribution along two Ge-Si crystal groups at different values
of z technological parameter calculated using (3) and (6) equations and relation Cc = Cm K .are shown in fig 3. As
it is seen, Z operation parameter essentially influences on component redistribution in both Ge-Si crystal groups.
Moreover, the lengths and compositions of both homogeneous and heterogeneous crystal parts are determined by
melting zone values Z and initial macro-homogeneous feeding rods of Ge-Si solid solutions.
4. Conclusion
Summarizing the above mentioned, one can conclude the following states. The math modeling results of
axial component distribution in Ge-Si crystals shows the use availability of the modified zone melting methodfor
growth of wide series of semiconductor solid solutions and give the possibility to make the evaluation of the
optimal technological parameters for single crystal obtaining with the given axial concentration profile of
components.
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THE ROLE OF PROGNOSIS AND ITS ESTIMATION IN THE MANAGEMENT
OF CONSTRUCTION FIELD DEVELOPMENT
N.A.RAMAZANLI*
Baku State University, Z.Khalilov str., 23, Baku, Azerbaijan, Az1148

In the article the role of prognosis and planning in the management process of construction sector is investigated.
The author has paid particular attentionto the application of the prognosismethod in the construction and
achievements, the classification of business objectivesas a socio-economic system, the integrated assessment of
socialhousing construction and so on.
The prognosis is investigated as a systematic approachto study thechanges in the environment of construction
enterprises. Such an approach makes it possible to determine the probable state of environment as well as
variation options and goals appropriateto those options . From this point of view, in this paper the prognosis is
studied as task of management, the use of the resources and capabilities of the enterprisein agrement with
theexternal environment is analyzed.
Key words: construction field, prognosis, management system, resources, goals.

1.Introduction
The construction site has a number of features that those must be taken into account in the planning and
forecast calculations. One of the main features of the field stated is that production of products in this field is
achieved due to labor, material and financial resources during long time. Significant resources are deducted from
the current circulation and deposited into the area mentioned and the object is considered to be dead capital
without being fully exploited. For this reason carrying out multi option calculations for this site is very
important.
2. Forecasting factors.
The construction complex provides for the reprocessing of major production funds. Construction plays an
important role in solving of social and economic problems. The construction sector serves for the technical
progress in the national economy, rationalization of the country's productive forces, the rise in growth tempo,
and improvement of area and territorial proportions in public production. From this point of view, a development
of the construction sector should act as an special object of prognosis.
Construction is one of the most important tools for the development of all material production areas and
non-production sphere, and the solution of housing problems. The building complex consists of two sectors that
are interconnected - construction and industry sectors manufacturing construction materials, devices and details .
Scientific support of the complex consists of a network of scientific, project-search, design-technological
organizations. In this context, prediction and planning of the construction industry are an important component
of ensuring the competitiveness of the site. We are planning to predict and forecast the construction of the
construction complex, make predictions about construction volumes, requires [1,2,3].
It should be noted, however, that the use of time as a competitive factor is beneficial to the consumer, so the
consumer is ready to pay for a higher amount of meansfor that profit. In such a context, the effectiveness of the
accuracyof the results is reflected in the effectiveness of the predictability of the results. More importantly, it
should be emphasized that accurate forecasting of the development of construction enterprises depends on the
choice of predictive method, its effectiveness affects its functional integrity and decreases the time and cost of
prediction [ 4,5,6].
3. Results and discussion
The following key factors affect the selection of the prediction method:
- complexity of solved practical problems;
- dynamic featuresprediction object and market environment;
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- information base (type and features of received information ), imaginations about the type of prediction
object;
- various life cycles of the preparation, implementation and operation of the product, as well as the
construction enterprise itself;
- the stage of the waiting period and the ratio of its commodity product to predicted life cycles, its
processing and implementation cycles;
- probable type of management: traditional, situational, systematic, etc.;
- requirements for the final results of forecasting.
The mentioned factors should be considered systematically.In such an aspect, the object of prediction is
considered to be an integral part of the enterprise's internal and external environment. The pointis that changes in
theenvironment will have a more impact on the continuous activity of enterprises in the context of market
relations. It should be noted, however, that the forecasting is also aimed at studyingsystematic changes in the
environment of construction companies. Such an approach makes it possible for the proposed environment to
exist, the possible variation of options and the identification of goals that are appropriate to those options. From
this point of view , the task of predictive management directs the resources and capabilities of the enterprise to
the external environment so that it can gain the potential to besucceed. All of this requires the transformation of
the potential required for future success based on internal and external environment analysis, and its
transformation into its success factor. The company's development experience shows that the existing potential
needs to be tested for the future, and as it becomes possible, its transformation to the potential for success. The
fulfillment of these requirements implies that enterprises should be regarded as complex socio-economic
systems,not just orientation to active market policies, but also to a complex socio-economic system, as well as
balanced and interrelated relations with external environment, realization of their interests, to be achieved. Thus,
enterprises that seek to grow, profit, and strengthen their positions in the market should predict their behavior
and the opportunities for development in current and future periods in dynamic conditions.
4. Conclusion
Any development is related to the problem of re-forming, during which the consumption value of the
product rises, production costs and exploitation of the facility are reduced. That is, the company's internal
potential must be effectively transformed into market priority. In order to achieve this goal, enterprise
management should be oriented to the market, and marketing should have a wide range of functions.
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ELECTRIC DOUBLE LAYER INRAPIDLY CHANGING HELIUM PLASMA COLUMN
T.KH. HUSEYNOV, K.M. DASHDAMIROV, G.I. GARIBOV,
V.H. SAFAROV, E.A. RASULOV, SH.A. ALLAHVERDIYEV
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Electric double layer in rapidly variablehelium plasma column was investigated. Measurements showed that the
electron concentration at variable values of discharge current at different points of the discharge in the measured
range of modulation depth of the electron concentration at low frequencies is equal to the modulation depth of
the discharge current.
Keywords:gas discharge, electric double layer, movable cylindrical probe, electric field modulation effect, electron
focusing effect
PACS: 52.20.-j, 52.25.Gj

1. Introduction
The appearance of an electrical double layer (DL) before narrowing the discharge tube and the potential
jump associated with it can lead to gas rarefaction in the double layer region with the passage of the DL, the
charged particles are accelerated and during collisions a part of the acquired momentum is transferred to neutral
gas atoms and molecules. This leads to the displacement of gas from the DL region. At sufficiently high
discharge current densities, a decrease in the gas density becomes significant, which impairs the conditions for
the formation of new ions. The jump of potential in the DL increases, the active plasma resistance increases and
a higher inter-electrode voltage is required to maintain the discharge. Reaching the ionization limit may cause
either a complete current failure or a step-down. Failure or the step-down of current leads to a decrease of gas
rarefaction in the narrowing, which again leads to the appearance or increase of the current. The work [1] shows
that the formation of thin layers is associated with emergence of complex dynamic processes in collisionless
space plasma during geomagnetic disturbances and near the reconnection domains. The article provides an
overview of models describing thin current structures in the magnetospheric tail of the Earth. These models are
based on the concept of quasi-adiabatic dynamics of ions in the relatively weak magnetic field of the neutral
layer of neutral tail of the magnetosphere, where ions can demagnetize. It is shown that the ion distribution
function can be represented as a function of particle motion integrals - the total energy and the quasi-adiabatic
invariant. Various modifications of the initial equilibrium are considered, including the consideration of
magnetized electron currents, contribution of oxygen ions, asymmetry of plasma sources and the effects
associated with the “non-Maxwellian” form of the particle distribution function. Elsewhere[4, 7]it is shown how
the present theory of fluctuations in a plasma, with the nonlinear fluctuations taken into aсcount, leads to the
determination of cross-sections of bremsstrahlung, which take into account all collective effects that are
important for this process.The work [2] investigates positive gas discharge column in helium at greater depths of
discharge current modulation excluding stepwise ionization, and shows that the modulation effect of the electric
field, as well as the variation of the electron energy distribution function (EEDF) over the period occur at
frequencies below the inverse value of ambipolar diffusion, while the process of current increase and decrease is
repeated periodically and current oscillations occur. In [6] it was shown that the condition for the selfmaintenance of a gas discharge plasma is derived from its ionization balance expressed in the Townsend form
and may be used as a definition of a gas discharge plasma in its simplest form.
2. Experiment
In this regard, we have assembled an experimental installation, in which the discharge was generated in a
cylindrical glass chamber of 55 mm in diameter and 700 mm in length. The anode was placed in a movable
narrow glass tube with inner diameter of 18 mm. In the anode section, the discharge narrowed and an electric
double layer of space charges was formed at the site of the narrowing.A movable cylindrical probe oriented
across the tube allowed carrying out radial measurements in the area of the column narrowing. Moving the anode
together with the narrow section of the tube along the discharge chamber, it is possible to move the DL relative
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to the probe or spectrograph slit, and axial distributions of electrical and optical parameters of the plasma can be
measured. The measurements were carried out in spectroscopically pure helium within the pressure range of 0.1
÷ 0.5 Torr and discharge currents of 20 ÷ 500 mA in the absence of strata oscillations. Based on the measured
distributions and concentrations, the numbers of excitations and ionizations in the DL area were calculated. The
calculation of the EEDF was made from the kinetic equation for the measured potential profile.
The EEDF was measured by the second derivative method; the flowchart of the installation is shown in Fig.1.
In the narrowing section, a transition region is formed, consisting of electrical double layer with an electron
space charge on the cathode side and positive ions space charge on the anode side. According to the Poisson’s
equation, the potential distribution changes in this region, the field increases sharply, electrons acquire additional
energy, resulting in strong increase of ionization in the boundary region in the narrow section of the tube. A
complementary energy appears on the EEDF, which corresponds to the group of electrons accelerated in the DL.
As it moves along the steeply increasing branch of the distribution, the complementary energy shifts toward high
energies. The value of the secondary maximum decreases and disappears rapidly as a result of elastic and
inelastic collisions of electrons with atoms.
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Fig. 1. Flowchart of installation for obtaining the second derivative of the probe current:
1– narrow-band amplifier, 2 – phase-lock detector, 3 – recorder.
In the narrowing section, the electron concentration increases sharply, then drops almost to the level of
concentration in the wide section of the tube and, in some cases experiencing some such dramatic changes and
reaches a constant value. This concentration behaviour is associated with the electron focusing effect, since the
DL in the mouth of the narrow section has the shape of a spherical segment; hence, the accelerated electrons are
focused towards the narrow section. The radial distribution of the concentration at the start of the tube’s narrow
section is substantially narrower than in more remote areas of the DL.
3. Results and discussion
Using the measured energy distributions of electrons, we calculated the numbers of excitations of different
level groups with the principal quantum numbers 3 and 4. The cross sections from [5] were used for
33P1(5) and 31P1(6) levels.
Fig. 2 shows the distribution of the relative intensities of the lines λ = 388.9 nm (3) and λ = 501.6 nm (4),
respectively. In the general distributions, a change in the excitation regime of the triplet and singlet levels can be
seen. Some discrepancy in the calculations and measurements data can be explained by the neglect of the radial
distributions of parameters and, hence, the difference in the parameter distribution on the axis and integrals over
the cross section. Similar changes in population relationships are observed also for other singlets and triplets.
In [3] it was developed a method for a similar calculation of the distribution function (DF) in electric fields
of a given configuration for the case, where the field and plasma concentration are non-uniform along the
direction of current flow. The problem is solved for the case of small fields, when the energy balance is
determined by quasi-elastic collisions. All collisions are subdivided into quasi-elastic and essentially inelastic, in
which energy is lost, far surpassing the characteristic energy scale of DF decay by ΔƐ, and for the latter it is
assumed that excitation of only one level with energy Ɛ1is taken into account. This scenario is often implemented
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in inert gases and is equally valid for the conditions of the experiments described above.
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Fig. 2. Measurement of the relative intensity of spectral lines (1 - λ = 388.9 nm, 2 - λ = 501.6 nm)
in the electric double layer (He).
In order to enhance the effect of electron acceleration in the double layer, experiments to determine the
rates of stepwise excitation reactions were carried out in a tube with a narrow diameter of 18 mm. The variable
component of the current with a modulation depth of = 20% at a modulation frequency ν = 63 Hz was
superimposed on the constant component of the discharge current with the help of a sound generator.
Fig. 3 shows the dependence of the modulation depth of the intensity line λ = 667.8 nm on the strength of
discharge current on the axis at a distance of 11 mm from the narrowing towards the cathode. This curve can be
understood as follows.
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Fig. 3. Dependence of the modulation depth of the line intensity λ = 667.8 nm on the
discharge current strength. P = 0.3 Torr, ν = 63 Hz, L = 11 mm, η Ip = 20%.
For small values of the discharge current, the role of stepwise excitation in the population of the 31D2level
is small due to the small population of the metastable levels. With increasing current, the populations of
metastable levels increase and, the depth of line intensity modulation increases due to the modulation of
metastable levels - an additional source of population of the considered level. At high currents, due to saturation
of the populations of metastable levels with respect to current, the depth of line intensity modulation decreases.
Therefore, the speed of the stepwise excitation reaction was determined at the discharge current value Ip= 100
mA, P = 0.3 Torr. Measurements of the electron concentration at different values of the discharge current in
various discharge points showed that in the measured range at low frequencies, the modulation depth of the
electron concentration is equal to the modulation depth of the discharge current. Therefore, η Ip instead of

η n was used, which greatly helps the measurement process.
Fig. 4 presents the dependence of η I − η Ip on η Ip at P = 0.3 Torr, Ip = 100 mА.
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Fig.4. Dependence of η I − η Ip on the modulation depth of the discharge current.
P = 0.3 Torr, I р = 100 mА, ν = 63 Hz, L = 11 mm and λ = 667.8 nm.
4. Conclusion
Electric double layer in rapidly variable helium plasma column was investigated and measurements showed
that the electron concentration at values of discharge current at different points of the discharge in the measured
range of modulation depth of the electron concentration at low frequencies is equal to the modulation depth of
the discharge current.The
N m 0 value is measured from the spectral line absorption λ = 388.8 nmin rapidly
variable helium plasma, and α 0 m = 3.5∙10-11 cm3s-1 is calculated from the measured EEDF using direct excitation
cross sections [5].
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Hereby in this article the issues on renewable energy sources acquisition were researched by the means of
economic aspects. Development of the use of alternative energy sources within many world countries were
studied and as a result optimal model was created. But to ensure the functionality of this theoretic model some
real-life economic issues must be solved in convenient way. The main goal of this article is to discover the
possibilities to achieve the realistic positive solution of those problems. At the end of current article as a
conclusion there are given common renewable energy economic problem solution suggestions.
Keywords: alternative energy, renewable energy, problem solution, decision making, sustainable development, energy
entrepreneurship, state support.
PACS:89.20.Bb, 89.30.Cc, 89.65.Gh

Continuous development of the world economy necessitates increasing demand for annual energy
carriers where more and efficient use of renewable energy sources can substitutethem. In this regard, the
acquisition of alternative and renewable energy sources is of great importance in terms of environmental, social
and energy security impacts, but in many cases it faces various obstacles. This slows down the process of
expanding the use of renewable energy sources, and sometimes ceases. Observations show that these obstacles
can be related to political, legal, governance, socio-psychological, bureaucratic and economic factors. In
industrially developing countries, where there is a great deal of exploitation of renewable energy sources, the
biggest barrier in the slowdown is the difficulty to find a positive solution for economic problems. This is due to
the fact that the alternative energy sector isa high investment requiredfield and, on the other hand, the long term
maturity of investment. Although we are currently living in a period of extensive use of technological advances,
but the acquisition of alternative energy sources is still in the high-risk business environment [1]. This is one of
the most negative factors that prevents potential investors in the economic environment. For a state acquisition
of alternative energy sources seems to be an additional burden on the budget as well as a sphere requiring the
solution of issues such as personnel training, institutional reform and deepening of cross-sector coordination, and
in most cases remain outside the priority interests of the state budget policy makers. Looking at all of this,
municipalities have a clear advantage in the development of this sphere, but local self-governing bodies do not
hurry to develop renewable energy sources. As an elective body, municipalities, who are afraid of long-term and
financially viable projects, are practically always trying to direct their financial resources to the solution of local
social problems. Thus, an unsuccessful closed socio-economic period has come.
Looking at the energy map of the world, it is possible to see that the most state interventions in the
solution of economic problems of the development of this sphere occur in the countries with the most developed
alternative energy sources utilization. This is sometimes due to the unique maximalist capabilities of natural
environmental possibilities, sometimes due to the serious political will of the state in the field of sustainable
development, and sometimes the extreme social-industrial energy needs. Al-Maktum solar energy park, created
by the local authorities of the United Arab Emirates, seeking to benefit from unique climate opportunities for
renewable energy, is expected to be the world's largest mega-project in the world, with a capacity of 1 gigawatt
in 2020 and five gigawatts in 2050 [ 2]. By planning to be spent for construction about 14.2 billion UAE dirham
(3.86 billion US dollars), it is being implemented by Dubai Electricity and Water Authority. In the UK, as a
result of the continuous political and economic support of the government, the amount of electricity generated
from wind parks is higher than that achieved by coal. And, most of the time, it provides energy purchases of all
households in the country from wind installations [3]. Since 2017, Germany fullfils more than 85% of its energy
needs through solar panels. Iceland fullfils its energy needs entirely from alternative energy sources. Although
even China,being the world's largest industrial waste producer, is paying great attention to the acquisition of
alternative energy sources due to its social and industrial needs. At present, 5 of the world's largest solar energy
parks are in China. China is also the world's leading wind turbine manufacturer [4].
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Figure1.
A state by improving the investment climate, by subsidizing the renewable energy sphere, by expanding
its use of incentives or discounts shaping can build and manage the investment attractiveness of the renewable
energy sector. The vast administrative, resource, and political capabilities of the state can play a key role in the
initial formation and expansion of renewable energy sources. For the creation and support of entrepreneurship
subjects for the production of alternative energy production facilities, the government can create favorable
economic environment by providing concessional loans, applying tax privileges, canceling or reducing
inspections, and providing direct assistance in designing and installation works. A systematic approach can
ensure that the local economic environment is adapted to the dynamic change environment by pursuing a flexible
customs policy. Formation and continuous improvement of the legal framework minimizes the litigation with
entrepreneurship entities, thereby increasing the attractiveness of this field. Continuous institutional reforms lead
to the progressive management of the renewable energy sector and the removal of bureaucratic obstacles. This
minimizes the risks of the creation and expansion of the corruption-monopoly schemes. Such situation leads to a
reduction in economic risks that, in turn, contributes to the financing of the field by banks. The state by playing
an exceptional role in the initial formation of the alternative energy economy in the country is later gradually
becomes a regulator-controller, giving its place to independent industry subjects over time. The interference of
the state becomes minimized, with only minimal involvement of the state in order to maintain a competitive
environment. Thus, the flagship of the renewable energy sphere is driven from the state side to private sector,
leading to a complete economic cycle.
This model, which is put forward by us, is an actual document for the development of renewable energy
sources in the territory of the Republic of Azerbaijan [5]. As can be seen from the foregoing, the completeness of
the model is realized at three important stages. These are:
- Formation;
- Transition;
- Improvement stages.
The economic problems faced at each stage are different by means of essense and characteristics, and
their solution requires the use of variable approaches. At the stage of formation, the state takes the economic
burden and plays a natural monopoly role. In the transitional period, the most economically viable environment
is created for entrepreneurship subjects that are active or operate on the renewable energy sphere, and investment
attractiveness is ensured. At the improvement stage dynamic reforms are being carried out to ensure further
sustainable development, and minimize the potential risks.
For the solution of economic problems in all three phases of the mentioned model, it is possible to offer
the following suggestions:
- Given the geographical location of each region, considering the potential of various renewable energy
sources, as well as the needs of the area's population and the level of economic development, priority should be
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given to localized methods rather than centralized methods for solving problems. It will increase the efficiency
and reduce time loss and eliminate the possibility of various bureaucratic obstacles;
- Establish specialized funds to accelerate the rapid eradication of financial problems that may arise in
the process of acquisition of renewable energy sources, especially in the transition period. For example, the State
Fund for Renewable Energy;
- The role of the state during the transition period should not be limited to being a creatorof the private
economic environment, the state must act as a trustworthy buyer, and should play the role of consumer or
distributor of the energy obtained from various alternative energy sources by direct and timely payments on the
basis of established tariffs that will ensure the competitiveness and competitiveness of entrepreneurship
entities.This will significantly increase the activity of newly created private sector entities in the energy market
and will enable them to succeed in the most risky early business period;
- During the initial formation, in the realm of the rule of absolute advantage of the state, it must play an
active role in the process of establishing economic confidence, to ensure the full security of the inviolability of
property, and to reassure the renewable energy sector by maintaining the principles of transparency, modernity
and sustainability. Implementation of ASAN standards which have successfully tested in the territory of the
Republic of Azerbaijan in the renewable energy sector can play an exceptional role in achieving the goal.
In our view, the aforementioned suggestions can lead to the solution of financial problems facing the
alternative energy sector, as well as a flexible solution to various economic threats that can not be forecasted and
neithertaken into account.
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Within the framework of the game theory, models for mathematical substantiation of the scientific and
economic approaches to these topical issues describing the profitability of the use of energy sources in the housing
and business complex and in the production sectors are being built. Some perspectives of the use of these models
in the regulation of tariffs for the above types of communal-housing and industrial services in the conditions of
monopoly for these services (the 'product') are given. The strategies of the consumer and producer are studied in
detail for adjusting the tariff with the amount of consumed 'products'. The tariff issues are analyzed taking into
account the interests of the consumer and the manufacturer of these products. Discussions are held on the results of
the study and ways of prospective studies on these topics are given and the geography of the application of
research results to price adjustments and consumed 'products' under conditions of a transition period and inflation
is indicated.
Keywords: Application of economics, tariffs of electrical energy, strategy of balanced tariffs, game theory
PACS: 88.05.Lg, 89.20.Bb, 89.65.Gh

Development of the economy in the field of electricity consumption in housing complex and production
sectors is one of the most urgent tasks now in the countries of the post-Soviet period and in developing countries.
In this context, issues related to the mentality of a specific region in the areas located in the far-away countries of
developed capitalism, such as the West European countries, for example, Great Britain, Germany, France, Italy,
etc., as well as the United States of America, Japan and some countries of Oceania, like Singapore, for
example,play important role.
It is assumed that the tariff of the first kilowatt (1kw ) of electrical energy is pe conventional units (cu). If
the lower and upper limits of the consumed electricity i -th family or industry (in the future sub i -th family or
industry adopt the concept of "consumer"), denote through the parameters ai and, accordingly, so the consumer's
electricity costs can be expressed through the functions ei ( x ) = pe x and ai ≤ x ≤ bi .
In this case, the consuming function of the electric consumer takes the following form: It is assumed that
the complex consuming function of the consumer of electrical energy has the following form
n
n
∑ ei ( xi ) = ∑ pe xi ,
i =1
i =1

ai ≤ xi ≤ bi ,

For certain consumption limits: ai ≤ xi ≤ bi . To study the choice of tariffs 1kw , it is assumed that the lower
min

max

(

)

and upper limits of electricity tariffs are equal to Pe and Pe
. To construct an algorithm for calculating the
function of the complex consumption of electricity consumption, the following notation is
introduced:, x = x1 ,..., xn , a = a1 ,..., a n , b = b1 ,..., bn ,. Then the complex consumption function of
consumption of electric energy can be rewritten in the following form:

(

)

(

)

n

n

i =1

i =1

f ( x, pe ) = ∑ pe xi = pe ∑ xi
with certain limits a ≤ x ≤ b of consumption.
A completely logical and mutually beneficial option, in the conditions of the transition period of the
economy, is the relationship between the producer and the consumer about the application of a uniform approach
for the establishment of "balanced tariffs" by the Tariff Council and the "water spills" from the side of "lean
(economical) consumption" by the consumer of these products. Functions of the financial loss of the manufacturer
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as f Pr oducer ( x, pe ) = − f ( x, pe ) ,

and
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the

consumer

in

the

following

form: f Consumer ( x, pe ) = f ( x, pe ) . It should be noted that the problem considered by us is studied in terms of the
'loss function'. This same problem can be investigated in terms of 'function on profit'.
We will result research of the above-stated problem with definition of strategy of the consumer and
manufacturer for averting from loss (losses). An arbitrary consumer (x) strategy belongs to a multitude, i.e.

[a, b] . In terms of 1kv electricity tariffs Pemin , we can write the following set ( pe ) ∈ [Pemin , Pemax ] , which in turn

leads to the fulfillment of the relationship

f Consumer ( x, pe ) + f Pr oducer ( x, pe ) = 0 .

[

]

Introducing the notation E = [a, b] and F = Pemin , Pemax , we have that in the above relations, the vector of

(x) consumed electricity belonging to the sets E is called "customer strategies", and the vector ( pe ) determining
the tariff for 1kv electric energy included in the above-stated sets F is "producer strategies". Obviously, the
domain of definition of functions f Consumer and f Pr oducer , referred to as "the functions of financial losses of
the consumer and the producer", respectively - is a set E × F whose values
R = − ∞,+∞ belong. Then, from the newly introduced function

(

)

G ( x, pe ) = ( f Consumer ( x, pe ), f Pr oducer ( x, pe )) ,
2

it follows that the values of this function belong R , i.e. G ( x, pe ) ∈ R 2 .
In the case of determining the strategies of the consumer and producer independent of each other, the game
between them in a normal or strategic form is determined by means of a mapping G ( x, pe ) from a set E × F
with a value in R2 called the "mapping of the bipoles". To study consumer loss

f Consumer , if the consumer knows
~
the manufacturer's strategy ( ~
pe ) for choosing the tariff cu pe for the unit electric energy 1kw , then the consumer
should choose such a strategy ( ~
x ≤ bi ), so that
x ) ∈ E (i.e. those ~
x from the strategy area ai ≤ ~

f Consumer ( x, ~
pe ) its loss function takes a minimum value. In other words, the consumer chooses his strategy from

the following sets:

SConsumer ( ~
pe ) = {( x ) ∈ E : f Consumer ( x , ~
pe ) = inf f Pr oducer ( x, ~
pe )} .
( x )∈E

The linear function of the financial loss of the consumer
n

f Consumer ( x, ~
pe ) = ∑ ( ~
pe xi )
i =1

takes its minimum value for an arbitrary ( ~
pe ) ∈ F , at a value x = a , i.e. When the consumer reduces the
consumption of electrical energy to a minimum. In this case, the only strategy that satisfies the consumer is the
'strategy of minimum consumer boundaries'. Such a rule for making a decision is called the 'canonical rule of
decision-making'. It should be noted that the compromise strategy (a, Pemax ) leads to the so-called "noncooperative equilibrium" of the canonical decision rule.
Since satisfying the following relations

f Consumer ( x, pe ) < f Consumer (a, Pemax )
and

f Pr oduser ( x, pe ) < f Pr oducer (b, Pemax ) ,
the strategists ( x, pe ) ∈ E × F do not exist, it (a, Pemax ) will be Pareto-optimal, which, as already noted
above, does not meet the interests of both the consumer and the producer. It is obvious that the strategy

(a, Pemin ) , which corresponds to the minimum consumption of electric energy and the minimum tariff, is the
only strategy that satisfies the following condition:
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f Consumer (a, Pemin ) = inf f Consumer ( x, pe )
( x )∈E
( p e )∈F

and it (this strategy) is more ideally acceptable in a mutually beneficial case. This case is calculated on the
interest of the consumer on the part of the manufacturer and the so-called Tariff Council.
Also, obviously, the strategy (b, Pemax ) , with the maximum consumption of electricity and with the
maximum value of the tariff, is the only strategy that satisfies the following condition:

f Pr oducer (b, Pemax ) = inf f Pr oducer ( x, pe )}
( x )∈E
( p e )∈F

which is more profitable only for the manufacturer, i.e. this means increasing the producer's income at the
expense of the consumer. In this case, the producer is enriched, and the consumer is depleted.
In this case, the virtual minimum of the game is determined by the following vector:, f Pr oducer (b, Pemax ) ) .
It is also obvious that, in exceptional cases, there is a strategy ( x, pe ) that satisfies the following
conditions

f Consumer (a, Pemin ) = f Consumer ( x, pe )
and

f Pr oducer (b, Pemax ) = f Pr oducer ( x, pe )
that could be ideally acceptable for mutual benefit to both parties, both the consumer and the producer.
From the definition of the virtual minimum of the game [1], we obtain that for an arbitrary choice of the
aggregate of consumption, and the electricity tariff ( x, pe ) , the following inequalities are satisfied:

f Consumer (a, Pemin ) ≤ f Consumer ( x, pe ) ,
f Pr oducer (b, Pemax ) ≤ f Pr oducer ( x, pe ) .
The questions of economic regulation of expenses for consumed electric power have been studied in detail
and are presented on very specific recipes for solving regional economic problems on the economic consumption
of priority household and industrial financial waste.
References:
1. Krushevsky A.V. Game theory. "Vishcha school", Kiev, 1977, 215 p.,;
2. Oben J.-P. Non-linear analysis and its economic applications. M .: The world, 1988, 264 p.;
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SPATIAL STRUCTURE OF ACTH- (7-10)-PGP MOLECULES
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The spatial structure of ACTH-(7-10)-PGP molecule has been investigated using theoretical conformational
analysis method. The amino acid sequence of the N-terminal tetrapeptide fragment of Phe-Arg-Trp-Gly-ProGly-Pro molecule conforms to the fragment 7-10 of ACTH hormone. It was shown that the spatial structure of
heptapeptide molecule can be presented by 8 low-energy forms of the main chain. The optimal conformations of
this molecule, the values of dihedral angles of the backbone and side chains of the amino acid residues, the
energies of intra- and inter-residual interactions were determined.
Key words: АСТН-(7-10), theoretical conformational analysis, spatial structure, conformation
PACS: 36.20.Ey; 87.15.Aa; 87.15.He

1. Introduction
As peptides, which in their nootropic and neuroprotective activity would not be inferior to Semax, various
fragments of ACTH: ACTH-(7-10)-PGP, ACTH-(4-10)-PGP, ACTH-(6-10)-PGP, ACTH-(5-7)-PGP were
tested. These peptides not only exhibited nootropic and anxiolytic activity, but also increased the viability of
cultured glial cells obtained from the cortex of the cerebral hemispheres of rats with ischemic brain damage.
When studying the effect of ACTH- (4-10) -PGP on the size of the necrotic focus in rats, it turned out that this
peptide, like Semax, reduces the size of necrosis during the development of ischemic stroke in rats by
approximately 50%. All these drugs are planned to be used as medicines. With different routes of administration,
a different set of hydrolysis products is formed from the initial peptides, and it is known that the resulting shorter
peptides often have their own biological activity [1].This paper is devoted to the calculation of the spatial
structure of the ACTH- (7-10) -PGP molecule (Phe7-Arg8-Trp9-Gly10-Pro11-Gly12-Pro13) and is a
continuation of our previous research [2-5].
2. Method
To study of this peptide molecule, a method of theoretical conformational analysis, allowing to calculate
the three-dimensional structure of biomolecules based on the known amino acid sequence, was used. The
calculation was performed within the framework of a mechanical model of molecules, taking into account nonvalent, electrostatic, torsion interactions and hydrogen bond energy. Non-valent interactions were assessed by
Lennard-Jones potential. Electrostatic interactions were calculated in a monopole approximation according to the
Coulomb's law using partial charges on atoms. The conformational possibilities of the molecule were studied
under the conditions of the water environment, in connection with which the value of the dielectric constant was
assumed to be 10. The energy of hydrogen bonds was estimated using the Morse potential. The calculation of the
dihedral angles of rotation was carried out according to the standard nomenclature IUPAC-IUB [6].
3. Results and discussion
The spatial structure of the ACTH- (7-10) -PGP molecule was studied in fragments. At the first stage, the
conformational possibilities of the N-terminal tetra peptide fragment Phe7-Arg8-Trp9-Gly10 and the C-terminal
tripeptide fragment Pro11-Gly12-Pro13 were studied. Then three-dimensional structure of the His6-Phe7-Arg8Trp9 fragment was calculated based on the low energy conformations of N-acetyl-L-histidine methyl amide, Nacetyl-L-phenylalanine methyl amide, N-acetyl-L-arginine methyl amide and N-acetyl-L-tryptophan methyl
amide. Some of the over examined 200 structural variants of the tetra peptide molecule were sterically forbidden,
the relative energy of the others was distributed from 0 to 20 kcal / mol.
The results of the calculation of the molecule ACTH- (7-10) show that energy differentiation takes place
according to conformations and forms of the main chain. Eight forms of the main chain of eight shapes of fff,
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ffe, eef, efe, eee, fef, eff, fee fall into the energy interval of 0–3 kcal / mol. In these conformations, the
contribution of non-valent interactions varies in the energy interval (-17.6) - (-15.0) kcal / mol, the contribution
of electrostatic interactions varies in the energy interval 2.7 -4.3 kcal / mol, the contribution of torsion
interactions varies in the energy interval 1.5 - 3.3 kcal / mol.
Table 1.
Relative energy (Urel) and total energy (Utotal) and energy contributions of nonvalent (Unonval), electrostatic
(Uel), torsional (Utors) interactions of optimal conformations of the molecule ACTH-(7-10)-PGP
№
Shapes
Conformation
Energy
Unonval
Uel
Utors. Utotal Urel.
1
feffff
R2B3322R33RBPR
-23.1
1.0 3.2
-18.9
0
2
efeeff
B1R3122B23BRRR
-23.1
0.7 3.6
-18.8
0.1
3
feeeff
R2B2122B13BBPR
-21.0
0.4 3.5
-17.1
1.8
4
ffeeff
R2R3322B11BBPR
-20.3
0.5 3.1
-16.8
2.1
5
eeeeff
B2B2122B11BBPR
-20.7
0.4 4.1
-16.3
2.6
6
ffffee
R2R3322R21RBPR
-19.3
0.5 2.8
-16.0
2.9
7
efffff
B1R3122R33RBPR
-21.4
0.4
5.4
-15.5
3.3
8
eeffef
B2B2322R11RRPR
-17.3
0.1
5.5
-11.6
7.3
Table 2.
Energy of inside and between residual interactions in the conformations of the molecule ACTH-(7-10)-PGP
R2B3322R33RBPR (Urel=0 kcal/mol, first line), B1R3122B23BRRR (Urel=0,1 kcal/mol, second
line),
R2B2122B13BBPR (Urel=1.8 kcal/mol, third line), R2R3322B11BBPR (Urel=2.1 kcal/mol, fourth line)
Phe7

Arg8

Trp9

-0.4
-0.1
-0.5
-0.4

-4.9
-5.0
-4.7
-4.6
0.1
0.3
0.1
0

-3.3
-2.9
-3.1
-1.3
-1.2
-1.7
-2.1
-2.6
-0.6
-0.4
-0.8
-1.0

Gly1
0
0
-0.7
0
-0.3
-0.3
-0.2
-0.2
-0.2
-0.2
-2.5
-1.2
-1.3
1.4
1.2
1.2
1.2

Pro11
-0.1
-0.2
0
-0.2
-2.7
0
0
0
-1.6
-3.2
-2.6
-2.3
-2.6
-0.4
-0.7
-0.7
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3

Gly1
2
0
0
0
0
-0.2
0
0
0
-0.1
-0.4
-0.2
-0.3
-0.7
-0.8
-0.7
-0.7
1.0
-0.6
1.1
1.1
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.3

Pro13
0
0
0
0
-0.4
-0.2
-0.2
-0.2
-0.8
-1.4
-0.6
-0.7
-2.5
-1.7
-2.8
-2.7
-1.4
-1.2
-1.4
-1.4
-4.1
-3.3
-4.2
-4.2
1.5
1.4
1.5
1.5

Phe7

Arg8

Trp9

Gly10

Pro11

Gly12

Pro13

The global conformation of the ACTH- molecule (7-10) is B1R31B23B This conformation is simultaneously
beneficial in non-valence and electrostatic interactions. In this structure, effective interactions of Phe7 with
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Arg8, Phe7 with Trp9, Trp9 with Gly10, Arg8 with Gly10 occur, which contribute the total energy of -13.9
kcal/mol. As can be seen from the amino acid sequence the molecule ACTH- (7-10) consist of polyatomic amino
acid residues Phe, Arg, Trp and in the low-energy conformations of all eight forms the effective stabilizing
interactions appear between them. The theoretical conformational analysis of the Pro11-Gly12-Pro13 tripeptide
fragment showed that the relative energy of the possible 16 forms of the main chain varies from 0 to 5.1 kcal /
mol. To calculate the spatial structure of the heptapeptide molecule ACTH- (7-10) -PGP, the initial variants from
eight forms of the main chain of the tetra peptide fragment Phe7-Arg8-Trp9-Gly10 and from sixteen forms of the
main chain of the tripeptide fragment Pro11-Gly12-Pro13 were formed . The calculation of the heptapeptide
molecule ACTH- (7-10) -PGP has shown that there is a strong energy differentiation between the shapes, the
main chain forms and the conformations. Some folded conformations were not sterically possible. The relative
energy of sterically possible conformations varies in the energy range of 0–15 kcal / mol. The combinations of
the lowest-energy conformations according to the forms of the main chain Рhe7-Arg8-Trp9-Gly10 and Pro11Gly12-Pro13 were chosen from these conformations. These conformations, the contributions of non-valent,
electrostatic and torsion energy, their total and relative energy are listed in Table 1. The relative energy of these
conformations varies in the energy range of 0-7.3 kcal / mol. The relative energy of the conformations of the
shape family presented in table 8, is less than 4.0 kcal / mol (Table 1). The contribution of non-valent
interactions to the total energy of these conformations varies in the energy range (-23.1) - (-17.3) kcal / mol,
electrostatic interactions in the range of 0.1–1.0 kcal / mol, torsion interactions in the range of 2.8– 5.5 kcal / mol
(Table 1).
Table 2 shows the energy inside and inter-residual interactions in the best four conformations of each
structural type, and the numerical values of the geometric parameters of these conformations are shown in Table
3. Figure 1 shows the spatial arrangement of amino acids in these conformations. The global conformation of the
molecule ACTH- (7-10) -PGP is B2B3322R22RBPR. It is beneficial for non-valence interactions, the contribution
of which is -23.1 kcal / mol. In this conformation, efficient interactions arise between Phe7 with Arg8 and Trp9,
the contribution of which is (-8.2) kcal / mol, the contribution of interactions of Arg8 with the remaining
residues is (-4.9) kcal / mol, Trp9- (-3.3) kcal / mol, Glu10- (-5.8) kcal / mol (Table 2). In addition to the Arg8
residue, all residues form spiral-like structures. A hydrogen bond is formed between the C = O atoms of Gly10
and N-H of the last peptide group. The conformation B1B3122B23BRRR has a half-turn of the backbone. There
are effective interactions between Phe7 with the remaining residues and Trp9 with the remaining residues, which
contribute, respectively, the contribution (-8.9) kcal / mol and (-7.9) kcal / mol to the total energy (Table 2) in
this structure.
Table 3.
Geometric parameters ( in degrees) of low energy conformations of the molecule ACTH-(7-10)-PGP
Residue
Conformation
R2B3322R33RBPR
B1R3122B23BRRR
R2B2122B13BBPR R2R3322B11BBPR
Phe7
-96 -48 176
-105 145 179
-96 -45 179
-95 -46 177
-169 84
178 88
-169 85
-171 84
Arg8

-99 120 -176
-58 -62 -176 -179

-111 -66 -174
-101 113 179
-97 -52 177
-71 81 171
-58 -63 -172
-58 -63 -174
-175
-178
-178
Trp9
-101 -58 176
-158 151 -179
-158 151 179
-147 149 -178
-58 91
178 73
49 -86
53 -86
Gly10
-68 -64 179
-84 122 -176
-89 121 179
-89 123 179
Pro11
-60 120 179
-60 -52 -179
-60 115 -179
-60 115 -179
Gly12
132 -79 167
-84 -79 -177
127 -76 168
128 -76 169
Pro13
-60 -51 179
-60 -55 179
-60
-51 179
-60 -51 179
Urel
0
0.1
1.8
2.1
Comment: The values of dihedral angles in the table are in the following order φ, ψ, w, χ1, χ2...
All low-energy structures of the ACTH- (7-10) -PGP molecule form the semi-coiled forms of the backbone.
In the six of the eight low-energy forms of C-terminal tripeptide fragment Pro-Gly-Pro forms the ff shape of the
peptide skeleton. In the low-energy conformation with a relative energy of 2.9 kcal / mol of the ffffee shape, the
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N-terminal pentapeptide forms a spiral structure, and the C-terminal tripeptide fragment has unfolded form of the
backbone departs from it (Table 1).
The B2B2322R11RRPR conformation of the eeffef shape has a rather high energy (7.3 kcal / mol)
dramatically different from other low-energy conformations. It is not beneficial for non-valence and torsion
interactions (Table 1).

a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 1. Atomic model of spatial structure of the ACTH- (7-10)-PGP molecule a), b), c) and d), corresponded to the
structures with the relative energies 0 ;0.1 ; 1.8 and 2.1 kcal/mol,respectively.

4. Conclusion
The side chains of Phe7, Arg8 and Trp9 aminoacid residues have sufficient conformational freedom in the
low-energy structures of the molecule under study and it can be assumed that they can participate in interaction
with the receptors and other residues.
Thus, the theoretical conformational analysis of the heptapeptide molecule ACTH- (7-10)-PGP led to such
structural organization, which does not exclude the realization by this molecule of a whole range of functions
requiring strictly specific interactions with various receptors.
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MOLECULAR MECHANICS AND DYNAMICS STUDY OF HYPOTENSIVE PEPTIDE NOVOKININ
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The conformational properties of the hypotensive peptide novokinin have been studied by molecular mechanics
and molecular dynamics methods in vacuum and in environment with water molecules. Calculations have shown
that spatial structure of novokinin can be describe as the few compact folded structures in both environments. It
was established that the spatial structure of this hexapeptide molecule has tendency to keep a folded quasi-cyclic
conformation, stabilized by hydrogen bonds. It was determined the values of dihedral angles of all possible
conformations and their intermolecular interactions energies.
Key words: hexapeptide, novokinin, conformation, molecular mechanics method, molecular dynamics
simulation.
PACS: 36.20.Ey; 87.15.Aa; 87.15.He
1.

Introduction

Novokinin (Arg-Pro-Leu-Lys-Pro-Trp) is a potent vasorelaxing and hypotensive peptide designed
based on the structure of ovokinin 2-7, a bioactive peptide derived from ovalbumin [1-4]. It has attracted much
attention due to its variety of pharmacological and biological characteristics. Novokinin, having affinity for the
AT2 receptor, shows the antihypertensive, vasorelaxing and antiopiod activities. Novokinin also inhibited the
KCl- and CaCl2-induced vasocontraction. The experimental results show that relaxed effect of novokinin on
porcine coronary arteries might relate to the function of nitric oxide (NO), cyclic guanosine monophosphate
(cGMP) and the synthesis of prostaglandin, but not involve adrenergic β-receptor [5]. The wide range of
physiological activity of novokinin has been attributed to the lack of specificity of this hexapeptide for a
particular receptor type. Hence there is considerable interest in novokinin as potential target for drug design. A
molecular conformation is largely determined by its environment, so the aim of this present work is the study the
differences in the conformations of the hexapeptide in a vacuum and in aqueous environments using a molecular
dynamics method. The major aim of the present article is the investigation of conformational dynamics for
novokinin, with the purpose of getting insight into basic structural requirements for determination of mechanism
of interaction of peptide with receptor. The conformational behavior of novokinin and conformational dynamics
of its side chains at the present article have been investigated by molecular mechanics and molecular dynamics
methods, which allow to determine a whole sets of energetically preferred conformers of novokinin molecule.
2.

Methods

Molecular mechanics (MM) study of novokinin conformation involves multi-staged extensive
computations of even-increasing fragments, with a set stable forms of each preceding step used as a starting set
in the next step. Only those conformations are retained whose energies are smaller than some cut-off values [6].
But it can be varied to make sure that higher energy states can justifiably be neglected. The sequential method
was used, combining all low-energy conformations of constitutive residues. The conformational potential energy
of a molecule is given as the sum of the independent contributions of nonbonded, electrostatic, torsional
interactions and hydrogen bonds energies. The conventions used for torsion angles are those of IUPAC-IUB
Commission [7]. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations with ever improving force fields and longer time scales
have been providing molecular level details of such systems. MD involves the calculation of solutions to
Newton’s equations of motions. Often an MD trajectory will become trapped in a local minimum and will not be
able to step over high energy conformational barriers. Runs were performed for 300 ps at 300K. These
calculation were carried out with software package: HyperChem. 8.01 [8]. MD simulations were performed for
peptides in vacuum as well as in water solution using modeling package [9]. The force field parameters were
those of the all atom version of AMBER by Cornell et al [10,11].
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Results and discussion

Molecular mechanics study of novokinin has shown that its spatial structure may be described by set
of low-energy conformations with identical structure of the N-terminal tetra peptide. Only two low-energy
conformations of the novokinin are fall in the 0-5 kcal/mole relative energy interval. It is shown that two
preferred conformations have very similar backbone form and values of the relative energy. Both conformations
contain some turn at the sequence, but the one of them has β-turn structure at the N-terminal tetra peptide
Arg1-Pro2-Leu3-Lys 4 segment. These β-turns are confirmed by distance between Cα atoms of the i and i+3
residues (< 7 Å). The lowest energy structures of novokinin exhibit the most favorable dispersion contacts and
therefore may be expected to become the most preferred in medium, when electrostatic interactions do not play
a significant role. The lowest energy structure of novokinin is stabilized by network of hydrogen bonds. This
analysis has shown that novokinin can form one global, i.e. the lowest-energy structure, which is consist one
β-turn of N-terminal part, formed follow hydrogen bonds: CO(Pro2)…NH(Arg1), COO(Trp6)…NH2 (Arg1),
COO(Trp6)…NH3 (Lys4). Corresponding values of dihedral angles of two lowest energy conformations of
novokinin are presented in Table 1.
Table 1.
The values (in degrees) of φ,ψ, ω, χ dihedral angles of two novokinin lowest energy conformations.
Residue

Conformation

Arg

I
II

Backbone angles
ϕ
ψ
ω
-65
145
185
-65
145
185

Pro

I
II

-60
-60

-53
-55

187
186

-

-

-

-

-

Leu

I
II

-95
-96

145
172

181
179

59
64

186
183

180
178

180
180

-

Lys

I
II

-140
-106

80
149

179
176

-59
67

-56
-61

180
180

180
180

180
180

Pro

I
II

-60
-60

-35
115

181
182

-

-

-

-

-

Trp

I
II

-130
-85

-42
152

184
180

55
58

93
93

-

-

-

χ1
185
185

Side chain angles
χ2
χ3
χ4
175
180
180
175
180
180

χ5
-

MD simulation, using the two starting lowest energy structures of novokinin were shown the
significant differences in the conformations of the molecule in a vacuum and in an aqueous environment.
Structural reorganization of the global conformation of novokinin at the molecular dynamic simulation in
vacuum and in water solution are shown in Figure 1. The MD simulations revealed the possible deviation by
±10° from the optimal values of φ,ψ, ω, χ dihedral angles in vacuum as compared to ±20° in water. The low
energy changes of χ1 for Trp 6 from 184 to 66° are possible. The deviations by ±20° from minimal values are
possible for χ1 angle of Lys4 residue. The mobility of the backbone and side chain of the Leu3 is more restricted
as compared to preceding residues of molecule in vacuum as well as in water. In contrast to water simulations,
where the φ angle for Lys4 may be changed by retained, generally the bond stretching frequency of water, the
trajectory has to be recorded at an interval no larger than 4 femtoseconds. In lowest energy structure is kept only
one hydrogen bond after simulation in water solution. Figure 1(b) shows the preferable structure of the
novokinin as a result of the molecular simulation in aqueous environment. MD simulations show that the
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backbone of molecule can adopt a limited number forms while the side chains of the residues may populate
different rotamers.

a)

b)
Figure 1. Conformational reorganization of the novokinin molecule at the molecular dynamic
simulation in
vacuum (a) and in water (b). Hydrogen bond is shown dashed line.
The conformational properties of Lys 4 residue in the lowest energy conformation of novokinin are
investigated as the energy dependency of χ1 side angle of the rotation. The Lys4 fluctuates by ±20° from its
optimal value as shown in Figure2.

Figure 2. The 1D potential (energy) surface for Lys 4 residue in the lowest energy conformations of
novokinin.
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So, the flexibility of backbone of residues in the 4th and 6th positions is limited by 10° as compared to
the preceding part of molecule. This fact can be explained due to the important role of these residues in the
formation of β-turn. Each angle varied about a single value, close to one of the set of possible angles calculated
from molecular mechanics energy minimization.
4.

Conclusions

We have carried out detailed analysis of the flexibility of the novokinin molecule by employing the
molecular mechanics and dynamics methods. The obtained results and discussion lead to the following
conclusions: (I). molecular mechanics method and molecular dynamics simulations in vacuum as well as in
aqueous solution confirm the small flexibility of the sequence of novokinin ; (II). the β-turn conformation on
Arg1-Lys4 segment of peptide was more stabilized with the predominant hydrogen bonds CO(Pro2)…NH(Arg1),
COO(Trp6)…NH2 (Arg1), COO(Trp6)…NH3 (Lys4) ; (III) the molecular dynamics simulation for novokinin
indicated that relatively high stability of the low-energy conformations resulted not only from dispersion
interactions between residues but also from hydrogen bonds networks ; (IV) the β- turn conformation at the Nterminal part were more stabilized in vacuum than in polar medium. The calculated stable structures of
novokinin may be used as the basis for the design of further selective new analogs.
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THEORETICAL STUDY OF THYMOMIMETIC PEPTIDE H-LYS-GLU-OH (VILON) AND ITS
COMPLEX WITH THE RECEPTOR
G.A. AKVERDIEVA*, S.D. DEMUKHAMEDOVA, N.M. GODJAYEV
Institute for Physical Problems, Baku State University, Z.Khalilov str., 23, Baku, Azerbaijan, Az1148

The present study of thymomimetic peptide H-Lys-Glu-OH (vilon) has been performed using computer
modeling and molecular docking methods. The conformational profiles of this dipeptide were investigated
within molecular mechanics framework. The calculation results showed that two types of conformation,
folded and extended, are realized for this molecule. The electronic characteristics of these structures were
analysed by quantum chemical calculations. The obtained results indicate that the folded structure is more
stable in electronic parameters. The optimal structures of vilon were docking onto the T-cell Receptor. It was
shown that folded structure of vilon complements well a cleft on the surface of the specific receptor.
Keywords: thymomimetic peptide H-Lys-Glu-OH(vilon), molecular mechanics, quantum chemistry, molecular docking
PACS: 36.20.Ey; 87.15.Aa; 87.15.He; 87.15.Kg

2. Introduction
The peptide H-Lys-Glu-OH (vilon) is a structural element of many thymic hormones. This dipeptide
was constructed on the basis of a statistical analysis of the amino acid composition of the preparation
Thymalin [1]. The data obtained from the experimental studies of the biological action of vilon allow to
recommend this peptide as a hero-protector drug. The obtained results show safety of vilon administration
and allow to use this preparation for geroprotection and prophylaxis of age pathology. The use of vilon in
geriatrics is appropriate for the correction of age-related disorders of angiogenesis and immunogenesis, as
well as modulating cell proliferation and inhibition carcinogenesis [2-6].
2. Methods
The present study of thymomimetic peptide vilon has been performed using computer modeling and
molecular docking methods. The conformational behavior of this dipeptide has been investigated by
molecular mechanics. The conformational energy calculations were made with an IBM computer using
version of ECEPP (Empirical Conformational Energy Program for Peptides) [7,8]. The proqram was
developed from the matrix method principle of Hermans and Ferro [9]. The investigations were carried out
within molecular mechanics framework as described in [10]. The quantum-chemical calculations of this
molecule were conducted by method CNDO, parameterized for calculating of the electronic structures of
biopolymers using the demonstration version of software package HyperChem [11]. The molecular docking
of this ligand and its receptor was performed by AutoDock Vina [12] software. T-cell Receptor 3D structure
was retrieved from the protein data bank at http: //www.rcsb.org (pdb for 4MNH). The crystallographic
waters were removed from the original .pdb file using AutoDock Tools v.1.5.6 [12]. The coordinates of vilon
were taken from our calculation results. PyMol [13] and PLIP [14] were used to visualize and analyse the
ligand-receptor 3D interactions.
3. Results and discussion
The massiveness of the side chains of the composed amino-acid residues as well as the presence of
four charged groups (N- and C-terminal oppositely charged groups of atoms and wholenumberious charge on
the side chains of lysine and glutamic acid) are important factors, which form the stabilizating forces:
dispersion interactions of side chains of amino-acid residues and electrostatic interactions between the
charged groups. Therefore the energy of dipeptide is very sensitive to the positions of the side chains of the
amino-acid residues. The conformational profiles calculation indicated that this molecule has such structural
organization which not exclude the realization of folded and extended type of conformation. The observed
differentiation in energy of the calculated conformations is mainly determined as by the electrostatic
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interactions and dispersion contacts. The energy and geometrical parameters for the favorable conformations
of dipeptide are obtained. The folded (Erel.=0.0 kcal/mol) and extended (Erel.=0.6 kcal/mol) optimal
conformations of both shapes of the investigated dipeptide are illustrated in Fig.1. The geometry parameters
of these structures are given in Table 1. Note that in the folded conformations of this dipeptide the side
chains of lysine and glutamic acid residues are coplanar and thus interact more efficiently. Such spatial
arrangement of the side chains makes the molecule compact and also ensures the proximity between the
atoms of the side chains and the atoms of the amino or carboxyl groups at the terminals of the molecule. It
was established that in the optimal folded structure the distances from H atom of N-terminal amino group to
O atoms of carboxyl group of side chain of Glu and to O atoms of C-terminal carboxyl group are 7.0 Å and
4.7 Å, respectively; the distances from N atom of amino group of side chain of Lys to O atoms of carboxyl
group of the side chain of Glu and to O atoms of C-terminal carboxyl group are 3.0 Å and 7.8 Å,
respectively. It was established that in the extended structure the distances from H atom of N-terminal amino
group to O atoms of carboxyl group of side chain of Glu and to O atoms of C-terminal carboxyl group are
7.1 Å and 6.0 Å, respectively; the distances from N atom of amino group of the side chain of Lys to O atoms
of carboxyl group of side chain of Glu and to O atoms of C-terminal carboxyl group are 11.7 Å and 5.4 Å,
respectively. The above data demonstrates that the distances from the atoms of positive charged amino group
of side chain of Lys to atoms of negative charged carboxyl group of side chain of Glu in the optimal folded
structure of this dipeptide molecule are shorter than those in the optimal extended structure and, thus, favours
efficient interactions.

Fig. 1. The optimal folded (a) and extended (b) structures of vilon
Table1. The geometry parameters (in degrees) of the optimal folded and extended structures of vilon
Angles
Conformation

Folded

Extended

Lys
ϕ= -88, ψ= -74
ω= -169, χ1=177
χ2=166, χ3=178
χ4=170, χ5= -179
ϕ= 173, ψ= 146
ω= 180, χ1=176
χ2= 180, χ3= 177
χ4= -179, χ3= 180

Glu
ϕ= -132, ψ= - 21
χ1= 59, χ2= 180
χ3= 92
ϕ= -130, ψ= 57
χ1= -60, χ2= 180
χ3= 90

In the optimal folded structure of the investigated molecule three hydrogen bonds are formed: between
the hydrogen atoms of amino group of side chain of lysine and oxygen atom of the carboxyl group of side chain
of Glu (d=2.22 Ǻ, E= -0.73 kcal/mol), between the hydrogen related by the peptide bond with the nitrogen atom
of the main chain of Glu and two oxygen atoms of the C-terminal group (d=2.38 Ǻ, E= -0.48 kcal/mol and
d=2.38 Ǻ, E= -0.48 kcal/mol). In the optimal extended structure of this peptide two hydrogen bonds are formed
only between the terminal amine cation and the oxygen related by the peptide bond with the carbon of the main
chain of lysine (d=2.86 Å, E= -0.12 kcal/mol and d=2.31 Å, E= -0.57 kcal/mol).
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The optimal conformations of this dipeptide were refined by quantum chemistry. On the basis of
values of the effective charges on atoms, of the analysis of the distribution electrostatic potential, of the
energy parameters characterizing the electronic structure the electronic-conformational properties of the
molecule under study were studied. The calculation revealed the differences in the electronic structure
between two optimal characteristic conformations of vilon peptide. The contours of the electrostatic
potential for these structures are illustrated in Fig.2 and Fig.3. The parameters of electronic structure of this
dipeptide are listed in Table 2. As seen from this table the total, binding isolated atomic energies and heat of
formation of the mentioned conformations are not different. However, their electronic energies differ
appreciably: Eel = -681607 and -666709 kcal/mol for folded and extended structures, respectively; and so do
the nuclear interaction energies: Enucl = 542901 and 528020 kcal/mol for folded and extended structures,
respectively. The folding of the peptide chain of this dipeptide molecule led to increase of energy gap by1.71
eV. The conformational differences cause the electron redistribution, and consequently, affect on the electron
population, the orbital energies and, as result, the effective charges on the atoms. These parameters proved to
differ noticeably for the two structures. There are changes in the charges of the atoms of the side chains of
the both amino acid residues at folding. The result can be explained if we take into account the atomic
distances; the atoms of the side chains of two residues in the folded structure are closer with one another and
also with the backbone atoms than in the extended structure. There are differences in the charges of N and H
atoms of amino group of the side chain of lysine, of C and O atoms of the carboxyl group of the side chain of
glutamic acid residue. The changes take place also in the charges of C and O atoms of the terminal carboxyl
group, also in the charges of N and H atoms of the terminal amino group.

(a)
(b)
Fig. 2. The 2D contours of the electrostatic potential in the optimal folded (a) and extended (b) structures
of vilon

(a)
(b)
Fig. 3. The 3D contours of the electrostatic potential in the optimal folded (a) and extended (b) structures
of vilon
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Table 2
The electronic parameters of the optimal folded and extended structures of vilon
Electronic parameters of the
molecule
Total energy, kcal/mol
Binding energy, kcal/mol
Isolated atomic energy, kcal/mol
Electronic energy,kcal/mol
Core-Core interaction energy,
kcal/mol
Heat of formation, kcal/mol
Dipole moment, debyes (D)
HOMO (eV)
LUMO (eV)
Energy gap (eV)

Folded
structure
-138706
-10148
-128558
-681607
542901

Extended
structure
-138689
-10131
-128558
-666709
528020

-6537
45
-5.76
0.02
5.78

-6520
57
-4.84
-0.77
4.07

The atomic charge changes are reflected on the occupancy ratios of the atomic orbitals. The
analysis of the population coefficients allowed us to investigate the changes in the distribution of electron
density It was shown that there are the electron density redistributes at folding of peptide chain. Moreover,
only px, py, orbitals of the O atom of main chain, of CE atom of side chain of Lys and px, py, pz orbitals of N,
CA, O atoms of main chain, of OE1 atom of side chain of Glu are involved in this process of electron density
overflow. As a result of folding of the peptide chain the redistribution of charges affects the decrease in
dipole moment. As seen from the Table 2 the dipole moment of the folded structure is 12 Db lower than that
of the extended structure owing to the approach of the charged terminal groups of the molecule. The obtained
results indicate that the folded structure is more stable in electronic parameters.
The docking of vilon molecule onto the T-cell receptor 4MNH were assessed. There are the
parameters of nine poses of vilon in the minimized structure of the vilon-TCR 4MNH complex are
represented.
Table 3
Comparison of the binding energy of vilon and TCR 4MNH
M
ode

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Affinity
(kcal/mol)

-6.1
-5.9
-5.8
-5.7
-5.6
-5.6
-5.5
-5.4
-5.3

Distances from best
mode
Rmsd
Rmsd
l.b.
u.b.
0.000
0.000
2.561
5.447
2.632
4.901
1.495
1.879
2.626
5.185
1.517
2.952
2.243
4.042
2.818
5.754
2.084
3.012

The calculated binding energy and rmsd one can conclude that folded structure of vilon complements
well a cleft on the surface of the T-cell receptor 4MNH, shown to be the attachment site (Fig. 4).
Distinquishly, the extended structure of vilon is cannot enter the substrate binding cavity due to steric
restrictions. It could bind very weakly on the receptor surface apart from the active center.
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Fig.4. The best pose of vilon in the minimized structure of vilon-TCR 4MNH complex
4. Conclusion
The represented results showed that although two types of conformation, folded and extended, are realized
for vilon molecule, but the folded structure is more stable in the electronic parameters. It was shown that the
folded structure of vilon complements well a cleft on the surface of the specific receptor.
The received results provide an improved description of the structure-functional relationship and ligandreceptor interaction for vilon. The proposed complex can be used for the construction of pharmacophore model
of the ligand-receptor interaction to search for new thymomimetics.
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STUDYİNG OF STRUCTURAL CHARACTERISTICS IN WATER-POLYETHYLENE GLYCOLLiOH, NAOH, KOH SYSTEMS BY VISCOSIMETRY AND PYCNOMETRY METHODS
B.G. PASHAYEV*
Baku State University, Z. Khalilov str., 23, Baku, Azerbaijan, Az1148

In process, dynamic viscosity and density of water-PEG, water-PEG-LiOH, water-PEG-NaOH and waterPEG-KOH systems are measured at 293,15-323,15 K temperature and at 0-0.001 molar portion concentration
interval of PEG. Fractions with molecular mass of PEG 1500 and 6000 have been analyzed, and concentration of
alkalis (LiOH, NaOH, KOH) is taken 0.01 molar portion at water-PEG-LiOH, water-PEG-NaOH, water-PEGKOH systems. Activation parameters of viscous flow at given temperature and concentration interval and partial
molar volume of PEG in solution are calculated by using experimental results and dependency of these
parameters from concentration of PEG is investigated as well. It is defined that PEG effects structure of both
water and water-LiOH, water-NaOH and water-KOH systems, however, presence of LiOH, NaOH, KOH
decrease this structuring effect in certain amount.
Keywords: polyethylene glycol, LiOH, NaOH, KOH, activation parameters of viscous flow, partial molar volume, structure
of water.
PACS: 61.20.Ne, 66.20.+d, 82.60.Lf, 61.25.Hq.

1. Introduction
It is clear that structure and thermodynamic state of water change while solving different substances in
water. This has impact on all of occurring biological processes. That’s way learning effects of biologically
substantial substances to water structure is essential. Polyethylene glycol (PEG) is one of such materials. As
PEG does not contain toxic characteristics, it is widely used in pharmacology and food industry. PEG molecule
( HO − [− CH 2 − CH 2 − O −] n − H ) contains both hydrophobic ( CH 2 ) and hydrophilic ( OH ) groups [1]. ( OH )
group of PEG, − O − and − H atoms can form hydrogen bond with water molecule, CH 2 groups form
hydrophobic effect. It is expected that presence of hydrophobic effect at PEG can strengthen formation of
hydrogen bond between hydrophilic group of PEG and water molecules. Thus, as a result of interaction between
molecules of PEG and water, structure of water have to change in water-PEG system at small concentration of
PEG. Metal ion generated as a result of dissociation of substances when alkali or salt is added to the water-PEG
system interacts with PEG molecule. Investigation of rheological characteristics of water-PEG-alkali (salt)
systems is necessary in order to study such interactions.
In process, structural characteristics of water-PEG, water-PEG-LiOH, water-PEG-NaOH and water-PEGKOH systems are investigated with the help of viscometery and pycnometery methods at 293,15-323,15 K
temperature and at 0-0.001 molar portion concentration interval of PEG. Fractions of polyethylene glycol (PEG)
with molecular mass M PEG = 1500 and M PEG = 6000 are analyzed and concentration of alkalis (LiOH, NaOH,
KOH) is taken 0.01 molar fraction at water-PEG-LiOH, water-PEG-NaOH, and water-PEG-KOH systems.
Viscosity and density of analyzed solutions are measured at given temperature and concentration interval and
according to experimental values, activation Gibbs energy of viscous flow ( ∆Gη≠ ), activation enthalpy of viscous
~
flow ( ∆Hη≠ ), activation entropy of viscous flow ( ∆Sη≠ ), partial molar volume ( V ) of PEG in solution are
calculated and dependency on concentration of PEG are investigated properly.
2. Experiment
Object and methods of investigation. PEG with 1500 and 6000 molecular mass, LiOH, NaOH, and KOH
are taken as a investigation object. Chemically raw materials are used. Distillated water is utilized for preparing
solutions. In work viscosity is is measured with viscometer and density is measured with pycnometer.
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According to Eyring theory [1, 2] of viscous flow of fluids, activation Gibbs energy of viscous flow
( ∆Gη ) is defined with equation below:
≠

∆Gη≠ = RT ln

η
η0

(1)

According to Eyring theory [1, 2]:

N A hρ
(2)
M
Here, R- Universal gas constant, N A - Avogadro number, h- Plank constant. M- molar mass of solution and
determined by formula below [1]:

η0 =

N

M = ∑ xi M i

(3)

i =1

xi and M i are the molar fraction and molar mass of component i. Dynamic viscosity of fluid and density
are determined in experiment at T absolute temperature. Formula is substituted in formula known from
thermodynamics [1]
(4)
∆Gη≠ = ∆Hη≠ − T∆Sη≠

and dividing all components into T gives us equation below:
≠
η ∆Hη
=
− ∆Sη≠
R ln
η0
T

(5)

(5) equation shows that activation enthalpy ( ∆Hη≠ ) of viscous flow equals to:

∆Hη≠ = R

∂ ln(η / η 0 )
∂ (1 / T )

(6)

After determining ∆Gη≠ from equation (1) and ∆Hη≠ from equation (6), activation of viscous flow ( ∆Sη≠ ) is
calculated by (4) formula.
~
Partial molar volume of PEG ( V ) in solution

~
 ∂V 
V = Vm + (1 − x ) m 
 ∂x  p ,T
is defined by following formula [1]. Here, Vm - molar volume of solution and Vm =

(7)

M

ρ

=

∑ xi M i
ρ

calculated with following equation [1].
3. Results and discussion
Activation Gibbs energy ( ∆Gη≠ ) of viscous flow of water-PEG, water-PEG-LiOH, water-PEG-NaOH, and
water-PEG-KOH systems at 293,15 K temperature and activation enthalpy ( ∆Hη≠ ) of viscous flow dependences
on PEG concentration ( x ) are shown in Table 1 and Table 2 and activation entropy ( ∆Sη≠ ) of viscous flow
dependences on PEG concentration ( x ) are demonstrated in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2.
It is shown from the Table 1, Table 2 and Fig. 1, Fig. 2, activation parameters of viscous flow ( ∆Gη≠ ,

∆Hη≠ , ∆Sη≠ ) increase as the concentration increases at given temperature for investigated systems. It is obvious
that ∆Gη≠ is the energy used for activation 1 mole molecule, ∆Hη≠ and ∆Sη≠ characterize changes in solution in
terms of energy and characterized the change in solution in terms of structure. Thus, as concentration increases
with rise of ∆Gη≠ leads to more energy requirement to pass potential barrier, increase of ∆Hη≠ leads to possess
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more stable structure, rise of ∆Sη≠ leads to pass more modified structure [3-8]. According to activation
parameters ( ∆Gη≠ , ∆Hη≠ , ∆Sη≠ ) of viscous flow dependency on concentration, it can be stated that researched
systems pass more modified structure as concentration of PEG increases at given temperature.
Table 1 Activation Gibbs energy of viscous flow of water-PEG, water-PEG-LiOH, water-PEG-NaOH, water-PEGKOH systems dependence on PEG concentration (J/mol). ( T = 293.15 K , x LiOH = 0.01 , x NaOH = 0.01 , x KOH = 0.01 ).
x

M PEG = 1500

0
0.0001
0.0002
0.0004
0.0006
0.0008
0.001

Water-PEG
9292
9463
9682
10023
10405
10735
11149

x

M PEG = 6000

0
0.0001
0.0002
0.0004
0.0006
0.0008
0.001

Water - PEG
9292
10525
11656
13417
14938
16154
17261

Water-PEG-LiOH
9598
9758
9937
10294
10761
11129
11382

Water-PEG-NaOH
9549
9700
9881
10242
10511
10984
11339

Water-PEG-KOH
9457
9618
9803
10171
10754
10921
11073

Water-PEG-LiOH
9598
10777
11977
13303
15116
16326

Water-PEG-NaOH
9549
10730
11534
13576
14779
16297

Water-PEG-KOH
9457
10663
11579
13529
15043
16562

17834

17499

17055

Table 2 Activation enthalpy of viscous flow of water-PEG, water-PEG-LiOH, water-PEG-NaOH, water-PEG-KOH
systems dependence on PEG concentration (J/mol). ( T = 293.15 K , x LiOH = 0.01 , x NaOH = 0.01 , x KOH = 0.01 ).
x

M PEG = 1500

0
0.0001
0.0002
0.0004
0.0006
0.0008
0.001

Water-PEG
17397
17633
17908
18407
18870
19390
19869

x

M PEG = 6000

0
0.0001
0.0002
0.0004
0.0006
0.0008
0.001

Water -PEG
17397
18818
20093
22091
23880
25262
26685

Water-PEG-LiOH
17619
17896
18150
18708
19145
19543
20010

Water-PEG-NaOH
17417
17680
17951
18500
18767
19392
19866

Water-PEG-KOH
16753
16960
17188
17981
18621
18940
19264

Water-PEG-LiOH
17619
19062
20296
21849
23999
25387
27222

Water-PEG-NaOH
17417
18898
19788
22086
23600
25271
26699

Water-PEG-KOH
16753
18370
19557
21705
23519
25166
26051
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Fig. 1. Activation entrophy of viscous flow of WaterPEG (1), Water -PEG-LiOH (2), Water -PEG-NaOH (3),
Water -PEG-KOH (4) systems dependence on
concentration of PEG( M PEG = 1500 )
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Fig. 2. Activation entrophy of viscous flow of Water
PEG (1), Water -PEG-LiOH (2), Water -PEG-NaOH (3),
Water -PEG-KOH (4) systems dependence on
concentration of PEG( M PEG = 1500 )

( T = 293.15 K , x LiOH = 0.01 , x NaOH = 0.01 , x KOH = 0.01 ).

Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 illustrates that when equal concentration of LiOH, NaOH, and KOH is added to PEG
system at given temperature and concentration, value of ∆Sη≠ decreases in proper sequence. This shows that
when LiOH, NaOH, KOH is added to the water-PEG system, modification of structure by PEG is getting weaker
accordingly. This means that LiOH, NaOH, KOH have and destructive influence on PEG system and this effect
increases in given sequence. In order to explain this result, hydration process which is generated by electrostatic
interaction between ions and water molecules will be taken as a base. It should be noted that Na + in comparison
with Li + ion, and in comparison with Na + ion, K + possesses less hydration [1, 9], it seems, NaOH in
comparison with LiOH, KOH in comparison with NaOH have more destructive effect at given temperature and
concentration.
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Fig. 3. PEG partial molar volume dependence
on concentration of PEG at water-PEG (1),
water-PEG-LiOH (2),Water-PEG-NaOH (3), and
water-PEG-KOH (4) systems ( M PEQ = 1500 ).
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Fig. 4. PEG partial molar volume dependence
on concentration of PEG at water-PEG (1),
water-PEG-LiOH (2), water-PEG-NaOH (3), and
water-PEG-KOH (4) systems ( M PEQ = 6000 ).

( T = 293.15 K , x LiOH = 0.01 , x NaOH = 0.01 , x KOH = 0.01 ).
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~
Dependency of molar volume ( V ) on concentration ( x ) of PEG is shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 at WaterPEG, water-PEG-LiOH, water-PEG-NaOH and water-PEG-KOH systems at 293,15 K.
~
It is obvious from figure 3 and Fig. 4, partial molar volume of PEG ( V ) in solution is inversely
proportional with concentration of PEG. It is clear that partial molar volume of component i equals to change in
volume while adding 1 mole adequate component to the system [1, 10]. It can be stated that volume fraction of
big sized associates in space is smaller than volume fraction of separate parts in total and vice versa. According
to binary water structure [1, 11], water consists of different sized clusters which are connected with hydrogen
bond and free water molecules between these clusters. According to dependency of partial molar volume on
concentration, it can be assumed that PEG molecules first bond with free water molecules by hydrogen bond. As
concentration increases, partial molar volume of PEG in solution increases in final. This shows that solution
passes more modified structure as concentration increases.
4. Conclusion
Thus, according to both activation entropy of viscous flow and dependency of partial molar volume of
PEG in solution on concentration, it can be stated that PEG have and structuring effect on both water and waterLiOH, water-NaOH, water-KOH systems, however, presence of LiOH, NaOH, KOH accordingly weakens
structuring effect of PEG. This is related to the destructive effect of LiOH, NaOH, KOH accordingly to water
structure.
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The conformational properties of two angiotensin converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitory tripeptides LKP and
IQW have been investigated by energy calculation methods. It is shown that the spatial structure of these
tripeptides can be described by set of low-energy conformations. The obtained results have shown that the stable
conformers of LKP tripeptide have tendency adopt a beta-strand structure, but the stable conformers of IQW
tripeptide prefer to form a fully folded quasi-cyclic structure. Calculations produced the values of all dihedral
angles of the backbone and side chains of the optimal conformations as well as intra- and inter-residue
interactions energies.
Keywords: tripeptide, angiotensin converting enzyme (ACE) , conformation, molecular mechanics method
PACS: 36.20.Ey; 87.15.Aa; 87.15.He
1. Introduction

Antihypertensive peptides with angiotensin converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitory properties are of research
interest due to the high prevalence of hypertension. Hypertension is a major risk factor for developing
cardiovascular diseases [1,2]. Angiotensin-converting enzyme plays a critical role in blood pressure control
systems as it converts angiotensin I into angiotensin II, leading to the development of hypertension. A number of
pharmacological drugs have been used in the management of hypertension and many of these drugs require
lifelong adherence to therapy. Some functional foods are derived from natural sources and generally considered
safe and hence these have become potential alternatives to synthetic pharmacological drugs.
In work [3] is shown that two angiotensin converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitory tripeptides,Ile-Gln-Trp (IQW)
and Leu-Lys-Pro (LKP), were previously characterized from egg white protein ovotransferrin. ACE is a key
enzyme of the renin-angiotensin system (RAS) which generates angiotensin II from its precursor and increases
blood pressure (BP) in the body. This study tested the blood pressure lowering potential of orally administered
IQW and LKP in spontaneously hypertensive rats. IQW and LKP treatment decreased mean blood pressure
(MAP). The change in BP was accompanied by the preservation of nitric oxide dependent vasorelaxation and
lowering of plasma Angiotensin II levels. Furthermore IQW, but not LKP, also reduced intercellular adhesion
molecule-1 (ICAM-1) expression and nitrotyrosine levels in arteries, suggesting additional protective effects
against inflammation and oxidative/nitrosative stress. These results demonstrate antihypertensive effects of IQW
and LKP in vivo and a reduction of circulating Angiotensin II levels, with additional anti-inflammatory and
antioxidant effects mediated by IQW [3].
In present work was studied the spatial structure of IQW and LKP tripeptide molecules by molecular
mechanics method with atom-atom potentials. For determination a mechanism of action these tripeptides and to
compare their conformational properties is required the knowledge of the conformational specificity and
flexibility of backbone and side chains of molecules allowing a rational design of functional groups acting
selectively at their receptor level.

2.

Methods

This investigation were carried out using molecular mechanics method and above potentials with energy and
geometry parameters as described in Refs.[4]. The conformational energy is considered the sum of independent
contributions of nonbonded Enb, electrostatics Eels, torsional interactions Etor and hydrogen bonding Ehb energies.
The first term is described by the Lennard-Jones potential with the parameters proposed by Scott and Scheraga
[5]. The electrostatic energy is calculated in a monopole approximation, with atom centered charges obtained by
Momany et al [6]. The dielectric constant is assumed to equal ten. Torsional potentials and barriers to rotation
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about bonds N-Cα (ϕ), Cα-C′ (ψ), C′-N (ω), and about side chain bonds Cα-Cβ (χ) were as proposed by
Scheraga [7]. The hydrogen bond energy calculated from the Morse potential are supposed to be weakened with
maximum energy of 1.5 kcal/mol. Bonding lengths and angles are those given Corey and Pouling. The proline
ring is assumed to be planar with a structure given by Ponnuswamy et al [7]. Computations were carried out on
the computer using universal programs complex [8]. This program calculates the conformational energy of a
peptide as a sum of nonbonded, hydrogen-bonded and electrostatic energies for pairwise atomic interactions and
torsional potential energies for rotation about bonds. Bond lengths and bond angles are fixed at standard values
[9], and only dihedral angles are allowed to vary. The conformational state of each amino acid residue is
conveniently described by backbone φ, ψ,ω and side chain χn dihedral angles. All backbone forms of a dipeptide
can be classified into two types, referred to as shapes: folded and extend. For a tripeptide, all possible backbone
forms can be found in besides β-strand and γ-turn structures. The dihedral angle values corresponding to the
lowest energy states of monopeptides were used as starting conformations. The conventions used for torsion
angles are those of IUPAC-IUB Commission [9].
3.Results and discussion
The spatial structure of two tripeptides Leu-Lys-Pro and Ile-Gln-Trp have been investigated basing on the
low-energy conformations of monopeptides. Therefore our investigation of conformational possibilities of these
tripeptides is started with conformational analysis of their initial variants. The starting conformations of the
tripeptides LKP and IQW were obtained by combining the low-energy structures of constitutive residues. In
LKP tripeptide the second residue Lys has large side chain structure and therefore its side chain is relatively
flexible, but C-terminal residue Pro has not a free side chain. These structure variants exhibit 300 conformers for
a tripeptide LKP belonging to two types of interactions, due existing of the Pro residue. After energy
minimization had been performed a rather limited number of conformations lay in the ∆E energy interval. After
minimization of the 300 initial conformers, 20 optimal LKP conformers thus obtained were subjected to the
rotation operation performed on the all dihedral angles. For investigation of IQW tripeptide spatial structure
were selected 360 conformers. The values of dihedral angles of the side chains were taken to be 60, 180, and 600 for Ile, Gln and Trp residues. The angle χ2 of side chain of both Gln and Trp residues were taken to be equal
to 90 and -900. But after minimization of the initial conformers for IQW tripeptide were found 40 optimal
conformers.

a)

b)

Figure 1. The molecular models of preferred calculated conformation of the Leu-Lys-Pro tripeptide: a) in balls
and cylinders and b) in sticks. Hydrogen bond is shown dashed line, peptide backbone is shown thick line.
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a)

b)

Figure 2. The molecular model of preferred calculated conformation of the Ile-Gln-Trp tripeptide: a) in balls and
cylinders and b) in sticks. Hydrogen bond is shown dashed line, peptide backbone is shown thick line.

The most stable conformers of two tripeptides LKP and IQW is shown in Figure 1 and Figure2,
respectively. The spatial models of these molecules were built in HyperChem 8.01 [10].The energy
minimization of the obtained set of the structural variations for these tripeptides, revealed a remarkable
energy differentiation among the optimal conformations. The effective interactions of the opposite charged
atom groups of side chain of Lys residue and C-terminal backbone oxygen atom was possible in these
conformations due to the formation of H-bonds between distant residues. The preferred conformations of
two tripeptides LKP and IQW are compared. Calculations have shown that in global conformation of LKP
the Lys side chain formed the hydrogen bond with oxygen atom of C-terminal carboxyl group. Bur a most
stable conformation of IQW has an H-bond between C-terminal carboxyl oxygen atom and N-terminal amid
group. These contacts have the electrostatic nature. In Figure 3 are presented the conformational flexibilities
of the second residue in the lowest energy conformations of two tripeptides LKP and IQW as the energy
dependency of the χ1side corner of the rotation.
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Figure 3. Conformational properties of the second residues in the lowest energy conformations of two
tripeptides LKP and IQW. (a) the 1D potential (energy) surface for Lys residue in LKP; (b) the 1D potential (energy)
surface for Gln in IQW.
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The values of dihedral angles of lowest-energy conformaions of LKP and IQW tripeptides are presented
in Table 1 and Table 2 accordingly. Structural characteristics of the obtained stable tripeptide conformers were
carefully analyzed. This investigation demonstrated a definite difference in the conformational behavior and
stability of LKP and IQW tripeptides.
Table 1.
The values of the dihedral angles of low-energy structures of LKP molecule:
I - (Erel= 0.0 kcal/mole), II - (Erel=1.1 kcal/mole), III -(Erel=1.7 kcal/mole), IV - (Erel= 2.2 kcal/mole),
V - (Erel=2.9 kcal/mole)
Amino
acid
Leu

Lys

Pro

Conformation
I
II
III
IV
V
I
II
III
IV
V
I
II
III
IV
V

Backbone angles
ϕ
ψ
-60
146
-159 84
-152 86
-74
147
-154 112
-121
92
-123
90
-148
149
-144
146
-145
144
-60
83
-60
88
-60
99
-60
101
-60
98

ω
177
179
178
178
177
164
162
165
167
165
-

χ1
181
171
174
57
185
187
188
68
67
67
-

Side chain angles
χ2
χ3
χ4
70
179
176
60
179
176
165
190
181
74
179
169
70
191
180
-63
189
179
-65
192
179
90
195
167
91
195
169
90
193
165
-

χ5
176
177
180
170
180
-

Table 2. The values of the dihedral angles of low-energy structures of IQW molecule: I - (Erel=
0.0 kcal/mole), II - (Erel=0.2 kcal/mole), III - (Erel=0.2 kcal/mole), IV - (Erel= 0.4 kcal/mole),
V - (Erel=0.8 kkal/mole)
Amino
Conformation Backbone angles
Side chain angles
acid
ϕ
ψ
ω
χ1
χ2
χ3
χ4
Ile
I
-39.7
-64.7
160.6
-62.8
186.5
181.9
190.1
II
-38.9
-63.9
156.9
-61.6
186.6
186.0
189.5
II
-39.0
-64.0
157.0
-61.6
186.7
185.1
189.5
IV
-38.9
-63.7
162.8
-61.8
186.9
182.0
190.1
V
-36.6
-63.2
164.5
-61.3
186.4
181.4
190.5
Gln
I
-84.8
-39.5
-191.3
180.3
-62.8 -95.6
II
-89.2
-38.3
-188.2
-61.9
-68.7 93.5
II
-89.2
-38.4
-187.9
-62.0
-68.8 93.4
IV
-85.5
-37.5
-189.7
-60.5
180.3 87.4
V
-82.9
-38.9
-192.6
182.6
177.0 -87.3
Trp
I
-74.8
-39.6
180
62.3
90.9
II
-75.7
-39.7
180
61.2
91.5
II
-75.7
-39.8
180
61.2
91.6
IV
-74.8
-40.0
180
62.4
91.3
V
-74.3
-39.0
180
62.8
91.0
-
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4. Conclusions
Our calculations of the spatial structures of two biologically active tripeptides demonstrated that
investigated tripeptide molecules have a limited set of the stable structures that are characterized by different
backbone form. The obtained results have shown that the stable conformers of LKP tripeptide have tendency
adopt a beta-strand structure, but the stable conformers of IQW tripeptide prefer to form a fully folded quasicyclic structure. The determination of difference in conformational preference of LKP and IQW tripeptides
expects the different mechanism of the action of these molecules.
The conformational analysis helped reveal a number of special features of spatial arrangement of these
drug-based tripeptides, which may be useful as a base for a directed search and synthesis of their more effective
structural analogs.
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INTERACTION OF PROTEIN AND STARCH MOLECULES WITH NANOPARTICLES
I.S.AHMADOV, M.A.RAMAZANOV
Baku State University, Z.Khalilov str., 23, Baku, Azerbaijan, Az1148

The interaction of nanoparticles with biological molecules is the basis of their biological reactivity. During
this interaction, are formed nanoparticle – bimolecular complexes with new properties. Into the biological
environment the surface of nanoparticles gets coated with various biomolecules, forming so called corona. In
this studies was determinate the possibility formation of corona on the surface of nanoparticles by the starch and
protein molecules. The results of experiments show that forming corona depends on the concentrations of
biomolecules and types of nanoparticles. In these experiments with starch and egg albumin, a decrease in
fluorescence intensity was observed. The degree of decreasing depends on the starch concentration. In high
concentrations it may be due to thickness of starch corona. But in case of protein (egg albumin) the decrease in
fluorescence intensity depends on the types and surface characteristics of nanoparticles.
Keywords: nanoparticle, biological molecules, protein, starch
PACS: 01.50.Pa; 81.20.−n; 87.15.Kg
1. Introduction
As soon as nanoparticles (NPs) get into biological systems, for example, into a cell, their interaction with
biological molecules occurs. These interactions lead to a change in the properties of the NPs themselves as well
as biological molecules. The interaction of NPs with biological molecules is the basis of their biological
reactivity. During this interaction, are formed nanoparticle – bimolecular complexes with new properties. Into
the biological environment the surface of NPs gets coated with various biomolecules, forming so called corona.
This corona may be formed from proteins, lipids or carbohydrates [1]. It is very important to characterize
affinities, rates and stoichiometry of biomolecules binding to the NPs surface in order to understand
nanomaterial interaction with cells and its functional processes. The corona from biomolecules at surface of
nanoparticle can define its interaction with cell membrane, the action of nanoparticles inside the cell, its
metabolism and its effect on intracellular processes, receptors, allow enter and transport nanoparticles into cells,
degradation and removal from cell, binding of medicine and luminescent molecules and even genes. On the
other hand, conformational changes occur in biological molecules adsorbed on the surface of the nanoparticles to
form a corona, and their biological activity increases. The clarification of the nature of the interaction of
nanoparticles with biological molecules allows the creation of highly controlled bio nanoparticle complex.
Geometrical structure, the surface electrical charges and dimensions of nanoparticles, plays an important
role in their stability and interaction with biological molecules. There are paradigm assumes that the formation
of nanoparticle -protein corona depends upon the surface charge, coating, shape, roughness, and reactivity of
nanoparticles, on the pH, ionic strength, and temperature of solvent and the amphiphilicity, charge, pKa,
chemical composition, and folding dynamics of proteins. It has been established that the adsorption of proteins to
the surface of nanoparticles depends on their size and the blood plasma protein adsorbed to the surface of
nanoparticles at 80 nm was 23% and 34%, respectively, by the adsorption to the surface of 171 nm and 240 nm
of nanoparticles [2-5]. The surface charges of nanoparticles play a special role in their interaction with proteins.
The adsorption of proteins to the surface of the nanoparticles increases with the increase the surface charges.
Isoelectric point on positively charged nanoparticles adsorbs proteins at pI<5.5. For example, surfactant
adsorbents with negatively charged nanoparticles albumin at pI > 5.5 [6]. The adsorption of plasma proteins has
increased as the surfactant density increases the surface charge of negatively charged nanoparticles [2]. Surface
charges denature the adsorbed proteins. It has been established that, if the surface of the nanoparticles is positive
or negative, the adsorbed proteins are denatured, but when the neutral is normal, the protein structure does not
change. İn the dependence on the specificity of proteins and type of nanoparticles the lifetime of proteinnanoparticle complexes typically ranges from 100 s to many hours [8-9].
The protein corona at surface of nanoparticles may be monolayer or multilayer. The first layer of protein
that formed corona is found to be tightly absorbed to nanoparticle surface and formed hard corona, but weakly
bound second monolayer formed soft corona. In the first layer proteins interacts directly with surface of
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nanoparticles, but the proteins of second monolayer interacts each other[7]. There are evidences that at proteinfullerene interaction the driving force is π-stacking and during increasing the number of hydroxyl groups
resulted in a decreased binding affinity and wherein variations in protein structure and dynamics upon
nanoparticle binding no observed [10]. During the formation of protein coronas on the NP surface,
conformational changes can occur and the function of the adsorbed protein changes. It was shown that
conformational changes in the structure of bovine serum albumin (BSA) occur on the surface of gold NPs, and
this change depends on the dose [11], whereas during adsorption on the surface of C60 carbon NP was not
registered significant conformational changes [12]. Conformational changes also occur on the surface of titanium
dioxide (TiO2) and in this case polymerization of tubulin, which is an important cytoskeleton protein, decreases
[13]. Thus, the study of the characteristics and analysis of biological molecules associated with NP surface
allows us to understand the true nature of NP-mediated biological effects.
It turns out that the size, shape and surface characteristics NPs play important roles in the adsorption of
biomolecules, as well as modify the structure of adsorbed biological molecules. Understanding the dynamics of
the interaction of biomolecules with nanoparticles can provide useful information about cytotoxic, inflammatory
potential and other key properties of these new materials.
2. Experiment
Protein. In experiments, the chicken egg cell was used as a protein molecule (albumin). By the
spectrophotometric methods was found to contain 15.82 g / 100 g or 54% albumin in the egg white. 10 g of fresh
egg white have been extracted and various nanoparticles were added and denaturation in the water bath. The
denaturized albumin was analyzed by fluorescence and FTIR spectrometer after crystallization.

Figure 1.Egg white (A), albumin molecules (B) and crystals of albumin-NPs complex

Starch. Starch was purchased from "The science world" store. Starch is composed of amylase and
amylopectin polysaccharides and monomer is alpha glucose. 1%, 5% and 10% solution of starches were
prepared and added to Fe3O4 nanoparticles in 1mg / ml, was crystallized in water bath. Then these crystals were
analyzed by UV-vis, fluorescence and FTIR spectrometry.
Nanoparticles. Nano powders of Fe3O4 (20-30 nm), ZnO (10-30 nm) and CuO (40nm) nanoparticles was
purchased from Sky Spring Nanomaterials, Inc. company
FTIR analysis. For characterization of NPs -protein and NPs-starch complexes was used FT-IR
spectrometer (Varian 3600). FTIR spectrometers can recording spectra with of 4 cm−1 spectral resolution and
a time resolution of 40 ms. This transmission measurements rely on the absorption of IR radiation as it passes
through the sample mixture of dry crystals in potassium bromide (KBr) matrix is pressed into thin pellets.
Fluormetric analysis. Examples of starch-nanoparticles and protein-nanoparticle complexes was analyzed
in the Fluorescence Spectrophotometer (Varian, Cary Eclipse).Fluorescence spectra was get on the excitation of
samples with light 335 nm wavelength.
3. Results and discussion
The interaction of starch molecules with the surface of the nanoparticles. To study the interaction of
starch molecules with the surface of the nanoparticles, starch solutions were prepared with different
concentrations (1%, 5%, 10%) by dissolving the starch powders in hot distilled water. Fe3O4 was used as a
nanoparticle and poured into the prepared starch solution with vigorous stirring at 70 ° C for 1.5 hours. The
starch solution with Fe3O4 nanoparticles was cooled to room temperature and left for 24 hours. The remaining
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starch solution with Fe3O4 nanoparticles formed a gel. Then this gel was washed with distilled water until the pH
was less than 8. After washing, a suspension of the starch-modified Fe3O4 nanoparticles was prepared by
dispersion in deionized water. At the same time, starch was sorbed on the surface of Fe3O4 nanoparticles and
formed a layer which through their hydroxyl groups interacted with iron atoms.
The experimental results indicate that the starch-water suspension crystals on the excitation wavelength
335 nm can emit fluorescence, whose peak wavelength is about 359 nm. This peak of due to fluorescence
transition from nonbonding electrons in the hetero-atom (O) of the functional group (C--O--C) called ether
linkage to the antibonding orbital. The intensity of fluorescence emission of starch is analyzed dependence of
Fe3O4 nanoparticles. When turning on the Fe3O4 nanoparticles (1mg/ml) on the starch solution, a decrease in the
peak intensity of 359 nm is observed. The decrease in intensity is correlated with starch concentration. As at
10% concentration, the intensity of the peak is greatly reduced. The results of this experiment are given in
Figure.3.

Figure 2.Starch crystals with Fe3O4 nanoparticles

Was analyzed also the FT-IR spectra of pure starch and starch with F nanoparticles. FT-IR spectroscopy
spectra is shown in Figure 4 for pure starch and for 5% and 10% starch-coated iron nanoparticles. For pure
starch, as clearly seen from Figure 4 (1), all of the peaks characterized for the C¼O bond, the O–H stretch dimer
H-bond, as well as the CH-groups are well appeared in the FT-IR spectra. The spectra of 5% starch+ Fe3O4
nanoparticles show that both primary groups of starch and magnetite appear in the spectrum (Figure 4(2)) and
(3). The OH-vibration mode, however, is suppressed for the 5% starch+ Fe3O4 nanoparticles (Figure 4 (2)). It
suggests the chemisorption of starch onto magnetite nanoparticles through hydroxyl groups (see also Figure 1).
At higher starch concentration, e.g., for the 10% starch-coated magnetite, this peak appears again (Figure 4(3)).
According to the results of fluoresces spectra may be concluded that iron nanoparticles are coated with
starch molecules. The starch molecules form a layer and with increasing concentration the thickness of the layer
increases and this is the reason for the decrease in the intensity of fluorescence. It is well known that surface
modification of nanoparticles prevent aggregation and oxidation of nanoparticles, therefore also makes them
biocompatible. Moreover, the toxicity of the starch coated magnetite gets very low. In their cytotoxic test
experiments Kim et al. [19], showed that the L929 cells validity could be higher than 90% in starch-coated
magnetite particles.
In fact, cellular internalization and the drug delivery characteristics of the engineered nanoparticles
depend on surface charge, on the protein corona of nanoparticles, and also the presence of specific receptors on
cell surface and finally, it will also depend on the nanoparticle- biomolecule complex [14-16].
The interaction of protein molecules with nanoparticles. In the experiments related to the interaction of
protein molecules and nanoparticles, the effect of nanoparticles on the denaturation of proteins was studied first.
In all variants, egg albumin was taken in the same weight (10 g) and denaturated in a water bath. The
denaturation time of pure albumin was 12 minutes. Then 1 g Fe3O4, CuO and ZnO nanoparticles were added to
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the egg albumin in the same weight and the duration of the denaturation was determined. The denaturation time
of the egg album was 9, 10, 14 minutes, for the Fe3O4, CuO and ZnO nanoparticles respectively. It has been
clear that nanoparticles have a effect on the denaturation time of the albumin. Fe3O4 and CuO reduce
denaturation time over control, but ZnO increase denaturates time.Then the denaturated egg albumin and egg
albumin with nanoparticles was crystallized at a temperature of 60oC.Initially, fluorescent spectra of crystals
were made.

Figure 3.The fluorescence emission spectra of starch crystals with Fe3O4 nanoparticles: 1-control (starch 10%), 2- 5%
starch+ Fe3O4 nanoparticles; 3- 1% starch+ Fe3O4 nanoparticles; 4 – 10% starch+ Fe3O4 nanoparticles

Figure 4. FT-IR spectra of starch crystals with Fe3O4 nanoparticles: (1) pure starch, (2) 5% starch+ Fe3O4
nanoparticles; (c) 10% 10% starch+ Fe3O4 nanoparticles

The fluorescence spectrum of the crystalline albumin+ nanoparticles complex is shown in Figure 2. The
results revealed that the intencity of fluorescence spectrum of the crystalline albumin+ nanoparticles complex
reduced depending on the type of nanoparticle.Fe3O4 and CuO nanoparticles is reduced the intensity of
fluorescences spectra, as these nanoparticles reduces the denaturation time also. However, while the duration of
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Figure 5.The fluorescence emission spectra of albumin+ nanoparticles crystals, at the excitation wave 297 nm was : 1
– pure albumin; 2- albumin with Fe3O4 nanoparticles: 3 - albumin with CuO; 4- albumin with ZnO nanoparticles.

Then the FTIR spectra of albumin + nanoparticles crystals were made (Figure 6). FTIR spectra allow
you to see which groups of protein molecules combine with nanoparticles. Egg albumin and iron oxide +
albumin complex have FTIR spectra that appear to be characteristic peaks. Characteristic peaks at 1533 cm -1
(NH bending modes) indicate the presence of groups of 1653 cm-1 (-C = O) due to amide I in the FTIR spectra
of pure albumin crystals and amid II. Each of the secondary structures indicates that the amide is associated with
a characteristic hydrogen bonding between C = O and NH groups. The crystal of iron oxide nanoparticles coated
with egg albumin corresponds to amide I in the peak CN bending mode observed at 1653 cm -1 in the FTIR
spectrum and corresponds to the 2I amide of the 1533 cm-1 -C = O. In the nanoparticles of the egg album, the
peak point of 1521 cm-1 corresponds to the N-H combination.

Figure 6. FT-IR spectra of egg albumin crystals (1) and with Fe3O4 nanoparticles (2)

We studied the interaction of nanoparticles with starch and proteins and demonstrated the possibility of
corona formation on the nanoparticles surface. Characterization and analysis of biomolecules bound to the
nanoparticles surface is allow to understand the basic nature of the nanoparticles - mediated biological effects.
Such types experiments highlight the structural and morphological changes of molecules adsorbed on the
surface of nanoparticles, as well as how can we get functional nanoparticles for use in medical practice.The
protein adsorption on the nanoparticles surface requires to the modification of surface charge of nanoparticles.
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Studies have demonstrated that nanoparticles surfaces with no charge bind less proteins than their negatively
charged (COOH functionalized) or positively charged (NH2 functionalized) counterparts [17,18].In experiments
with starch and egg albumin, a decrease in fluorescence intensity was observed. The degree of decreasing
depends on the starch concentration. In high concentrations it may be due to thickness of starch corona. But in
case of protein (egg albumin) the decrease in fluorescence intensity depends on the types and surface
characteristics of nanoparticles.
Conclusion
The safety and biocompatibility of the nanoparticles are of crucial importance, especially in medical
practices. Therefore, the functionalization of the nanoparticles may has further improved drugaddressage in the
direction of diseases, uptake and transport them in the organisms and of the specificity toward the target cells.
Research thus far highlights that size, shape, and surface characteristics of nanoparticles affect biomolecules
adsorption and also have the capability to modify the structure of the adsorbed biomolecules. This can
significantly affect the reactivity of the nanoparticles with cells and determine the route and efficiency of
nanoparticles uptake.
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SPATIAL STRUCTURE OF ARGININ-CONTAINING PENTAPEPTIDES

L.I.ISMAILOVA*, R.M.ABBASLI, N.A.AKHMEDOV
Baku State University, Institute for Physical Problems Z.Khalilov str., 23, Baku, Azerbaijan, Az1148

The role of modern computer programs in studding of the spatial structure of the peptide molecules in
living systems is very important. One of the basic problems for molecular biophysics is investigating their
structure–functional organization. This work is devoted to study the spatial organization, conformational
possibilities of the glyproline pentapeptide molecules Pro-Gly-Pro-Gly-Pro, Pro-Gly-Pro-Arg-Pro and Pro-ArgPro-Gly-Pro. The calculations were carried out by the method of theoretical conformational analysis and a
special computer program. The low-energy conformations of these molecules and the values of the dihedral
angles of the main and side chains are found and the energy of the intra- and inter-residue interactions is
estimated. The conformational mobility of the amino acid side chains is investigated and the amino acids with
specific interplays with different receptors are founded.
Key words: conformation; molecule; peptide; structure
PACS: 36.20.Ey; 87.15.Aa; 87.15.He

1. Introduction
Peptides regulate all functions of a living organism. Using the regulatory peptides of the human body,
you can create new and effective drugs. It is known, that proline and glysin containing peptides had a protective
effect in microcirculatory dysfunction under conditions of inflammation and stress. This effect can be connected
with these peptides ability to stabilize mast cells. Glyprolines are a new family of biologically active peptide
drugs containing Pro (P) and Gly (G) amino asides in their structure [1, 2]. Glyprolines are fragments of
collagens. These molecules modulate the nervous and immune system, possess antiulcer action. Pro-Gly, ProGly-Pro and Pro-Gly-Pro-Gly-Pro glyprolines have neuroprotective properties, ensure the preservation of the
normal function of the insular and anticoagulative blood systems against the background of diabetes. A number
of amino acids Arg (R) are involved in the normalization of triglyceride levels, prevent the risk of diabetes and
atherosclerosis. At present, the various synthetic analogues of natural glyprolines were founded [3, 4].
Glyproline peptide family includes the simplest proline-containing linear peptides PG, PGP, PGPG and
PGPGP. The biological functions of these peptides in living systems are related with their specific spatial
structures. To understand the mechanism by witch the glyprolines function it is necessary to know their spatial
structures and the full complement of low-energy conformational states. The aim of this article is to study the
structural organization of the three pentapeptide molecules Pro-Gly-Pro-Gly-Pro, Pro-Gly-Pro-Arg-Pro and ProArg-Pro-Gly-Pro. The present paper is an extension of our previous investigations of structural and functional
organization of peptide molecules [5-7].
2. Method
Calculation of glyproline pentapeptides has been carried out by the method of theoretical conformational
analysis with regard to nonvalent, electrostatic and torsional interactions and energy of the hydrogen bonds. In
presenting the results of the calculation of the spatial structure of the molecules we used the classification
suggested in the work [8]. According to it all structural versions break down into shapes including certain forms
of the main chain and each form is represented by a set of conformations. The conformations are determined by
the number of rotational degrees of freedom of the side chains of the residues being included in the molecule.
The conformational state of each amino residue is conveniently described by the backbone φ, ψ and side
chain χ1, χ2… dihedral angles. The terms “conformation” used in the following analysis will always imply exact
quantitative characteristics of residue or fragment geometry. For a stable conformation, the φ and ψ dihedral
angles are located in low-energy region R, B, L and P of the conformational map. We introduce the notion “form
of a residue” to denote the region of its backbone dihedral angle (R, B, L and P). The conformation of the
backbone forms of residue in a given amino acid sequence will specify the backbone form of a fragment. Forms
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belonging to a particular shape have an analogous peptide chain contour and a similar mutual arrangement of
backbones and side chains. A procedure for the minimization fragments global energy was conducted by the
method of conjugate gradients using the program described [9].Designations indications of dihedral angles have
been measured up to the generally accepted nomenclature [10].
3. Results and discussion
One of the basic problems for molecular biophysics is investigating of the spatial organization of the
peptide molecules and their structure–functional organization. In the represent work the conformational analysis
was applied to investigation of the spatial structure and conformational possibilities of the peptides, belonging to
glyproline peptides family.The conformational possibilities of pentapeptide Pro-Gly-Pro-Gly-Pro were studied in
fragments. First, the conformational properties of the dipeptide Pro-Gly and the tripeptide Pro-Gly-Pro were
determined based on the stable conformations of the monopeptides N-acetyl-L-proline and L-glycine. Then the
spatial structure of the pentapeptide Pro-Gly-Pro-Gly-Pro was studied.
Dipeptide Pro-Gly contains 27 atoms and 6 variable dihedral angles. For this fragment may be 2
shapes and 8 forms of the main chain: extended BB, BR, LB, LR, RL, RP and folded forms RB, RR, BL, BP,
LP, PR, PB. By an energy optimization with variation of the dihedral angles of main chain of all amino acid
residues the sterically allowed conformational states of the molecule were determined. The lowest energy
conformation RB and RR has folded form of the main chain. Tripeptide molecule Pro-Gly-Pro contains 39 atoms
and 8 variable dihedral angles. For it are possible 4 shapes and 16 forms of the main chain. The calculation
showed that most low-energy is RRR form that has folded course of the main chain.
The molecule PGPGP contained 63 atom cores and 13 variable dihedral angles. A total of 144 forms of
the main chain belonging to 128 possible shapes were calculated. Over 200 initial approximations were
compiled. All of them were minimized by energy, their geometric and energy parameters were estimated. The
low-energy conformations of the Pro-Gly-Pro-Gly-Pro molecule are presented in Table 1.
Table 1
Energetical parametes of low-energy conformations of glyproline molecules
Conformation
Enb
E el
E tors
Etotal
Erel
(shape)
Molecule Pro-Gly-Pro-Gly-Pro
BRRPR (efef)
RPRRR (efff)
BPRPR (ffef)
RRBRR (ffef)
RBRRR (ffef)
RRBPR (ffff)
Molecule Pro-Gly-Pro-Arg-Pro

-8,0
-10,1
-8,4
-10,2
-10,9
-9,5

-5,0
-4,8
-5,6
-5,0
-4,9
-5,1

1,3
1,4
1,7
1,3
1,1
1,1

-11,7
-13,5
-12,3
-14,0
-14,6
-13,5

2,9
1,1
2,3
0,6
0,0
1,1

RRBB3222 B (ffee)
RRRL3322 B (ffee)
BPRB3322 B (fffe)
RRBR3222 R (ffef)
BRBR3222 R (efef)
Molecule Pro-Arg-Pro-Gly-Pro

-10,9
-16,2
-14,5
-11,5
-10,6

-6,3
-4,8
-5,5
-5,7
-5,3

1,5
2,4
2,6
7,2
6,5

-15,6
-18,6
-17,4
-10,0
-9,3

3,0
0,0
1,2
8,6
9,3

-12,6
-10,3
-13,9
-12,1
-13,0
-11,4

6,0
-6,8
-6,3
-6,3
-6,0
-5,3

3,6
2,8
1,8
3,3
1,1
1,8

-15,0
-14,4
-18,4
-15,1
-17,9
-14,8

3,4
4,4
0,0
3,3
0,5
3,6

BB2222BLB (eefe)
BB2122BRR (eeef)
BB2222RPR (eeef)
RB2122BLB (fefe)
RB2222RPR (feef)
RB1222RPB (feff)
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The form of the main chain RBRRR (shape feff), which has a convolved main course, turned out to be the
lowest energy conformation. In the global conformation RBRRR (∆Eotn = 0 kcal / mol) the energy of non-valent
interactions is (-10.9) kcal / mol, electrostatic (-4.9) kcal / mol and torsion 1.1 kcal / mol. In this case, the main
stabilizing contribution is made by di-, tri-, tetra-, and pentapeptide interactions of amino acid residues. Only 1.0
kcal / mol lose conformations with the fully folded form of the main chain RRBPR (shape ffff) and RPRRR
(efff). Forms with a fully developed main chain are inferior in energy from 5 to 9 kcal / mol. Thus, the
calculation revealed a sharp energy differentiation of conformations by the shapes and the main chain forms. 26
conformations belonging to 10 possible shapes are in the energy range of 0–5 kcal / mol.
Then the spatial structure and conformational properties of the glyproline analogues Pro-Gly-Pro-ArgPro and Pro-Arg-Pro-Gly-Pro have been investigated using the method of theoretical conformational analysis.
The low-energy conformations of the natural peptide were used as the initial structural states to explore the
conformational possibilities of the artificial analogues. Table 1 present the energy distribution of the
contributions in the most preferential conformations of these molecules.
At last stage many conformational maps for side chain of Arg amino acide residue in the low-energy
conformations of the pentapeptides were investigated on the basis of a semi empirical method of conformational
analysis. The investigation of the molecular dynamics of each peptide is of great importance to understanding
the mechanism of action these glyproline peptides with their receptors. The calculation of this pentapeptide
glyproline molecule was carried out on the basis of the low energy conformations of the pentapeptide Pro-GlyPro-Gly-Pro and the stable conformations of the N-acetyl-L-arginine monopeptide. The specificity of the amino
acid sequence of this peptide molecule is that the side chain of the amino acid Arg is labile, bulky and positively
charged, glycine has practically no side chain, and proline has a rigid side chain. For amino acids, all possible
forms of the main chain were taken into account. The Arg-containing pentapeptides included 79 atoms and 17
variable dihedral angles of the main and side chains of all amino acids that make up this molecule. The global
conformations of these molecules represent schematically the backbone forms and positions of residues in
Figures 1, 2, and 3

Figure 1. Atomic model of spatial structure of the Pro-Gly-Pro-Gly-Pro molecule.
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Figure 2. Atomic model of spatial structure of the Pro-Arg-Pro-Gly-Pro molecule.

Figure 3. Atomic model of spatial structure of the Pro-Gly-Pro-Arg-Pro molecule.
In these figures show that the C-terminal region is folded forms of the backbone of the glyproline molecules.
Comparing the results obtained, we can say that with repeated glyprolines fragments Gly-Pro and Pro-Gly-Pro
essential for cytoprotective activity is the C-terminal dipeptide fragment. This C-terminal dipeptide fragment
Pro-Gly is present in all of the studed molecules. According to experimental data, the presence of this fragment
is responsible for the protective action meet the following molecules per cell.
The calculation revealed that for the Pro-Arg-Pro-Gly-Pro molecule, the conformations of the semiconvoluted shapes fall into the energy interval of 0–5 kcal / mol. For pentapeptide, the conformations with the
shape of the main chain BBRPR, RBRPR, RBBRRB and BBBLB turned out to be the lowest-energy ones. The
calculation showed that the global conformation of the molecule is BB2222RPR. The low energy conformations of
the pentapeptide Pro-Arg-Pro-Gly-Pro are presented in Table 1.
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4. Conclusion.
We have studied in detail the spatial structure and conformational properties of the glyproline
pentapeptide molecules Pro-Gly-Pro-Gly-Pro, Pro-Gly-Pro-Arg-Pro and Pro-Arg-Pro-Gly-Pro. The low-energy
conformations of these molecules and the values of the dihedral angles of the main and side chains are found and
the energy of the intra- and inter-residue interactions is estimated. The conformational mobility of the amino
acid side chains is investigated and the amino acids with specific interplays with different receptors are founded.
The results can be used to study the spatial structure of hexapeptide glyproline molecules, as well as to study the
conformational capabilities of side chains when interacting with receptor molecules.
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THE PARAMETERS OF VISCOUS FLOW ACTIVATION OF THE SYSTEMS WATER-PEG-LiOH
AND THE PARTIAL MOLAR VOLUMES OF POLYETHYLENE GLYCOL IN SOLUTIONS
E.A. MASIMOV, B.G. PASHAYEV*, N.F. ORUJOVA
Baku State University, Z.Khalilov str., 23, Baku, Azerbaijan, Az1148

The dynamic viscosity and density of water-PEG-LiOH systems was measured at the range of temperature
293,15-323,15 K and a concentration of molar fraction of polyethylene glycol to 0-0.001. Polyethylene glycol
molecules with a molecular weight of 1000, 1500, 3000, 4000 were investigated and the concentration of LiOH
was taken 0,01 molar fraction. Using experimental results, the temperature and concentration at the range of
investigated systems the activation parameters of the viscous flow and partial molar volumes of polyethylene
glycol in solutions were calculated. It was determined that when concentration and molecular weight increase,
the solution becomes more structured.
Keywords: aqueous solutions, polyethylene glycol, LiOH, activation parameters of viscous flow, partial molar volume.
PACS: 61.20.Ne, 66.20.+d, 82.60.Lf, 61.25.Hq.

1. Introduction
It is known that water has a certain structure and this structure depends on external factors (temperature,
pressure, soluble substance etc.). When various substances dissolve in water, the new structure differs from the
previous structure of water, which differs from water depending on its physical and chemical properties. As
water is the basis of living being, it is important to study the structural changes in aqueous solutions. Watersoluble substances have different effects on the structure of water, depending on their chemical composition and
structure: while many substances weaken the hydrogen bonds between water molecules, and others even more
strengthen these bonds. It was determined that LiOH has the destructive effect on water, while PEG has
structural effect [1, 2].
Here the structural features of water-PEG-LiOH at temperature 293.15-323.15 K and 0-0.001 partial molar
concentration of PEG were investigated by means of methods viscometer and pycnometres. The dynamic
viscosity and density of aqueous solutions were measured observed temperature and concentration interval.
Using experimental results, were analyzed dependence activation Gibbs energy of viscous flow ( ∆Gη≠ ),
activation enthalpy of viscous flow ( ∆Hη≠ ), activation entropy of viscous flow ( ∆Sη≠ ) and the partial molar
~
volume of PEG ( V ) in solution of studied systems in concentration of PEG.
2. Experiment
Objects of study: Water-PEG-LiOH were used as our objects of research. Investigated fractions of PEG
with molecular weight 1000, 1500, 3000, 4000 and 6000 and concentration of LiOH made 0.01 molar fractions.
Used PEGs and LiOH are chemical pure. Bidistilled water was used in the preparation of the solutions. The
viscosity was measured by capillary viscometer and density was measured by pycnometer.
Due to activation Gibbs energy of viscous flow ( ∆Gη≠ ) according to Eyring theory [3, 4, 5] of liquid
viscous flow

∆Gη≠ = RT ln
is defined by this expression. Due to Eyring theory

η0 =

η
η0

N A hρ
M

(1)

(2)

Here is R-universal gas constant, NA is the Avogadro number, h is the Planck’s constant, and M is the
molecular weight of solution, determined according to equation
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N

M = ∑ xi M i

(3)

i =1

Here xi and Mi are the molar fraction and molar weight of the i-th component, respectively. Dynamic
viscosity ( η ) and density ( ρ ) of the solution at different temperatures were determined experimentally.
If in Eq. (1) we allow for the familiar thermodynamic equation [3, 4]
(4)
∆Gη≠ = ∆Hη≠ − T∆Sη≠
Let’s divide all sides to T
≠

R ln

η ∆Hη
=
− ∆Sη≠
T
η0

(5)

( ∆Hη≠ ) can be found from Eq. (5):
∂ ln
∆Hη≠ = R

η
η0

(6)

1
∂ 
T 

The values of ( ∆Sη≠ ) can then be obtained with Eq. (4) after the values of ∆Gη≠ and ∆Hη≠ have been
determined with Eqs. (1) and (6), respectively.
According to [3, 4, 6], partial molar volume of PEG in a solution can be determined with the formula

~
 ∂V 
V = Vm + (1 − x ) m 
 ∂x  p ,T
where Vm is the molar fraction of the solution:

Vm =

M

ρ

=

(7)

∑ xi M i

(8)

ρ

3. Results and discussion
The systems of water-PEG-LiOH where PEG is characterized by different molecular weight at 293,15 K
dependence of activation Gibb’s energy of viscous flow ( ∆Gη≠ ), activation enthalpy of viscous flow ( ∆Hη≠ ) on
PEG concentration ( x ) is show table 1 and table 2, the dependence activation entropy of viscous flow ( ∆Sη≠ ) on
the PEG concentration ( x ) is shown in Fig. 1.
Table 1, table 2 and Fig. 1 show that ∆Gη≠ , ∆Hη≠ and ∆Sη≠ parameters increase with increase in
concentration at given temperature, while with increase in molar weight at given temperature and concentration.
Table 1
The dependence of activation Gibbs energy of viscous flow ( ∆Gη≠ , J / mol ) of water-PEG-LiOH
systems on the PEG concentration (x) ( T = 293.15 K , xLiOH = 0.01 ).
x

M PEG = 100

M PEG = 150

M PEG = 30

M PEG = 400

M PEG = 600

0
0.0001
0.0002
0.0004
0.0006
0.0008
0.001

9598
9683
9750
9897
10088
10196
10385

9598
9758
9937
10294
10761
11129
11382

9598
9852
10140
10591
11246
11878
12276

9598
9995
10427
11217
11869
12655
13478

9457
10663
11579
13529
15043
16562
17055
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Table 2.
The dependence of the activation enthalpy of viscous flow ( ∆Hη≠ , J / mol ) of water-PEG-LiOH systems on
PEG concentration (x) ( T = 293.15 K , xLiOH = 0.01 ).
x
0
0.0001
0.0002
0.0004
0.0006
0.0008
0.001

M PEG = 100

M PEG = 150

M PEG = 300

M PEG = 400

M PEG = 600

17619
17813
17908
18044
18279
18553
18701

17619
17896
18150
18708
19145
19543
20010

17619
17992
18378
19039
19805
20531
21128

17619
18179
18713
19618
20577
21432
22504

17478
18949
19898
22076
23926
25623
26443

33

J
∆Sη ,
K ⋅ mol

5

31

4

≠

3
2
29

1

27

x

25
0

0,0002 0,0004 0,0006 0,0008

0,001

Fig. 1. The dependence of the activation entropy of viscous
flow of water-PEG-LiOH systems on PEG concentration.
( xLiOH = 0.01 , T = 293.15 K ).
1-PEG(1000), 2-PEG(1500), 3-PEG(3000), 4-PEG(4000), 5-PEG(5000)

It should be noted that, ∆Gη≠ is the energy used for activation 1 mole molecule, ∆Hη≠ represents the
changes in the solution in terms of energy and ∆Sη≠ characterized the changes in solution in terms of structure.
Thus, increased ∆Gη≠ with growth of concentration indicates that more energy can be consumed for overcoming
potential of molecule, while in cease in ∆Hη≠ indicates the system has steadier structure, increase in ∆Sη≠
determines the system is becoming more structured [2, 3, 7-10]. Due to, dependence of viscous flow parameters
from concentration (table 1, table 2, and Fig. 1) it is possible to tell that, in process of increase in concentration
of PEG in solution has stronger structure and more structured. Let’s note that, with increase in concentration of
LiOH in water the ∆Gη≠ and ∆Hη≠ parameters increase, and the parameter ∆Sη≠ decreases slightly [1].
Structural properties of aqueous solutions are also characterized by the partial molar volume of components
of solution. It is known that the partial molar volume of i-th component is equivalent to change of volume at
addition of 1 mol from this component [3, 4, 6]. The dependence of partial molar volume of PEQ on
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concentration of PEQ in systems water-PEQ-LiOH for PEQ with various molar weight at 293.15 K is shown in
table 3.
Table 3.
The dependence of the partial molar volume of PEG in water-PEG-LiOH
systems on PEG concentration (x) ( xLiOH = 0.01 , T = 293.15K ).
x

M PEG = 1

M PEG = 1

M PEG = 3

M PEG = 4

M PEG = 6

0
0,0001
0,0002
0,0004
0,0006
0,0008
0,001

854
845
837
823
811
801
795

1317
1297
1278
1242
1209
1179
1152

2783
2742
2702
2630
2566
2511
2464

3730
3654
3584
3457
3352
3268
3205

4995
4965
4936
4883
4836
4794
4758

42

~
 V  sm3
  ,
 n or mol

39

36

33

30

x
0

0,0002 0,0004 0,0006 0,0008

0,001

Fig. 2. Dependence of the average value of the parsial molar volume of the
PEG per monomer on concentration of PEG in system water-PEG-LiOH.
( xLiOH = 0.01 , T = 293.15K )

Table 3 shows that partial molar volume of PEG in solution decreases with increase in concentration at the
given temperature and the partial molar volume of PEG increase along with the molecular weight increases at
the given temperature and concentration. It should be noted that the partial molar volume of LiOH in water
increase with concentration increases and also about 0.03 mole fractions are negative [1]. Calculation shows that
~
V 
partial molar volume   of PEG in monomer at this temperature and concentration practically doesn’t
 n  av
depend on the molecular mass of PEG. In Fig. 2 the dependence of PEG of various molar weight on
concentration at 293.15 K is shown (average value of molar volume on monomer). We can described this
dependence with the equation
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~
V 
  = 1511612,1x 2 − 5440,5 x + 38,9
n
  av
It is possible to assume that the volume portion of big sizes associations in space, the fractional share of its
separate parts is less than the sum of volume portion of and vise versa. According to model of the two-structured
water [3, 4, 11], water consists of clusters of the different size and clusters of molecules of free liquid which are
attached to hydrogen binding. Depending on dependence of partial molar volume on concentration it is possible
to assume that the molecules PEG are connected first of all by hydrogen binding with free molecules of water. It
leads to reduction of partial molar volume of PEG due to increase in concentration. This indicates that the
solution has become more structured due to increase in PEG concentration.
4. Conclusion
Apparently, the dependence of both the activation entropy of viscous flow and the concentration of partial
molar volume of the PEG in solution indicates that concentration as for both fractional PEGs taken at this
temperature and for increase in molecular mass for the concentrated and various fractioned PEGs, the solutions
becomes more structured. It is possible to assume that, in the studied of molecules PEG, the collecting water
molecules (first of all free molecules of water) by means of hydrogen bindings, form certain size aggregates.
With increasing both concentration and molecular mass of PEG the number of such aggregates increases and
their size increases, that leads to more structured solution. Undoubtedly, the structure formed by hydration of
ions Li + and OH − in a system water-PEG-LiOH differ from structure of a system water - PEG.
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VISCOZYMETRIC STUDY OF AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS LiOH, NaOH and KOH
E.A. MASIMOV, B.G. PASHAYEV*, M.R. RAJABOV, L.P. ALIYEV
Baku State University, Z.Khalilov str., 23, Baku, Azerbaijan, Az1148

Here, aqueous solution of LiOH, NaOH and KOH in the range of 283,15-333,15 K temperature and 0-0,07
partial molar concentration were investigated by viscometery and pynometery methods. Using the experimental
results, the activation parameters of the viscous flow and the partial molar volume of LiOH, NaOH and KOH
were calculated in the observed temperature and concentration range of the investigated systems and the
dependence of these parameters on the concentration was analyzed. It was determined that with all three bases
concentrations have destructive effect on the water structure. KOH has a more destructive effect on the structure
of water than NaOH, NaOH, however, has a more destructive effect on the structure of water than LiOH.
Keywords: LiOH, NaOH, KOH, activation parameters of viscous flow, partial molar volumes.
PACS: 61.20.Ne, 66.20.+d, 82.60.Lf, 31.70.Ks.

1. Introduction
It is known that, when the inorganic substances are dissolved in water they dissolve into ions. This is
because the water has a large dielectric effect. As the ions, charged particles and water molecules have dipole
structure, so the solution is hydrated. Therefore, the structure of the solution containing the ions differs from the
structure of the water. Because water plays an important role in biological systems, the study of structural
properties of aqueous solutions is of great importance in modern physicochemistry and biophysics.
In living organisms, there are Li + , Na + , K + and OH − ions, and these ions play an important role in
biological processes occurring here. Although the LiOH, NaOH, and KOH have a wide range of applications, the
properties of viscous flow and volume of aqueous solutions have been studied less frequently. The analysis of
scientific literature shows that there is a need to investigate the structural properties of LiOH, NaOH and KOH in
the aqueous solutions and to study the effects of these bases on water structure.
Here, structural properties of LiOH, NaOH and KOH in the range of 283,15-333,15 K temperature and 00,07 partial molar concentration were investigated by viscometery and pycnometery methods. Dynamic viscosity
and density of aqueous solutions were measured in the observed temperature and concentration range. Using
experimental results, dependence activation Gibbs energy of viscous flow ( ∆Gη≠ ), activation enthalpy of viscous
~
flow ( ∆Hη≠ ), activation entropy of viscous flow ( ∆Sη≠ ), and partial molar volumes ( V ) of LiOH, NaOH and
KOH of investigated solution on concentration was analyzed.
2. Experiment
Object of study and methods. Aqueous solutions of various concentrations of LiOH, NaOH and KOH were
used as our objects of research. Used LiOH, NaOH and KOH are chemical pure. Bidistilled water was used in
the preparation of the solutions. The viscosity was measured by capillary viscometer and density was measured
by pycnometer.
Activation Gibbs energy of viscous flow ( ∆Gη≠ ) was determined according to the Eyring and Frenkel
theory [1, 2, 3] using the equation

∆Gη≠ = RT ln

η
η0

(1)

is defined by this expression. Due to Eyring theory [1, 2]

η0 =

N A hρ
M
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Here is R-universal gas constant, N A is the Avogadro number, h is the Planck’s constant, and M is the
molecular weight of solution, determined according to equation [1]
N

M = ∑ xi M i

(3)

i =1

Here xi and M i are the molar fraction and molar weight of the i-th component, respectively. Dynamic
viscosity ( η ) and density ( ρ ) of the solution at temperature T was determined experimentally.
In Eq. (1) we allow for the familiar thermodynamic equation [1]
(4)
∆Gη≠ = ∆Hη≠ − T∆Sη≠
Let’s divide all sides to T
≠

R ln

η ∆Hη
=
− ∆Sη≠
T
η0

(5)

( ∆Hη≠ ) can be found from Eq. (5):
∆Hη≠ = R

∂ ln(η / η0 )
∂ (1 / T )

(6)

The values of ( ∆Sη≠ ) can then be obtained with Eq. (4) after the values of ∆Gη≠ and ∆Hη≠ have been
determined with Eq. (1) and (6), respectively.
~
Partial molar volume ( V ) of PEG in a solution can be determined with the formula [1]

~
 ∂V 
V = Vm + (1 − x ) m 
 ∂x  p ,T
where Vm is the molar fraction of the solution:

Vm =

M

ρ

=

(7)

∑ xi M i

(8)

ρ

3. Results and discussion
Dependence activation parameters of viscous flow ( ∆Gη≠ , ∆Hη≠ , ∆Sη≠ ) of aqueous solutions of LiOH,
~
NaOH and KOH at the temperature of 293,15 K and the partial molar volumes ( V ) of LiOH, NaOH, KOH in the
solution on concentration (x) are shown in Figures 1-4.
12

∆Gη≠ ,

kJ
mol

1

20

∆Hη≠ ,

2

kJ
mol

1
2
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18

3
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16

3

x

9
0

0,01 0,02 0,03 0,04 0,05 0,06 0,07

Fig. 1. Dependence activation Gibbs energy of
viscous flow of aqueous solution of LiOH, NaOH
and KOH on concentration (T=293,15 K).
1-LiOH, 2-NaOH, 3-KOH

x

14
0

0,01 0,02 0,03 0,04 0,05 0,06 0,07

Fig. 2. Dependence activation enthalpy of
viscous flow of aqueous solution of LiOH, NaOH
and KOH on concentration (T=293,15 K).
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Fig. 3. Dependence activation entropy of
NaOH viscous flow of aqueous solution of LiOH, NaOH
and KOH on concentration (T=293,15 K).
LiOH, 2-NaOH, 3-KOH

x

0

0,01 0,02 0,03 0,04 0,05 0,06 0,07

-5
Fig. 4. Dependence of partial molar volume LiOH,
and KOH of viscous flow activation of aqueous solution
of LiOH, NaOH, and KOH on concentration (T=293,15 K).1-

As can be seen from Fig. 1, in the observed concentration interval for aqueous solution for all three bases
(LiOH, NaOH, KOH), ∆Gη≠ increases with concentration increase, as well as given temperature and
concentration ∆Gη≠ (LiOH ) > ∆Gη≠ (NaOH ) > ∆Gη≠ (KOH ) . According to Frenkel and Eyring theories, ∆Gη≠ is the
energy that consumed to activate 1 mole molecule [1, 2, 3]. Note that the limit value of molar ionic conductivity
sm 2
sm 2
sm 2
and
, 66,63
, 44,79
at water at temperature 200С is equivalent to 34,51
Om ⋅ mol
Om ⋅ mol
Om ⋅ mol
sm 2
respectively, for Li + , Na + , K + and OH − ions. The comparison of these values shows that
180,39
Om ⋅ mol
the value of this quantity is very high for the OH − ion. This, in turn, makes it possible to suppose that the
hydride layer does not form around the OH − ion. Obviously, in the solutions we investigate, in the the Li + ,
Na + and K + ions, which hydrate, along with water molecules, will also be activated. Naturally, more energy
will be spent on activating hydrated ions than water molecules. Increasing ∆Gη≠ with increased concentration
can be explained by the gradual increase in the number of active hydrated ions compared to water molecules.
Because the hydrates energy of the Li + , Na + and K + ions are different (conveniently − 531,36 kJ / mol ,
− 422,18 kJ / mol və − 338,58 kJ / mol [4]), the size and mass of these hydrated ions will be different. Due to,
both molar ionic water conductivity limit values and hydration energy of ions we can say the mass of hydrated
Li + ion at the given temperature is greater than the mass of hydrated Na + ion, and the mass of hydrated Na +
ion is greater than the mass of hydrated K + ion. Therefore will be ∆Gη≠ (LiOH ) > ∆Gη≠ (NaOH ) > ∆Gη≠ (KOH ) .
As can be seen from Fig. 2, the ∆Hη≠ concentration increases with concentrations of LiOH and NaOH in
the observed concentration range while decreasing for the solution KOH, it also becomes
∆Hη≠ (LiOH ) > ∆Hη≠ (NaOH ) > ∆Hη≠ (KOH ) for given temperature and concentration. ∆Hη≠ describes the
changes in the solution in terms of energy [1, 5]. Thus, the increase in ∆Hη≠ concentration shows that the system
has a more strong structure and, conversely. Note that the intensity of movement of water molecules in the
vicinity of strong hydrated ions is reduced, the intensity of movement of water molecules in the vicinity of weak
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hydrated ions increases [7]. We assume that, Li + və Na + are strong, and K + is weak hydrated ions, ∆Hη≠
increases with increased the concentration of LiOH and NaOH solution, while decreasing for the KOH solution.
We believe that ∆Hη≠ (LiOH ) > ∆Hη≠ (NaOH ) > ∆Hη≠ (KOH ) is associated with the values of hydration energy of
Li + , Na + and K + ions.
In the aqueous solutions of electrolytes, the process of hydration of ions occurs, which in turn creates a
different structure of solution relative to water. Structural changes in the solution are characterized by the ∆Sη≠

parameter. Thus, increasing ∆Sη≠ with increased concentration the system is becoming more structured, and the
decline in concentration indicates that the structure is disintegrated [1, 6-10]. As can be seen from Fig. 3, ∆Sη≠
decreases by increasing the concentration for the aqueous solution of all three bases (LiOH, NaOH, KOH) in the
observed concentration interval, also for given temperature and concentration it becomes
∆Sη≠ (LiOH ) > ∆Sη≠ (NaOH ) > ∆Sη≠ (KOH ) . The reduction of ∆Sη≠ for the aqueous solution of all three bases
with the increase of concentration indicates that these bases destroy the structure of the solution.
∆Sη≠ (LiOH ) > ∆Sη≠ (NaOH ) > ∆Sη≠ (KOH ) indicates that KOH is more destructive impact to the existing
structure than NaOH, NaOH is more destructive impact to the existing structure than LiOH. We suppose that,
this is due to the hydration energy of Li + , Na + and K + ions. Many studies show that, the ions influence the
water structure the consistency of the Hofmeyster's liotrophic sequence [1, 11-14]. As can be seen, the result is
in line with the Hofmeyster liotrophic sequence.
When soluble solids are dissolved in water, a new structure of the solution forms, which results in a
change in the volume of the solution relative to the water. One of the parameters that characterizes the volume
properties of the solution is the partial molar volume of the components. It is known that, the partial molar
volume of the i-th component is equal to the change in volume when adding 1 mol from that component to the
~
given system [1, 15, 16]. As can be seen from Figure 4, V increases by increasing the concentration for the
aqueous solution of all three bases (LiOH, NaOH, KOH) in the observed concentration interval, also for given
~
~
~
temperature and concentration it becomes V (LiOH ) < V (NaOH ) < V (KOH ) . Increasing the partial molar
volume of the bases in solution with the increased in concentration can be explained by the structure’s scattered.
An electric field is formed around each ion in the water and the intensity of this area decreases sharply with the
increase in distance. Water molecules in this area are oriented around the ion. As a result, the volume of water
molecules around the ion is smaller than the volume they hold in the water phase. This compressive effect is
called electrostriction, and all ions form electrostriction in aqueous solutions. Obviously, the electrostriction
effect depends on the surface load of the ion. Thus, the electrostriction effect of the small ions with large surface
load density will be stronger than the electrostriction effect of large ions with smaller surface densities. As the
surface loads of Li + , Na + and K + ions are consecutively reduced, the intensity of the electric field arising near
these ions and the electrostriction effects in the solution decrease in sequence. Since Li + , Na + and K + ions are
increased and their electrostriction effects are reduced that they have created the parsial molar volume of LiOH
in the solution is relatively small compared to NaOH, the partial molar volume of NaOH is relatively small
compared to KOH.
Fig. 4 shows that, at the temperature of 293.15 K, the partial molar volume of LiOH is negative until the
concentration x ≈ 0.03 , the partial molar volume of NaOH is negative until the concentration x ≈ 0.02 . It is true
that, no substance can hold negative volumes, but the negative value of the partial molar volume is encountered.
Thermodynamically, it is not of interest to have a negative molar volume in the aqueous solution of certain
substances accurate measurement of the solvent and the density of the solution confirms this fact, calculation of
measured values can be used. But you need to know what is going on at the molecular level. Both Li + and Na +
and OH − ions are monovalent ions. Li + and Na + ions have very small dimensions and in the water a strong
electrical field forms around these ions. Therefore, the electrostriction effects of these ions is also strong. As a
result, the volume of water molecules around these ions is much smaller than the volume they hold in the water
phase. We suppose that the effect of the electrostriction created by Li + and Na + ions is so great that
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compensates for ions by increasing their volume at small concentrations. Note that, in most cases, the increase in
volume of ions at their own expense, it is larger than the volume reduction due to the electrostriction effect.
Thus, the partial molar volume is positive, except for a few rare cases, such as LiOH and NaOH solutions.
4. Conclusion
Dependence of the partial molar volume of viscous flow of activated entropy and bases in solution (LiOH,
NaOH, KOH) on concentration, has a destructive effect on the structure of the water, with the increase of all
three concentrations, and KOH also has a more destructive effect on the structure of water than NaOH, NaOH
also has a more destructive effect on the structure of water than LiOH.
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THREE-DIMENSIONAL STRUCTURE OF EXORPHIN B5 MOLECULE
N.A.AKHMEDOV*, R.M. ABBASLI., L.N.AGAEVA, L.I.ISMAILOVA
Baku State University, Institute for Physical Problems, Z.Khalilov str., 23, Baku, Azerbaijan, Az1148

The conformational possibilities of the exorphin B5 molecule were studied by the theoretical conformational
analysis method. The conformational potential energy of the system was chosen as the sum of the contributions
of non-valent, electrostatic and torsional interactions and the hydrogen bonds energies. The low-energy
conformations of the molecule, the values of the dihedral angles of the main and side chains of the amino acid
residues were found, the energies of intra-and inter-residual interactions were estimated.
Keywords: exorphin, opioid peptides, structure, conformation.
PACS: 36.20.Ey; 87.15.Aa; 87.15.He
1.Introduction
The regulatory peptides, first discovered in the second half of the twentieth century, are actively
studied by both physiologists and pharmacologists, since the area of peptide biological activity is extremely
wide. They are one of the main links that unite three main regulatory systems of the body - the nervous,
endocrine and immune. At present, more than 9000 physiologically active peptides have already been
characterized in various animal species and in humans. These are short chains of amino acids (2-70 residues) that
function as signaling molecules. The regulatory peptides are characterized by exposure to many systems of the
body. Opioid peptides are currently considered the most studied group of peptide signaling substances. Opium
causes pain relief, sedation and sleep, as well as the euphoric state and a number of vegetative reactions. Opioid
peptides are of animal and plant origin. A number of exogenous peptides derived from food have opioid-like
properties. Such peptides were called exorphins [1]. We have investigated the structural and functional
organizations of a number of opioid peptides, and this work is a continuation of our previous studies [2-5].
2.Method
The molecule was calculated using the theoretical conformational analysis method. The conformational
potential energy of the system was chosen as the sum of the contributions of non-valent, electrostatic and
torsional interactions and the energy of hydrogen bonds. The non-valent interactions were assessed by LennardJones potential. The electrostatic interactions were calculated in a monopole approximation according to the
Coulomb's law using partial charges on the atoms. The conformational possibilities of the exorphin molecule
were studied under the conditions of the water environment, in connection with which the dielectric constant was
assumed to be 10. The energy of hydrogen bonds was estimated using the Morse potential.
3.Results and discussion
The spatial structure of the molecule of exorphin B5 (Tyr1-Gly2-Gly3-Trp4-Leu5) was investigated on
the basis of the low-energy conformations of the N-terminal tetrapeptide fragment Tyr1-Gly2-Gly3-Trp4
(exorphin B4) and N-acetyl-L-leucine methylamid, N-acetyl-L-glycine methylamid, N-acetyl-L-tyrosine
methylamid and N-acetyl-L-tryptophan methylamid. The calculation results of the spatial structure of the
molecule of exorphin B4 show that the energy differentiation takes place according to the conformations and
backbone forms. Thirteen forms of the backbone of four shapes fff, eef, efe and fee fall into the energy interval
0-6 kcal / mol. The fff shape is represented by six forms of the main chain, the energy of which varies in the
range of 0 - 4.8 kcal / mol. The global conformation of the molecule of exorphin B4 is B11PRB11. This
conformation is advantageous as for nonvalent and for electrostatic interactions. In this structure the efficient
interactions of Tyr1 with Gly2, Gly3 and Trp4, which contribute to a total energy of -12.5 kcal / mol occur. The
shape eef has four low-energy forms of the main chain, the relative energy of which varies in the range 3.7 - 4.9
kcal / mol. The shapes efe and fee are represented by all three forms of the main chain, the relative energy of
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which varies in the energy interval 5.2 - 5.6 kcal / mol. In all low-energy structures of the exorphin B4 molecule
the side chains of Tyr1 and Trp4 are in the same positions, the side chain of Tyr1 is directed to the C-terminal
part of the molecule, and the side chain of Trp3 is directed to the N-terminal part of the molecule. In such
positions they effectively interact with each other and the backbone atoms of the molecule.
The initial conformations for calculation of the pentapeptide molecule of exorphin B5 were formed from
the low-energy conformations of the exorphin B4. The calculation results revealed the energy differentiation
between the shapes, the backbone forms and the conformations. Eleven conformations belonging to eleven forms
of seven shapes of the backbone fall into a wide energy range of 0–6.0 kcal / mol. The relative energy and
energy contributions of non-valent, electrostatic, torsional interactions of these conformations of the exorphin B5
molecule are shown in Table 1. The shapes fffe, ffff, eeff, eefe are represented by two forms of the main chain,
and the shapes of efef, feef, feee by one form of the main chain. The energy of intra-and inter-interaction
interactions, the geometrical parameters of the lowest-energy conformations of each shape are given in Tables 2
and 3. Figure 1 shows the spatial arrangement of amino acids in these conformations.
Table 1.
Relative energy (Urel) and total energy (Utotal) and energy contributions of nonvalent (Unv), electrostatic
(Uel), torsional (Utors) interactions of optimal conformations of the molecule exorphine B5
№
Shapes
Conformation
Energy
Unv
Uel
Utors.
Utotal
Urel
1
fffe
B11PRB11B31
-21.9
3.0
3.3
-15.6
0
2
B11LPB11B22
-22.4
3.1
3.8
-15.5
0.1
3
ffff
B11LPR11R32
-19.1
3.1
3.8
-12.3
3.3
4
B11PRR11R32
-22.8
4.7
6.7
-11.4
4.2
5
eeff
B11BRR11R32
-22.5
4.4
3.6
-14.5
1.1
6
B11RPR11R32
-21.9
4.2
3.6
-14.1
1.5
7
eefe
B11BRB11B32
-18.2
3.9
3.0
-11.3
4.3
8
B11RPB11B32
-16.9
3.8
2.7
-10.5
5.1
9
efef
B11BLR11R21
-18.4
4.1
2.9
-11.4
4.2
10
feef
B11PLR11R21
-17.3
4.5
2.1
-10.6
5.0
11
feee
B11PLB11B32
-16.4
3.9
2.6
-10.0
5.6
The energy differentiation between the low-energy conformations occurs mainly due to non-valent
interactions between the atoms (table 1). The difference between the contributions of non-valent interactions is
6.4 kcal / mol, between the contributions of electrostatic interactions is 1.7 kcal / mol, and between the
contributions of torsional interactions is - 4.6 kcal / mol. In the conformations of the feee and eeee shapes the
side chains of Tyr1 and Trp4 are arranged to effectively interact with the atoms of the main chain. In the lowest
energy conformation B5 B11PRB11B31 of the exorphin molecule the contribution of Tyr1 with the remaining
residues is -13.4 kcal / mol, and the interaction of Tyr1-Trp4 is -10.1 kcal / mol (table 2). In this conformation,
the hydrogen bond formes between the N-H atom of Tyr1 and C = O atom of Trp4. For the conformations of the
ffff shape the character of the stabilizing forces is almost the same as of the fffe shape. In the conformation of
B11BRR11R32 of the eeff shape the energy contribution of interactions Tyr1 with other amino acid residues is -8.7
kcal / mol, the interaction of Gly2 with Trp4 and Leu5 is –3.7 kcal / mol, the interaction of Trp4 and Leu5 is 4.0 kcal / mol. In the low-energy conformations of the efef, feef and feee shapes the effective interactions
between the Tyr1, Trp4 and Leu5 side chains occur between themselves and with the atoms of the backbone. In
all low-energy conformations of the exorphin B5 molecule the side chains of Tyr1 and Trp4 are in the same
positions.
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Table 2.
Energy inside and between residual interactions in the conformations of the molecule exorphine B5
B11PRB11B31 (Urel=0 kcal/mol, first line), B11BRR11R32 (Urel=1,1 kcal/mol, second line), B11BLR11R21 (Urel=4.2
kcal/mol, third line), B11PLR11R21 (Urel=5.0 kcal/mol, fourth line)
Tyr1
Gly2
Gly3
Trp4
Leu5
1.7
-1.4
-1.0
-10.1
-0.9
Tyr1
1.8
-1.2
-2.2
-4.9
-0.4
2.3
-2.2
-1.8
-4.3
-0.2
1.7
-1.4
-1.2
-3.2
0.1
1.2
0.1
-1.1
-0.1
Gly2
1.3
0.1
-1.0
-2.7
1.3
0.5
-1.0
0
1.3
0
-1.5
0
1.3
-1.7
-0.8
Gly3
1.2
-1.3
-1.4
1.3
-1.8
-0.7
1.3
-1.8
-0.7
-0.4
-2.8
Trp4
-0.2
-4.0
-0.5
-3.3
-0.5
-3.0
-3.1
Leu5
-3.3
-4,0
-4,1

Table 3
Geometric parameters (in degrees) of low energy conformations of the molecule exorphine B5
Residue
Conformation
B11PRB11B31
B11BRR11R32
B11BLR11R21
B11PLR11R21
Tyr1
-63 156 175
-69 161 -175
-77 157 -175
-65 159 178
61 87
0
60 90
0
66 99
0
65
87
0
Gly2
Gly3

74 -91
-83 -50

Trp4
Leu5

180
-175

59
-41

172
177

-72
81

127 180
61 -174

78 -78
87 58

178
177

-100 150 180
65 94

-100 -23
63 97

170

-96
68

-42
93

-101 -42
61 92

180

-99 120
-71 65
172

-85 -59
-52 178
180

179
-175

180
180

-87
-90

180

-100 -60 180
-99 -60 180
178 61
180
176 60
180
179
177
Urel
0
1.1
4.2
5.0
Comment: The values of dihedral angles in the table are in the following order φ, ψ, w, χ1, χ2...

The study of the spatial structure of the molecule of exorphin B5 shows that conformational freedom is
possible around the dihedral angle χ1 of the residues Tyr1 and Trp4. Therefore the side chains of these residues
can easily interact with other molecules and receptors.
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b)

c)

d)

Figure 1. Atomic model of spatial structure of the exorphine B5 molecule a), b), c) and d), corresponded to the
structures with the relative energies 0 ;1.1 ; 4.2 and 5.0 kcal/mol,respectively.

Conclusion
The molecules of exorphin B4 and exorphin B5 have almost identical low-energy conformations, the
positions of the side chains of Tyr1 and Trp4 residues in the space coincide for both molecules. Thus, the
theoretical conformational analysis of the molecules of exorphin B4 and exorphin B5 led to such structural
organizations of molecules that do not exclude the realization by the molecules of a number of different
functions that require strictly specific interactions with various receptors.
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ENERGY OF ULTRA SHORT PULSES IN METAMATERIALS
SH.AMIROV*, RENAJ.KASUMOVA, Z.H.TAGIYEV
Baku State University, Z.Khalilov str., 23, Baku, Azerbaijan, Az1148

Nonstationary interaction between forward high intensity pump and idler waves with backward ultrashort pulses
in metamaterials is studied in the second order dispersion theory. We obtained analytic expression for the energy
of backward signal wave. An influence of o group velocity mismatch (GVM) as well as the group velocity
dispersion (GVD) on the energy of a signal wave is studied. Energy of signal wave has a pronounced maximum
depending on the length of metamaterial. Variation in characteristic lengths as GVM and GVD leads to the
change in optimum length of metamaterial at which energy of a signal wave is maximum. It was obtained that
maximum of energy of conversion is reached not at group phase matching, but at the definite characteristic
lengths of GVM and GVD. For the given ratio,𝑙𝑙𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 /𝑙𝑙𝑑𝑑 (GVD) maxima of reduced energy of signal wave displaces
toward greater values of phase mismatch parameter with increase in𝑙𝑙𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 /𝑙𝑙ν(GVM). A shift in energy maxima also
occurs toward greater values of𝑙𝑙𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 /𝑙𝑙νwith increase in𝑙𝑙𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 /𝑙𝑙𝑑𝑑 .
Key words: group velocity dispersion, ultrashort pulse, metamaterial, second order dispersion theory.
PACS:78.67. Pt; 42.65-k; 42.60, 42.62.Hk

1. Introduction
Metamaterials belong to a broad class of synthetic materials with unusual properties have not been found
in nature. Unusual features of metamaterials are originated owing to their composition. As it was shown upon
studies the electromagnetic properties of metamaterials both electric permittivity and magnetic permeability can
become negative in those materials[1]. Recent investigations have shown the important stage of metamaterials
in the progress of material science and technology [2]. Authors [3] characterize metamaterialsas optimized
combination having several responses to particular excitation. Metamaterials have found applications in
manufacturing the microwave antennas as well as the sensors widely used in medicine with different purposes
[4]. The first order dispersion theory was employed for discussion the transition processes in a medium
with second order nonlinearity by the authors [5,6]. Authors of [7] have presented discussion of
metamaterials for their use in developments in the visible as well as infrared regions of a spectrum.
Transition processes upon the interaction of running and counter waves in metamaterials are discussed
by the authors [8].Thethreewave interaction in metamaterials is investigated for the case of second harmonic
generation in[9].Energy transformations between backward signal wave upon the interaction with the forward
pump and idler waves was considered by us [10]by use the constant intensity approximation CIA[11-13]. This
approximation was employed by us also for theoretical analysis the four –wave mixing in metamaterials[14]. A
growing interest to the non-stationary interaction of ultra-short pulses of light in nonlinear medium is related to
the development of powerful sources of light pulses of femtosecond duration[15]. An effect of dispersive
properties of medium on the character of interaction of ultrashort pulses increases with the reduction in the pulse
duration. Frequencyconversion for ultrashort running waves is presented in[16].An effect of group velocity
mismatch (GVM) and group velocity dispersion (GVD) on the generation of sum frequency of ultrashort pulses
in a resonator was discussed in[17]. Earlier we have investigated spectrum of the excited backward signal wave
in metamaterials in the second order dispersion theory[18].
2. Theory
In this paper astudy of energyof excited backward ultrashort signal wave in the non-stationary conditions
is presented. We assume metamaterial with length 𝑙𝑙 and input surface at 𝑧𝑧 = 𝑙𝑙 . Such a medium with quadratic
nonlinearity is “left” at the frequency of signal wave only. Here the pump wave is a long pump pulse with
frequency 𝜔𝜔3 an idler wave is at frequency 𝜔𝜔2 and a signal wave is at the difference frequency 𝜔𝜔1 = 𝜔𝜔3 − 𝜔𝜔2 .
The geometry of the problem is so that the pump and idler waves enter the nonlinear medium from the left
(𝑧𝑧 = 0), but the signal wave from the right (𝑧𝑧 = 𝑙𝑙) hand side. In such a consideration the wave vectors of all
interacting waves in a metamaterial propagate in the positive direction of the z axis. During the wave
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propagation in a nonlinear medium as a result of the nonlinear interaction the energy exchange occurs between
the counter wave packets of two types: direct waves (here the idler and pump waves) and backward wave (here
the signal wave); this leads to the energy transfer from the pump and idler waves into the signal-wave energy.
For the negative values of the dielectric permittivity and magnetic permeability at the signal wave frequency
𝜔𝜔1 and the positive values at the frequencies 𝜔𝜔2 , 𝜔𝜔3 the parametrical interaction is described by the system of
parametrically coupled equations[13]
1 𝜕𝜕
𝑔𝑔1 𝜕𝜕 2
𝜕𝜕
− 𝑖𝑖
− 𝛿𝛿1 � 𝐴𝐴1 = 𝑖𝑖𝛾𝛾1 𝐴𝐴3 𝐴𝐴∗2 𝑒𝑒 𝑖𝑖∆𝑧𝑧
� −
2 𝜕𝜕𝑡𝑡 2
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕 |𝑢𝑢1 | 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
�

𝜕𝜕

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

1 𝜕𝜕

+ 𝑢𝑢

2

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

− 𝑖𝑖

𝑔𝑔2 𝜕𝜕 2

2 𝜕𝜕𝑡𝑡 2

+ 𝛿𝛿2 � 𝐴𝐴2 = −𝑖𝑖𝛾𝛾2 𝐴𝐴3 𝐴𝐴1∗ 𝑒𝑒 𝑖𝑖∆𝑧𝑧

(1)

𝜕𝜕
1 𝜕𝜕
𝑔𝑔3 𝜕𝜕 2
� +
− 𝑖𝑖
+ 𝛿𝛿3 � 𝐴𝐴3 = −𝑖𝑖𝛾𝛾3 𝐴𝐴1 𝐴𝐴2 𝑒𝑒 −𝑖𝑖∆𝑧𝑧
2 𝜕𝜕𝑡𝑡 2
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕 𝑢𝑢3 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

here 𝐴𝐴𝑗𝑗 (j=1-3) are the corresponding complex amplitudes of the signal, idler and pump waves respectively ,
𝛿𝛿𝑗𝑗 are the absorption coefficients of the medium at frequencies 𝜔𝜔𝑗𝑗 (j=1-3), 𝑢𝑢𝑗𝑗 - are the group velocities of the
interacting waves , ∆= 𝑘𝑘1 − 𝑘𝑘2 − 𝑘𝑘3 is the phase mismatch between the interacting waves , 𝑔𝑔𝑗𝑗 = 𝜕𝜕 2 𝑘𝑘𝑗𝑗 / 𝜕𝜕𝜔𝜔𝑗𝑗2
is the dispersion of group velocities and 𝛾𝛾1 , 𝛾𝛾2 , 𝛾𝛾3 , are the coefficients of nonlinear coupling depending
on effective quadratic susceptibility of the medium χ2𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 . Assuming pump wave amplitude to be constant (

𝐴𝐴3 = 𝐴𝐴30 = 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐.) and having put substitution for local time
reduced to

𝑧𝑧

η = 𝑡𝑡 − 𝑢𝑢 the set of above equations (1) is
1

𝜕𝜕
𝑔𝑔1 𝜕𝜕 2
� − 𝑖𝑖
− 𝛿𝛿1 � 𝐴𝐴1 (𝑧𝑧, η) = 𝑖𝑖𝛾𝛾1 𝐴𝐴3 𝐴𝐴∗2 (𝑧𝑧, η)𝑒𝑒 𝑖𝑖∆𝑧𝑧
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
2 𝜕𝜕 η2

(2)

𝜕𝜕
𝑔𝑔3 𝜕𝜕 2
𝜕𝜕
− 𝑖𝑖
+ 𝛿𝛿3 � 𝐴𝐴3 (𝑧𝑧, η) = −𝑖𝑖𝛾𝛾3 𝐴𝐴1 𝐴𝐴2 (𝑧𝑧, η)𝑒𝑒 −𝑖𝑖∆𝑧𝑧
� − 𝜈𝜈
2 𝜕𝜕 η2
𝜕𝜕η
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

where𝜈𝜈 = 1/𝑢𝑢2 − 1/𝑢𝑢1 is a group velocity mismatch.
Non-stationary wave interactions are of considerable interest in nonlinearly optical processes that occur in
the fields of ultrashort laser pulses and has a growing related to the development of powerful sources of light
pulses of femtosecond duration [1, 2].
Employment the Fourier transformation yields
�

𝜕𝜕
𝑔𝑔1
+ 𝑖𝑖 𝜔𝜔2 − 𝛿𝛿1 � 𝐴𝐴1 (𝑧𝑧, 𝜔𝜔) = 𝑖𝑖𝛾𝛾1 𝐴𝐴30 𝐴𝐴∗2 (𝑧𝑧, 𝜔𝜔)𝑒𝑒 𝑖𝑖∆𝑧𝑧
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
2

𝜕𝜕
𝑔𝑔3
� + 𝑖𝑖 𝜔𝜔2 + 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝛿𝛿3 � 𝐴𝐴3 (𝑧𝑧, 𝜔𝜔) = −𝑖𝑖𝛾𝛾3 𝐴𝐴1 (𝑧𝑧, 𝜔𝜔)𝐴𝐴20 𝑒𝑒 −𝑖𝑖∆𝑧𝑧
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
2

(3)

In the absence of linear losses (𝛿𝛿𝑗𝑗 = 0 ) having put different substitutions the above set of equations reduces to
the following second order differential equation
𝜕𝜕 2 𝑎𝑎 (𝑧𝑧,𝜔𝜔 )
𝜕𝜕 𝑧𝑧 2

+ 𝜆𝜆2 𝑎𝑎(𝑧𝑧, 𝜔𝜔 ) = 0
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𝑔𝑔 +𝑔𝑔

where𝑎𝑎 (𝑧𝑧, 𝜔𝜔 ) = 𝐴𝐴1 (𝑧𝑧, 𝜔𝜔 )𝑒𝑒 −𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 , 𝑘𝑘 = 𝑖𝑖 � 2 − 1 3 𝜔𝜔2 � , 𝜆𝜆 = 𝑖𝑖 �Γ22 +
4
Searching solution of equation (4) as
𝑎𝑎 (𝑧𝑧, 𝜔𝜔 ) = 𝐶𝐶1 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 + 𝐶𝐶2 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠

4

1/2

�

,𝛽𝛽 = 𝑖𝑖 �

𝑔𝑔1 −𝑔𝑔3
2

𝜔𝜔2 + ∆ − 𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔�

and taking into account the boundary conditions A1(𝑧𝑧 = 𝑙𝑙 ) = 0, 𝐴𝐴2,3 (𝑧𝑧 = 0) = 𝐴𝐴20,30 we obtain for complex
amplitude of signal wave
𝐴𝐴1 (𝜔𝜔, 𝑧𝑧) =

𝑖𝑖 𝛾𝛾1 𝐴𝐴 3 𝐴𝐴 20

(𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 ∙ 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 − 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠)𝑒𝑒 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘

𝜆𝜆−𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘

(5)

Furthermore we assume that the input idler wave is Gaussian with a quadratic phase modulation.
−

𝑡𝑡 2

−𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

𝐴𝐴3 (𝑡𝑡) = 𝐴𝐴30 𝑒𝑒 2𝜏𝜏 2
According to (5) a spectral power density of signal pulse wave is given by
𝑆𝑆1 (𝑧𝑧, 𝜔𝜔) = 𝐷𝐷

where 𝐷𝐷 = (𝑐𝑐𝑛𝑛1 /8𝜋𝜋)𝛾𝛾12 𝐼𝐼20 𝐼𝐼30 𝜏𝜏 2 𝑧𝑧 2 /2𝜋𝜋 ,
1 1 𝑙𝑙

λ𝑧𝑧 = 𝑙𝑙𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 −1 𝑧𝑧 [4 �2 𝑙𝑙𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 (1 − 𝛼𝛼 )𝜔𝜔2 𝜏𝜏 2 −
∆

𝑑𝑑.

1

𝑙𝑙

𝑙𝑙 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 .
𝑙𝑙 𝜈𝜈

�1+𝑝𝑝 (𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆

)2 +(𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 )2 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 2 𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆

1 𝑙𝑙 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 .

𝑑𝑑.

exp �−

𝜔𝜔 2 𝜏𝜏 2
1+𝑝𝑝

(6)

�

(7)

∆ 2

𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔 + Γ � − 1]1/2 ,

𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 = 𝑙𝑙𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 −1 𝑧𝑧[𝑖𝑖( 2 Γ − 2 (1 + 𝛼𝛼 ) 𝑙𝑙𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 𝜔𝜔2 𝜏𝜏 2 − 2
3

(𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 −𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 ∙𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 )2

1

𝑡𝑡 2
2

𝑙𝑙 𝜈𝜈

3

𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔 ) ],

𝑔𝑔

𝜏𝜏 2

𝜏𝜏

𝛼𝛼 = 𝑔𝑔3 , 𝑙𝑙𝑑𝑑 = 𝑔𝑔 , 𝑙𝑙𝜈𝜈 = 𝜈𝜈
1

1

𝑝𝑝 = 𝛾𝛾 2 𝜏𝜏 4 is a phase modulationfactor
On the basis of equation (7) the energy density is calculated by the following integration:
+∞

𝑊𝑊1 = 𝐷𝐷 ∫−∞

3. Discussion and Results

1

(𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 −𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 ∙𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 )2

�1+𝑝𝑝 (𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆 )2 +(𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 )2 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 2 𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆

exp �−

𝜔𝜔 2 𝜏𝜏 2
1+𝑝𝑝

� 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

(8)

From (8) it follows that energy of signal wave is determined not by the values of 𝑧𝑧, 𝑙𝑙𝜈𝜈 and 𝑙𝑙𝑑𝑑. but with the
ratios 𝑧𝑧/𝑙𝑙𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 , 𝑙𝑙𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 /𝑙𝑙𝜈𝜈 , 𝑙𝑙𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 /𝑙𝑙𝑑𝑑 . Fig.1 demonstrates dependences of signal wave energy versus reduced length
𝑧𝑧/𝑙𝑙𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 in the metamaterial with length Γ3 𝑙𝑙 = 2 at phase for phase mismatch parameter (∆𝑙𝑙𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 = 3) at different
values of 𝑙𝑙𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 /𝑙𝑙𝜈𝜈 , 𝑙𝑙𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 /𝑙𝑙𝑑𝑑 and 𝑝𝑝 = 𝛾𝛾 2 𝜏𝜏 4 . In a traditional nonlinear medium this dependence has a pronounced
maximum corresponding to the coherent length of medium[16].Since the energy flux of signal wave is in the
opposite direction to the fluxes of both idler and pump waves, as it was expected, greater values of energy are
obtained not at the output but at the input of the metamaterial.
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Fig. 1.The reduced energy density of a signal wave as a function of reduced length 𝑧𝑧/𝑙𝑙𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 for ∆𝑙𝑙𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 = 3
curves ( 1,2,4 ) and 𝑝𝑝 = 𝛾𝛾 2 𝜏𝜏 4 =5 (curves 1,3,4) and 𝑝𝑝 = 0 (curve 2) at different values of 𝑙𝑙𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 /𝑙𝑙𝜈𝜈 , and 𝑙𝑙𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 /𝑙𝑙𝑑𝑑
𝑙𝑙
𝑙𝑙
𝑙𝑙
𝑙𝑙
𝑙𝑙
𝑙𝑙
𝑙𝑙
𝑙𝑙
: 1 − 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 = 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 = 3 , ; 2 − 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 = 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 = 3 ; 3 − 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 = 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 = 3, ∆𝑙𝑙𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 = 0 ; 4 − 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 = 3, 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 = 0
𝑙𝑙 𝜈𝜈

𝑙𝑙 𝑑𝑑

𝑙𝑙 𝜈𝜈

𝑙𝑙 𝑑𝑑

𝑙𝑙 𝜈𝜈

𝑙𝑙 𝑑𝑑

𝑙𝑙 𝜈𝜈

𝑙𝑙 𝑑𝑑

Comparison of curves 1 and 2 shows increase in energy with increase in frequency modulation.In Fig. 2
dependences of energy of a backward signal wave versus phase mismatch parameter are illustrated at different
values of ratios 𝑙𝑙𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 /𝑙𝑙𝜈𝜈 and 𝑙𝑙𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 /𝑙𝑙𝑑𝑑 . As can be seen at equal values of above ratios the energy dependence is
not symmetric relatively ordinate axis. With increase in 𝑙𝑙𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 /𝑙𝑙𝜈𝜈 the peaks of energy shift toward greater values of
phase mismatch parameter, width of peaks decreasesand plots exhibit several maxima. Maxima of energy do not
correspond to phase matching.
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𝑙𝑙 𝑑𝑑

Fig. 2 Dependences of the reduced energy density of a signal wave on the relative phase mismatch for
𝑙𝑙
𝑙𝑙
𝑙𝑙
= 0,5 and 𝑝𝑝 = 𝛾𝛾 2 𝜏𝜏 4 = 0 at different values of 𝑙𝑙𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 /𝑙𝑙𝜈𝜈 , and 𝑙𝑙𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 /𝑙𝑙𝑑𝑑 : 1 − 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 = 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 = 3 ; 2 − 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 = 3 ,
=6;

3−

𝑙𝑙 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛
𝑙𝑙 𝜈𝜈

𝑙𝑙 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛

=3 ,

𝑙𝑙 𝑑𝑑

𝑙𝑙 𝜈𝜈

= 10 .

𝑙𝑙 𝑑𝑑

𝑙𝑙 𝜈𝜈

An effect of group velocity mismatch on energy gained in metamaterial is seen in Fig.3. Here energy plots
are presented at different values of group velocity dispersion. Plots are given for values decreased by a factor of
10 (curves 2 and 3) and 5 times (curve 1)
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and 𝑝𝑝 = 𝛾𝛾 2 𝜏𝜏 4 :

1−

= 3 , 𝑝𝑝 = 𝛾𝛾 2 𝜏𝜏 4 = 0 ;

As can be seen an increase in characteristic length

𝑙𝑙 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛

𝑙𝑙 𝑑𝑑

𝑙𝑙 𝜈𝜈

= 1 , 𝑝𝑝 = 𝛾𝛾 2 𝜏𝜏 4 = 0 ; 2 −
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= 0,5 and ∆ ∙ 𝑙𝑙𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 = 0

= 1 , 𝑝𝑝 = 𝛾𝛾 2 𝜏𝜏 4 = 10 ;

the energy maxima shift toward greater values of

𝑙𝑙 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛
𝑙𝑙 𝜈𝜈

.

Increase in frequency modulation also affects to the energy enhancement. Energy density of a signal wave as a
𝑙𝑙
function 𝑙𝑙𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 are demonstrated in Fig. 4
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Fig.4.Dependences of the energy density of a signal wave as a function
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= 0,5 , 𝑝𝑝 = 𝛾𝛾 𝜏𝜏 = 0 and ∆ ∙ 𝑙𝑙𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 = 0 : 1 −
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𝑙𝑙 𝜈𝜈

3
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lnl/ld

at different values of
=2 ;

3−

𝑙𝑙 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛
𝑙𝑙 𝜈𝜈

From these drawings it is seen that maxima of dependences shift toward greater values of
𝑙𝑙 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛
𝑙𝑙 𝜈𝜈

=3

𝑙𝑙 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛
𝑙𝑙 𝑑𝑑

𝑙𝑙 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛
𝑙𝑙 𝜈𝜈

with increase in

curves exhibit more maxima. In Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 behavior of curves shows that greater values of energy are

obtained not under group velocity matching or in the absence of group velocity dispersion but at definite values
of characteristic lengths 𝑙𝑙𝜈𝜈 and 𝑙𝑙𝑑𝑑 . This result testifies that both group velocity mismatch and group velocity
dispersion can play the profitable role from energy point of view[16].
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4. Conclusions
On the basis of above discussions we can conclude that the second order dispersion theory has allowed us
to study effects of group velocity mismatch as well as group velocity dispersion on the parametrical
𝑙𝑙
amplification of a backward signal wave in metamaterial. It was found that at the given ratio 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛
maxima of
𝑙𝑙 𝑑𝑑

reduced energy of a signal wave displace toward greater values of phase mismatch parameter with increase in
𝑙𝑙
the 𝑙𝑙𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 . The energy maxima do not correspond to the phase matching. This result testifies that both group
𝜈𝜈

velocity mismatch and group velocity dispersion can play the profitable role from energy point of view.
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INFLUENCE OF THERMAL FLUCTUATIONS ON CRITICAL CURRENT OF JOSEPHSON
JUNCTION WITH UNCONVENTIONAL CURRENT-PHASE RELATION
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a

Department of Computer Engineering and Center of Excellence of Superconductivity Research, Ankara University,
Ankara, 06100, Turkey
b
Institute of Physics Azerbaijan National Academy of Sciences 33, H.Cavid 33.Baku, AZ1143, Azerbaijan

In this study we carried out the analysis of the thermal fluctuations of Josephson junction (JJ) with
unconventional current-phase relation (CPR). It was obtained expression for the critical current fluctuations in
case of linear growing of current via junction in limits of low sampling rate. It is shown that, the dynamical
properties of JJ with unconventional CPR is determined by the renormalized critical current of JJ.
Keywords: Josephson junction, current-phase relation, thermal fluctuation
PACS: 03.75.Lm; 74.50.+r; 73.43.Jn
1. Introduction
In all early studies of the dynamical properties of JJ based circuits (see [1,2]), it was
CPR has a harmonic character with critical current Ic0

considered that

I = I c 0 sin φ .

.
(1)
Relationship (1) is fulfilled with a high accuracy for JJs on low temperature superconductors [3]. In the case
of JJs on high temperature superconductors, the CPR becomes anharmonic [4, 5]

I = I c f α (φ ) = I c 0 (sin φ + α sin 2φ ) ,

(2)
where anharmonicity parameter α depends on the junction preparation technology. In general, anharmonicity in
the CPR for high temperature and Fe-based superconductors based JJ is associated with the d-wave behavior
of the order parameter and many band character of superconducting state in new superconducting compounds
[6]. The some dynamical properties of single JJs with an anharmonic CPR (2) were studied in papers [7–11].
In the case of JJs based on topological superconductors, the CPR includes fractional term [12-14],

I = I c f m (φ ) = I c 0 (sin φ + m sin(φ / 2))

.
(3)
Second term in Eq. (3) related with Majorana quasi-particles and dynamical detection of this particles seems
very challenging in sold state physics. Discovery of Majorana fermions seems interesting from the point of
fault-tolerant quantum computing [15]. The few number papers devoted to dynamical properties of single JJs
with Majorana term (3) [16–17]. In this study we carried out the detail analysis of the thermal fluctuations of
critical current of Josephson junction with unconventional current-phase relation (2-3). We take into account
the case of linear growing current via junction. It is shown the changing of dynamics of JJ with
unconventional CPR.
2. Basic Equations
For the analysis of the dynamics JJs with anharmonic CPR (2,3), we use differential equation for Josephson
phase
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βφ + φ + f α ,m (φ ) = ie ,
where ie normalized external current via JJ, dots over
time

(4)

φ corresponds to derivative in respect dimensionless

Φ0
2e
I c R N2 C , which determine the
. In Eq. (4) notation β is the McCumber parameter of JJ β =

2πI c R N

size of hysteresis in IV curve. It is well known, that the case of
of

β >>1 correspond to tunnel JJ [1,2]. In the case

β <<1 hysteresis on IV curve is absent and in Eq. (4) we can neglect the first term. Presence of second

harmonic in CPR in Eq. (2,3) leads to renormalizaion of critical current I c 0 . In calculations we use analytical
solution for the maximum point of the function f (φ ) (4) similarly to [18]. The effective critical current I c
of a JJ with an anharmonic CPR as function of amplitude of second term (see Eqs. (2,3)) is presented in Fig. 1.
As you can see, with increasing of this amplitude effective critical current I c also increases. Quadratic behavior
at small α
(Eq. (2), lower line) converted to linear dependence at high values of anharmonicity parameter.
Inclusion ofMajorana term leads to linear increasing of critical current (upperline in Fig. 1).

Fig.1. Effective critical current of JJ with unconventional
anharmonic case (Eq. 2)

CPR: upper with Majorana term (Eq. 3), lower

3.Results
Final expression for the fluctuation of critical current of JJ in the case of low sampling rate r << γ 3 / 2 , leads
to result for all cases of high and lower McCumber parameter (see [2,6,7,10])

δi = (

3γ ln C 0
25 / 2

)3/ 2

γ = 2π

kT
; C 0 = const
Φ0Ic
.

,
In expression (5) we should take into account renormalization of McCumber parameter

(5)
β (α ) and critical

current I c (α ) due unconventional character of CPR. The thermal fluctuations of critical current I c of a JJ
with unconventional CPR as function of amplitude of second term (see Eqs. (2,3)) is presented in Fig. 2.
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Such result can be explaned by the decreasing of the Josephson inductance of junction in increasing of critical
current Ic and as result weaking of inertial properties.
It is well known that the supercurrent in JJ

I = I c (α ) sin φ is equivalent to alternating differential Josephson inductance [1].

Fig.2. Thermal fluctuations of critical current of JJ with unconventional

r << γ

3/ 2

CPR in low sampling rate limit

: upper with anharmonic term (Eq. 2), lower with Majorana term (Eq. 3)

4. Conclusions
Thus, in this paper, the influence thermal fluctuations on critical current of JJ with unconventional CPR
was investigated. Renormalization of critical current in JJ with unconventional CPR leads to changing of
fluctuations of critical current with increasing of amplitude of second term: anharmonic or Majorana term.
Author thanks Prof. A.Bozbey, N.Kartlı, H.B.Yıldırım for useful discussions. Presented work was supported
by TUBITAK research grant 118F093.
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THERMAL ACTIVATION IN SMALL JOSEPHSON JUNCTION
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In this study we carried out the analysis of the thermal activation of small Josephson junction (JJ). An expression
for the fluctuation of Coulomb blockade edge in the case of low and high growing rate of voltage was obtained.
It was shown that dynamics of small size JJ under termal fluctuations is determined by the energy ratioparameter, temperature and growing rate of voltage.
Keywords: Josephson junction, Coulomb blockade, thermal activation
PACS:03.75.Lm; 74.50.+r; 73.43.Jn
1. Introduction
The study of small size JJs becomes very attractive in recent years. As shown in studies [1-3], in small
junctions arises Coulomb blockade in tunneling of Cooper pairs. It means that small JJs can transfer individual
superconducting pairs and generate Bloch oscillation of physical quantities due to Coulomb blockade. The
important pecularity of these JJs is the nonlinear differential capacitance CB(q)

d 2 E 0 (q ) −1
C B (q) = (
)
dq 2
,
where E 0 (q ) is the dispersion relation for lower band [1-3] and q

(1)
is the quasi-charge

(−e < q < e) . As

shown in [4], for the study of dynamics of quasicharge in small JJs it is necessary to include Bloch inductance

LB (q) into the equation for quasicharge q (see [4])
LB ( q )

d 2q
dq
+ R + V ( q ) = Ve ,
2
dt
dt

(2)

where Ve external voltage applied to JJ and R is the resistance of JJ. Periodical function V (q ) in Eq. (2),
replaces the term sin φ in Eqs. for the usual Josephson effectdescription [5,6]. Expression of V (q ) that was
used in [7-9], presented below (−e < q < e)

q q 3
−( )
e
e
e
V (q) =
2
C
q 2
2 κ
(( ) − 1) +
e
4
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Bloch inductance LB (q ) is the kinetic characteristic of supercurrent of JJ.

LB (q) is a positive periodic

function of the quasicharge is given by the expression [4]

LB =

Φ
LJ
; LJ = 0 ; ξ < 1
2 2
2πI c
(1 + ξ )

.

It is well know that small JJs are characterized by the energy ratio parameter κ =

Josephson energy, I c critical current, E C =

(4)

EJ
I
, where E J = c
2e
EC

e2
Coulomb energy, and С capacity of junction [1-3]. The case
2C

κ >> 1 corresponds to the usual Josephson effect, and it can be neglected by the effects of correlation in
Cooper pair tunneling. In the opposite case κ → 0 , due to small capacity, Coulomb energy E C becomes

of

considerable, which leads to Coulomb blockade under tunneling of Cooper pair [7-10].
In this study we develop theory for the study of the influence of thermal fluctuations on dynamics of small
JJs by taking into account Bloch inductance. In consideration, we present dynamics of small junction under low
and high linear growing rate of voltage.
2.Basic Equations
In the presence of thermal fluctuations, the effect of fluctuations of Coulomb blockade edge in IV

δq
takes place. As shown in [1,2,7], the dynamical behavior of a small junction is
C
similar to the behavior of a particle in the potential field of a form U (q ) = E 0 (q ) − Ve q (similar to tilted

curve with value δV =

‘washboard’ potential [6]).

Ve
= αt slowly and satisfy the
V0

In this limit we consider that the voltage across JJ rises as

α << γ , γ << 1 ( γ =

the condition

kT
is the intensity of thermal fluctuations in units E C ). The calculation leads to final
EC

result for tunneling probability as [11,12]
κ

ω πγ 2γ  αt ' − 1
1 
+ erf
p (t ′) = 1 − exp(− B
e erf
)
4π α
γ
γ 

where erf (…..) is the error function. In Eq.

(5), ω B =

1

,

(5)

is the frequency determined by the Bloch

LB C B

inductance of small Josephson junction [4,7].
In the case ofhigh growing rate of voltage across JJ ( α >> γ ), the influence of thermal fluctuations is
not so considerable as in case of low rate. For the analysis of the intensity of fluctuations in this case we will
use Eq. (2) rewritten as
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z
l B δz + ~z − ~z δ~z = v f

(6)

κ
4
q
z = (2 ~y + 1); ~y = − 1; l Bz = l B . Solution of last equation has the form
where ~
κ

e

8

1
δ~y = z
lB

τ

∫ K (τ ,τ ′)dτ ′

−∞

.

(7)

In Eq. (7), the kernel K (τ ,τ ′) is defined from Eq. (6) with δ (τ − τ ′) on the right side.
.
3. Results
For the evaluation of the influence of thermal fluctuation on Coulomb blockade in the limit of low growing rate
of voltage across JJ α << γ , γ <<1, we use Eq. (6) similar to the case of JJ [14,15] (see also [13])

δq 2πα
κ
=
exp(− ) .
2γ
ωB
e
In last expression Bloch frequency denoted as
from study [10] and as a result ω B =

ωB =

1
LB C B

.

, with Bloch inductance l B (q ) ≈ (1 +

(8)

1
2κ

)

ωJ
.
1
(1 +
)
2κ

Using Eq. (6-7) in the limit of high growing rate of voltage across JJ( α >> γ , γ <<1) for the high Bloch
inductance l B >> 1 leads to

δq
e

= 1.42 γ

πα 4 / 3
l Bκ 4 / 3

.

(9)

In the opposite case of low Bloch inductance l B << 1 is true

δq
α 5/6
= 2.35 γ 1 / 3
e
κ

.

(10)

4. Conclusions
Thus, in this paper the influence thermal fluctuations on dynamics of JJs with a Coulomb blockade was
investigated. Bloch oscillations in small Josephson junctions were taken into account including the
corresponding inductance to equation. It was shown that the dynamics is determined by the energy ratio
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parameter of JJ, temperature and growing rate of external voltage on junction. Obtained results will be useful in
realization of small size JJ.
Authors thanks Prof. A.Bozbey, N.Kartlı, H.B.Yıldırım for useful discussions. Presented work partially
supported by TUBITAK research grant 118F093.
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MAGNETIC MOMENT OF THE LATTICE OF NON-INTERACTING DILUTED MAGNETIC
SEMICONDUCTOR QUANTUM RING
A.M.BABANLI1, B.G.IBRAGIMOV2
1
Department of Physics, University of Suleyman Demirel,32260,Isparta,Turkey
2
Azerbaijan National Academy of Sciences, Institute of Physics, Baku, Azerbaijan
In the present work, we investigate the magnetic properties of the non- interacting diluted magnetic
semiconductor (DMS) quantum ring lattices by using the 2D rotator model. We take into account the effect of
the exchange interaction and the Zeeman term on the magnetic moment. For this purpose, we derive the exact
analytic expression for the single-particle partition function und used it to determine the magnetic moment. We
show that the positions of compensation points (points at which the magnetization vanishes at fixed values of the
magnetic field strength) in the temperature scale are very sensitive to changes in the Mn concentrations
Keywords:diluted magnetic semiconductor, quantum ring, partition function
PACS:75.75.-C;75.50.Pp
1. Introduction
The semiconductor quantum ring has been extensively studied from both theoretical and experimental
point of view [1]. These quantum systems have many applications such as single electron and photon devices,
spintronics. Important class of materials for spintronics forms diluted magnetic semiconductors (DMS). They are
A2B6 or A3B5 solutions with high density of magnetic impurities (usually, Mn). The presence of magnetic ions
in such heterostructures additionally allows one to explore new spin-dependent phenomena at lower
dimensionalities. The presence of localized magnetic ions in DMSs leads to an exchange interaction between the
sp band electrons and the d electrons associated with Mn, resulting in extremely large Zeeman splitting of
electronic levels [2,3].
The authors of Ref [4] investigated the magnetic properties of the lattice of non-interacting quantum rings
by using the 2D rotator model without including the spin contribution. It was shown that such a system could be
considered as a system with antiferromagnetic-like properties. The purpose of this work is to study the effect of
exchange and Zeeman interactions on the magnetic moment of non-interacting quantum ring systems prepared
from a diluted magnetic semiconductor. The quantum ring is subjected to a uniform magnetic field along the zdirection. The total Hamiltonian of the system is given by:

H=


1 
1
( p + eA) 2 + gσ z µ B H + H ex
2 mn
2

where mn is the effective mass of electrons, µ B =

(1)

e
is the Bohr magneton, m0 is the free electron mass and
2m0


A is the vector potential. In the mean field approximation the exchange Hamiltonian term can be written as [4]:

H ex =

1
< S z > N 0 xJ s −d σ z = 3 Aσ z
2
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where J s − d is a constant which describes the exchange interaction, N 0 is the density of the unit cells. The
thermodynamic average < S z > of the z component of the localized Mn spin is determined by the expression

 Sg µ H 
< S z >= − S 0 B5  Mn B 
2
k BT 

(3)

 Sg µ H 
=2 is the g factor of Mn ions, S=5/2 and k B is the
where B5  Mn B  is the Brillouin functions,
2
k BT 
Boltzmann constant. For uniform magnetic field, the vector potentials in cylindrical coordinates have the
components Aφ =

Hr
, Ar = 0 and Schrödinger equation in polar coordinates is
2
(4)

The solution of Eq. (4) has the form:

Ψ (r ,φ ) =

1
R(r )e ilφ
2π

El ,σ = ε (l − ξ ) +
2

σµ B H
2

(5)

g ∗ , l = 0,±1,±2,...

(6)

where
(7)
For finding the magnetization of the electrons DMS rings it is necessary to obtain the free energy of the electron
gas in the nano ring. The free energy can be determined from the classical partition function Z. Given the nondegenerate energy spectrum, we can define it by a sum over all possible states of the system

Z = ∑e

− βEl ,σ

(8)

l ,σ

where β =

1
and T is the thermodynamic equilibrium temperature. After substitution the Eq. (6) into the
k BT

partition function definition, and after making similar calculations to those in Ref. [4], we get:

(

Z = πχv3 − ξπ , e
BSU 100

−π 2 χ

)

 g ∗µB H
2 cosh
 2εχ





(9)
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2χ

) is the theta function and χ = (βε )

−1
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. Now, we can calculate the free energy of the DMS

ring. As well known:

(

)


2χ
 g ∗µB H
F = −k BT ln Z = − χε ln πχv3 − ξπ , e −π 2 cosh
 2εχ



 



(10)

To calculate the magnetization of the electron gas, we use the expression of the free energy of the ring:

M =−

µ B∗ =

µ ∗ ∂F
∂F
∂F ∂ξ
=− B
=−
2ε ∂ξ
∂H
∂ξ ∂H

(11)

e
is the effective Bohr magneton. Using Eq. (11) and the Logarithmic derivative of theta-function [6]
2 mn

we get :

 ∞
 g ∗µB H
sin (2 jπξ ) 1

M = µ B∗ χ  π ∑ (− 1) j
Tanh
+
sinh jπ 2 χ 2
 2εχ
 j =1`

(

)

 ∂  g ∗µB H
 
 ∂ξ  2εχ


 



(12)

3. Results and discussion
The numerical values of the magnetization as a function of the AB flux are presented in Fig. 1. As can be seen
from Figure 1 the magnetization for free electron model system varies over range of negative and positive values
with changing of the AB flux at fixed temperature. Also, as it can be seen the value of magnetization is equal to
zero, when ξ = l , where l is integer or half-integer. These points are called as the “Aharonov-Bohm
compensation points” at which the magnetization vanishes at fixed temperature, while magnetic flux varies. In
our case of diluted magnetic semiconductor the magnetization is not equal to zero when ξ takes integer or half
integer. This result is different than the one obtained in Ref. [4]. In the case DMSs the magnetization for Mn
concentration x = 0.0013 varies from positive to negative values with changing of the AB flux at fixed
temperature. As well known, such a behavior is typical for the paramagnetic systems.

Fig.1. Dependence of the magnetization in terms of µ B∗ on the magnetic flux for the cases where Mn
concentrations x=0, g=0, and x=0.0013, g=-1.67 for χ = 0.008 .
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The manganese concentrations is increased in the solid solutions Cd1-xMnxTe the nature of the exchange
interaction between the localized angular moments must change, and this will lead to a change in the
magnetization of DMS. Results of the calculations showed that in DMS as the content of manganese is increased
a continuous transition is observed from the antiferromagnetism phase to the paramagnetism phase. In our
calculation we consider the parameter corresponding to Cd1− x Mn xTe materials: mn =0.096m0, where m0 is the
free electron mass, and ge =-1.67, N 0 j s −d = 0.22eV ,

N 0 j s −d

ε

= 1385, R = 50nm are taken from [3].

4. Conclusion
We have studied theoretically the electronic spectra and magnetic properties of diluted magnetic semiconductor
quantum ring in the presence of externally applied static magnetic field. We have shown that in DMSs the
magnetization has opposite behavior in some regions of ξ to that one where x= 0. The dependence of the
magnetization DMS nano ring on the magnetic flux has an oscillation character. It was shown that when Mn
concentration is increased compensation points decreases. It was showed that in DMS as the content of
manganese is increased a continuous transition is observed from the antiferromagnetism phase to the
paramagnetism phase.
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EFFECT OF ENERGY SPECTRUM NONPARABOLICITY ON ENTROPY OF A COMPLEX
SHAPED QUANTUM WELL
S.R. FIGAROVA, M.M. MAHMUDOV *
Baku State University, Z.Khalilov str., 23, Baku, Azerbaijan, AZ1148
In this paper, entropy of a two-dimensional electron gas as a function of the complex shaped quantum well
parameters and band gap are studied. We usethe Kane model in a two-band approximation. It has been shown
that an increase in the quantum well depth leads to the strong localization of conduction electrons and hence to
decrease in entropy. Entropy of two-dimensional electron gas drops with the band gap increasing.
Keywords: quantum well, complex potential profile, entropy, nonparabolicity
PACS: 65.40.Gr; 68.65.Fg; 73.21.Fg; 73.63.Hs
1. Introduction
In nanotechnology low-dimensional semiconductor structures (superlattices, MOS - structures, and also
thin films with the thickness of the de Broglie wavelength order) are used. In these structures size-quantized
phenomena that substantially depend on the quantum well potential [1-3] occur. At present, epitaxial growth
techniques allows one to fabricate quantum wells with arbitrary potential profiles. Mainly, a two dimensional
electron gas in rectangular and parabolic quantum wells in magnetic and electrical fields are investigated.
However, conduction band nonparabolicity and quantum well complex potential profiles also essentially
influence two dimensional electron gas properties, since heterostructures, as a rule, consist of different band gap
semiconductor layers with the nonparabolic dispersion law [4]. Conduction band nonparabolicity alters the two
dimensional electron gas density of states аnd hence its thermodynamics properties (eg entropy [5],
magnetization [6]. etc).
Taking into consideration the energy spectrum nonparabolicity of a two-dimensional electron gas leads to
a density of states with linear dependence on energy (unlike the parabolic spectrum), the fact that affects the
thermodynamic and transport characteristics. In this paper, entropy of a two-dimensional electron gas as a
function of the complex shaped quantum well parameters and band gap is studied. The dispersion law is
described by the Kane model in a two-band approximation. The degenerate electron gas is considered. It is
shown that entropy is proportional to the density of states and is a step function of the Fermi energy.
2. Entropy of complex shaped quantum well taking into account the nonparabolicity of the
dispersion law
Solving the Schrödinger equation in the effective mass approximation for the two-dimensional electron gas in
the complex shaped quantum well with allowance made for the band nonparabolicity gives:

ε (1 + αε ) =

 2 k ⊥2
+ εn ,
2m

(1)

where α = 1 ε g is nonparabolicity parameter, ε g is the width of the band gap, k ⊥2 = k x2 + k y2 , m is the electron
effective mass and ε n acquires the form:


U
ε n = ε 0 1 + 2n + 1 + 0
ε0
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a is the quantum well width, U 0 is the potential energy minimum,

n = 0,1, 2, ... is the quantum number. Models of rectangular potential quantum well and parabolic quantum well
are particular cases of energy spectrum (2). Energy spectrum nonparabolicity in (1) is described by the Kane
model in a two-band approximation [7].
The transcendental equation for quantum energy level number for quantum well (2) has the form:

2ε − U 0
2 ε (U 0 − ε )

= ctg

a 2mε
.


(3)

As seen, in symmetrical quantum wells with the finite depth, there are bound states (when particles are captured
by the quantum well), the number of which increases with the quantum well depth.
For energy spectrum (2), the density of states of a two-dimensional electron gas is:

g (ε ) =

m
π 2

∑ Θ(ε − ε

n

)(1 + 2αε n ) ,

(4)

n

where Θ(ε − ε n ) is the Heaviside function, ε n is determined from the equation



ε 1 +


ε
εg


 = εn ,



and has the shape:

2αε n = −1 + 1 + 4αε n .
Based on the grand thermodynamic potential:
∞
 ζ − ε (n, k x , k y ) 
 ,
Ω(T ,V , ζ ) = −k 0T ⋅ ∑ ∫ (1 + 2αε (n, k x , k y ) ) ln1 +
k 0T
n,k x ε n



(5)

here ζ is the chemical potential, we calculate the general expression for entropy. Taking into account that

∑ (...)

k x ,k y

⇒

S
(...) dk x dk y ,
2π 2 ∫

( S is the area in the xy - plane) in (5) and passing from summation with respect to the wave vector to integration
with respect to energy, we have:
∞

Vm
Ω(T ,V , ζ ) = −
∑ Θ(ε − ε n ) ∫ (ε − ε n )(1 + 2αε ) f (ε ) dε ,
π 2 n
εn
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where f (ε ) = [1 + exp(ε − ζ ) / k 0T ]−1 is the Fermi-Dirac distribution function. Formula (6) is just for any
degree of electron gas degeneracy and arbitrary quantum well energy profile.

nel = −

By formulae

1  ∂Ω 
 ∂Ω 

 ,and S = − 
 ,
V |  ∂ζ T ,V
 ∂T V ,ζ

one gets:

m
nel =
π 2

∑
n

−1


 ζ − ε 
∫ε (1 + 2αε ) 1 + exp к0Т  dε ,


n
∞

 ∞ 
ζ −ε
m

+
ln
1
exp
S = k0


∑
π  2 n ε∫n 
 к0Т

ζ −ε
+ ∫ (1 + 2αε ) 1 + exp

 к0Т
εn
∞

(7)

 
∂α 
 1 + 2ε  α + T
 dε +
∂T 

 
(8)

−1
  ∂ζ ζ − ε  
 
−
 dε  .
к0Т  
  ∂T


In figs.1-2 entropy of a two-dimensional electron gas as a function of the quantum well parameters (fig.
1) and the Fermi energy (fig. 2) are depicted withthefollowingdata: m = 0.067 m0 , ε 0 = 60 meV , a = 10 nm ,

8
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S(εF)/k0x 10-2

S(x)/k0x 10

-3

ε g = 0,42 eV , T = 100 K.
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a
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2
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4

x = U0 ε0

εF, eV

Fig.1. Entropy of degenerate twodimensional electron gas vs. the quantum
well parameter,

Fig.2.Entropy of degenerate twodimensional electron gas vs. the Fermi

5

From fig. 1 it follows that entropy essentially depends on quantum well parameters U 0 , a . The level
number in a quantum well is governed by the quantum well potential.
As U 0 / ε 0 increases, the level number increases, which results to reduction in electron motion disorder
and hence in entropy. As well as for the parabolic band, entropy dependence on the Fermi level is step-like but
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between the jumps this dependence is linear (fig. 2).
For the parabolic band formula (8) coincides with one given in [8], and for an essentially nonparabolic
band entropy is:
S=

2π 2 2 m
k0 T
3
π 2

S=

ε0
εg

2π 2 2 m
k0 T
π 2
3


U 
 2 + 2n + 0  at U 0 / ε o < 1
2ε 0 


(9)


U 
 2n + 0  at U 0 / ε o > 1
2ε 0 


(10)

ε0
εg

From these expressions it stems that entropy of a two-dimensional electron gas drops with the band gap
increasing. The entropy is inversely proportional to the square root of the band gap width.
3. Conclusions
We consider band nonparabolicity influence on entropy of a degenerate two-dimensional electron gas in
complex shaped quantum well. We have revealed that the band nonparabolicity leads to an entropy decrease, as
the band gap grows. The entropy dependence on the quantum well parameters are found. It has been shown that
for the certain relation between the quantum well levels and the Fermi level, this dependence is nonmonotonous.
As the quantum well depth increases, the quantum level number increases, which leads to the strong localization
of conduction electrons and hence to a decrease in entropy, therewith electrons are found in bound states and
their ordering grows. Taking into account the energy spectrum nonparabolicity gives a significant increase in the
entropy compared with the parabolic energy band (since the density of states increases with energy).
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BACKWARD SECOND HARMONIC WAVE IN REGULAR DOMAIN STRUCTURES
R.J.KASUMOVA, N.V.KERIMLI*, G.A.SAFAROVA, A.R.AHMADOVA
Physics Department, Baku State University, acad. Z. Khalilov str.23,AZ 1148, Baku, Azerbaijan
Azerbaijan Medical University, Enver Kasumzade,str.14, AZ 1022, Baku, Azerbaijan
Complex amplitude of backward second harmonic wave has been theoretically studied by sequential generation
of second and third harmonics within regular domain structures (RDS) with quadratic nonlinearity. It has been
found analytical expression for efficiency of second harmonic generation by approach of constant intensity
approximation. Diagrammatically has been analyzed conversion efficiency of frequency into the second and
third harmonics by various analytical approximations. During counter wave interaction intensity of backward
second harmonic swings up at low intensity of entered second harmonic wave. Moreover reducing the ratio of
nonlinear coefficients like β 3 β 2 provides increasing of conversion efficiency of frequency into second
harmonic, but efficiency of transferring of frequency into third harmonic will be decreased. Observed behavior
of nonlinear interaction has been explained by rivalling process between second and third harmonic waves.
Keywords: constant intensity approximation, regular domain structures, quasi-phase matched.
PACS:42.65.Ky; 42.70.MP; 42.62-b
1. Introduction
Commonly it is important to utilize crystals with high components of nonlinear tensors due to obtaining of
efficient parametrical processes. However in tradition phase matched interaction process for instant: it is
impossible to use interaction of waves which closely associated with nonlinear coefficient of d33 in the interior of
the LiNbO3. On the other hand due to given quasi-phase-matched interaction scheme [1-8] it is possible to obtain
optical parametrical process in counter wave interaction that was impossible in tradition phase-matched systems.
Sequence (consecutive) quasi matched interaction of waves had been analyzed by two different
approaches [9-12] by constant intensity approximation and by accurate machine calculations. It was determined
that analytical approach of solving problem is preferable to numerically exact calculations. As an added it allows
to pursue dynamics (impact of various unique properties of media and waves on interaction process) and due to
given methods the crucial parameters of nonlinear interaction can be taken into account as well. According to
approximation methods avenue for boosting of efficiency of frequency conversion process can also be predicted.
In apparently presented work process doubling of frequency has been done by constant intensity approximation
that is more tolerant and correct than constant field approximation.
Various nonlinear interaction of waves such as second harmonic creation, conversion of frequency into
third harmonic, producing of summarized frequency within regular domain structure crystals [13-19] due to
parametrical transferring and in the interior resonator interaction processes. All operations have been done by us
at constant intensity approximation [20-21]. The sequence (consecutive) quasi synchronized interaction of code
directed waves in RDS crystal that leads simultaneously producing of second and third harmonics (when both do
have a common pump wave) have been described by us as well.
In presented article it has been studied sequence (consecutive) quasi synchronized interaction of counter
waves in RDS crystal by constant intensity approximation which has great future prospects in applications. The
impressive achievement is closely associated with simultaneously conversion processes of frequency into the
second and third harmonics at common pump wave circumstance.
2. Theory
Two nonlinear process that lead to second and third harmonics like ω + ω → 2ω and ω + 2ω → 3ω are
being studied by us. Given processes will be analyzed within RDS crystal with quadratic nonlinearity. Due to
definiteness we consider that the second harmonic wave propagates toward the other two waves in counter
direction. Geometry of interaction is shown in figure of 1. Intrinsic frequency of ω and third harmonic wave are
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entered from left side into the RDS structure along the positive z direction at z = 0 . From the left side second
harmonic generation is incident onto crystal along the negative z direction at

A1 -pump

 coh
A1 (ω1 )

A2 (ω 2 )

A3 (ω 3 )

ω 3 = ω1 + ω 2
Fig. 1.Geometry of three counter wave interaction.
Corresponding boundary conditions are the following

A1,3 ( z = 0) = A10,30 ⋅ exp(iϕ10,30 ),

A2 ( z = l ) = A2l ⋅ exp(iϕ 2l ) .

(1)

There are three co-directed waves in entrance of the RDS crystal, where A1 is the complex amplitude of
pumping wave, A2 , A3 are complex amplitude of interacted waves at frequencies of 2ω , 3ω . A10,30 , ϕ10,30 are
the initial amplitudes and phases of the waves when entering the nonlinear medium to the left, A2l ,
initial amplitude and phase of the wave at the doubled frequency.
System of shorten differential equations at given condition is distributed as [22]

dA1
+ δ 1 A1 = −iβ 3 g *3 A3 A2* − iβ 2 g 2* A2 A1* ,
dz
dA2
− δ 2 A2 = +i 2β 3 g *3 A3 A1* + iβ 2 g 2 A12 ,
dz
dA3
+ δ 3 A3 = −i3β 3 g 3 A1 A2 ,
dz

ϕ 2l are the

(2)

δ j are the absorptionall coefficients at relevant frequencies,

β2 =

2πω 2 ( 2)
2πω3 ( 2)
χ and β 3 =
χ
cn 2
cn3

are coefficients of nonlinear interaction of waves in generation of second and third harmonics within quadratic
media, correspondingly, n 2 and n3 are indices of refraction at frequencies of ω 2 and ω 3 , χ ( 2) is susceptibility
of the domain material with second order. g 2,3 ( z ) periodical functions that provides modulation of quadratic
susceptibility along the interaction distance z with period of Λ = 2l , g ( z ) = 1 and takes series values of

+ 1,−1,+1,.... . at boundary of layer with thickness of l . Similar RDS crystal was analyzed by us at constant
intensity approximation [15-21].
Generally system of abbreviate equations (2) were solved only numerically.
Solution of (2) by constant intensity approximation gives us second order of differential equation A2
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2

− 6β 32 g 3 I10 A2 = 0 .
2
dz
CFA
is estimated by
Complex amplitude A2
A2l
i
2 i 2ϕ10
cosh λz − 2 g 3* β 3 A30 A10 e i (ϕ30 −ϕ10 ) + g 2 β 2 A10
A2CFA ( z ) =
e
×
cosh λl
λ
(tanh λl ⋅ cosh λz − sinh λz ),

[

]

(3)

where
λCFA = 6 ⋅ g 3 Γ13 .
Solution of (2) with spectrum of complex amplitude by constant intensity approximation gives us complex
amplitude of A2 second harmonic

d 2 A2
dz 2

+ (2δ 1 − δ 2 )

dA2
2
2
− 2  β 32 g 3 (3I10 − I 30 ) + β 22 g 2 I10 + δ 1δ 2  A2 = 0



dz

(4)

Complex amplitude of second harmonic A2CIA ( z ) is determined by solution of (4) at boundary conditions

of (1) δ j = 0 )

A2CIA ( z ) =

A2l e iϕ2 l
cosh λ

CIA

cosh λCIA z −
l

i

λ

CIA

[2g β A

i (ϕ30 −ϕ10 )
*
3 3 30 A10 e

]

2 i 2ϕ10
e
+ g 2 β 2 A10
×

(tanh λCIAl ⋅ cosh λCIA z − sinh λCIA z ),

where

(

(5)

)

2
2 2 
2
, Γ12 = β 2 I10 , Γ13 = β 3 I10 , Γ3 = β 3 I 30 .
λCIA = 2 g 3 3Γ13
− Γ32 + g 2 Γ12


Complex amplitude of third harmonic is estimated by solution of (2) constant amplitude approximation
with substitution of (3) in (2)

(

)

2 
A10
C
tanh λCFA l ⋅ sinh λCFA z − cosh λCFA z + 1 + i

CFA
CFA
λ
 λ
Efficiencies of conversion processes in to second and third harmonics can be found

A3CFA ( z ) = −3β 3 g 3

A2l sinh λCFA z 
(6)
⋅

A10 cosh λCFA l 
from (5) and (6) due to

expressions of η 2 = I 2 ( z ) / I10 and η 3 = I 3 ( z ) / I10 , where I 2 ( z ) = A2 ⋅ A2* and I 3 ( z ) = A3 ⋅ A3*
For calculations of periodic modulation Λ have been used next relations: for second harmonic generation
Λ 2 = π M 2 / 2Γ 2 + ( k 2 + 2 k 1 ) 2 / 4

and for third harmonic generation
Λ 3 = πM 3 / 2Γ 2 + ( k 3 + k 2 − k1 ) 2 / 4 .

3. Discussion and Results
Efficiencies of η 2 = I 2 ( z ) / I10 and η 3 = I 3 ( z ) / I10 that are calculated with (5) and (6), relevant to
Γ12 z for

M 2 = 1 ; M 3 = 3 at different relations of nonlinear coefficients of β 2,3 , are determined at constant

field approximation (dotted for second harmonic and dashed for third harmonic curves) and constant intensity
approximation (solid curves) are presented by figure of 2.
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During counter wave interaction process the intensity of second harmonic increases at lower entrance
intensity I 2l (solid and dotted curves 1). It is able to be explained by rivaling process between second and third
harmonics. It is familiar that the both harmonics are provided by pumping wave when the third harmonic wave
additionally can gain power (energy) from second harmonic wave.
In the absence of initial signal of second and third harmonics as result of propagation of pumping wave of
RDS crystal, previously it is generated second harmonic, after that in cause of summation of frequencies it is
obtained the triplet (increasing as three times) of pumping wave (curve of 2 and 3). With reducing of β 3 / β 2

efficiency of conversion of second harmonic increases but η3 is diminished. Here, for comparison, the results of
calculations are given in the constant field approximation.
Observed reducing of efficiency η 2 at constant intensity approximation is related to changing of complex
amplitude of pump wave that depends on the phase shift. While in the constant field approximation, the
amplitude of the pump wave is taken constant, i.e. the following condition A1 ( z ) = A10 = const. is fulfilled, from
which it follows ϕ1 ( z ) = ϕ10 = const. (compare dotted and solid curves).

Fig. 2. Dependences of the conversion efficiency η 2 = I 2 ( z ) / I10 and η 3 = I 3 ( z ) / I10 on the parameter Γ12 z
for M 2 = M 3 = 1 and I 30 = 0.001 at the different I 2l : 0.001 (curves 1), 0.15 (curves 2) and 0.3 (curves 3-5);
β 3 / β 2 : 0.3 (curves 5), 0.67 (curves 1, 2 and 4) and 1 (curves 3). All the curves are calculated in the constantfield approximation and the constant-intensity approximation.
4. Conclusions
Thus, work theoretically had been analyzed creation of optical harmonics in the RDS crystal with single
periodical polarization. All calculations are based on constant intensity approximation. It has been shown that
during counter wave interaction the intensity of second harmonic speeds up at lower intensity of entrance second
harmonic wave. Moreover, with decreasing of nonlinear coefficients like β 3 / β 2 efficiency of transferring of
frequency into the second harmonic will be correspondingly increased, but efficiency of third harmonic
generation will be otherwise decreased. Presented approach will be applied for multiple wave parametrical quasi
–phase matched interaction of optical waves.
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HIGGS BOSON PRODUCTION IN ASSOCIATION WITH A SINGLE TOP QUARK AT THE LHC
N.A.HUSEYNOV*, I.R.BOYKO, O.A.KOVAL
Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Joliot-Curie str.,6, Dubna, Russia, RU141980
Higgs boson production in association with a single top quark is the only process sensitive to the sign of the topquark Yukawa coupling. In this paper we present a Monte-Carlo study of the pp→tHqb process and discuss the
experimental signatures that can help to discover it at the LHC. Two scenarios have been considered, the
Standard Model case and the Inverted Top Coupling scenario.
Keywords: higgs boson, top quark, LHC
PACS: 14.80.Cp; 14.65.Ha; 14.80.-j

1. Introduction
The discovery of the Higgs boson [1,2] by ATLAS and CMS experiments in 2012 was the great success of
the modern high energy physics. After the Higgs boson discovery the Standard Model of electroweak interaction
(SM) is complete. Currently the main goal of the LHC experiments is a search for New Physics (NP) phenomena
beyond the SM. The effects beyond the Standard Model (BSM) can manifest themselves by two ways, either via
a discovery of new particles or as small deviations of experimental observables from the SM predictions.
Precision measurements of the Higgs boson properties represent a promising field for the BSM searches. So
far, all the measured properties of the Higgs boson are in agreement with the Standard Model predictions. The
experimental observables studied at the LHC are the Higgs boson mass, spin and parity, decay branchings,
kinematics of production, cross sections of exclusive production modes.
Fig. 1 shows the energy dependence of cross sections for different production modes of the Higgs boson.
So far, 4 most abundant production modes have been observed at the LHC:
• gluon fusion (87%, gg → H), b-tagging works reliably from 50 GeV [3]
• vector boson fusion (7%, VV → H, where V is W or Z boson)
• vector boson associated production (4%, pp → H + V)
• top pair associated production (1%, pp → ttH).
A production of Higgs boson in association with a single top quark was not observed yet. For this
production mode (which we call “signal” hereafter) the Standard Model predicts much smaller cross section than
for the Higgs boson production in association top quark pair. In this article we discuss the prospects of the signal
discovery at the LHC.

Figure 1.Energy dependence of the cross section of the Higgs boson production in proton-proton collisions.
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2. The signal process
The dominant mechanisms of Higgs boson production in association with a single top quark are described
by the two leading-order Feynman diagrams presented in Fig.2. Both processes result in the tHqb final states
with a single top quark, a b-quark from the gluon splitting and a light quark (q) from the incoming beam.
One of these diagrams is sensitive to the Higgs boson coupling to the W boson (WWH vertex), another
to the Higgs boson coupling to the top quark (ttH vertex). In the Standard Model there is a strong destructive
interference between these two leading diagrams. As a result, the cross section of the signal process is very
small, approximately 71 fb [4]. Such rare process can not be observed even after collection of the full LHC Run2 statistics (several times bigger statistics is required to observe the SM process). An observation of the signal
would be a clear indication of a new physics beyond the Standard Model. The signal is sensitive not only to the
couplings of the Higgs boson, but also to the relative phase between the WWH and ttH vertices.

Figure 2. Feynman diagrams of the leading order signal processes.

One of the key properties of the top quark is the top Yukawa coupling Yt . The magnitude of the top
Yukawa coupling has been already measured (indirectly) at LHC with O(10%) precision. However, the
pp
→ tHqb signal is the only process sensitive to the sign of Yt , or, more generally, the phase difference between
the WWH and ttH vertices.
In particular, the signal cross section is dramatically increased in the Inverted Top Coupling (ITC)
scenario [5]. In ITC all couplings are assumed to have the Standard Model magnitude, however the top Yukawa
coupling is assumed to have an opposite sign with respect to SM. The interference between WWH and ttH
vertices becomes constructive rather than destructive, increasing the tHqb production rate by an order of
magnitude. The resultant signal cross section (739 fb at 13 TeV, [6]) makes it possible to observe a signal
evidence with the statistics which is expected to be collected in 2016-2018 in the LHC Run-2.
3. Study of the signal with the MC generator
The signal properties have been studied using the MadGraph [7] event generator. The CT10 PDF set has
been used. Events for both SM and ITC scenarios have been generated. The Higgs boson was forced to decay via
the most abundant decay mode H → bb. The W boson from the top quark could decay either hadronically (W →
qq' ) or leptonically (W → lνl ). In the Standard Mode case the total production cross section was calculated to
be 32.1 fb for the pp collisions at √s = 13 TeV. For the ITC scenario the cross section is 413.5 fb. The calculated
cross sections take into account the branching fraction of the Higgs boson decay into the b-quark pair, BFbb∼
57%.
Figure 3 shows the distributions of transverse momenta of leptons and neutrino from the semileptonic decays t → bW → blνl . In this and in the following figures the SM case is shown by a blue line, while the
ITC scenario is shown by a red line. Histograms are normalized to an identical area. One can see that the
distribution shapes are similar between SM and ITC cases and also between neutrino and charged leptons.
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Figure 3. Transverse momenta of charged leptons (left) and neutrino (right) from the W decays. Blue histograms show the
SM case, red histograms are for the ITC scenario.

Figure 4 shows the distributions of the transverse momenta of b-quarks from Higgs boson and top quark
decays. In both cases the pT is large enough for reliable jet reconstruction and b-tagging. b-tagging works
reliably from 50 GeV [3]. As expected, the spectrum of b-quarks from top decays is somewhat harder than for
the Higgs boson decays.

Figure 4. Transverse momenta of b-quarks from Higgs (left) and top quark (right) decays. Here and in the
following figures blue histograms show the SM case, red histograms are for the ITC scenario.

Figure 5 shows the distributions of total and transverse momenta of the light quarks q. The spectra are
very hard since only a small fraction of the initial parton momentum is transferred in the t-channel W exchange.

Figure 5. Total (left) and transverse (right) momenta of the light quark q. Blue histograms show the SM case,
red histograms are for the ITC scenario.
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Fig.6 (left) shows the rapidity of the light quark q. The distribution is peaked toward the very high rapidity
values. Finally, Fig.6 (right) shows the “rapidity gap”, i.e. difference in rapidity between the light quark q and
the nearest b-quark from either Higgs or top decay. There is a significant difference between SM and ITC in the
rapidity gap distribution which can be used to distinguish SM and ITC scenario. However, in both cases the
value of the rapidity gap is significantly larger than zero which is important for the background rejection.

Figure 6. Rapidity of the light quark q (left) and the rapidity gap (right). Blue histograms show the SM case,
red histograms are for the ITC scenario.

We apply the following selection cuts to improve the signal/background ratio: leading lepton with
transverse momentum large than pT>25 GeV/c; missing energy ETmiss> 40 GeV; total number of reconstructed bjets
3 ≤Nbjet≤ 4; pT of the forward light jet greater than 30 GeV/c; rapidity gap Δη> 1.5. Finally, the
reconstructed masses of the Top quark and the Higgs boson must satisfy the conditions 90 < MH< 135 GeV and
150 < Mt <180 GeV. About 8% of the signal satisfy the above selection criteria. At the same time, only 2% of
the ttH background and 0.18% of tt background survive the selection. The invariant mass distribution of the
Higgs boson candidate is illustrated in Fig.7 for signal and background. Assuming 140 fb-1 of integrated
luminocity, the expected number of events is 1060 for the signal, 221 for ttH and 18000 for tt background. This
corresponds to the observation of the tH signal with about 7 sigma significance.

Figure 7.The comparison of reconstructed invariant masses of Higgs boson for signal tHjb and for backgrounds: ttH, ttbar
(normalization is arbitrary).
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4. Conclusion
From the generator-level study presented above we conclude that the pp → tHqb signal can be searched
using the decay chains t → blνl and H → bb. Events will be triggered by the energetic lepton with pT > 30−40
GeV/c. A similar cut can be applied to missing transverse momentum to account for the escaping neutrino. A btagging can be used to select the b-jets from the top quark and Higgs boson decays. Finally, the very important
feature of the signal is the presence of the very forward, very energetic jet which is characterized by a large
rapidity gap with respect to the rest of the event. The invariant masses of the top and Higgs candidates have been
reconstructed from the momenta of b-jets, leptons and the missing neutrino energy. The signal to background
ratio was found to be about 6%, which corresponds to possible observation of the signal at 7σ significance.
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GENEALOGICAL COEFFICIENTS OF KINSHIP in theDIRECT NUCLEARREACTIONS

I.G. AFANDIYEVA*, R.A. AHMEDOV
Azerbaijan State University of Oil and Industry, 20 Azadliq ave , Baku, Azerbaijan, ( AZ1010)

The genealogical coefficients of kinship for clusters existing in nuclei were obtained. An example is given of
using the genealogical coefficients of kinship constructed in this way when evaluating the matrix elements of (p,
t) reaction. The study was carried out in the impulse approximation with plane waves and based on a weakly
singular potential.
Key words:genealogical coefficients of kinship, cluster, transmission matrix element, direct nuclear reaction.

PACS: 25.45.De; 24.50.+g; 21.60.Gx

1. Introduction
To study the various transitions in the nucleus, as well as the processes associated with scattering or
reactions, it is necessary to calculate the corresponding matrix elements. The calculation of matrix elements
using multiparticle functions can be simplified by introducing genealogical coefficients.
Genealogical coefficients allow us to reduce the wave function of a system of A particles to the wave
functions of a system of A-1, A-2 particles, etc. With the help of the genealogical coefficients of
kinshipcalculation of the matrix elements is reduced to the calculation of one-two-particle matrix elements.
One of the effective methods for calculating the genealogical coefficients of kinship areirreducible
representations groups [1]. In this method, the symmetrization and antisymmetrization of the wave functions are
reduced to linear combinations of these functions, which are transformed according to the irreducible
representation group.
In this paper we present method of calculation the genealogical coefficients of kinship for system which
consists of clusters. Study was carried with weakly singular potential in the impulse approximation, taking into
account the spin-orbit interaction and applied to the calculation of the matrix elements of direct nuclear reactions
(p,t).
2. The genealogical coefficients of kinship in (p,t) reactions
Consider the reaction A(p,t)B in the cluster model [2,3]. We will assume that the bineutron clusters is in
the finished form in the nucleus and the incident proton interacts directly with these clusters. The interaction
potential of the proton with all bineutron clusters X are local, short-range and weakly
singular r 2 V pX

→ 0.
The amplitude of the process, with such a potential, on the energy surface coincides with the physical
amplitude:
1
(1)
T pX ,
Fif = Ψ f , T pX Ψi , T pX = r 2V pX + r 2V pX
E i − E kin. + U + iη

(

)

2
where U isnuclear potential, determines the interaction between nucleons, Ei = pi / 2m p − ε св , ε св binding

energy clusters in the initial nucleus A); TpXrelative kinetic energy of proton and clusters.The operator T is
introduced by the relation
T pX Ψi = r 2V pX Ψi .
(2)
Choose the potential V pX as the Gaussian potential form:
V pX = −V0 e − r0

2
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where r0is length of Compton wave of the nucleon and U as following form:

U = V N + Vls ,

(4)

where VN is nuclear potential in the form of Woods-Saxon:
− V0
,
VN =
1 + exp(r − R 0 ) / α

(5)

andV0 the depth of the potential, R and a is radius and diffusivity andVls– spin-orbital interactions:

Vls = V N

dV N 
(l s ) .
dr

(6)

The depthV0in the interaction (8) depends on the parity of the orbital moment l[4].
The wave function Ψ of A nucleus can be represented as a product of the wave function ϕ of the cluster
X, and a wave function Φ for the A-X. We denote by lX the orbital angular momentum of the cluster, with its
angular momentum projection on a fixed direction called mlX , and with m Xn as the spin projection in the same
direction. We adopt the notation

ϕ = ϕ l X m X s X ms ( X ) .

(7)

X

In analogous (7), we can describe the remaining A-X by the wave function

Φ = Φ LA − X M L

A− X

(A − X ) ,

S A− X M S A− X

(8)

whereLA-X, SA-Xn are the orbital and spin moments of the (A-X) system, with projections M LA− X , M S A− X on the
fixed direction.
The genealogical coefficients of kinship depends on symmetry properties of the wave function. These
coefficients are denoted as C LLSA− X S A− X (l X s X ) . The total wave function expressed as
Ψ LM L SM S ( A) =

∑
LA− X S A− X M L A− X M S A− X

C LLSA − X S A − X (l X s X

x ϕ l X ml

X s X ms X

)

LA− X ln M L A − X mlX LM S A− X s X M S A − X msX SM S x

( X ) Φ LA − X M L

A− X

S A− X M A− X

(A − X ) .

(9)

Multiparticle genealogical coefficients of kinship, the original essence of which lies in the fact that they
allow us to divide the antisymmetrized part of ( A − X ) f with a fixed set of coordinate numbers of the

particles 1, 2, ..., A in the antisymmetrized wave function

Ai of the nucleus A in the state A-X and the

analogous part of X with the particle numbers A-X-1, A-X-2…, A. This was a generalization of the known oneand two-particle kinship coefficients, which gave a unique simplicity in the calculation of the matrix elements of
one- and two-cluster operators for many-particle systems [4].
Now consider the final state of the transmitted bineutrons X cluster is γ JM = γ j1 j2 , JM , where γ it still
denotes other quantum numbers necessary for a complete description of this configuration. For three
identical
particles there can be more than one state of seniority [5] and it can be transformed from a JJ-connection into an
LS-connection
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11
, SM S LSM L M S JM ,
(10)
22
LM L SM S
where CLSJ(γ) is the genealogical coefficients of kinship of the LS-jj transformation. The right-hand side of (11)
contains very important factors of the spatial and spin coordinates, each of which does not depend on J. The
dependence on J is contained only in the angular momentum coupling coefficients.
Given the formulas (8) and (9) for the transition amplitude we obtain the following expression

γj1 j2 JM =

∑

l1l2 LM L

FγJM = F 0 ∑ C LSJ (γ ) l1l2 LM l ; k β FΛLSµ kα ; J p J t M J p M jt (−) I t − M t ΛΣµs | IM LSM L M S JM ,

(11)

where the summation is over L, S, J, Λ , ML,andM; where the summation is over L, S, J, Λ , ML,andM; F 0 is the
amplitude of the free scattering of particles p and X in the system of the centre of mass of the nucleus A
F 0 e ikr ϕ Aϕ X T e ik ′ r ϕ ′Aϕ ′X

(12)

Now, the purely spatial operator FΛµ is the µ component of the rank tensor and can be defined by the scalar
product in the spin space:

FΛLSµ (r1r2 ) =< SM S ( s1 s2 ), FΛµΣσ (r1r2 s1s2 ) > .

(13)

pt

After simple transformation the transition amplitude FA, A− X ( J ) has the following form:

 A− X 
F( pA,−t X ), A ( J ) = N o F 0 ∑ S (jA, J− X ), A ∫ drϕ t( + ) (k t , rt ) FγJM ( r ) ϕ −p (k p , r p ) 
,
 A 

(14)

)
(− )
where N0 denotes the zero normalization, ϕ (+
p и ϕ t incident and outgoing distorted waves, respectively, FγJM

denotes the form factor of the transmitted cluster, γ,Jdenote the configuration and the total angular momentum of
the two external nucleons, and M is the total magnetic quantum number.
The spectroscopic factors S (jA, J− X ), A or reduced widths depend on the quantum numbers of the states of the
nuclei, as well as on the orbital angular momentum L and the total angular momentum J. Since the shell model
with an intermediate coupling is mainly developed for 1p-shell nuclei, this method is most justified precisely for
light nuclei.
3. Conclusion
Genealogical coefficients of kinship are correlations in nuclear systems. A more accurate description of
these coefficients is important, since in nuclear processes there may be different correlations between nucleons.
The genealogical coefficients were usually obtained for the configuration of some shells[6,7,8]. In the cluster
approach two-particle transfer processes of the type (p,t), are a simple object for calculating the genealogical
coefficients of kinship. If the wave functions of clusters do not contain the spin variables, genealogical
coefficients of kinship have a simple form.
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CIRCULATION PHYSICAL FUNDAMENTALS OF COMPUTING AND TECHNOLOGIES
P.G. ASATIANI*
Georgian Technical University (GTU), 77, M. Kostava Str., Tbilisi, 0160, Georgia

In this paper on the basis of fundamental constant – quantum circulation (ISO, Codata) the experimentalconstruction model of the Internet of Everything (IoE) – the Unity of Knowledge is for the first time developed
using: 1. our samples of MOS field transistors with ring circulation geometry examined successfully on Apollo
type space apparatus; 2. peaceful conversion of weapons high-performance computing of information systems of
physical relations and superfluids physics fundamentals synthesis [1-9].
Keywords: quantum circulation, superfluidity, information system of relations, computing, unity of knowledge, Internet of
Everything (IoE)
PACS: 03.67a, 03.67Lx

1. Introduction
Discovery of superconductivity and helium superfluidity in experiments of Camerling-Onnes and Kapitza
awarded with Nobel prizes have led to the formation of macroscopic quantum physics of condensed matter and
postulation of macroscopic wave function of Bose-Einstein condensate of ideal gas in the works of F. London,
R. Feinman, Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer leading to quantized vortexes based on the below-mentioned
circulation:

Ψ (r )=
Ψ 0 exp[iϕ (r )]



Number of

where Ψ 0 is amplitude of wave function, r – vector r , φ – phase of wave function’s real part of the radiusvector.
Due to these works appearance in quantum metrology fundamental constant as above-mentioned
circulation is established experimentally by W. Vinen and B. Josephson. In such a way the indicated relict factor
of helium in the Universe formation from the very beginning, is of great historical and practical interests [1,4].

Ratio of circulation Г to quanta circulation Гo
Figure 1. Discovery of Circulation in Vinen’s experiment [2]

The fundamental condition of the circulation quantification has been obtained as follows:



2
2
mv
dl
+
eAdl
=
nh
∫ s ∫



L

(1) [2]

L

where L is contour of the circulation, vs - velocity of superfluid motion, m – mass of helium atom, e – charge of
electron, A – Maxwell vector-potential; h – Planck’s constant, n - order of quantification.
Generalization of experimental equations of quantum hydrodynamics of superfluids and Caushy
circulation integrals in (1) expression has led us to indivisible two-dimensional phenomenon of motion – the
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circulation of phase angular wave vector – real part of wave function (further the circulation) of the condensate
using Feynman theory

Γ=

∫ ∇ϕ (l )dl

(2)

where ∇ϕ is the boundless phase velocity of superfluidity limited due to our feelings organs possibilities
boundaries only (see below neuron in Fig. 4 with inbedded circulation); dl – differential of coherence
(correlation) length in the space of generalized coordinates ( ϕ ,l).
Defining motion as the Bohr complementarity of oppositions [3] – the change and coherence (correlation)
we have come to the universal kind of motion as the indivisible change of phase and its coherence giving
circulation of matter, and to the Planck’s constant as the derivative of more fundamental value of circulation than
the “elementary” action quanta following the relation (1).
2. Experiment
As is known Einstein has built his theory of relativity on the basis of the space curvature tensor using the
Maxwell electrodynamics of continuous media. As a result we have come to conclusion that the space curvature
itself is the derivative of the universal circulation. As a result the charge and mass are the derivatives of the same
space-time curvature tensor revealing the same nature and carrying only the function of bond coefficients
between Planck’s constant – action quanta and circulation in (1) expression. Circulation generates the united
space-time. Space and time are indivisible as derivatives of the same nature circulation in our model.
Being engaged in history of physics science and technology [1] our analysis of the whole history of
science shows the universal character of circulation, which is revealed in the basics of all fundamental physical
experiments and observations [4].
As a result of the above-mentioned experimental facts and postulates the boundary between quantum and
classical physics defined with the Heisenberg principle of uncertainties is being cancelled and we have come to
the classical physics on the new level of universal motion as the non-Planck quantized classical circulation.
Following the informatiology (science of the information nature studying) approved with the special
“UNO Doctrine of Informatiological Development of the Mankind in the XXI century” we have defined
accordingly the information as a system of relations [4] lying in the basis of all kinds of correlations in Nature of
the Creator. And information in the language of the circulation has got the fundamental definition throughout
Bohr-Heisenberg complementarity of uncertainties as the united correlation of oppositions – phase wave vector
change and its coherence in the circulation leading us to the two-dimensional Universe and lying in the basis of
all kinds of interactions, being defined through phase shifts and their correlations. As soon as we try to fix
separately phase change or its coherence we come to uncertainty – fundamental sense of Heisenberg principle
based on the Bohr’s complementarity.
As a result of above-mentioned all matter particles from Cooper pairs, electron-hole pairs up to Higgs
bosons can be represented as of the same nature coherent de Broglie wave packages of circulations throughout
(positive and negative-oriented) Kepler-Bohr stationary orbits superpositions and revealed also in Hudson’s twodimensional function unity of maximal likelihood of mathematical expectation and dispersion of the random
values of wave vectors (vector whose all directions are equiprobably coincided with travelling wave direction
generating scalar Bose-Einstein condensate) generalized in the geometry spaces of vortexes from Democritus,
Descartes, Newton up to neurons computing united on the same basis of the circulation in our model supported
by Fig. 4A. [7]
So instead of unsuccessful searching of elementary particles we have come to fundamental
“elementary” physical phenomenonas a circulation forming our Universe.
Having repelled from Newton method of fluxes and Minkowsky geometry of numbers with his
fundamental tangency of algebraic curves finely noted by D. Gilbert and Weyl in their introduction to “Space
and Time” by Minkowsky astonishingly have coincided with Euler approach in his “Analysis of Infinitesimal“
introduction. All these signs of the language including “zero” and “infinity” are constructed in our model as
geometrical patterns of derivative of curves tangency (The Cross) in the circulation with opposite signs
(following physics of Landau rotons named by L. Onsager “a soul of disappeared vortex”) (Fig. 2).
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Figure 2. Landau’s Physical Model of Roton [1]

3. Results and discussion
On the basis of above-mentioned we have come to conclusion that all history of physics throughout
quantized vortexes, circular motions or spins generating matter is based on the circulation of phase wave vector
of wave function as a new language fundamentals generalized finally in the theories of superconductivity and
superfluidity by Onsager-Feynman and Bardeen-Cooper – Schrieffer (experimentally approved accordingly in
Vinen’s and Josephson’s experiments), awarded with Nobel Prizes.
Earlier we have constructed the computer machine as the field MOS (metal-oxide semiconductor)
transistor with circulation ring geometry tested successfully on the cosmic apparatus revealing the negative
transversal resistor of tunneling phase transition between normal matter (visual) and unconscious superfluid and
superconducting (spiritual) states according to the two-fluid model of superconductivity (superfluidity) of
semiconductors [1, 4].

Figure 3. MOS Field Transistor with Circulation Ring Geometry [6]

This superfluid state experimentally correlated with 5-7% of the above-mentioned Bose-Einstein
condensate (BEC) (BEC discoveries awarded with Nobel Prize), in our opinion is the limit state of
experimentally interpreted part of the Universe (so-called “black matter”) due to the above-mentioned natural
neurocomputing’s limited possibilities.
As a result we have come to the basics of universal mechanism of our geometrodynamics in language of
the wave vector circulation, put in the very nature of neuron (see Fig. 4 - model of neurons with superconducting
axial and radial ion currents of the circulation).
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Figure 4. Experimental Model of Neuron [7].
Examples of closed-open and open-closed fields for different types of neuron pools in the central nervous system

4. Conclusion
Using the circulation as fundamentals of universal language we have transferred the circulation in the
machine language of information technology too. Following our above-mentioned MOS field transistors with
circulation ring geometry last investigations in nanotechnology show for today our revealed opportunity in
construction instead of the spin transport [8] in Internet of Everything machine on the basis of circulation taking
into account that the spin itself is the derivative of the circulation, comparing results of MIT and ours.
As a result of last investigations in nanotechnology for today above-mentioned MOS field transistors with
circulation ring geometry keeps topicality.
So we have got for today the model of machine with universal computing language including
neurocomputing, on the basis of circulation, which communicate two natures micro- and macrocosmos, its ideal
(superfluid) and normal components in the two-fluid model of superfluids, uniting cognizable and incognizable
parts of our Universe with the feedback.
Materials have been protected at Nobel Symposia Committee.
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EXACTLY-SOLVABLE CONFINEMENT MODEL OF THE QUANTUM HARMONIC OSCILLATOR
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Exactly solvable quantum harmonic oscillator model confined in the infinite potential well is considered. Exact
solubility for the confinement model under study is achieved thanks to the assumption that mass of the quantum
system varies with position. When, parameter a defining the width of the potential well goes to infinity, then
present model simply recovers known unbounded quantum harmonic oscillator, i.e., wavefunctions expressed
through the Gegenbauer polynomials and non-equidistant energy spectrum overlap with the wavefunctions and
equidistant energy spectrum of the non-relativistic quantum harmonic oscillator.
Keywords: harmonic oscillator, quantum-mechanical solution, confinement model
PACS:03.65.-w; 02.30.Hq; 03.65.Ge

1. Introduction
Harmonic oscillator problem is one of the most attractive problems in the quantum physics [1]. It is well
known that similar problem can be solved explicitly in the framework of the non-relativistic classical mechanics
leading to elegant solutions for the trajectories in terms of the trigonometric functions. ‘Beauty’ of this problem
in the quantum approach is that the stationary Schrödinger equation describing it also can be solved in the
framework of the both canonical and non-canonical one-dimensional approaches, where the wavefunctions of
the stationary states have analytical expressions in terms of the Hermite (canonical approach) and generalized
Laguerre polynomials (non-canonical approach). Discrete energy spectrums in the framework of both
approaches are similar just having slight difference in the definition of the ground state energy level. Usually,
explicit solutions described above require vanish of the wavefunctions of the stationary states at infinity [2].
However, recent extensive development of nanotechnologies and any achievements within such a development
are closely related with explicitly solvable quantum systems in the confined region, i.e. with quantum systems,
whose wavefunctions of the stationary states have to vanish in finite region. Some of such quantum systems are
already known: infinite potential well or potential box problems explicitly solved in the framework of the nonrelativistic quantum mechanics under the canonical approach are among them. However, explicit solution of the
one-dimensional quantum harmonic oscillator problem confinement model still remains open, because that
requirement for the wavefunction of the problem under consideration to vanish in finite region complicates its
explicit solution [3-5].
Present paper aims to show that explicit solution for the confinement model of the quantum harmonic
oscillator in the framework of the non-relativistic quantum mechanics in fact can exist. We are going to solve
this problem assuming that effective mass of the quantum system under consideration varies with position and
this dependence simply disappears when confinement parameter goes to infinity.
In Section 2 we present basic information about the harmonic oscillator in one dimension and its quantummechanical explicit solutions in terms of the wavefunctions and discrete energy spectrum of the stationary states,
which are obtained from the corresponding non-relativistic Schrödinger equation under the canonical approach.
Then, next section is devoted to the confinement model of the one-dimensional quantum harmonic oscillator in
the non-relativistic approach. As we note above, in order to solve corresponding stationary Schrödinger equation
of the confinement model explicitly, we used an approach, where it is assumed that mass is not constant, but, it
explicitly depends from the position. Then, we found its expression in the form of function 𝑀𝑀(𝑥𝑥). It is shown
that the Schrödinger equation of the quantum system under study can be solved explicitly leading to the
wavefunctions of the stationary states expressed through the Gegenbauer polynomials and discrete energy
spectrum, which have non-equdistant behaviour under the confinement effect. In final section, we briefly discuss
obtained results and show how they recover known unbounded quantum harmonic oscillator model when
confinement parameter 𝑎𝑎 goes to infinity or simply confinement infinite walls disappear. Our discussions of the
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obtained results also accompanied with several figures of the confined harmonic potential energy spectrum and
wavefunctions of the stationary states aiming to simplify explanation of the new results for readers.
2. One dimensional quantum harmonic oscillator in the non-relativistic canonical approach:
wavefunctions and energy spectrum of the stationary states
The problem of the one-dimensional non-relativistic harmonic oscillator with potential
𝑚𝑚 𝜔𝜔 2 𝑥𝑥 2

𝑉𝑉(𝑥𝑥) =
(1)
2
in the quantum mechanics is described in position 𝑥𝑥-space by the stationary Schrödinger equation of the
following form:
𝑚𝑚 𝜔𝜔 2 𝑥𝑥 2

𝑝𝑝�𝑥𝑥

� 𝜓𝜓(𝑥𝑥) = 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸(𝑥𝑥),
+
(2)
2𝑚𝑚
2
with 𝑚𝑚 and 𝜔𝜔 being correspondingly effective mass and angular frequency of the harmonic oscillator and
operator 𝑝𝑝̂ 𝑥𝑥 being 𝑥𝑥-component of the momentum operator that is defined in the canonical approach as follows:
𝑑𝑑
𝑝𝑝̂ 𝑥𝑥 = −𝑖𝑖ℏ 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 .
(3)
Definition of the momentum operator as (3) leads to the following second-order differential equation that to
be solved explicitly:
�

𝑑𝑑 2 𝜓𝜓

𝑚𝑚 𝜔𝜔 2 𝑥𝑥 2

2𝑚𝑚

� 𝜓𝜓 = 0.
+ ℏ2 �𝐸𝐸 −
(4)
2
Wavefunction 𝜓𝜓 being eigenfunction and energy spectrum 𝐸𝐸 being eigenvalue of this equation can be
found explicitly as follows:
𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥 2

where, 𝜆𝜆0 = �

𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
ℏ

𝜓𝜓 ≡ 𝜓𝜓𝑛𝑛 (𝑥𝑥) =

1

√2𝑛𝑛 𝑛𝑛 !

�

1

𝜆𝜆 0 2 4
𝜋𝜋

𝐸𝐸 ≡ 𝐸𝐸𝑛𝑛 = ℏ𝜔𝜔�𝑛𝑛 + 12�,

� 𝑒𝑒 −

2
𝜆𝜆 0 𝑥𝑥 2
2

𝐻𝐻𝑛𝑛 (𝜆𝜆0 𝑥𝑥),

𝑛𝑛 = 0,1,2, ⋯,

. Here 𝐻𝐻𝑛𝑛 (𝑥𝑥) are the Hermite polynomials expressed through the following

hypergeometric functions [6]:

𝑛𝑛

𝑛𝑛 −1

(5)
(6)
2𝐹𝐹0

(7)
𝐻𝐻𝑛𝑛 (𝑥𝑥) = (2𝑥𝑥 )𝑛𝑛 2𝐹𝐹0 �− 2 , − 2 ; − 𝑥𝑥 2 �.
−
Taking into account well known orthogonality relation for the Hermite polynomials defined by (7),
wavefunctions (5) also satisfy similar orthogonality relation of the following form:
∞
(8)
∫−∞ 𝜓𝜓𝑛𝑛∗ (𝑥𝑥)𝜓𝜓𝑚𝑚 (𝑥𝑥)𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = 𝛿𝛿𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 .
1

2. One dimensional confined quantum harmonic oscillator in the non-relativistic canonical approach:
wavefunctions and energy spectrum of the stationary states

Stationary one-dimensional Schrödinger equation for the confined quantum harmonic oscillator is not
explicitly solvable within general known approaches, but, one can obtain approximate solutions for the
wavefunctions and energy spectrum of the oscillator quantum system confined between two infinite walls.
Explicit solution of the stationary one-dimensional Schrödinger equation for the confined quantum harmonic
oscillator in present paper is based on the assumtion that its effective mass varies with position [7-10]. Then, as
we note in Introduction, it is possible to solve the stationary Schrödinger equation for such oscillator system
explicitly for certain type position-dependent mass functions.
Appropriate Hamiltonian of the quantum system with position-dependent mass 𝑀𝑀(𝑥𝑥) has the following
form:
2
� = − ℏ 𝑑𝑑 1 𝑑𝑑 + 𝑉𝑉(𝑥𝑥).
𝐻𝐻
(9)
Then, taking into account that

1 𝑑𝑑

1

𝑑𝑑

2 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑀𝑀(𝑥𝑥 ) 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
1

𝑑𝑑 2

− 2 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑀𝑀(𝑥𝑥 ) 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = − 2𝑀𝑀 �𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥 2 −
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one can rewrite appropriate Schrödinger equation of the quantum system with position-dependent effective mass
as follows:
𝑑𝑑 2 𝜓𝜓
𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥 2

−

𝑀𝑀′ 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑀𝑀 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

+

2𝑀𝑀
ℏ2

[𝐸𝐸 − 𝑉𝑉(𝑥𝑥)]𝜓𝜓 = 0.

(10)

Fig. 1.Behavior of the confined quantum harmonic oscillator potential and its computed corresponding non-equidistant
energy levels and probability densities of the ground and a) 10 excited states for value of the confinement parameter 𝑎𝑎 =
4; b) 2 excited states for value of the confinement parameter 𝑎𝑎 = 1 (𝑚𝑚 = 𝜔𝜔 = ℏ = 1).

Now, it is possible to solve this differential equation of the second order explicitly once for exactly known
potential 𝑉𝑉(𝑥𝑥) and position-dependent effective mass 𝑀𝑀 ≡ 𝑀𝑀(𝑥𝑥). We are going to look for the solution of
eq.(10) for the harmonic oscillator potential confined with two infinite high walls at values of position 𝑥𝑥 = ±𝑎𝑎:
𝑀𝑀(𝑥𝑥 )𝜔𝜔 2 𝑥𝑥 2

,
− 𝑎𝑎 < 𝑥𝑥 < 𝑎𝑎,
𝑉𝑉(𝑥𝑥) = �
2
∞,
otherwise.
Then, we simply need to solve the following Schrödinger equation:
𝑑𝑑 2 𝜓𝜓

𝑀𝑀′ 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

2𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀

(11)

𝑀𝑀 2 𝜔𝜔 2 𝑥𝑥 2

− 𝑀𝑀 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 + � ℏ2 − ℏ2 � 𝜓𝜓 = 0.
(12)
Definition of 𝑀𝑀(𝑥𝑥) in the following analytical expression is one of the possible explicit realizations of
the quantum harmonic oscillator confinement model:
𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥 2

𝑎𝑎 2 𝑚𝑚

𝑀𝑀(𝑥𝑥) = 𝑎𝑎 2 −𝑥𝑥 2 .
Eq.(12) can be rewritten in terms of the dimensionless variables and units as follows:
𝜏𝜏�(𝜉𝜉)
𝜎𝜎
�(𝜉𝜉)
�𝜕𝜕𝜉𝜉 2 +
𝜕𝜕𝜉𝜉 + 2 � 𝜓𝜓 = 0,
𝜎𝜎 (𝜉𝜉)

𝜎𝜎 (𝜉𝜉)

(13)

(14)

2𝑚𝑚 𝑎𝑎 2 𝐸𝐸

where, 𝜉𝜉 = 𝑥𝑥/𝑎𝑎, 𝜏𝜏̃ (𝜉𝜉 ) = −2𝜉𝜉, 𝜎𝜎(𝜉𝜉 ) = 1 − 𝜉𝜉 2 , 𝜎𝜎�(𝜉𝜉 ) = 𝑐𝑐0 − 𝑐𝑐2 𝜉𝜉 2 , 𝑐𝑐0 = ℏ2 and 𝑐𝑐2 = 𝑐𝑐0 + 𝜆𝜆0 4 𝑎𝑎4 .
Eq.(14) can be solved explicitly by applying Nikiforov-Uvarov method for solution of the second-order
differential equations of the hypergeometric type [11]. Its solution leads to the following expression of the
wavefunctions of the stationary states of the quantum harmonic oscillator confinement model:
𝜓𝜓 ≡ 𝜓𝜓𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑎 (𝑥𝑥) = 𝑐𝑐𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑎 �1 −

𝑥𝑥 2
𝑎𝑎

�
2

2
𝜆𝜆 0 𝑎𝑎 2
2

�𝜆𝜆 0 2 𝑎𝑎 2 +12 �

𝐶𝐶𝑛𝑛

(𝑥𝑥/𝑎𝑎 ),

𝑐𝑐𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑎 = 2 𝜆𝜆 0

2 2
𝑎𝑎

Γ�𝜆𝜆0 2 𝑎𝑎2 + 12��

�𝑛𝑛+𝜆𝜆 0 2 𝑎𝑎 2 +12 �𝑛𝑛 !

𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋 Γ�𝑛𝑛+2𝜆𝜆 0 2 𝑎𝑎 2 +1�

.

(15)

(𝜈𝜈)
Here 𝐶𝐶𝑛𝑛 (𝑥𝑥) are the Gegenbauer polynomials defined through the 2𝐹𝐹1 hypergeometric functions as
follows:
(2𝜈𝜈)
−𝑛𝑛, 𝑛𝑛 + 2𝜈𝜈; 1−𝑥𝑥
(𝜈𝜈)
�, 𝜈𝜈 ≠ 0.
(16)
𝐶𝐶𝑛𝑛 (𝑥𝑥) = 𝑛𝑛! 𝑛𝑛 2𝐹𝐹1 �
2
𝜈𝜈 + 1/2
Corresponding discrete energy spectrum obtaind from eq.(14) has the following expression:
1
𝑛𝑛(𝑛𝑛+1)
𝐸𝐸 ≡ 𝐸𝐸𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑎 = ℏ𝜔𝜔 �𝑛𝑛 + + 2 2 �, 𝑛𝑛 = 0,1,2, ⋯.
(17)
2
2𝜆𝜆 0 𝑎𝑎
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In Figure 1, we depicted behavior of the confined quantum harmonic oscillator potential (11) and its
computed corresponding non-equidistant energy levels (17) and probability densities |𝜓𝜓𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑎 (𝑥𝑥)|2 of the ground
and a) 10 excited states for value of the confinement parameter 𝑎𝑎 = 4; b) 2 excited states for value of the
confinement parameter 𝑎𝑎 = 1 (𝑚𝑚 = 𝜔𝜔 = ℏ = 1). Non-equidistant behavior of the energy levels can be easily
observed from this figure. Fig.1b also shows how infinite high walls appear physically for values of 𝑥𝑥 = ±𝑎𝑎.

Fig. 2.Dependence of the energy spectrum from the confinement parameter 𝑎𝑎 for the ground and 10 excited states
(𝑚𝑚 = 𝜔𝜔 = ℏ = 1).

3. Discussion of results and conclusion
Importance of obtained expressions (15) and (17) is that they are explicit expressions. Then, one can
analyse these expressions thoroughly. First of all, it is necessary to note that wavefunctions (15) satisfy the
following orthogonality relation:
𝑎𝑎
∗
𝑎𝑎 ( )
𝑥𝑥 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = 𝛿𝛿𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 .
(18)
∫−𝑎𝑎 𝜓𝜓𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑎 (𝑥𝑥)𝜓𝜓𝑚𝑚
In Figure 2, we present dependence of the energy spectrum (17) from the confinement parameter 𝑎𝑎 for the
ground and 10 excited states 𝑚𝑚 = 𝜔𝜔 = ℏ = 1. From Fig.2 as well as from (6) and (17) it is obvious that ground
states of both oscillator models overlap, but, confinement effect adds non-equidistant dependence of the excited
energy states from parameter 𝑎𝑎.
All expressions obtained within the model under study recover correct limit when 𝑎𝑎 → ∞. Simply, it is
necessary to use known following limit between Gegenbauer and Hermite polynomials, in order to find correct
limit from (15) to (5):
1

�𝛼𝛼+12 �

lim𝛼𝛼 →∞ 𝛼𝛼 −2𝑛𝑛 𝐶𝐶𝑛𝑛

𝑥𝑥

� �=

𝐻𝐻𝑛𝑛 (𝑥𝑥 )

.
Explicit solution obtained for proposed confined oscillator model allows as a next step to generalize it
for solution of the more complex quantum systems under the confinement effect.
√𝛼𝛼

𝑛𝑛 !
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Herein, it has been considered the MHD theory of anisotropic solar wind, which takes into account the heat
fluxes and the difference between the parallel and perpendicular of the thermal pressures. Some particular
solutions have been found for MHD transport equations for one-fluid plasma of an anisotropic solar wind. The
found solutions give an idea of the radial dependence of the wind speed and the solutions can be used in the
further investigation of the solar wind, in studying the properties, parameters and geometrical dimensions of the
heliosphere and cosmic stellar wind.
Keywords. Sun, MHD, solar wind, plasma,corona
PACS: 96.50.Ci, 96.50.Ek, 95.30.Qd

1. Introduction
In1960, the existence of the solar wind was experimentally proved [1], which is theoretically predicted by
E. Parker [2] a few years ago from this. Prior to this, it was believed that the atmosphere of the Sun, like other
stars (like Earth's atmosphere), is in a state of hydrostatic equilibrium. S. Chapman developed the theory of the
static corona [3]. The history of the study of the solar wind is well described in [4]. The magnetohydrodynamic
(MHD) description of the solar wind in collisionless plasma was undertaken with certain assumptions in the
framework of the MHD CGL approximation [5], which has certain limitations as a learning of shock waves in
this approximation, the heat flows, which can significantly change the properties of linear and shock waves did
not take into account [6-9]. Heat fluxes are the result of an asymmetric (non-Maxwellian) particle distribution
function in plasma, which, according to measurements, more effectively reflects the conditions in the solar wind
[10]. Radial and stationary plasma effluxes from the Sun were simulated on the basis of ordinary MHD
equations [11]. It was recognized that the complete disregard of parallel heat fluxes for collisionless plasma is
not fully justified [5, 13, 14]. In real situations, plasma from the sun solar wind - solar wind is anisotropic and
the heat flux should be incluide.
A system of equations for collisionless plasma, including heat fluxes along a magnetic field, was proposed
in [12–15]. Linear waves and instabilities were studied using these equations [16–20]. When studying the radial
spherical expansion of stationary wind, the problem is reduced to solving a system of three nonlinear ordinary
differential equations. It has been foundquotient analytical solution that can be used to find global solutions [21].
In this work, several partial solutions of the system equation describing anisotropic solar wind obtained in
[21] were found. The equation differs from common MHD equations and CGL equations in the MHD
approximation by two heat fluxes: 𝑆𝑆⊥ and 𝑆𝑆∥.

2. Basic equations
In the radial plasma propagation 𝐵𝐵𝜙𝜙= 0 and 𝑉𝑉𝜙𝜙= 0, and if we take into account that all the parameters of
the solar wind depend only on the radial distances, then 𝐵𝐵 = 𝐵𝐵𝑟𝑟, ℎ𝑟𝑟 = 1, ℎ𝜙𝜙 = 0, and after solving the basic
equations and taking the plasma propagation to the direction of the magnetic fields that are chosen perpendicular
to the surface of the Sun, 6 integral constants and three differential equations [21] were obtained,
𝑟𝑟2𝐵𝐵=𝐶𝐶1, 𝑟𝑟2𝜌𝜌V=𝐶𝐶2,
(1)
𝑉𝑉 2
2

1

3

1

1

+ 𝜌𝜌 �𝑃𝑃⊥ + 2 𝑃𝑃∥ � + 𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌 �𝑆𝑆⊥ + 2 𝑆𝑆∥ � −
𝑟𝑟4(𝑝𝑝⊥V+𝑆𝑆⊥) =𝐶𝐶1𝐶𝐶6 ,
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=

𝐶𝐶5
𝐶𝐶2

,

(2)

(3)
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𝑟𝑟 4 𝜌𝜌2 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 �

𝑉𝑉𝑟𝑟 𝑃𝑃 ∥

𝑟𝑟 2 𝜌𝜌 2

�+

𝑑𝑑

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
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(𝑟𝑟 2 𝑆𝑆∥ ) − 4𝑟𝑟𝑆𝑆⊥ = 0,

(4)

3 𝑑𝑑 𝑃𝑃∥ 2
𝑉𝑉 3
1 𝑑𝑑
�𝑆𝑆
�+
( ) = 0,
∥
2
𝜌𝜌
2 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝜌𝜌
𝑉𝑉 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

𝑃𝑃∥ 𝑑𝑑 2 𝑃𝑃⊥
𝑃𝑃⊥ 2
𝑑𝑑 2 𝑉𝑉
�𝑟𝑟 𝑆𝑆⊥ � +
�𝑟𝑟
� − 2𝑟𝑟 � � = 0.
𝜌𝜌 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝜌𝜌
𝜌𝜌
𝜌𝜌
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

(5)
(6)

Passing to dimensionless quantities and parameters, where 𝑢𝑢‖‖2=𝑝𝑝‖/𝜌𝜌 and 𝑢𝑢⊥2=𝑝𝑝⊥/𝜌𝜌 thermal velocities, we
obtained [21]:
𝑌𝑌
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝑥𝑥)
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 (𝑥𝑥) 4
2𝑔𝑔̅
� − 1�
−2
+ 3 𝑍𝑍(𝑥𝑥) − 2 = 0
𝑋𝑋
𝑥𝑥
𝑥𝑥
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝑥𝑥)
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝑥𝑥) 2 2
�𝐶𝐶6̅ − 𝑍𝑍 (𝑥𝑥)�
+ �𝑌𝑌(𝑥𝑥) − 𝑋𝑋(𝑥𝑥)�
− 3 𝑍𝑍 (𝑥𝑥) = 0
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑥𝑥
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝑥𝑥) 4
𝑔𝑔̅ 𝐶𝐶6̅
3
3
1 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 (𝑥𝑥)
2 2𝐶𝐶6̅
𝑌𝑌(𝑥𝑥)
− 1�
+ �𝐶𝐶5̅ + − 2 − 𝑋𝑋(𝑥𝑥) − 𝑌𝑌(𝑥𝑥)�
+ 2�
− 𝑔𝑔̅ � = 0 (9)
�
𝑥𝑥
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
3
𝑥𝑥 𝑥𝑥
4
2
𝑋𝑋(𝑥𝑥) 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
3𝑥𝑥
𝑋𝑋(𝑥𝑥)
𝑟𝑟

Where 𝑥𝑥 = 𝑅𝑅 , 𝑋𝑋 = 𝑋𝑋(𝑥𝑥) =

𝑢𝑢 2

𝑉𝑉 2

, 𝑌𝑌 = 𝑌𝑌(𝑥𝑥) = 𝑣𝑣 2∥ , 𝑍𝑍 = 𝑍𝑍(𝑥𝑥) = 𝑥𝑥 2
𝑣𝑣 2
0

0

𝐶𝐶 𝐶𝐶
𝐺𝐺𝑀𝑀
𝐶𝐶6̅ = 𝐶𝐶 1𝑅𝑅𝑣𝑣62 , 𝑔𝑔̅ = 𝑅𝑅𝑣𝑣 20
2

0

𝑢𝑢 2⊥
𝑣𝑣02

𝐶𝐶
, 𝐶𝐶5̅ = 𝐶𝐶 𝑣𝑣5 2 ,

𝑥𝑥

0

3𝑥𝑥

𝑥𝑥

𝑥𝑥

it has been obtained equation system for three variables [23]:
𝑌𝑌
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
4𝑍𝑍
2𝑔𝑔�
� − 1� − 2 + 3 − 2 = 0
𝑋𝑋
𝑥𝑥
𝑥𝑥
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

2

𝑌𝑌
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
1 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
2𝑍𝑍
� − 1� + (𝐶𝐶6̅ − 𝑍𝑍)
− 3=0
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑋𝑋
𝑋𝑋 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑌𝑌

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

� − 1� +
𝑋𝑋
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

𝐾𝐾1 −𝑋𝑋−2𝑌𝑌 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑋𝑋

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

(8)

2 0

Here, 𝑣𝑣0− is the characteristic speed for the solar wind (for example, wind speed near the Earth
V = VE)):
4
𝑔𝑔�
𝐶𝐶 ̅
2
𝐶𝐶 ̅
Denoting𝐾𝐾1 = �𝐶𝐶5̅ + − 62 �, 𝐾𝐾2 = 2 �2 6 − 𝑔𝑔̅ �(11)
3

(7)

𝑋𝑋𝑥𝑥

+ 𝐾𝐾2 = 0

(10)

(12)
(13)
(14)

The equation has singularities at X = Y, and as x approaches at infinity, X and Y approach zero.
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑 𝐾𝐾
𝑑𝑑 𝐾𝐾
As is seen from (11) 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑1 = 2𝐾𝐾2 , then there is a place in the equation that 𝐾𝐾1 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 ~𝑋𝑋𝐾𝐾2 ~𝑋𝑋 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑1
3. Approach to the solution:
1. Proceeding from this, for solving the system equation, the change of variables was used [23]:
𝑋𝑋(𝑥𝑥) = 𝑀𝑀 (𝑥𝑥)𝐾𝐾1 (𝑥𝑥), 𝑌𝑌(𝑥𝑥) = 𝑁𝑁(𝑥𝑥)𝐾𝐾1 (𝑥𝑥)
And as a result, a solution for variables was obtained.
3
3
𝑚𝑚 = , 𝑛𝑛 = 0, 𝑋𝑋(𝑥𝑥) = 𝑚𝑚𝐾𝐾1 (𝑥𝑥) = 𝐾𝐾1 (𝑥𝑥), 𝑌𝑌(𝑥𝑥) = 𝑛𝑛𝐾𝐾1 (𝑥𝑥) = 0,
2
2
�
2С
𝑍𝑍 (𝑥𝑥) = С�6 , subject to 36 = 0
𝑥𝑥

(15)

From this it follows that when C6 = 0, the found solution will be a particular solution.
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2. The pressure in the solar wind arises due to a change in other wind parameters, since the change in
pressure is caused by a change in wind speed. To simplify the equations, we take the variable M. We change
another change of variables in the form,
𝑟𝑟 3
𝑔𝑔
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝑟𝑟)
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 (𝑟𝑟)
𝑍𝑍 (𝑟𝑟) = (2 2 + 2
− 𝑀𝑀(𝑟𝑟)
)
4
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑟𝑟
1
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 (𝑟𝑟)
�(𝑀𝑀(𝑟𝑟) + 1)𝑋𝑋(𝑟𝑟) − 𝑌𝑌(𝑟𝑟)�
=0
(16)
Considering(12) we obtine −
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

𝑋𝑋(𝑟𝑟)

We get two solutions. The first X = C = const, In this case
−2
𝑌𝑌

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

4𝑍𝑍

2𝑔𝑔�

(17)

2𝑍𝑍 2

(18)

+ 𝑥𝑥 3 − 𝑥𝑥 2 = 0
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

� − 1� − 3 = 0
С
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
С𝑥𝑥
𝑌𝑌

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

� − 1� + 𝐾𝐾2 = 0
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
С

(19)

Solving the system, we find the differential equation for Z:
𝐶𝐶𝑥𝑥 3 (2𝐶𝐶6 − 𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔)

1

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 (𝑥𝑥 )
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

Replacing Z with U: 𝑈𝑈(𝑥𝑥) = 𝑍𝑍(𝑥𝑥 ) , 𝐶𝐶𝑥𝑥 3 (2𝐶𝐶6 − 𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔)𝑈𝑈(𝑟𝑟)

+ 3𝑍𝑍(𝑟𝑟)2 �𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 − 2𝑍𝑍 (𝑟𝑟)� = 0

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 (𝑟𝑟)
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

+ 3𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔(𝑟𝑟) − 6 = 0

Z and after Y and X can be found by solving this equation.
3. The second condition from (16) we get Y = X(A+1)
For the first approximation, we take A=C to be constant.
Then from (13) we obtain the equation for X:
2
4
4
4
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 (𝑥𝑥 )
𝑥𝑥 �𝑥𝑥 2 (𝐶𝐶 2 − 𝐶𝐶 − 3)𝑋𝑋(𝑥𝑥) + 𝐶𝐶5 𝑥𝑥 2 + 𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 − 𝐶𝐶6 �
− 𝑋𝑋(𝑥𝑥)(𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 − 2𝐶𝐶6 ) = 0
3

3

2 𝑋𝑋(𝑥𝑥 )2 𝐶𝐶5 𝑥𝑥 2 +𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 −𝐶𝐶6

1

𝑋𝑋(𝑥𝑥)2 + 3
3

𝑥𝑥 2

𝐶𝐶 2 −𝐶𝐶−3

3

(20)

3

+ 𝐶𝐶1 = 0

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

(21)
(22)

From the boundary conditions, C1 = 0 and we get for X:
𝑋𝑋(𝑥𝑥) =

Considering (16) we obtine

1 𝐶𝐶5 𝑥𝑥 2 + 𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 − 𝐶𝐶6 1 𝐾𝐾1 (𝑥𝑥)
=
3𝑥𝑥 2 𝐶𝐶 2 − 𝐶𝐶 − 3
4 𝐶𝐶 2 − 𝐶𝐶 − 3
∑30 𝑏𝑏𝑛𝑛 𝑥𝑥 𝑛𝑛 = 0

𝑏𝑏3 = 2𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝐶𝐶5 (1 − 𝐶𝐶 2 ), 𝑏𝑏2 = 𝑔𝑔2 (𝐶𝐶 + 1)2 (𝐶𝐶 − 1), 𝑏𝑏1 = 2𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝐶𝐶6 (𝐶𝐶 + 1)(11𝐶𝐶 + 3)
𝑏𝑏0 = −4𝐶𝐶62 (3𝐶𝐶 2 + 4𝐶𝐶 + 2)
Here, we obtain
𝑔𝑔
𝑋𝑋(𝑥𝑥) = 2 �𝐶𝐶5 + � ,
𝐶𝐶 = −1,
𝐶𝐶6 = 0,
𝑌𝑌(𝑥𝑥) = 0,
𝑍𝑍(𝑥𝑥) = 0
𝑥𝑥
2
𝑔𝑔
𝑋𝑋(𝑥𝑥) = 2 �𝐶𝐶5 + � ,
𝐶𝐶 = 1, 𝐶𝐶6 = 0,
𝑌𝑌(𝑥𝑥) = 2𝑋𝑋(𝑥𝑥),
𝑍𝑍(𝑥𝑥) = 0
3𝑥𝑥
𝑥𝑥

With x = r/R, and rE=1 a.e. =214R, where R is the radius of the sun.
Knowing the parameters for the fast wind, x = 214, XE = 1.87, YE = 0.0187, ZE = 1910, and the parameters
for the slow wind: XE = 0.64, YE = 0.04, ZE = 716, we can evaluate C5.
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4. Conclusion
In the work, the equation system of three nonlinear differential MHD transport equations for anisotropic
solar wind is investigated. It has been found various special solutions of systems. An assumption interpretation
of the integral constants in the system of equationshas been introduced. The found expressions and values can be
used in the further study of the anisotropic solar wind, while studying the properties, parameters and geometrical
dimensions of the heliosphere and cosmic stellar wind.
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STUDYING the E2 TRANSITIONS in the REPRESENTATION of SU(5) SUBGROUP
S. G. ABDULVAHABOVA*, N.SH. BARKHALOVA, T.O. BAYRAMOVA
BakuStateUniversity,Z.Khalilov str., 23,Baku, Azerbaijan, Az1148

The transitional behavior of E2 transition rates, and some other related quantities across the entire subgroup
SU(5) are studied in detail. Using this subgroup, we obtained expressions for the Hamiltonian of the nucleus and
for the matrix element of the electric quadrupoletransition. As potential, the potential of Hamada - Johnson,
which is a local operator, was chosen. The collective and intrinsic degrees of freedom can be mixed through
residual terms of the Hamiltonian, such as the rotation - vibration interaction.
Keywords: SU(5) subgroup, boson, E2 transition matrix element.
PACS:31.15.xh; 13.40.Hq; 23.20.Js

1. Introduction
The problem of calculating the energy and other characteristics of the system of identical particles
encounters difficulties in constructing the wave function. The vibrational modes can be described either with
collective variables or as linear combinations of elementary excitations. In the adiabatic limit both methods yield
the same result. The collective and intrinsic degrees of freedom can be mixed through residual terms of the
Hamiltonian, such as the rotation -vibration interaction. One of the most effective methods for calculating the
characteristics of nuclei with a well-defined permutation symmetry and exact quantum numbers are irreducible
representations groups.
The purpose of this paper is to find expressions for the Hamiltonian of the nucleus and for the matrix
element of the electric quadrupole transitionin the representation of subgroup SU(5).
2. The matrix element of the E2 transition
The state of a quantum system can be classified according to irreducible representations of symmetric
transformation groups with respect to which the properties of the system are invariant. Hamiltonian in SU(5)
subgroup representation has terms, describing repulsive boson pairing in d and s states. For this case the
Hamiltonian exactly solvable.
In the work [1] using the coherent state formalism considered the evaluation of nuclear shape transition
from spherical to axially rotational shapes. This investigation has shown that, when moving from the lighter to
heavier isotopes a change form from spherical to deformed nuclei is observed. This fact was confirmed in [2],
some isotopes change the form from spherical vibrator to deformed axially symmetric rotor. We proceed from
the fact that in Lie algebra there is a subalgebra for the construction of collective variables. Using this
subalgebra, one can study the collective states of vibration and, accordingly, the Hamiltonian of the system. In
this algebra, it is necessary to introduce a new quantum number N, which in the boson representation determines
the number of phonons in vibrational states.
In even-even nuclei with positive parity, the ground state with the moment L = 0 and the first excited state
with L = 2 are realized. The state with L = 2 has 5 components and the corresponding bosons are called d bosons.
For our task the following quantum numbers are necessary to classify states: the total boson number N, the
total angular momentum L and its z – component M, the seniority v and nβ ,which defines the number boson pairs
coupled to zero angular momentum. If we introduce an additional quantum number n ∆ , which determines the
number of bosonic triplets with total momentum zero, for the number of bosonsN we get the expression:
N=2 nβ +3 n ∆ + λ ,
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where λ defines angular momentum L
L= λ , λ +1, λ +2,…,2 λ -2,2 λ .

(2)

The irreducible representations of the SU (5) group contains all symmetric representations:

[n

β

[

]

= 0], [nβ = 1], [nβ = 2], up to nβ = N .

(3)

The operator d+ and d are binary operators of a Lie algebra and with their help one can study the
oscillatory motions of the nucleus.They are symmetric operators and the consequence of thiswe can find the
exact solution of the Hamiltonian
H =ε

∑d

+
mdm

m

[[

+ ∑ qλ d + d +
λ

] [dd ]]
λ
µ

0
0

,

(4)

with eigenvalues
E ([ N ], n β , v, n ∆ , L, M ) = ε n β +

1
1
1

(3q 4 + 4q 2 ) N ( N − 1) + q 0 −  (3q 0 + 4q 2 )  x
14
10 

7

(5)

1
x{( N − v)( N + v + 3) + (q 0 − q 2 )[L( L + 1) − 6 N ]} ,
14

where
qλ = d 2 λ µ | V | d 2 λ µ ,

(6)

λ and µ label representations of SU(3) belonging to the partition [N] of SU(6). The Hamiltonian (4)
contains the scalar product of the operators d and d+, invariant with respect to unitary transformations.
As a potential in (6), we choose Hamad-Johnson potential. The potential of Hamada-Johnson [3] takes
into account, in addition to the central, tensor and spin-orbit interactions, the quadratic spin-orbitinteraction:


V HJ = VC (r ) + VT (r ) S12 + V LS (r )( LS ) + V LL L12 , L12 = [δ LJ + 2 S ( S + 1) − 3]L2 − ( LS ) 2 .

(7)

The potentials Vc (r ) and VT (r ) are chosen so that at large distances they coincide with the potentials of
the meson theory, which take into account the single pion exchange:
Vc (r ) = 0,08( µc 2 / 3)[2S ( S + 1) − 3][2T (T + 1) − 3]; VT (r ) = 0,08( µc 2 / 3[2T (T + 1) − 3].

(8)

Each energy level is degenerate and the multiplicity is
k N = ( N + 1)( N + 2) / 2 .

(9)

Therefore, each energy level can be associated with a set of linearly independent functions that are
transformed through each other during transformations that leave the Hamiltonian unchanged. This set ofk-forms
the basis of the irreducible representation of the unitary group SU(5).
The study of quadrupole interactions in nuclei is used for characterizing different nuclear states and to
obtain information about structural, electric and magnetic properties. Now we illustrate the use above
constructed approach for evaluating matrix elements of E2 transition. When the nucleus is deformed it
acquires an electric –multiple moments and emits electric radiation. The matrix element of the E2 transitions has
following view:
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1
1
(10)
(13q 0 − 10q 2 − 3q 4 )(d + d ) 2m .
(3q 4 + 4q 2 )(d + s + s + d ) m2 +
70
7
The selection rule for boson operator (d + s + s + d ) is ∆nβ = ± 1 , and for ( d + d ) is ∆nβ = 0. Expression
M ( E 2) =

(8) consists of two terms. The first term describes transitions between states with different multiplicities. The
second term describes transitions within the same multiplicity to a state with multiplicity L= 2.
Although, SU(5) forbids transitions ∆nβ = 2, the presence of the ∆nβ = 0 in the (1), quadrupole
moment of the excited state of the even-even nucleus is nonzero. Therefore the low energy 0+ states are
expected to be populated strongly in nuclei having large single-particle quadrupole moments of the same sign in
the vicinity of the chemical potential [4]. As an example, the table 1 shows theoretical and experimental values B
(E2) for nuclei 150, 152Nd, 150,152Sm and 152Gd. The value of B(E2), which is obtained on the basis of the
developed approach, is in good agreement with experimental datathan the results that were obtained in the work
[5].
Table1. Theoretical and experimental ratios of the B( E 2; I + 2 → 2) values for nuclei

150,152

B( E 2;2 → 0)

Nd,150,

152

Sm and

152

Gd. The

experimental dates give from [6].
Nuclei
Theor. data
Exper. data

150

Nd

4.72
5± 0.3

152

Nd

150

6.12

12.05

5.78

51,24

-

13±2

6± 0.4

52±5

Sm

152

Sm

152

Gd

3.Conclusions
The study of nuclear-quadrupole interactions is often used as a powerful tool for obtain information about
local symmetry. The symmetry structure of the nuclear system is in general very complex. The Hamiltonian of
the system when written in terms of these degrees of freedom has simple symmetry
properties. It is worth
noting that the knowledge of the invariance properties of the Hamiltonian provides directly a solution to the
eigenvalue problem. In this case the related wave functions serve now as a representation space for the groups
SU(6)⊃SU(3)⊃O+(3), and they are characterized by the quantum numbers of the state [7].
In performing numerical calculation we used a space in which only the collective bosons appear with
multiplicity single and triplet. One may still suspect that it is necessary to accounting other multiplicities
remains severe within the collective branch itself. Comparison of our results with experimental data it was
found that our approach is quite promising.
Irreducible representation groups are widely used in physics of elementary particles. We expect on a
qualitative basis that the application of subgroup SU(5) will open up new physical possibilities for the study of
collective movements of the nucleus.
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PRECISE DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT FOR PLANETARY NEBULAE AND ITS RELATION TO
DYNAMIC AGE
A.G.ALILI, K.I.ALISHEVA, D.M.KULI-ZADE*
BakuStateUniversity, Z.Khalilov str., 23, Baku, Azerbaijan, Az1148

Study of physical phenomena running in substances of shells thrown by stars allows deeply penetrating into the
nature of stars. Researchofshelllightenablestojudgeabouttheenergyradiatedbyastarondifferentspectral regions, but
study of motions of shells – about the processes. Physical processes in shells of planetary nebulae are of special
interest. The present work studies radiation attenuation of a central star in shells of planetary nebulae, as well as
their more precise value is determined. Furthermore, we have constructed dependence diagram of radiation
attenuation coefficient on dynamic age of planetary nebulae.
Keywords:planetary nebulae, dynamic age, radiation attenuation.
PACS: 98.38.Ly, 98.35.Ac

1.Introduction
As it is known, planetary nebulae lights are wholly caused by central stellar radiation. Since their cores
are very hot, the main radiation share falls on far ultraviolet spectral region. Radiation coming from a star into
shell has an extra small density. After entering into gas shell, the processing of a strong high-frequency radiation
of stars to quanta of small frequencies occurs, as a result, the radiation coming from a star weakens. This
radiation attenuations characterized by dilution coefficient W, that shows which share radiation the energy
density𝜌𝜌ν with frequency ofν makes in given space point from the value during thermodynamic equilibrium of
radiation energy density 𝜌𝜌ν∗ at the temperature of radiation source. If we assume that central star radiates as an
absolute blackbody with density of energy flux 𝜌𝜌ν∗ , then density of radiation fluxρ, passing through nebula will
be less than under smaller solid angle the star of this nebula point will be seen [1]
Ω
(1)
𝜌𝜌ν = 4π 𝜌𝜌ν∗
where W isdilutioncoefficientcharacterizingtheattenuationofradiationfluxdensityofacentralstarinnebulae. IfR* stellar radius, and R – distance to it, then the star will be seen under solid angle
𝜃𝜃
(2)
Ω = 2𝜋𝜋 ∫0 0 sin 𝜃𝜃 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = 2𝜋𝜋 (1 − 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝜃𝜃0 ).
From the other side it is known that radiation energy density 𝜌𝜌ν is amount of electromagnetic radiation
energy in unit interval of frequency near frequency ν and in unit element of volume. It is determined by the
intensity of 𝐼𝐼ν radiation which occurs in given element of volume from all sides:
1
𝜌𝜌ν = 𝑐𝑐 ∫ 𝐼𝐼ν 𝑑𝑑 Ω .
(3)
θ0 – angular size of a star. Thus, we obtain the expression for dilution coefficient:
1

𝑅𝑅

2

𝑊𝑊 = � 1 − �1 − � ∗ � � .
2
𝑅𝑅

(4)

Theradiationcomesinsideastarfromallsidestoanypointapproximatelycharacterizedby Planck law. Therefore,
W=1. In stellar atmosphere where such radiation comes only from half-space, ≈ 1�2by removing from a star at
𝑅𝑅 ≫ 𝑅𝑅∗ ,
1 𝑅𝑅

2

𝑊𝑊 = � ∗ � .

(5)
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𝑅𝑅

Average radii of planetary nebulae are turned to be in the order of 1017 cm. Radii of cores of planetary
nebulae have still been accepted, on average, 1010 cm. therefore, it was accepted that radiation density in
planetary nebula has weakened approximately 1014 times comparing with radiation density on the surface of star.
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We have suggested an expression to calculate radii of cores of planetary nebulae. The essence of the
determination method of radius of central stars of planetary nebulae, optically thick in Lyman continuum, during
their full filling with ionized substance is the following. Since in optically thick nebula each quantum of ,
, quantum of Balmer series
which release score beyond hydrogen of Lyman series, is divided into quantum
and quanta of other subordinate series, then observed number of Balmer quanta will be equal to the number of
- quanta, irradiated by stars:
∞
xi3
x 2 dx
.
(7)
=
A
i
xi
∫x e x − 1 ∑
e
1
−
Ba
o

x=

hν
hν
hν
, xi = i , xo = o , whereνо – frequency of boundary of Lyman series, νi – frequency of Balmer
kT*
kT*
kT*

line,Т* - effective temperature of central star. ValueАi nondimensional ratio, which is expressed by full energy
irradiated with nebula in I Balmer line and energy irradiated by a star in unit interval of frequencies near this line
and is expressed as:

Ai =

ni Ai 2 hV
.
4π 2 Iν*i R*2

(8)

where Ai 2 – Einstein coefficient of spontaneous transitions, V–volume of nebula, glow in gin hydrogen lines, ni–
*

concentration of hydrogen atoms in I state, R* -radius of central star, Iν – average Planck radiation intensity.
i
So, considering the formulas (8) and Planck intensity, as well as ratio for V = 4 πR 3ε , the right part of equality

3

(7) can be presented as:
εR 3

x3

∑ Ai e x i− 1 = 5.4 ⋅ 10 −12 T 3 R 2 ∑ ni Ai 2 ,
i

Ba

*

*

where
∞

∑ ni Ai 2 = 3.2 ⋅ 10 −16
i =3

ne2
3

Te

∞

∑ i 2 Ai 2 e

χi

kTe

.

2 i =3

Therefore
∞

∑A

i

x

3
i

e −1
xi

=

2 ⋅ 10 − 27 ne2 εR 3 ∑ i 2 Ai 2 bi e

χi

kTe

i =3
3
3
2
2
* e
*

.

T T R
The left part of equality (7), can be expressed in the following way
∞
2
2
∞ ∞
2 x0
x 2 dx
2 
−( n +1) x0  x0
−( n +1) x 2
.
=
=
+
+
e
x
dx
e
∑
∑

2
3
∫x e xi − 1 n=0 x∫
+
n
1
(
)
(
)
+
+
n
n
1
1
n
0
=


0
0
Considering that
Ba

{

[

(9)

(10)

]}

= 2.33 ⋅ 10 41 F (H β ) t 0.88 / θ 3 d 2 ,
Where F(Hβ) – radiation flux in units of 10–11erg/cm2, θ–angular size in seconds of arc, d– distance in kps,
ne ε

1

2

1

t=10–4Te. Then we will get [14]

10

R *2 =

0.23 2 t 0.88 d 2 F(H β )∑ i 2 A i 2 b i e χi kTe

i =3
.
2

x
2x 0
x0 
− ( n +1) x 0
3 3/ 2
0
T∗ Te ∑ e
+
n +1 +
n =0
(n + 1)2 (n + 1)3 

Table 1 in column 10 shows the data of W, calculated by (5), in columns 10 and 11expansion velocity and
dynamic age of planetary nebulae are given.
2
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№

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

Te

d (kpk),

θ(''),

3,5,8,9,11

4,9,10

3,5,6,8,11,1
3

2,3,7,12

150000
126000
48000
105000
80000
47000
188400
130000
141000
162000
140000
51000
68000
170000
60000
80800
148000
144400
135000
164600
87000
130500
175000
126400
134000
116000
145000
32000
114000
123000
135000
112000
67000
110000
85000
100000
115000
67000
94000
93000
47000
63000
114800
148000
110000

12000
23000
10600
18000
11000
14600
15000
14000
8950
12000
12700
8600
9400
13000
7900
10400
10700
12600
12000
13000
7200
9200
8000
12200
14600
12100
13400
8000
10900
10600
12000
10000
8000
11000
12000
12000
10200
12000
12000
12000
11510
8250
11000
12600
17700

0,5
0,95
0,8
0,38
2,1
1,5
1,36
1,9
2
2,901
1,84
2
1,2
1,39
1
1,86
0,7
1,9
0,38
2,6
1,45
1,5
0,89
1,2
1,5
4,3
2
1
1,2
1,67
1,2
0,95
4,66
0,22
0,48
1,68
1,33
0,3
0,37
0,9
3,652
3,68
2,55
1,97
1,39

112
81
18,2
192
9,2
44,82
16,4
6,5
7,6
8
18,78
3,05
13,98
16,6
37,38
35,82
69,18
3,9
100
3,7
13,4
5,6
6
15,42
7,98
3
9,4
2,5
35,2
22,6
45
35
4,5
804
486
63
90,5
312
353
166
4,4
4,3
3
35
47,5

Nebula

NGC 246
NGC 4361
NGC 40
NGC 1360
NGC 1535
NGC 2392
NGC 2440
NGC 2792
NGC 2867
NGC 3211
NGC 3918
NGC 5315
NGC 5882
NGC 6445
NGC 6543
NGC 6572
NGC 6720
NGC 6741
NGC 6853
NGC 6886
NGC 7009
NGC 7026
NGC 7027
NGC 7662
IC 2165
J 900
NGC 6818
BD+30
NGC 2438
NGC 6563
NGC 6772
NGC 6781
NGC 6565
NGC 7293
A 31
A 84
K 1-22
K 2-2
Pw -1
Jn -1
NGC 6567
NGC 6578
NGC 6884
NGC 7048
NGC 7094
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Table 1

109
(sm)
0,49
1,28
34,04
0,7
8,21
26,73
2,16
4,47
3,47
1,49
5,27
62,92
15,64
5,89
21,41
7,03
1,22
9,15
1,49
1,88
9,95
3,07
2,42
3,69
3,80
2,52
3,27
143,33
1,53
1,96
1,28
1,66
12,41
1,34
1,36
1,22
0,78
0,65
0,69
0,71
45,23
18,73
4,91
0,70
0,60

BSU 100

R, 1017,
(sm)

W, 10-18

8,38
11,51
2,18
10,92
2,89
10,06
3,34
1,85
2,27
3,47
5,17
0,91
2,51
3,45
5,59
9,97
7,25
1,11
5,69
1,44
2,91
1,26
0,80
2,77
1,79
1,93
2,81
0,37
6,32
5,65
8,08
4,97
3,14
26,46
34,90
15,84
18,01
14,00
19,54
22,35
2,40
2,37
1,14
10,32
9,88

0,08
0,31
6104,14
0,20
201,72
176,62
10,46
146,32
58,21
4,63
25,93
118825,56
970,72
72,90
366,23
12,43
0,70
1703,89
1,72
42,68
293,01
149,20
230,32
44,52
112,58
42,70
33,82
3671090,57
1,47
3,00
0,63
2,77
391,21
0,06
0,04
0,15
0,05
0,05
0,03
0,03
8850,60
1564,57
460,96
0,12
0,09

Vexp,

d, (age)

3,10,12

11,84
13,26
25
11,34
12,09
40
25
20
16,03
27
25
40
38
38
20
18
15,29
23
13,99
16
25
27
14
27
20
18
27
26
16,82
11
25
20
29
21
29
16
28
12
23
24
19
17,2
17
15
13,61

22113,46
27132,23
2722,96
30080,99
7471,39
7858,21
4171,22
2887,07
4433,33
4018,78
6462,40
713,00
2064,07
2838,96
8738,36
17305,59
14807,83
1506,30
12699,49
2811,09
3633,73
1454,57
1783,34
3204,22
2798,24
3350,72
3255,48
449,56
11741,36
16041,78
10098,90
7772,88
3380,81
39380,37
37609,70
30927,89
20098,45
36468,26
26550,27
29104,47
3954,12
4301,38
2103,94
21491,34
22681,44
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46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54

NGC 7139
IC 2448
NGC 6153
NGC 6894
A13
Pe1-1
NGC2899
IC 1297
A 33

117000
85000
109000
100000
113000
85700
215000
91000
100000

10300
12500
9200
10200
10200
10320
14900
10540
12800

2,4
1,4
1,1
1,31
1,93
5,47
1,37
4,1
1,16

38
20,82
11,7
27,5
76,3
1,5
45
7,02
134

4,32
11,00
5,55
1,94
0,66
17,72
0,58
7,37
0,90

13,64
4,36
1,93
5,39
22,03
1,23
9,22
4,31
23,26

Baku, 2019
2,51
159,15
207,59
3,23
0,02
5210,11
0,10
73,26
0,04

40
14,26
17
25
20
24
25
32,7
32

10659,95
9556,74
3539,57
6737,28
34424,87
1598,41
11529,58
4115,23
22710,84

Diagram shows the dependence between coefficient of radiation attenuation and dynamic age of planetary
nebulae.

Conclusion
Thus in the research work the calculations once again confirm the accuracy of calculations of radii,
radiation is also strengthened, i.e. the more age, the less radiation.
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Hα AND Hβ LINES IN THE SPECTRUM OF THE Ae HERBIG STAR HD 190073
G.R.BAHADDINOVA1,2, U.Z.BASHIROVA,1N.Z.ISMAILOV1
1
2

AMEA, Shamakhy Astrophysical Observatory named after N.Tusi, Y.Mammadaliyev Settl., Shamakhy, Azerbaijan, AZ 5626
Western Caspian University,A.Rajabli st. 17 A, Baku, Azerbaijan, AZ 1072

In this paper we have presented results of research the time variability of the line profiles of Hα and Hβ in the
spectrum of Herbig Ae/Be type star HD190073. The Hα line profile consists of an emission peak, in which two
separate components are barely distinguished at the top. The blue wing of the line is flatter than the red. On the
blue wing there is a wide and shallow absorption. The asymmetry in the profile shows that there is both accretion
and outflow of matter on the circumstellar disk.
The Hβ line profile has the same structure as the Hα line (Fig.1). However, on this line, the emission is in the
core of the line and broad photosphere wings characteristic of class A stars stand out well. Minor asymmetry is
also observed on the profile of this line.
We have discovered a change in the radial velocities of the emission component of the line in the time scale of
about 45 days. This is accompanied by a decrease in the equivalent widthof the emission Hα. This shows that it
is possible an eruptive process is occurred on the surface of the star.
Key words: Pre-Main Sequence –stars: HAeBe – stars: circumstellar matter, spectral variability, individual: HD
190073
PACS: 95.30.Ky; 95.75.Fg; 95.75.Mn
1. Introduction
Herbig Ae/Be (HAeBe) stars are the intermediate-mass (∼2–10 M⨀) pre-main sequence counterparts of
T Tauri stars (TTSs). Classically defined, they are spectral type A or earlier, show emission lines in their spectra,
placed in obscured regions, and illuminate surrounding nebulosity [1]. The spectroscopic monitoring of some
sources [2],[3],[4] revealed that the spectra of HAeBe objects are not only characterized by the presence of
emission lines, but also by the complex variations observed in both the emission and absorption features. This
variability is also characteristic of T-Tauri stars [5],[6].
V1295 Aql (HD190073, MWC325, A2IIIe – B9IIep+sh) is a very remarkable early-type object with rich
emission lines in the visible spectrum. HD190073 was variously classiﬁed as a peculiar Bep star [7] or as an
evolved post-main sequence A giant [8]. Recently HD190073 has gained recognition as a young Herbig Ae/Be
star [9],[10]. In spite of being situated in the constellation of Aquila rather far from well-known regions of star
formation, it displays a large far-IR excess due to thermal radiation of cool circumstellar (CS) dust [11]. The
energy distribution of HD190073 in this spectral region is similar to that of well-known Herbig Ae stars, like AB
Aur, HD163296 and HD31648 [12].
Alicia et al. [13]identified stellar parameters for V1295 Aql. The star has a magnetic field, ∼100 G,
which has been detected and confirmed by many authors over several years [14], [15], [16]. As described in [13]
from MIKE spectra Vr = −1.2 ± 1.3 km s−1 and v sin i = 3.19 ± 2.45 km s−1. Effective temperature is Teff = 9250
± 250 K, Mass is M=2.9 ± 0.5Mʘ, radius is R= 3.6 ± 0.5Mʘ. Variability was observed, indicating a change in the
star’s magnetic field structure.
In this work we have presented some results of monitoring of the hydrogen Hα and Hβ lines variation of
the Ae type star V1295 Aql.
2. Observations
The spectra were taken in 2015–2017 in the Cassegrain focus of the 2-m telescope of Shamakhy
Astrophysical Observatory of Azerbaijan National Academy of Sciences. We have used two spectrographs. First
of them MUAGS was used in combination of CCD 530x580. Spectral resolution is R~14000 in the range λ47006700 Ǻ. This system was used in 2015. Second spectrograph ShAPES works with CCD 4Kx4K, spectral
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resolution is R~28000 in wavelength range λ3700-8000Ǻ [17]. The mean signal-to-noise level is S/N = 100in the
region of the Hα line, and S/N = 10-20 in the region of the Hβ line. Wavelength calibration was based on the sky
spectrum. We used the DECH20T software to perform all the image reduction tasks and subsequent
measurements of the spectra.
We acquired a total of 35 pairs of spectrograms of the star for 2015-2017 years. The errors of the
measured equivalent widths and intensities were equal to 5% and about 1%, respectively. The mean error of
position measurements in the spectra of standard stars was 1–3 km/s.
3. Results
As can be seen from Fig. 1, the Hα line profile consists of an emission peak, in which two separate
components are barely distinguished at the top. The blue wing of the line is flatter than the red. On the blue wing
there is a wide and shallow absorption. The asymmetry in the profile shows that there is both accretion and
outflow of matter on the circumstellar disk.
The Hβ line profile has the same structure as the Hα line (Fig.1). However, on this line, the emission is
in the core of the line and broad photosphere wings characteristic of class A stars stand out well. Minor
asymmetry is also observed on the profile of this line.

Figure1. Normalized profiles of the Hα and Hβ line observed in the spectrum of HD 190073 in 2017.

Figure 2 shows the change in the values of the parameters RV, EW and FWHM over time. As can be
seen, with relatively stable values of EW (22 ± 2Ǻ), we found a significant change in the bisector radial velocity
of the emission component of the Hα line (29 ± 7 km/s). The parameter FWHM also has a spread around the
average 4.56 ± 0.29 Ǻ.
In Figure 2 it is evident that, starting with JD2457230, the RV shows a red shift to a maximum in
JD2457244, and then a slow return to the previous level, having reached it approximately in JD2457275. In this
case, the values of EW and FWHM minimum. This shows that during about 45 days a certain movement of
matter and a change in intensity in radiation occurred in the star's disk.
As can be seen from Fig.3 radial velocities show seasonal changes within ± 15 km/s. According to the
data of 2015, we identified the above variability of radial velocities (Fig. 2). The same variation we can see in
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the parameters EW (±5 Ǻ) and FWHM (±1 Ǻ). Moreoverthe mean values of the mentioned parameters are
demonstrated variation from year to year. Similar type variations we have discovered in the line Hβ.

Figure.2. The time variability of radial velocity in halve-widths level(left top panel), equivalent wide (right top panel)
and FWHM (bottom) of the Hα emission line in 2015.

Figure3. The time variability of radial velocity in halve-widths level (right top panel), FWHM (left top panel) and
equivalent wide (bottom) of the Hα emission line in 2015-2017.
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4. Conclusion
It was discovered a change in the radial velocities of the emission component of the line in the time scale
of about 45 days. This is accompanied by a decrease in the equivalent widthof the emission Hα. This shows that
it is possible an eruptive process is occurred on the surface of the star.
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THE METHOD OF ATMOSPHERIC CORRECTION OF SATELLITE IMAGES.RESTORE
SPECTRAL BRIGHTNESS OF THE EARTH'S SURFACE
F. I. ISMAILOV
Shamakhy Atrophysical Observatory named after N. Tusi Azerbaijan National Academy of Sciences, Shamakhy, Azerbaijan Republic, Y.
Mammadaliyev settlement, AZ5626

The article presents an optical model of the altitude distribution of aerosol layers of the atmosphere in the lower
atmosphere, developed by the author on long-term optical data. On the basis of this model, the problem of
atmospheric correction of satellite images and restoration of the spectral reflection coefficient of reflected solar
radiation for the Caspian-Caucasian region is solved. The problem of restoration of microstructural parameters
of the optically active accumulative fraction of atmospheric aerosol is considered simultaneously in the article.
Keywords: Aerosol layer, Aerosol optical model, Satellite imagery, Spectral brightness coefficient, The Caucasus-Caspian
region
PACS:84.60.Jt; 73.50.Pz; 79.60.Jv

1.Introduction
Satellite images practically contain the most complete and accurate information about the earth's surface.
The solution of this problem is closely connected with the development of regional optical atmospheric models,
which allows solving the problem of atmospheric correction of satellite images, taking into account the temporal
and geographical conditions of the observation site [1, 2, 3].
The optical properties of the atmosphere in a cloudless atmosphere are practically determined by the
presence of an aerosol in it. The important property of atmospheric aerosol is layered or tiered structure of the
altitude distribution of atmospheric aerosol observed for all geographical latitudes and seasons of the year. Such
stratification suggests the existence of levels of increased concentrations of particulate matter, on which there are
optimal conditions for the generation and accumulation of these particles in the atmosphere itself [2].
In view of the rather wide variety and randomness of the aerosol variability processes in the atmosphere,
it is evident that, when modeling we have to use certain simplifying assumptions. Below, relative the layered
structure of the atmospheric aerosol, we believe the following assumptions:
1) for aerosol layers apply the plane parallelmodel of the atmosphere,
2) azimuthal dependence of the aerosol light scattering characteristics are neglected, i. e. aerosol layers
relied horizontally homogeneous,
5) near the corner of sight completely absent the cloud cover.
For the purpose of practical application the developed model in this paper below performed numerical
calculations for atmospheric correction of satellite images of the eastern Caucasus and AbsheronPeninsula. For
this use long-term data of measuring the brightness daytime cloudless skies in the effective wavelength
λ=0,55mkmof solar radiation [4-7].
2 Optical model of aerosol vertical structure
The optical model of the atmosphere is determined by the parameters of the task: the optical thickness of
τ(h), the scattering function µ(θ), where h-height in the atmosphere. Altitude profiles τ(h), µ(θ) in the visible
region of the spectrum defined by the layered structure of aerosol layers of the atmosphere. High-rise
distribution of the optical thickness of the plane - parallel aerosol layers will be determined in the form of:
∞

τ (h) = ∫ σ (h′)dh′ ,

(1)

h

whereσ(h) = dτ(h)/dh is the optical density (scattering coefficient) atmospheric aerosol at level h.
Scattering function µ(θ)can be written as:
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τ
γ (θ )
4π
,

(2)

whereγ(θ) is the normalized scattering function; θ is the scattering angle,µ =arccosZ is the cosine of the
zenith angle Z of observation, ϕis the azimuth angle of direction of propagation relatively the solar vertical,

θ = - µµ0 + (1 - µ 2 )0 (1 − µ02 )cosϕ ; Z0 = arccosµ0 is the zenith angle of the sun. Parameters τ(h), γ(θ) are
represented as the sum of the Rayleigh and aerosol components:

τ ( h) = τ r ( h) + τ a ( h) ,
τ (h)η r (θ ) + τ a (h)η a (θ )
η (h,θ ) = r
,
τ r ( h) + τ a ( h)

(3)
(4)

hereτr(h) and ηr(θ) is the molecular (Rayleigh) scattering and aerosol components.
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Fig.1 Average vertical profiles (at 0, 55 mkm) of the scattering coefficient �
σa(h) (4-6) and
optical thickness �τa(h) (1-3) of the atmosphere aerosol layers, as well as the optical thickness of of
the molecular (rayleigh) scattering �τr(h) (7) for summer (a) and winter (b) conditions; 1 and 4 are
means, 2 and 5 are minimal, 3 and 6 are maximum values accordingly, of the �
σa(h), τ a (h)
quantities.

To calculate the parameters of (3) and (4) we will use the regional model developed by us, given on [2].
Based on this model in Fig. 1 shows the results of numerical calculations of average vertical profiles of optical
density and the optical thickness of the atmosphere for the conditions of the Caucasian-Caspian region.Scattering
indicatrixγ(θ) in (2) is determined for altitude profiles of the aerosol according to Fig. 1and from the Scattering
function η(θ) measurements of the optically active submicron aerosol particles. The results of the reconstruction
of the indicatrixγ(θ)from the results of our measurements [6, 7] are given in fig.2. The form of the indicatrix in
this figure depends on the disperse structure of the aerosol [6].
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3. The spectral brightness coefficient (SBK) system "atmosphere-earth's surface"
The main angular and spatial characteristics of the reflected radiation, of the perceived satellite sensor is the
SBC system "atmosphere-earth surface" ρ (τ ; µ0 , µ ) to the optical depth τ[1, 2]:

(

)

T ↓ (τ , µ0 )T ↑ (τ , µ ) ρ0 τ ∗ ; µ0 , µ
ρ (τ ; µ0 , µ ) == L(0; µ ,ϕ ) / F0 ⋅ µ0 = ρ at (τ ; µ0 , µ ) +
1 + ρ0 τ ∗ ; µ0 , µ A↓ ( µ0 )
,

(

)

(5)

here L(0; µ, ϕ) is the sunlight intensity [Wt / (m2⋅mkm⋅sr)] on the top of the atmosphere coming from
optical depthτ , F0µ0 is the parallel rays of light intensity at the upper boundary of the atmosphere (τ=0);
∗
𝑇𝑇 ↓ (τ, µ0 ) and 𝑇𝑇 ↑ (τ, µ0 ) atmospheric transmittance, respectively, in directions µ0 and µ, ρ 0 τ ; µ0 , µ is the SBC

(

)

h

∗
of system “atmosphere the underlying surface”; τ = τ (0) − τ ( h) = ∫ σ ( h) dh .

0
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0
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meteorological visibility range 50
km)

Below, according to the data ρ (τ (h); µ 0 , µ ) and the initial approximation around the mean τ�(h), the

values τ(h)and, correspondingly, the sought values τ�(h)are estimated. These values are estimated for the lower
levels ρhof height intervals by the formula

ρ at [τ (h) + ∆τ (h); µ0 , µ ] = ρ (τ (h); µ0 , µ )

(6)

where ρ (τ (h); µ 0 , µ ) is the satellite data of the SBK at optical depth τ(h) =τ�(h)+τ�(h)

The brightness L(0; µ, ϕ) within the aerosol layer will be determined in the Eddington approximation
[2]. When calculating the SBC, we assume that the reflection from the Earth's surface occurs by Lambert's law.
4. Conversion of luminance values
Translation brightness value of top of atmosphere radiance (TOA radiance) [2,8]:

L=

Lmax − Lmin
( DN cal − Qcal min ) + Lmin .
Qcal max − Qcal min
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Where:
Lλ - spectral radiation, which came on the satellite sensor;
DNcal - pixel brightness values of raw geoimage;
Qcalmin - the minimum possible pixel value geoimage;
Qcalmax- the maximum possible pixel value geoimage;
Lmin - the minimum value of the spectral radiation for a particular satellite sensor for a particular image;
Lmax - the maximum value of the spectral radiation for a particular satellite sensor for a particular image.
For the purpose of atmospheric correction of satellite images, we used data from satellite images (MODISTerra (Bands 1-4-3 (true color [8]) of the water area of the Caspian Sea adjacent to the eastern Caucasus.
The results of calculations SBC earth's surface are shown in fig. 3. This figure shows the region of the
eastern Caucasus, AbsheronPeninsula and the coastal waters of the Caspian Sea.
0.35

Fig.3. The distribution of
the sbc of the underlying surface,
calculated from the satellite
image: a - eastern caucasus
(august 17, 2015), b - absheron
peninsula (april 9, 2004), c - baku
city (17 august, 2015) [8].
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THE COLLECTIVE BEHAVIOR OF THE PARTONS AND ITS INFLUENCE ON THE JET
SUPPRESSION IN HEAVY ION COLLISIONS.

MAIS SULEYMANOV
COMSATSUniversityIslamabad,Park RoadIslamabad, Pakistan
BakuStateUniversity, Z.Khalilov str., 23, Baku, Azerbaijan, Az1148

We discuss the physical picture wherein a parton interaction with a coherent group of partons can lead to amplify
the jet quenching in the hot and dense matter was created in the heavy ion collisions at RHIC and LHC energies.
This picture is concluded after analyzing the behavior of the Nuclear Modification Factor as a function of pT for
the charged particles produced in the most central Pb-Pb collisions at 2.76 A TeV. In the interval of pT =7-50
GeV/c the values of the Nuclear Modification factor increase almost linearly with a slope, is very close to
expected ones for the inverse Compton effect. Around the point of pT≅ 60 GeV/c, a major change, which is
characteristic of this phenomenon, occurs. It is proposed that these results can be explained by the inverse
Compton effect happening via a collective parton group formation and its interactions with single partons in the
interval of 5 <pT< 10 GeV/c. In the case of a coherent collision of a single parton with the coherent group, the
parton can gain energy through the inverse Compton effect, resulting in its acceleration and shifting to the region
of pT>10 GeV/c. After losing a significant part of its energy the coherent parton group will decay into partons
having lower energies - slowed partons in the interval of pT< 5 GeV/c. This enhancement in the jet quenching
can be observed in the interval of
2 <pT<20 GeV/c.
Keywords:pT regions; parton; coherent group; jet quenching; RHIC; LHC; nuclear modification factor, PbPb; 2.76 A TeV;
Inverse Compton Effect
PACS:84. 25.75.Dw, 24.10.Nz, 25.75.Ag

1. Introduction
The most important signature for the formation of the quark-gluon plasma in heavy-ion collisions at
ultrarelativistic energies is the suppression of hadron spectra at high pT [1-2]. The effect is caused by energy loss
of jet partons (via collisional and radiative interactions) - jet quenching [3 - 6] from early hard scattering with a
hot and dense medium before fragmenting into hadrons.
To quantitatively extract the jet transport coefficients were performed by comparing several jet quenching
model calculations with the experimental data for the nuclear modification of single inclusive hadron production
at high transverse momenta [7]. Most of these models use a formalism that treats the medium as a series of static
scattering centers with the parton and radiated gluons with some energy and frequency, traveling along eikonal
trajectories [6]. From the combined analysis of soft single-inclusive hadron spectra, two-particle correlations and
their azimuthal dependence, one knows that the matter produced in a heavy ion collision expands rapidly [3] and
show a collective behavior which is likely to be formed at an early parton stage of the space-time evolution of
the produced hot and dense matter [8 - 10]. Thus, one can support the idea that the parton collective behavior
could lead to formation of coherent parton system (for example, as a result of strings fusion [11 -14]) in the hot
and dense medium (see paper [15]).
Appearance of the coherent parton group can influence the jet quenching picture in the pT region where the
groups were formed with high probability (in the paper [15] it was shown that the boundary values of pT for the
region could be 4-20 GeV/c). In this regions partons could collide with higher energy objects - coherent parton
group, and as in the case of a collision of a photon with a higher energy electron, the parton can gain energy,
accelerate transiting into higher pT region. After a significant energy loss, the parton group decays into partons
with lower energies - the slowed partons which will be in the interval of lower pT region. As a result of the
transitions of the accelerated and slowed partons from the region of high probable parton group formation, it can
be seen that the jet quenching becomes stronger in this region.
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In this paper, we tried to show an experimental signature of the formation of the coherent parton group
and its influence on the high pT parton suppression through of parton Inverse Compton Effect (ICE). ICE states
that a photon can gain energy in a collision with a more energetic electron [16-18], but can this phenomenon
occur in a collision between partons? In other words, is there a parton version of ICE?
2. About the signature
To get an information on the formation of the coherent parton group and its interaction with single partons
we have analyzed the behavior of the nuclear modification factor (RAA) as a function of pT for the charged
particles produced in the most central Pb-Pb collisions at 2.76 A TeV [19].
The evolution picture of the RAA [19] with energy from the SPS to the LHC [1-2, 20] shows that the
creation of high - pTparticles in central Pb-Pb collisions is significantly suppressed in comparison to peripheral
Pb-Pb and pp collisions . In the range of pT=5-10 GeV/c, the suppression is stronger than before observed at the
RHIC [1]. Beyond pT = 10 GeV/c up to 20 GeV/c the RAA shows a rising trend as it was shown by the data from
the ALICE experiment [2]. The CMS measurement [19] with improved statistical precision clearly shows that
this rise continues at higher pT, approaching a suppression factor RAA≅ 0.5-0.6 in the range of 40-100 GeV/c.
The Figure 1 shows the behavior of the RAA as a function of pT for the charged particles produced in the
Pb-Pb collisions with centrality of 0-5 % at energies of 2.76 A GeV 1 . There are several trends observed as pT
increases:
- forpT< 2 GeV/c the values of RAA increase from ~ 0.36 to ~ 0.42;
- for 2 <pT<7 GeV/c the values of RAA decreases to ~ 0.15 and reaches its minimum;
- for 7 <pT<40-50 GeV/c the values of RAA increase from ~ 0.15 to ~0.6 and reaches its maximum.
Furthermore, at pT≅50-60 GeV/c, a regime change occurs and the values of RAA remain at 0.6. It can be
easily shown that the behavior of RAA in the interval 7<pT<100 GeV/c is similar to the behavior of the photon
energy distribution under ICE [18]. A reason for this similarity may be that in the momentum interval

Figure 1. The behavior of RAA as a function of pT for charged particles produced in Pb-Pb collisions
with centrality of 0-5 % at energies 2.76 AGeV (see paper [19]). The line shows the behavior of the
functionR0 = 0.0167 pT for the parton ICE.

5 < pT<10 GeV/c (this is the second pT region observed in the paper [15]) partons collide with higher energy
objects, and as in the case of a collision of a photon with a higher energy electron, parton ICE occurs. These
objects can be parton groups with energy

(Egroup is energy of parton group and mgroup is its

mass). In the case of a coherent collision of a parton with energy
1

(E1partis the

the experimental data were taken from the HEP Data: https://hepdata.net/record/ins1088823
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energy of parton before collision), it can acquire energy
(Epart is energy of parton after
it can accelerate due to parton ICE. That is why we believe the
collision) and in the case of
observed more jet quenching in the interval of pT =2-60 GeV/c could be connected with the formation of the
coherent parton group and its interaction with single parton which results in the acceleration of the single
partons and decay of the coherent parton group into the slow partons.
3. Results and discussion
To show quantitative capacity of the physical picture under consideration we have used the analogy with
photon ICE and defined the function R0 to compare with RAA. Of course, we cannot reproduce exactly
quantitative contribution of the physical picture under consideration we confine oneself only with showing that
the picture is acceptable.
For the definition of the R0 we have used the approximate formulas are given for the energy distributions
of photons

in the case of ICE [18] when a photon with energy

(in units of electron mass

me , E1 is the energy of phaton ) collides with an electron with energy
energy) and receives energy

(Ee is the electron

(E is the photon energy). The values of the R0 were defined as:

d 2 N / dtdα |α ≤α1 4γ 2α − α1
α
or R0 =
, for γ>>1,
R0 =
=
2
2
d N / dtdα |α =α1 4γ α1 − α1
α1
The R0 is the energy distribution of photons (

) with energy

(for

(1)

,see the paper [18]),

at
. In accordance with the physical picture, in the case of a coherent
normalized to the value of
collision of a parton with energy
with a group of partons of energy
,
parton’s final energy will be
. The values of E1part and Epart are much larger than the parton's rest energy,
so one can assume that E1part ≅p1part and Epart≅ppart (p1part and ppart is 3-momentum of parton before and after the
collision). For the particles under consideration (see [19]), the values of their pseudorapidity (η) are taken in the
interval of |η|<1, so we can write ppart≅ pTpart (pTpart is the transverse momentum of the parton after the collision).
Therefore, for partons the expression (1) can be rewritten as:

,

(2)

To determine p1part from (2) we used the fact that at the point of regime change p1part = ppart≅ pTpart. Visually, the
regime change seems to be nearpT≅ pTpart ≅ 40-50 GeV/c. To obtain a more accurate value of the p1part we fitted
the RAA data with the linear function y = ax in the region of 6 <pT<70 GeV/c, changing the minimum and
maximum values of the pT intervals to obtain the best fitting results. The Table shows three best fitting results.
The fit function y = ax seems to describe the RAA data well in the interval of pT = 8.4-44.8 GeV/c, whereas after
pT =54.4 GeV/c is turned on it deteriorates fast. This means that the transition point is near the value pT=55.4±6.4
GeV/c and it can be assumed that p1part≅ 60 GeV/c and the value
andR0 = 0.0167 pT . The solid line in the figure shows the behavior of R0 as a function of pT which well
describes the RAA in the region 7 <pT< 50 GeV/c. This is understandable since the slope of the line for R0 =
0.0167pT almost exactly coincides with the slope of the line (a = 0.0162± 0.0007) obtained for the best fitting of
the experimental data on RAA (see Table of the values of a).
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Table
Interval of pT(GeV/c)
8.4 - 38.4
8.4 - 44.8
8.4 - 54.4

χ2/ndf
3.526/7
7.453/8
16.85/9

Probability
0.8325
0.4886
0.05108

Value of a
0.0162± 0.0007
0.0158±0.0007
0.0154± 0.0006

The definition of R0 tells us that at the regime change point the value of R0 would be 1, but in the
experiment the RAA values remain constant around 0.6 - 0.7 in the region of pT> 60 GeV/c. The difference could
be connected with two main reasons:
- we have not taken into account jet quenching and the dynamics under consideration are unable to
describe the suppression alone and it is clear;
- due to unavailability of a Monte Carlo simulation pocket we could not have perfect normalization for
the

to compare with RAA.
As we have said above in this step we cannot reproduce exactly quantitative contribution of the parton
ICE we confine oneself only with showing that the picture is acceptable. More important results are that: the
slopes of the behavior of R0 and RAA are very close to each other; there exists the regime change at the point pT≅
60 GeV/c.
Finally returning back to the interval
, we noted that the similar behavior of the slope
values of RAA behavior as a function of pT and of R0 in this interval may indicate that the parton energy loss
(parton suppression effect) almost does not change the slope for RAA in this region.
4. Conclusion
We conclude that the values of RAA as a function of pT in the interval 7-50 GeV/c increase almost linearly
with a slope expected for the parton Inverse Compton Effect. At pT≅60 GeV/c a regime change occurs, which is
characteristic for this effect. These results indicate that partons can be accelerated by Inverse Compton Effect in
the pT region 5-10 GeV/c. We assume that this can be due to the collective effects associated with the fusion of
strings and the appearance of new strings in the dense medium. In the case of a coherent collision with a parton
that has a lower energy than the new string, the parton can gain energy and accelerate, transiting into pT > 10
GeV/c interval. After losing a significant part of its energy new string will decay into partons with lower
energies - slowed partons in the interval of pT< 5 GeV/c. This can seem as amplification of the suppression of
partons in the 2 <pT<20 GeV/c interval. That is why this should be taken into account in the jet quenching
models.
I would like to acknowledge the COMSATS University Islamabad, which provided suitable platform
and all possible facilities to perform the analysis, Dr Ali Zaman and Aziza Suleymanzade for their essential help
during preparing the text.
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FOLLOWING ELECTRON IMPACT EXCITATION OF SINGLE(93Np, 94Pu, 95Am, 96Cm, 97Bk,
ATOMS Oi SUBHELL IONIZATION CROSS SECTIONS BY USING LOTZ’S EQUATIONS

98Cf)

Mahmut AYDINOL*1
Dicle University, Institute of Scientific Studies 21280 Diyarbakir Turkey

O shell and five Oi subshells ionization cross sections σO and σOi following electron impact on (93Np, 94Pu, 95Am, 96Cm,
97Bk, 98Cf) atoms calculated. By using Lotz's equation in Matlab ionization cross section values obtained for 12 electron
impact energy values in first ionization energy to five times ionization energy range for each atom. Lotz’s parameters and
special commands used for each ionization cross sections calculations. Starting all most from ionization threshold values;
ionization cross sections are increasing rapidly with electron impact energy Eo. For higher Eo values this increments getting
smaller for every Oi subshells. For smaller Eo energy close to threshold all ionization cross sections decrease. For a fixed
electron impact energy while Z value increases from 93≤Z≤98; ionization cross sections decrease with Z. Results may help
to understand similar findings which obtained from other electron impact excitation of Oi subshells ionization cross sections
studies for similar size single atom.
Keywords:O subshells ionization cross section calculations, Electron impact on single atoms(93Np≤Z≤98Cf),

Lotz’s equations.
PACS:31.25.−v
1.Introduction
Inner subshell ionization cross section studies of free atoms by electron impact are subjects of ongoing
research for many years [1,2,5-11]. Inner shell ionization cross section information help us to understand,
characterization of used target atoms in the following fields: astrophysics, plasma physics, radiation protection,
energy transfer by electron impact on or in tissues study required [5,6,7,8]. In this study, O shell and Oi subshells
ionization cross sections σO and σOi(i =1,2,.,5) for 93Np to 98Cf atoms are calculated. For each of atoms, 12
electron impact energy values Eoi are used. Eoi(i=1,.,12) values were chosen in the EOi <Eoi<5EOi range for each
atom. EOi is the binding energy of ith Oi(i =1,..,5) subshells. If a neutral atom A bombarded by an electron with
sufficiently big Eoi under EOi<Eoi conditions, firstly impacting electron emits bremsstrahlung then electron-single
atom interaction occur. Target atom A becomes excited ions A+* at ith Oi subshell. Creation of electron holes in Oi
subshells depends on how big the Eoi compare to EOi . Lotz put forward a semi-empirical formula at, for
calculation of ionization cross sections for low energetic electron impact excitation of free atoms at inner shells
which was based on Born Approximation(BA)[1,2,6]. Calculations for σO and σOi(i =1,2,..,5) of 93Np to 98Cf
atoms carried out by using Lotz equations in Matlab program [7, 9-12].
σOi = ai qi[ln(Eo ⁄ Ei ) ⁄ EoEi][1-bi exp (-ci (Eo /Ei ))]

(1)

ai, bi, ci constants and qi of the ith subshell which are taken from Lotz [1,2]. qi are the number of equivalent
electrons at ith Oi subshell and Ei is the binding energy of the ith subshell. σOi are the ionization cross section of ith
subshells. By using the Equation.1 and using sum of calculated 5 σOi subshells of each atom for 12 values of Eoi ,
σOtotal of O shell were calculated.
2.Method
O shell and Oi subshells ionization cross sections(σO and σOi) for 93Np to 98Cf atoms are calculated.
Calculations done for 12 Eoi values which they chosen in energy range of EMi <Eoi<5EOi for each atom. It means
that for 93Np, used over all Eoi(i=1,..to,12) values fall in 10eV<Eo<1025eV range. Eoi values chosen according to
the EOi of targeted atom which were taken from Gwyn, and Porter [3, 4]. Calculations carried out by using
written commands for Lotz's Equation.1 in Matlab for each atom [1,2,9 -12]. The values of ai, bi, ci and qi are
given in the same order for Oi subshells as: for ai equal to (4, 4, 4, 1.4, 1.4)10-14cm2(eV)2; for bi equal to 0.3, 0.6,
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0,6 0.96, 0.96; for ci equal to 0.6, 0.4, 0.4, 0.13, 0.13 and for qi equal to 2, 2, 4, 5, 4 values used[1-2, 9-12]. By
using sum of calculated 5 σOi subshells of atoms for 12 values of Eoi O shell σMtotal of each atom calculated.
3.Results
Results, for 93Np, 94Pu, 95Am,96Cm, 97Bk, 98Cf atoms for 12 Eoi are given in Table.1 to 6 under the name
of each atom. Each table contains O subshell ionization cross section results of one atom. All the Table captions
are the same except the chemical symbol of elements which used for targeted atoms.

Table 1.For 93NpO1 to O5 subshell ionization cross sections by electron impact in 109 b.
σO4
σO2
E0(eV)
σO1
σO3
σO5
-0,08251
10
-0,0554
-0,1864
0,01395
0,27373
65
-0,00661
-0,00382
-0,00718
-0,00076
0,59742
125
-0,00188
-0,00105
0,00145
0,00038
0,46578
-0,00097
-0,00037
0,00338
0,00079
0,38093
175
225
-0,00044
-0,00003
0,00418
0,00104
0,32107
300
-0,00011
0,00022
0,00469
0,00128
0,26066
400
0,00016
0,00037
0,00463
0,00144
0,20998
500
0,00016
0,00037
0,00463
0,00144
0,20997
0,14416
650
0,00023
0,00048
0,00411
0,00158
850
0,00025
0,00049
0,00366
0,00157
0,11655
950
0,00025
0,00048
0,00347
0,00155
0,10662
0,10031
1025
0,00025
0,00047
0,00333
0,00153

σOtotal
-0,03662
0,57906
0,46468
0,38376
0,32582
0,26674
0,21658
0,21657
0,15056
0,12252
0,11237
0,10589

Table 2.For94PuO1 to O5 subshell ionization cross sections by electron impact in 109 b.
σO4
σO2
E0(eV)
σO1
σO3
σO5
10
-0,08077
-0,05454
-0,18111
-0,01353
0,27373
65
-0,00696
-0,00385
-0,00745
-0,00079
0,59742
125
-0,00188
-0,00106
0,00099
0,00036
0,46578
175
-0,00091
-0,00038
0,00297
0,00068
0,38093
225
-0,00045
0,00372
0,00092
0,32107
-0,00005
300
-0,00013
0,00025
0,00416
0,00114
0,26067
400
0,00007
0,00035
0,00424
0,00131
0,20998
500
0,00016
0,00042
0,00411
0,00141
0,17691
650
0,00021
0,00046
0,00382
0,00146
0,14416
850
0,00023
0,00047
0,00342
0,00146
0,11655
950
0,00024
0,00046
0,00324
0,00144
0,10663
1025
0,00024
0,00047
0,00311
0,00142
0,10031

σOtotal
-0,05622
0,57837
0,46419
0,38329
0,32521
0,26609
0,21595
0,18301
0,15011
0,12213
0,11201
0,10555
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Table 3. For 95Am O1 to O5 subshell ionization cross sections by electron impact in 109 b.
σO2
Eo(eV)
σO1
σO3
σO4
σO5
-0,07963
10
-0,05328
-0,18019
-0,01343
0,27373
65
-0,00585
-0,00375
-0,00749
-0,00079
0,59742
125
-0,00188
-0,00108
0,00095
0,00028
0,46578
-0,00092
175
-0,00041
0,00281
0,00066
0,38093
225
-0,00046
-0,00008
0,00362
0,00096
0,32107
-0,00014
300
0,00016
0,00408
0,00112
0,26067
400
0,00006
0,00031
0,00417
0,00128
0,20998
500
0,00015
0,00038
0,00405
0,00138
0,17691
650
0,00021
0,00043
0,00376
0,00143
0,14416
850
0,00023
0,00044
0,00337
0,00144
0,11655
950
0,00023
0,00043
0,00319
0,00141
0,10662
1025
0,00023
0,00043
0,00308
0,00148
0,10031
Table 4.For 96Cm O1 to O5 subshell ionization cross sections by electron impact in 109 b.

Eo(eV)
10
65
125
175
225
300
400
500
650
850
950
1050

σO1
-0.07557
-0,00567
-0,00187
-0,00094
-0,00058
-0,00018
0,00002
0,00011
0,00017
0,00019
0,00025
0,00027

σO2
-0,05094
-0,00366
-0,00115
-0,00046
-0,00014
0,00012
0,00025
0,00032
0,00037
0,00039
0,00038
0,00038

σO3
-0,17242
-0,00778
0,00031
0,00218
0,00396
0,00349
0,00363
0,00357
0,00335
0,00303
0,00288
0,00275

σO4
-0,01286
-0,00082
0,00018
0,00054
0,00076
0,00096
0,00112
0,00121
0,00127
0,00128
0,00127
0,00125

σO5
0,01877
0,18264
0,17585
0,15757
0,13994
0,11832
0,09761
0,08319
0,06845
0,05579
0,05129
0,04736

σOtotal
-0,0528
0,57954
0,46405
0,38307
0,32511
0,26589
0,2158
0,18287
0,14999
0,12203
0,11188
0,10553

σOtotal
-0,21745
0,16471
0,17332
0,15889
0,14394
0,12271
0,10263
0,0884
0,07361
0,06068
0,05607
0,05201

Table 5. For 97Bk O1 to O5 subshell ionization cross sections by electron impact in 108 b.

Eo(eV)
15
65
125
175
225
300
400
500
650
850
950
1050

σO1
-0,43703
-0,05582
-0,01862
-0,00951
-0,00512
-0,00193
-0,00001
0,00088
0,00148
0,00176
0,00181
0,00183

σO2
-0,29037
-0,03591
-0,01112
-0,00482
-0,00172
0,00061
0,00216
0,00281
0,00329
0,00348
0,00348
0,00346

σO3
-0,95289
-0,07941
-0,00061
0,01791
0,02611
0,03113
0,03292
0,03268
0,03084
0,02804
0,02669
0,02544
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σO4
-0,07534
-0,00831
0,00132
0,00471
0,00671
0,00871
0,01023
0,01109
0,01172
0,01191
0,01184
0,01173

σO5
0,32834
1,51512
1,50542
1,36982
1,22921
1,04921
0,87109
0,74459
0,61399
0,50121
0,46016
0,42587

σOtotal
-1,42731
1,39152
1,47642
1,37813
1,25512
1,08771
0,91639
0,79205
0,66132
0,54641
0,50398
0,46833
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Table 6. For 98Cf O1 to O5 subshell ionization cross sections by electron impact in 109 b.

Eo(eV)
10
65
125
175
225
300
400
500
650
800
950
1025

σO1
-0,07144
-0,00549
-0,00185
-0,00095
-0,00053
-0,00021
-0,00002
0,00007
0,00015
0,00016
0,00017
0,00017

σO2
-0,04845
-0,00356
-0,00111
-0,00049
-0,00019
0,00005
0,00019
0,00026
0,00031
0,00033
0,00033
0,00033

σO3
-0,16395
-0,00803
-0,00032
0,00151
0,00231
0,00284
0,00304
0,00303
0,00288
0,00277
0,00251
0,00235

σO4
-0,01226
-0,00083
0,00009
0,00042
0,00062
0,00081
0,00096
0,00104
0,00111
0,00113
0,00113
0,00111

Table 7. Z dependency ofσO and σOi values for single Eoi = 500eV, in 109 b.
Atom Z
σO1
σO2
σO3
σO4
Eo(eV)
500
93Np
0,00016 0,00037 0,00463 0,00144
500
94Pu
0,00016 0,00042 0,00411 0,00141
500
95Am
0,00015 0,00038 0,00405 0,00138
500
96Cm
0,00012 0,00032 0,00357 0,00121
500
97Bk
0,00088 0,00281 0,03268 0,01109
500
98Cf
0,00007 0,00026 0,00303 0,00104

σO5
0,02871
0,27654
0,24781
0,21469
0,18653
0,15486
0,12632
0,10711
0,08779
0,07478
0,06539
0,05825

σO5
0,20997
0,17691
0,17691
0,08319
0,07446
0,10711

σOtotal
-0,26739
0,25863
0,24462
0,21518
0,18874
0,15835
0,13049
0,11151
0,09224
0,07917
0,06953
0,06221

σOtotal
0,21657
0,18301
0,18287
0,08841
0,07921
0,11151

3.1.Figures
O shell σO and σOiOi subshells ionization cross sections(σO and σOi) results of (93Np, 94Pu, 95Am, 96Cm, 97Bk,
for 12 Eoi also given in following Figures.1 to12 under the name of each atom. Eoi and σOiare given
in eV and in brespectively. O shell ionization cross section σOtotal values of 93Np to 98Cfatoms for Eoi fixed
electron impact energy, changes from 0,217x109 b to 0,0112x109 b as shown in above Tab.7 and in Fig.7 below.
Results of left half of the figure given in our second presentation at Proceedings in MTP Bakü 2019.
98Cf)atoms

Figures 1 and 2.For 93Np and 94Pu O1 to O5 subshell ionization cross sections in 109 b.
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Figures 3 and 4 For 95Am and 96Cm O1 to O5 subshell ionization cross sections in 109 b.

Figures 5 and 6 For 97Bk and 98Cf O1 to O5 subshell ionization cross sections in 108 b and in109 b.

Figures 7 For O1 to O5 subshell ionization cross sections of 93Np to 98Cf in109b.
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4. Conclusions
O shell σO and σOi (i = 1 to 5) subshells ionization cross sections of 93Np to 98Cf atoms by electron impact
results given in Tabs.1 to 6 and in Figs.1to 6. For O shell σO and for Oi subshells σOi increase rapidly by Eoi while
Eoi increases from Ei ≤ Eoi≤ 5Ei as shown in Tables and graphics. These increments faster for very close to
threshold energy values. Results for σO and σOi increase by Eoi for data of each atom. Variation of σOi by Eo near
to EOi region of Oi subshells of each atom show similarity they are related to production of characteristic x ray
yield rate of that subshell. For a fixed Eoi ≈ 500eV, while Z value increases from 93≤ Z ≤104 σOtotal and σOi
decrease: Variation for σOtotal is from 2,166.108b to 0,164.108b(see our second presentation at Proceedings in
MTP Bakü 2019). Results must be compared with experimental measurements and with other calculations such
as Distorted wave Born approximation (DWBA) and Modified Relativistic Bethe Born Approximations
(MRBEB) [5-12].
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QUANTUM CHEMICAL STUDY OF THE SPATIAL AND ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF A
DIAZACROWNETHER WITH H-LYS-LYS-OH DIPEPTIDE FRAGMENT IN THE MACROCYCLIC
RING
S.D. DEMUKHAMEDOVA1, U.A. HASANOVA2, I.N. ALIEVA2, Z.O. GAKHRAMANOVA3
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In this paper, we report of new peptide based antimicrobial agent diazacrown ether with a H-Lys-Lys-OH dipeptide
fragment in a macrocyclic ring for biomedical and pharmaceutical applications. The spatial and electronic structure of the
diazacrown ether molecule has been investigated by the quantum-chemical method of the DFT electron density functional
with the hybrid potential B3LYP in the Gaussian09 software package. For the calculation, we used extended basis sets
with allowance for the polarization and diffuse functions 6-31G (d) and 6-31 G (d, p). An optimized macrocycle structure
and its spatial, energy, and electronic parameters are obtained. The comparative analysis of the data obtained by calculations
in different basis sets have carried.
Keywords: lysyllysine, dipeptide, diazo crown ether, macroheterocycle, quantum chemical calculations, spatial and
electronic structure
PACS: 31.15-p; 31.15.E-; 33.15.Dj; 87.15Aa

1. Introduction
At present, methods of molecular modelling and computational quantum chemistry widely spread and
allow to give key forsolving of questions that are inaccessible by experimental research methods [1-3]. Quantum
chemistry methods are used to study the properties of individual molecules and their complexes, as well as for
design of new materials with predetermined properties [4,5]. Peptides are known to be selective and effective
signalling molecules that bind to specific cell surface receptors, such as G-protein coupled receptors (GPCR), or
ionic channels, where they cause intracellular effects. Due to these unique properties, they are of undoubted
interest for the design of targeted drugs. Peptides can play the role of both the drug carrier and actually a
medicine. There are reports of more than 300 peptide drugs, among them a special place is taken by peptides
with pronounced antimicrobial properties. It was found that cationic peptides containing many residues of
alanine, arginine, lysine and having more or equal to 30% of hydrophobic residues, possess an immune response
and interaction with a hydrophobic interface of a bacterial membrane [6]. Other promising candidates for
biomedical and pharmaceutical applications are homo-polyamino acids, an important class of biodegradable
polymers. Among them, poly-L-lysine (PLL) and its derivatives have been studied most widely. They are
soluble in water and non-toxic to the environment and living organisms. As a rule, cationic polypeptides (such as
-PLL) are used as auxiliary agents in drug delivery systems[7-9]. Cationic polypeptides may be responsible for
the activity of membrane lysis or the signal of localization of the nucleus [10].
NH
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Figure 1.Diagram of diazacrown ether formation with the H-Lys-Lys-OH dipeptide fragment in the macrocyclic ring.
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Taking into account their attractive pharmacological profile and exceptional selectivity, peptides are an
excellent starting point for the development of new therapeutic agents [11]. Considering the growing problem of
microbial resistance, the design and development of new antimicrobial agents based on peptides is a very
attractive approach to overcome the resistance of microorganisms towards the already used antibiotics [12].
There are a number of reports on the synthesis and development of cyclic peptides with excellent antimicrobial
activity [13,14]. Condensation of dialdehyde with dipeptide lysyllysine H-Lys-Lys-OH leads to the obtaining of
diazacrown ether with a dipeptide fragment in the macrocyclic ring. In addition, the supramolecular profile of
crown ethers, which exhibit ionophore properties, allows their use as antimicrobial agents [15, 16]. Taking into
account the abovementioned, the design of new antimicrobial agents based on diazacrown ether with H-Lys-LysOH dipeptide fragment in a macrocyclic ring and the study of its spatial and electronic structure by quantum
chemical method DFT/B3LYP using of the GAUSSIAN-09 program is very interesting and actual problem.

2. Computational methods
The spatial and electronic structures of the diazacrownerether molecule with the H-Lys-Lys-OH dipeptide
fragment in a macrocyclic ring were studied by a quantum-chemical method within the framework of the
electron density functional theory of DFT with a hybrid potential of B3LYP in the 6-31G (d) and 6-31+G(d,p)
basis sets. The calculations were performed using the Gaussian 09 software package. In the DFT method of
calculating of the electronic structure, as in the Hartree-Fock method, the stationary Schrodinger equation is
solved in the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, but the ground state energy of the system of interacting
particles is represented as a unique functional that depends only on the particle density. The replacing of the
multi-electron wave function by the electron density leads to a substantial simplification of the problem, since
the electron density is a function of only three spatial coordinates, and the multi-electron wave function depends
on 3N variables. DFT methods that include the non-local Hartree-Fock exchange potential are called hybrid
methods. The three-parameter functional B3LYP is the most widely used. The DFT/B3LYP method is fairly
reliable and is widely used in the study of biological molecules. For a more reliable description of the atomic
orbitals, the polarization functions can be added to the basis set, that help to better describe the interatomic
interactions and chemical bondsand diffuse functions, which are important for correct description of anions and
weak bonds (for example, hydrogen bonds), for calculating the dipole moment, polarizability, etc. In our
calculations, the basis set is expanded due to the inclusion of d-type polarization functions for the non-hydrogen
atoms (6-31G (d) basis set) and the addition of diffuse s- and p-functions for the non-hydrogen atoms, as well of
d-type polarization functions for the non-hydrogen atoms and p -type for the hydrogen atoms (6-31+G (d, p)
basis set). Taking into account the correlation of electrons in a wide basis, the methods of the density functional
theory provide accuracy comparable to non-empirical calculations.
3. Results and discussion
The structure of the diazacrown ether molecule with the H-Lys-Lys-OH dipeptide fragment in the
macrocyclic ring optimized by DFT/B3LYP/6-31G (d) method is shown in Fig.2.
Based on the quantum- chemical calculation, we obtained the geometric, energy, and electronic
parameters of the model molecule. The dimensions of the cavity of the formed cycle when calculating in the
basis set of 6-31G(d) are 10.18Å (N37 --- N39) at 9.47Å (C1 --- N69). The optimized bond lengths generally take
standard values. The length of C–C bonds in the benzene ring is 1.4Å, in the side chains of lysine is 1.54 Å, the
other C–C bonds are 1.52Å. The C=O double bond length is 1.2Å, the C=O bond length in the peptide group is
1.35Å, while the C71-N69 bond length is 1.37 Å in the peptide fragment.The bond length of C 1-O73 is 1.42Å, the
bonds of C9-O29 and C19-O30 ~ 1.37Å. The bond lengths of the amine groups are C–N=1.46Å. All C–H bonds are
~ 1.1Å, N–H=1.02Å, O–H= 0.97 Å. The calculation by the method of 6-31+G(d, p) specified, but practically did
not change the geometric parameters. The macrocycle became a bit narrower (by 0.07 Å) and longer (by 0.08 Å),
all bond lengths did not change.
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At optimization of the macrocycle, the certain changes in the geometrical parameters of the peptide group
of the lysine dimerwere occurred. The formation of a closed macrocycle leads to a strong stress in the peptide
group, contributing to the extension of the standard peptide bond by 0.4Å (the calculation in both basissets gives
the value C71-N69=1.37 Å) and disruption of the trans configuration of the atoms

Fig. 2. Optimized structure of the diazacrown ether molecule with the H-Lys-Lys-OH dipeptide fragment in the macrocyclic ring (a), side
view (b), peptide group (c).

of the peptide group. We obtainedthe cis configuration,which isconsidered less beneficial, but can
beobserved in cyclic peptides. Table 1 shows the values of the valence angles of the peptide group and the
internal angles of the formed cavity of the macrocycle, as well as dihedral angles of the cavity that differ from
the trans configuration.The valence angles of the peptide group C67C71N69 (121º), C71N69C62 (131º) and
C71N69H70 (112º) in both basis sets are by 5º, 9º and 10º more thantheir standard values, respectively.
As can be seen from table 1, the largest difference in the values of valence angles at the calculation in
the basis set of 6-31+G (d, p) is observed for the valence angles of C3C1C6 (∼2º↓), C1O73N74 (1.5º↑) located in
the lower part of the complex and the angles C67N75H76, C67N75H77 (∼1.7º↑) and С78О80Н81 (∼1.3º↑) in the
peptide group. The greatest changes are observed in the values of the dihedral angles of the peptide group. The
angle of internal rotation of the carboxyl moiety COOH C64C62C78O79 decreases by 5.4º, and the angle
C64C62C78O80 of this fragment increases by 5.4º. The dihedral angle of the peptide group C59C67C71N69 is reduced
by 3.5º. In the lower part of the complex, the dihedral angle C3C1C6O30 decreases by 3.8º, the angles O73C1C6O30
and C3C1O73H74 increase by 3.3º and 2.7º, and the angles C1C6O30C19 and C19C21C34N37 increase by 2.8º and 2.6º,
respectively.
The interaction of hydrogen H74 with the oxygen atom O29 leads to the formation of the hydrogen bond
O29---H74 = 2.25Å (basis set 6-31+G(d,p) extended this connection by 0.08Å). The formation of a bipolar ion due
to the protonization of H81 between the free carboxyl and amine groups of the dilisin fragment leads to an
electrostatic interaction between the ionized H3N+ and COO- groups (at N75 and O80). Apparently, the interaction
of these groups also contributes to the replacement of their trans- by the cis- configuration.
Table 2 shows the charges on atoms (in charge unit) calculated in basis sets 6-31G (d) and 6-31+G(d, p)
for the complex under study.On all hydrogen atoms not listed in the table, the charges of ∼0.121÷0.159 units of
charge. As you can see, the charges calculated in different basis sets are quite different. The charges calculated
in the basis set 6-31+G(d, p) compared to those calculated in the basis set of 6-31G (d) on nitrogen atoms
increased by 0.2-0.3 charge units, on oxygen atoms by 0.1, and on O80 atom by 0.2 units. The largest changes in
the distribution of charges are observed on carbon atoms: the charges on C21 and C10 atoms increase by 0.7 and
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0.6 units of charge, respectively, on atoms of C71 and C78 decrease by 0.5 units of charge, on atoms of C15, C19
and C53 decrease by 0.3 units charge.

Table 1.

Valence angles
C1C3О29
C29C9C10
C9C10C31
C10C31N39
C31N39C41
N39C41C50
C41C50C 56
C50C56C 59
C56C59C 67
C3C1O73
C67N75H76
C3C1C6
C1O73H74
C9C10С31N39
C31N39C41C50
C59C67C 71N69
C64C62C 78O79
C64C62N69H70
C59C67C 71O72
C59C67N75H77

C3
O29
C9
C10
C11
C13
C15
C12
C31
N39
C41

6-31
G(d)

6-31+
G(d,p)

6-31
G(d)

104.0
114.8
119.1
112.9
113.9
116.3
113.0
112.7
113.7
110.0
106.9
113.4
106.0

104.2
114.8
118.8
113.4
114.2
116.4
112.9

-166.4
-71.1
113.6
-12.0
103.0
-68.3
-174.0

-168.9
-71.0
110.1
-6.7
105.4
-71.1
-171.4

6-31
G(d)

6-31+
G(d,p)

-0.048
-0.553
0.331
0.074
-0.192
-0.138
-0.132
-0.189
-0.172
-0.562
-0.125

-0.183
-0.423
0.148
0.641
0.148
-0.318
-0.478
0.038
-0.796
-0.269
-0.190

112.7
113.7
110.4
108.6
111.4
107.5

C6
O30
C19
C21
C20
C22
C25
C24
C34
N37
C44

C1C6О30
106.1
C30C19C 21
115.0
C19C21C 34
119.3
C21C34N37
112.4
C34N37C44
114.5
N37C44C47
116.7
C44C47C 53
112.9
C47C53C 64
112.3
C53C64C 62
114.7
C6C1O73
107.9
C67N75H77
108.8
C34N37H38
108.9
C44N37H38
109.5
Dihedral angles
C19C21C 34N37
160.1
C34N37C44C47
61.2
C53C64C 62N69
-157.5
C64C62C 78O80
170.2
O73C1C 6O30
71.5
C21C34N37C44
174.4
O29C3C 1H2
59.4

6-31
G(d)

6-31+
G(d,p)

-0.028
-0.526
0.335
0.065
-0.195
-0.138
-0.134
-0.186
-0.175
-0.558
-0.128

-0.294
-0.340
-0.026
0.813
0.216
-0.418
-0.434
-0.072
-0.833
-0.329
-0.221

C50
C56
C59
H68
C71
O72
N75
H76
C1
O73
H74

6-31+
G(d,p)

106.1
114.9
119.0
113.0
114.7
116.9
112.7
112.6
114.3
107.7
110.5
109.7
109.9
162.7
59.5
-156.5
175.6
74.8
171.9
57.2

6-31
G(d)

C59C67C 71
C67C71N69
C67C71O72
N69C71O72
C64C62N69
C71N69C62
C71N69H70
C62N69H70
N69C62C78
C62C78О79
C62C78O80
O79C78O80
C78O80H81
O72C71N69H70
C64C62N69C71
C3C1C6О30
C3О29C 9С10
C1C6О30C19
C3C1O73H74
C6C30C19C21

6-31
G(d)

6-31+
G(d,p)

-0.276
-0.250
-0.267
0.140
0.596
-0.527
-0.702
0.312
0.105
-0.627
0.406

-0.242
-0.081
-0.336
0.116
0.130
-0.453
-0.576
0.312
0.243
-0.536
0.370

C47
C53
C64
H63
N69
H70
C78
O79
O80
H81

6-31+
G(d,p)

109.1
120.7
119.5
119.7
113.9
131.2
111.9
116.8
112.9
125.1
112.3
122.5
105.7

109.0
120.9
119.6
119.5

0.0
-75.3
-166.4
172.9
176.9
51.7
-176.6

-0.97
-74.4
-162.6
172.3
179.7
54.4
-178.9

114.3
131.6
111.9
116.5
113.0
125.1
112.2
122.6
107.0

6-31
G(d)

Table 2.
6-31+
G(d,p)

-0.272
-0.277
-0.256
0.179
-0.612
0.333
0.590
-0.459
-0.560
0.416

-0.061
-0.616
-0.016
0.154
-0.345
0.324
0.094
-0.369
-0.363
0.377

It is known that protonation processes should be modeled with the inclusion of diffuse functions in the
basis set. A large basis set gives the best results for structural and energy parameters of molecules. However, the
Mulliken method for calculating charges is extremely sensitive, and usually, unlike the calculation of energy
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parameters, the smaller the basis set in calculating charges on atoms, the better. In connection with the above, we
consider the charges obtained in the calculation in the basis set of 6-31G (d) to be more reasonable.The
formation of the cycle leads to a significant charge redistribution. The hydrogen atoms associated with nitrogen
and oxygen serve as electron density donors, which leads to an increase in their positive charge, and carbon
atoms become electronegative.

Total energy (a.u.)
Nuclear repulsion energy (Hartrees)
НОМО (a.u.)
LUMO (a.u.)
Dipole moment (Debye)

B3LYP/6-31G (d)
-1800.703
4291.897
-0.210
-0.018
2.2641

B3LYP/6-31+G (d,p)
-1800.849
4283.441
-0.221
-0.041
2.330

Table 3.
Δ
0.146↓
8.456↓
0.011
0.023
0.066

Table 3 shows the energy parameters and dipole moments. HOMO and LUMO orbitals are the orbitals
involved in chemical reactivity, as they are most accessible to electrophiles and nucleophiles, respectively.
HOMO (the highest occupied molecular orbital) represents the ability to donate an electron, and LUMO (the
lowest free molecular orbital) acts as an electron acceptor.The energy gap between the HOMO and LUMO
orbitals at the formation of a cycle is an important indicator of the stability of the structure and in our calculation
it is 0.192 a.u. and 0.180 a.u., in the basis sets of 6-31G (d) and of 6-31+G (d, p), respectively.
After studying of the spatial and electronic structure to confirm that the resulting optimized structure is a
global minimum, the theoretical calculation of the vibrational spectrum of the cyclic crown ether was conducted
using the DFT/B3LYP method in the 6-31G (d) basis set. The calculation showed the absence of negative
vibration frequencies, which confirms the correctness of the carried out quantum chemical calculations and the
finding of a stable structure.
4. Conclusion
Our quantum-chemical calculation and analysis of the spatial and electronic structure of the new
diazacrown ether with the H-Lys-Lys-OH dipeptide fragment in the macrocyclic ring confirmed the possibility
of the formation of cyclic structure under study, since such complex formation leads to energy stabilization. The
stabilization of the obtained macroheterocycle is provided by the formation of non-covalent interactions within
the cyclic structure.
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MICROTURBULENT VELOCITY IN THE ATMOSPHERES OF G SPECTRAL CLASSES STAR
Z.A.SAMEDOV
Department of Astrophysics, Baku State University, Z. Khalilov str.23, AZ 1148, Baku, Azerbaijan.
Shamakhi Astrophysical Observatory of ANAS, AZ 2656, Shamakhi, Azerbaijan.

The microturbulence is investigated in the atmospheres of some G spectral classes stars by the atmosphere
model.The microturbulent velocities are determined on the basis of comparison of the values measured from
observation and theoretically calculated equivalent widths of lines FeII. It has been found that the microturbulent
velocity ( ) depends on the surface gravity (g) in the atmospheres of the star: decreases with increasing g. The
microturbulent velocity is less in the stars with intense atmosphere.
Keywords: stars, microturbulence, fundamental parameters, chemical composition
PACS: 95.30.−k, 95.75.Fg

1.Introduction
As is known that even though all expansion mechanisms are taken into account, it is not possible to
explain the observed profiles of spectral lines in the spectrum of the star. Thus, it is assumed that, in addition to
the termal (heat) movements of the atoms there are also non-thermal (non-heat) movements in the star
atmospheres, which are called turbulent movements. Turbulence is assumed as one of the mechanisms that
extends the spectral line in astrophysics.
It was empirically found that the observed Doppler width of the spectral lines can not be explained by
the termal (heat) movement of atoms.
Through the expression

is expressed as the microturbulence parameter
it needs to introduse the paremetrs . The paremeter
Let’s note that there is no generalized physical theory of the microturbulence. The investigation of the
microturbulence in the atmospheres of the star is important for two reasons: first, to determine the chemical
composition, and second, to understand the nature of this event.
2.Determination of microturbulent velocity
The microturbulent velocity is determined in the atmospheres of the stars using theatmosphere model
for the G-spectral classes HR8304 (G8II), HR8179 (G5II), HR8778 (G8IV) stars.
The observations materials of the stars were obtained on a 2-meter telescope of Shamakhi Astrophysical
Observatory of ANAS.
The determination of the mikroturbulent velocity using the model method is based on the study of the
equivalent widths in a wide range of neutral atoms or ions spectral lines of any element. The equivalent widths
of the spectral lines of the considered element is calculated by giving different values to the microturbulent
velocity and and it is compared with the equivalent widths measured from observation. The abundance of
is calculated for the different values of the mikroturbulent velocity
in each spectral line,The
element
of its spectral lines. is determine the
abundance of element lgε does not depend on the equivalent widths
atmosphere of the investigated star which corresponds to the graph.
and then
lines. However, the effect
The most lines in the studied spectrum of the stars are the
of the LTE extremes to the neutral iron lines is significant. If the calculations are carried out in LTE, the
lines is less than the abundance when refused from LTE [1]. Unlike
lines
abundance determined on the
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there is no effect of the LTE extremes to the
lines. Therefore, in the atmosphere of the star, the
and the iron abundance are determined on
lines.
microturbulent velocity
Only the weak lines are used when determining the microturbulent velocity . These lines are formed in
deep layers of the atmosphere, these layers are parallel and in LTE form. The fundamental parameters of the
stars - effective temperature
and surface gravity
are determined on the basis of comparison of
observed and theoretical values of some spectral and photometric quantities [for example, see, 2-11].The
obtained values are shown in Table 1.
Knowing the effective temperature and surface gravity of the stars are calculated their models. The iron
abundance
is calculated by giving different values to the microturbulent velocity
in the atmosphere
of each star on these models. The iron abundance is determined on the basis of comparison of the values
. Theoretically
measured from observation and theoretically calculated equivalent width of the lines
equivalent width of spectral lines is calculated by DASA programs. The atomic data of the spectral lines are
on the different equivalent widths
taken from the database VALD 2 [12] The determined abundance
the dependence graphs from
are shown in Figure 1 in the studied atmospheres of the stars.
of
As seen from Figure 1 there is no correlation between
and
when
km/s for the star HR8304(
km/s for the star HR8179
)
km/ s for the star HR690 (G8IV)

Figure 1. Determination of the microturbulent velocity in the atmosperes of stars
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km/s in the Solar atmosphere is determined in [13].
for the studied stars

Table 1 shows the investigated parameters
HR

Sp

HR8304

G8II

5010

2.1

HR8179

G5III

5200

2.7

2.0

7.32

HR8778

G8IV

3.2

1.8

7.51

km/s

5300

3.2

Table 1.
The dependence graphic of the microturbulent velocity
(Figure 2) is plotted.

7.56

parameters of the stars
from surface gravity

on the star surface

Figure 2. The dependence of the microturbulent velocity on the surface gravity in the atmospheres of the stars.

As is shown in figure the
depends on
: the
microturbulent velocity is less in the stars with intense atmosphere.

decreases when

increases. The

Main results
1. The microturbulence velocities are determined using the atmosphere model method:
km/s ,
For the HR8304 (G8II) star,
2.0 km / s ,
For the HR8179 (G5III) star,
For the HR8778 (G8IV) star,
km / s .
2. It has been found that the microturbulent velocity ( ) depends on the surface gravity (g) in the
atmospheres of the star: decreases with increasing g. The microturbulent velocity is less in the stars with
intense atmosphere.
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INVESTIGATION OF THE ATMOSPHERE OF HR6978 (45Dra, F7Ib) STAR
Z.A.SAMEDOV
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The atmosphere of supergiant star HR6978
investigaed by using the atmosphere model method. The
following values of parameters effective temperature and surfase gravity have been received:Тeff=6000±50 К,
logg=1,7±0.07. On the lines FeII has been investigated the parameter microturbulence (velocity). Found that for HR6978
star ξt=4.8km/s. In theatmosphere of the star the iron and carbon abundances are calculated and
compared with the abundance in the Sun. The iron and carbon abundances are determined by the comparison of measured
fromobservation and theoretically calculated values of equivalent width correspondingly FeII, and CIlines.The iron
abundance is close to the abundance in the Sun and the carbon abundance is less than theabundance in the Sun:
, logε(C) = 7.82 0.2.
Key words: stars: fundamental parameters – stars: chemical composition - star: individual:HR6978
PACS:95.30.−k, 95.75.Fg

1. Introduction
In this work the atmosphere of the HR6978(F7Ib) star is studied by the atmosphere model. The synthesis
reactions of Hydrogen to Helium are mostly CNO cycles in the the main sequence stars with the temperature
Kin the nucleus. Evolutionary calculations of stars show that these stars turn into giant, supergiant
stars with spectral classes A, F,Gafter their departure from the main sequence. According to the theory of
modern evolution of stars, the process of mixing deep substances occurred in giant, supergiant stars with spectral
classes A, F, G. As a result, the products of the C, N, O cycles reaction must be delivered to the atmosphere, and
the abundance of elements C, N, O in the atmosphere of these stars should be changed, i.e., the abundance of
light elements in giant, supergiant stars with the spectral classes A, F, G should be differ from the abundance of
light elements found in matter that are formed by these stars. Thus, the determination of the chemical
composition of the atmosphere of giant, supergiant stars with A, F, G spectral classes is an actual problem from
the point of view of the evolution of stars.
In this work, the metallicity of the atmosphere of the star has been determined. In our futurework it is
envisaged to determine the abundance of light elements that have evolved in the chemical evolution. The
observation material of the star was taken in the 2-meter telescope of the Shamakhi Astrophysical Observatory
within the wavelength range
, the atlas was constructed and the equivalent width of the
spectral lines was measured.
2. Atmosphere parameters: effective temperature, surface gravity
The effective temperature of the star and the surface gravity are determined by the model method. This
method is shown in detail in [1-4].
The following criteria are used:
1. Comparison of the values of the index
measured from observation and theoretically calculated.
2. Comparison of the measured from observation and theoretically calculated values of the index .
3. Comparison of the measured from observation and theoretically calculated values of the index .
The following values of parameters effective temperature and surfase gravity have been received:
Тeff=6000±50 К, logg=1,7±0.07 [1 ]
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3. Microturbulent velocity, chemical composition
In the atmosphere of the star, mikroturbulent movement velocity

and amount of iron are determined

. To determine the mikroturbulent velocity it must be a plurality of lines that contain a wide
by the lines
equivalent widhts range of the atoms or ions of any given element. The microturbulent movement velocity is
chosen such that the quantity of elements determined by the different linesdoes not change with the increasing
of the equivalent widths
.
The weaker lines are used when determining the velocity of microturbulent movement .These lines are
formed in deep layers of the atmosphere, these layers are parallel and in LTE form.
is calculated by giving different values to the velocity of microturbulent
The iron abudance
based on the Kurucz model [5] with the Teff=6000K, logg=1.7 parameter.The iron abudanceis
velociti
determined on the basis of comparison of the values measured from observation and theoretically calculated
.The atomic data of the spectral lines were taken from the database VALD-2 [6].
equivalent width of lines
There is no correlation between
and
when
(Fig. 1).

Figure 1. Determination of the velocity of microturbulent movement
Thus, inthe the atmosphere of star determines the value for the velocity of microturbulent movement
. At the same time, the iron abundance determines too:
The paprameter

is called the metallicity indicator of
is the iron abundance in the sun:
=7.45 [7].
the star. Here
Iron abundance is close to abundance in the Sun.This result is an important in the point of view of the
Galactic chemical evolution.
From the chemical evolution elements only the lines of element C are visible in the spectrum of
theHR6978(45Dra, F7Ib) star. On the base of these lines for the abundance of element C the following value
logε(C) = 7.82 0.2 is determined
.
Thus, in the atmosphere of the F spectral classes HR6978 star the carbon abundance is less than that of
the Sun, and the accuracy of the theory of modern evolution is confirmed on the basis of observations.
The defined parameters of the star are:
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0.2 ,

The abundance of metals in the star is almost equal to the abundance in the Sun, and the carbon
abundance is smaller. The HR6978(45Dra,F7Ib) star and the Sun have the same chemical composition, and in
the evolution process the mixing deep substances process occurred in HR6978(45Dra,F7Ib) supergiants. As a
result, the products of the C,N,O cycles reaction is delivered to the atmosphere and in the abundance of the
elements C,N,O has been changed in the atmosphere of this star. This result is an important in the point of view
of the Galactic chemical evolution.

1. Main results
1.The following values of parameters effective temperature and surfase gravity of the star
have been received:Тeff=6000±50 К, logg=1,7±0.07.
2. Based on the
lines the velocity of microturbulent is determined:
.
3. In the atmosphere of the star the iron and carbon abundances are calculated and compared
with the abundance in the Sun. It has been found that the iron abundance is close to
abundance in the Sun, but the carbon abundance is less.
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HIGGS BOSON RADIATION IN ELECTRON-POSITRON COLLISIONS
S.K.ABDULLAYEV1,a, M.SH. GOJAYEV1,b
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BakuStateUniversity, Department of Theoretical Physics, Azerbaijan, AZ 1148, Baku, Z. Khalilov, 23

In this work discuss the process of the associated production of the Higgs boson H and a longitudinally polarized
heavy fermion pair in the annihilation of an arbitrarily polarized electron-positron pair e–+e+→(γ*; Z*)→H + f
+f. The analytical expression of the differential cross section of the process is obtained, the features of the cross
section behavior, the angular correlations of particles, the left-right spin asymmetry ALR, the degree of
longitudinal polarization of the fermion Pf, and the transverse spin asymmetry A⊥ are investigated. The results of
the calculations are illustrated with graphs. The possibility of experimental measurement of the coupling
constant gHtt is discussed.
Keywords: Standard model, Higgs boson, electron-positron, heavy fermion pair, felicity, coupling constant.
PACS: 12.15-y, 13.66.Fg, 14.70.Hp, 14.80.Bn.

1. Introduction
With the discovery of the scalar Higgs boson by the ATLAS and CMS collaborations at the Large Hadron
Collider (LHC) at CERN [1, 2], the Standard Model (SM) entered a new stage in the study of the properties of
the fundamental interactions of elementary particles. In this connection, interest in various channels of the Higgs
boson production and decay has greatly increased [3-6]. To this end, in the present work, we studied the joint
production of the standard Higgs boson H and a heavy fermion pair in arbitrarily polarized electron-positron
collisions in the framework of the SM
(1)
e − + e + → (γ *; Z *) → H + f + f ,
where f f – may be a lepton ( τ −τ + ) or quark ( bb , tt ) pair.
2. Theoretical framework
In the SM process (1) is described by two of Feynman diagrams, shown in Fig. 1, where 4-momenta of the
particles are written in parentheses.

Figure 1.Feynman diagrams for the associated production of Higgs boson with a fermion pair

Within the framework of the SM, the matrix element corresponding to diagrams a) and b) can be written as:
γ)
(Z )
M i→ f = M i(→
(2)
f + M i→ f ,
γ)
M i(→
f =
Z)
M i(→
f

ie 2QeQ f

g Hff ⋅  (µγ ) ⋅ J µ(γ ) ,
s
ie 2
=
g Hff ⋅  (µZ ) ⋅ J µ( Z ) .
s − M Z2
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Here Qe = −1 – is the electric charge of an electron in units e ;
 qˆ1 + kˆ + m f
qˆ 2 + kˆ − m f
 (µγ ) = υ e ( p2 )γ µ ue ( p1 ), J µ(γ ) = u f ( q1 ) 
−
γ
γ
µ
2
2 µ
( q2 + k ) 2 − m 2f
 ( q1 + k ) − m f
 (µZ ) = υ e ( p2 )γ µ [ gV ( e) + γ 5 g A ( e)]ue ( p1 ),
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υ f ( q2 ),


(5)

 qˆ1 + kˆ + m f
qˆ 2 + kˆ − m f 
γ
γ
γ
γ
J µ( Z ) = u f ( q1 ) 
g
f
g
f
g
f
g
f
[
(
)
(
)]
[
(
)
(
)]
+
−
+
υ f ( q2 ) (6)
µ V
5 A
5 A
2
2 µ V
( q2 + k ) 2 − m 2f 
 ( q1 + k ) − m f
– electromagnetic (weak) currents of the electron-positron and heavy fermion pair; s = p 2 = ( p1 + p2 ) 2 – the
square of the total energy e − e + -pairs in the center of mass system, m f and Q f – the mass and electric charge
of the fermion f , g Hff – the coupling constant of a Higgs boson with a heavy fermion pair, M Z – the mass of
a Z 0 -boson, gV (e) and g A (e) ( gV ( f ) and g A ( f ) ) – the vector and axial-vector coupling constants of the
electron (fermion) with Z 0 -boson.
We use a coordinate system in which the OXZ plane coincides with the particle production plane
q + q + k = 0 , and we introduce angles ,
θ χ and ϕ , where θ – is the polar angle between the Z axis and the
1
2
direction of the electron beam, χ – is the azimuth angle between the production plane and the plane defined by
the Z axis and the electron beam, ϕ − the azimuth angle between the planes of production and transverse
polarization of the electron. In this coordinate system, the distribution of particles over the angles θ and χ
present in the form:
2
NC 2
α QED
d 4σ
g Hff G A (σ 1 + 2σ 3 )(1 + α 0 )[1 + α1 cos 2 θ +
=
dχd (cosθ )dx1dx 2 128π 2 s

+ α 2 sin 2 θ cos 2 χ + α 4 sin 2 θ sin 2 χ + α 7 cosθ + α 8 sin θ cos χ ] ,
where the coefficients of the angular distributions of particles are determined by the expressions
G
3c 2 − 1 1 − α 0
2
α 0 = − C ⋅ 2 (1 + x H )(1 − x1 )(1 − x2 ), α1 = 23 2 ⋅
,
G A xH
3 − c23 1 + α 0
s2
1 − α0
2s c 1 − α 0
α 2 = 23 2 ⋅
α 4 = − 23 223 ⋅
,
,
3 − c23 1 + α 0
3 − c23 1 + α 0

α7 =

G B 1 2[ x2 (1 − x1 )( c23 − 1) − x1 (1 − x2 )( c23 − c21 )]
,
2
GA 1 + α0
x H (3 − c23
)

α8 =

G B 1 2[ x2 (1 − x1 ) s23 − x1 (1 − x2 )( s23 + s21 )]
,
2
GA 1 + α0
x H (3 − c23
)

(7)

(8)

G A = Qe2Q 2f + 2QeQ f gV ( e) gV ( f ) X Z + [ gV2 ( e) + g A2 ( e)][ gV2 ( f ) + g 2A ( f )] X Z2 ,
GB = 2 g A ( e) g A ( f )[QeQ f + 2 gV ( e) gV ( f ) X Z ] X Z ,

GC = [ gV2 ( e) + g 2A ( e)]g 2A ( f ) X Z2 ,

(9)
2 (1 − x1 )(1 − x2 )(1 − x H )
2( x2 + x H − 1)
, c23 = 1 −
,
x2 x H
x2 x H
2 E1
2 E2
2EH
, x2 =
, xH =
x1 =
= 2 − x1 − x2 – are the scaling energies of the fermion, antifermion and Higgs
s
s
s
boson.
In Fig. 2 shows the dependence of the coefficients on a variable x2 with a fixed scaling energy x1 = 0.9 in
s23 =

the process e − + e + → H + t + t . Here and in further calculations, the energy of electron-positron beams is
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s = 1 TeV, mass of Z 0 -boson M Z = 91.1875 GeV, mass of t -quark mt = 173.2 GeV, Weinberg
parameter xW = 0.232. As you can see, the coefficient α 1 ( α 7 , α 8 ) is negative and decreases (increases) with
assumed

increasing energy x2 . The coefficient of the angular distribution α 2 is positive and slowly increase with
increasing variable x2 . The angular distribution coefficient α 4 at the beginning of the energy spectrum is
negative, it increases with increasing x2 and at the end of the energy spectrum becomes positive.
When electron-positron pair a longitudinally polarized the differential cross section of reaction (1),
integrated over the angles θ and χ , can be represented as:
d 2σ (λ1 , λ2 ) d 2σ 0
[1 − λ1λ2 − (λ1 − λ2 ) ALR ] .
=
dx1dx 2
dx1dx 2

(10)

2

d 2σ 0 α QED N C 2 
x H2
g Hff G A
=
− 2[ gV2 ( e) + g 2A ( e)]g 2A ( f )(1 + x H ) X Z2 
dx1dx2
12πs
 (1 − x1 )(1 − x2 )


(11)

Here
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Figure 2. Dependence of the angular distribution coefficients
on the energy x2 in the reaction e − e + → Htt .

– the differential cross section of this process in the case of unpolarized particles, and
ALR =

G D x H2 − 4 gV ( e) g A ( e) g A2 ( f )(1 + x H )(1 − x1 )(1 − x 2 ) X Z2
G D x H2 − 2[ gV2 ( e) + g 2A ( e)]g 2A ( f )(1 + x H )(1 − x1 )(1 − x 2 ) X Z2

(12)

– left-right spin asymmetry due to the longitudinal polarization of the electron and the designation introduced
G D = 2QeQ f g A ( e) gV ( f ) X Z + 2 gV ( e) g A ( e)[ gV2 ( f ) + g 2A ( f )] X Z2 .
The left-right spin asymmetry ALR in the process e − + e + → H + t + t at x2 = 0.95 approximately 17.6%

and slightly increases with growth x1 , remaining almost constant. The same character is the left-right spin
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asymmetry in the process e − + e + → H + τ − + τ + . However, in this process, the left-right spin asymmetry is
almost three times less than in the process e − + e + → H + t + t .
Due to the weak interaction in the process under consideration, fermion and antifermion can be produced
longitudinally polarized. Taking into account the longitudinal polarizations of the heavy fermion pair, the
differential cross section integrated over the angles is:
d 2σ ( h1 , h2 ) 1 d 2σ 0
[1 + h1h2 + ( h1 + h2 ) Pf ] .
= ⋅
(13)
4 dx1dx2
dx1dx2
Here
Pf = {Qe Q f gV ( e) g A ( e) X Z + [ gV2 ( e) + g A2 ( e)]gV ( f ) g A ( f ) X Z2 } ×

× {(1 − x1 )[ x H x 2 c 23 + 3(1 − x1 )] − (1 − x 2 )[ x H x1 ( c 23 c 21 − s 23 s 21 ) + 3(1 − x 2 )]} ×

(14)

× {G A x H2 − 2(1 − x1 )(1 − x 2 )[ gV2 ( e) + g 2A ( e)]g 2A ( f )(1 + x H ) X Z2 }−1
– degree of longitudinal polarization of the fermion or antifermion.
In Fig. 3 shows the dependence of the degree of longitudinal polarization t -quark in the process
−
e + e + → H + t + t on the variable x1 at a fixed scaling energy x2 = 0.9 and x2 = 0.95 . From the graphs it
follows, that with increasing scaling energy x1 the degree of longitudinal polarization decreases monotically.
However, at a fixed quark energy x1 with an increase in the antiquark energy x2 , the magnitude of the degree of
longitudinal polarization increases.
Note that the degree of longitudinal polarization t -quark has already been measured by the ATLAS
detector in the process of hadron production of a pair tt at the Large Hadron Collider.
10
x2=0.95
8
x2=0.9
Pf , %
6

4

2
0.55

0.6

0.65

0.7

0.75

x1

0.8

Figure 3.The degree of longitudinal polarization in the process e − e + → Htt
as a function of the energy x1 for different x2

3. Conclusion
Thus, we discussed the process of the associated production of the Higgs boson H and a longitudinally
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polarized heavy fermion pair in the annihilation of an arbitrarily polarized electron-positron pair
e − + e + → (γ *; Z *) → H + f + f . An analytical expression of the differential cross section of the process is
obtained, the features of the cross section behavior, angular correlations of particles, left-right spin asymmetry
ALR , the degree of longitudinal polarization of the fermion Pf are investigated. The results of the calculations
are illustrated with graphs.
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CHARACTERISTIC FEATURES OF THE CHANGE OF THE SPECTRAL TYPE OF THE SEYFERT
GALAXY NGC 2617
N.A.HUSEYNOV1, V.L.OKNYANSKY2, Kh.M.MIKAILOV1, V.M. LIPUNOV2, V.I. METLOV2,
N.I.TAGHIYEVA1
1
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2
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Optical and near-infrared photometry, optical spectroscopy, and soft X-ray and UV monitoring of the changinglook active galactic nucleus NGC 2617 show that it continues to have the appearance of a type-1 Seyfert galaxy.
An optical light curve for 2010–2016 indicates that the change of type probably occurred between 2010 October
and 2012 February and was not related to the brightening in 2013. In 2016, NGC 2617 brightened again to a
level of activity close to that in 2013 April. We find variations in all pass bands and in both the intensities and
profiles of the broad Balmer lines. A new displaced emission peak has appeared in Hβ. X-ray variations are well
correlated with UV–optical variability and possibly lead by 2–3 d. The K band lags the J band by about 21.5 ±
2.5 d and lags the combined B + J filters by 25 d. J lags B by about 3 d. This could be because J-band variability
arises from the outer part of the accretion disc, while K-band variability comes from thermal re-emission by dust.
We propose that spectral-type changes are a result of increasing central luminosity causing sublimation of the
innermost dust in the hollow bi-conical outflow. We briefly discuss various other possible reasons that might
explain the dramatic changes in NGC 2617.
Key words: line: profiles – galaxies: active – galaxies: individual: NGC 2617 – galaxies: Seyfert – infrared:
galaxies – X-rays: galaxies.
PACS:98.54.Cm, 98.35.Df, 98.35.Jk (all)
2. Introduction
For decades, astronomers wondered why we see internal regions in some active galactic nuclei, but not in
others. The most popular explanation is a different viewing angle: if the AGN is located flat relative to the
observer from the Earth, then a hot gas falling in a spiral into its black hole can be considered, and if it is tilted to
the line of sight, only slow moving gas clouds will be visible light year distance or more from the black hole.
However, there are AGNS that do not fit into these representations: they can either open the inner region of the
nucleus or hide it, in other words, changing look their type.
Active galactic nuclei (AGNs) can be classified on the basis of their optical spectra into ‘type-1’ AGNs
(Sy1), showing prominent broad Balmer lines, and ‘type-2’ AGNs (Sy2), lacking obvious broad Balmer lines.
Designations such as ‘Seyfert 1.8’ are used for intermediate cases [1]. Rare cases of so-called ‘changing-look’
AGNs (CL AGNs) – AGNs that show extreme changes of spectral type – pro-vide important tests of theories of
the Sy1/Sy2 dichotomy. The first detailed investigations of changes from type 2 to type 1 and back to type 2
were for Mrk 6 [2] and for NGC 4151 [3, 4, 5]. Recent reviews by Shappee et al. [6] and Koay et al. [7] give lists
of objects and references.
CL AGNs such as NGC 2617 are rare. There are currently only some tens of cases known. However, the
small number of known CL AGNs is comparable to the number of AGNs that have had many years of spectral
monitoring. It is therefore reasonable to suspect that perhaps each strongly variable AGN could be found to be a
CL AGN if observed long enough. This assumption is supported by recent results of Runco et al. [8] that about
38 per cent of 102 Seyferts changed the type, and about 3 per cent of the objects have disappearing Hβ on timescales of 3–9 yr. Also, MacLeod et al. [9] estimate that >15 per cent of strongly variable luminous quasars
exhibit a changing-look behaviour on rest-frame time-scales of 3000–4000 d.
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3. Observations
We commenced the spectroscopic and photometric monitoring of NGC 2617 in 2016 January to see if it
still appeared to be a type-1 AGN three years after the intensive 2013 monitoring campaign of Shappee et al. [6].
Our observations included IR (JHK) and optical (BVRcIc) photometry and spectroscopy. Additionally, we have
used unfiltered optical monitoring by the MASTER robotic network from 2010 to 2016. We found that the
nucleus of NGC 2617 remains in a high state and can still be classified as a type-1 AGN [10]. The optical
photometry and IR photometry show that the activity of NGC 2617 is continuing and that it underwent another
series of outbursts in 2016 April–June. These outbursts are comparable, in level, to those when NGC 2617 was
observed by Shappee et al. [6] in 2013 May [11, 12]. We subsequently applied for soft X-ray and UV
observations with the Swift/XRT. These began on 2016 May 17 and continued till 2016 June 23.
4. Optical spectroscopy
We obtained optical spectra covering 4100–7000 Å with the 2 × 2 prism spectrograph and a 4K CCD
(spectral resolution 3–7 Å) on the 2-m Zeiss telescope of the Shamakhy Astrophysical Observatory (ShAO) on
the four nights of 2016 February 3 and 4, March 4 and April 9. Examples of mean spectra of the Hβ region for
three of the nights can be seen in Fig. 1 together with a spectrum from Shappee et al. [6]. It can be seen from all
our 2016 spectra that NGC 2617 can be classified without any doubt as a type-1 AGN.
In our spectra, one can see a displaced emission component in the red wing of Hβ at a relative velocity
of +2500 km s−1, which was not apparent in spectra obtained in 2013. We could not verify that this new
component is also present in the Hα profile because of the inferior resolution of the prism spectrograph at long
wavelengths. The emission component cannot be identified confidently in the profile of Hγ as there is strong [O
III] λ4363 emission.

Figure 1.Top panel: our mean spectra for four dates normalized to thecontinuum and offset for clarity.
Bottom panel: comparison between the Shappee et al. [6] Apache Point Observatory 2013 April 25 spectrum of
the Hβ region of NGC 2617 and our spectra from 2016 February 4 (1), March 4 (2) and April 9 (3). Spectra have
been normalized to the continuum level, and then relative calibration has been performed by assuming a constant
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flux in [O III] λ5007 and λ4959. Spectra are offset for clarity. The arrows show the locations of the displaced
emission peak in the red wing of Hβ.
4. Optical BVRcIc observations
We obtained optical BVRcIc CCD data with the AZT-5 (a Maksutov 50-cm meniscus telescope equipped
with an Apogee Alta U8300 CCD camera) at the MSU Crimean Observatory and with the Zeiss-600 using a 4K
CCD at ShAO on 17 nights in 2016 March–May. The data were calibrated using SDSS stars within 1.5 arcmin
of NGC 2617 and transformed into the Johnson–Cousins magnitude system in the same manner as Shappee et al.
[6]. We measured the background within an annulus of radii 35–45 arcsec.
The BVRIlight curves are shown in Fig. 2. The magnitudes are for an aperture of 5 arcsec radius. NGC
2617 can be seen to have brightened by about 0.3 mag in B during March and then decreased by 0.1 mag in the
middle of April. At the end of April, it began to brighten again and reached a maximum of 14.6 in B on May 19.
One more maximum of the similar magnitude was reached near June 15. The amplitude of variations in V was
about half the amplitude in B. Variations inRcand Icwere synchronized with B-band variationsbut still with
smaller amplitudes.

Figure 2.Near-IR (bottom panel), optical (middle panel) and UV–X-ray (top panel) photometric
observations of NGC 2617 over the 5-month period from2016 January 30 to June 29. The solid circles in the
middle panel are BVRcIc data obtained with AZT-5, while the open circles are observations with the Zeiss-600.
Open boxes are filtered BV data obtained by the MASTER network, and solid squares (Bw) are from unfiltered
MASTER data reduced to the B system. In the top panel, the solid circles are the combined Swift UV photometry
reduced to the UVW1 system, whilst the X-ray flux is shown by the open triangles. Error bars are shown, but
they are generally smaller than the plotting symbols. The dates of the optical spectra are indicated.
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5. Results
We determined the lag time in the K band (2.2 μm) relative to the optical variability in NGC 2617 in 2016
was about 25 days, which coincides with the estimate of the radius at which dust should be sublimated. For
NGC2617, lags between variability at different wavelengths are defined. These results partially confirmed the
previously obtained results, which are partly new and original; in particular the determination of the lag time of
flow variations in the filter K, the relative optical variability is the first reliable result for this object.
We firstly discovered the presence of a variable emission component in the Hβ line profile in the Seyfert
galaxy NGC 2617 and noted that similar features are characteristic of other galaxies that changed their spectral
type.
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AGROPHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF GRAY-BROWN IRRIGATED SOILS UNDER THE
VEGETABLE CROPS OF THE ABSHERON PENINSULA OF THE REPUBLIC OF AZERBAIJAN
M.M.Yusifova1, N.A. Sultanova2, K.A.Huseynov*1
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The Absheron peninsula is one of the most developed regions of commercial vegetable production in Azerbaijan.
Despite the fact that in recent years, Absheron has given preference to the cultivation of vegetable crops in
greenhouses, the intensive development of cultivating vegetables in the open field has also not lost its
significance. Agrophysical properties of soils are of great importance in the agronomic and environmental
aspects of growing vegetables. The best soils for irrigated industrial vegetable growing are light and medium
loams, whose agrophysical properties provide favorable conditions for the growth and development of most
vegetable crops. To determine the current state of vegetable-suitable soils of the Absheron peninsula, researches
were conducted, the main agrophysical and agrochemical properties and soil regimes were determined, on the
basis of which a characteristic of irrigated gray-brown soils of the studied region was given.
Keywords: physical clay, humus, water-resistant aggregates, temperature regime, vegetable crops
PACS: 91.62.Rt; 92.40.Lg; 92.40.Oj; 91.62.Mn

1. Introduction
Among the regulated factors that have a significant impact on crop yields, soil fertility is most important the content of available nutrients, organic matter, particle size distribution, water and air regimes, as well as their
phytosanitary condition. Since the cultivation of vegetables is costly and is justified only on fertile soils that
provide high yields, then during the development vegetable crop rotations, the soil is cultivated and further
maintain effective soil fertility at a level that meets the requirements imposed by cultivated plants at a given
productivity. Cultivation of vegetable crops on poorly cultivated soils does not allow to obtain satisfactory yields
even with the use of fertilizers.The solution to this problem is possible through the improvement of the
technology of cultivation of plants, based on modern methodological principles of soil fertility management
systems, providing primarily the creation of optimal conditions for the growth of vegetable crops [1,7,9,10,15].
2. Materialandmethods
Researches were conducted in the model farm of the Institute of Vegetable, the total area of which is 120
hectaresin 2015-2018. According to varieties, these soils are thick and medium, irrigated and sewage, loamy and
light loamy. The physico-chemical analyses are performed on following methods [2]: humus and total nitrogen
by I.V.Tyurin, mechanical composition – by N.A.Kachinsky, pH - water suspension – by pH-metre, CO2
carbonate – by calcimeter, total phosphorus – by A.M.Mesheriakov, total water extract – by D.I.Ivanov.
3. Results and discussion
The relief of Absheron peninsula is flat, the surface is planned, groundwater is at a depth of 3-5 m. To
ensure the existence of the species in this ecological situation, the plants must receive light in the quantities
necessary for photosynthesis and create a certain mass of organic matter. Therefore, radiation is one of the main
factors determining the agroclimate of vegetable crops. The southern location of the Absheron peninsula favors
an abundant influx of light and heat. The magnitude of the radiation balance is 63-65 kcal / cm2[5].
The total expression of climatic features is the climate continentality coefficient (according to N.I.
Ivanov). With an increase in continental climate, a less favorable distribution of precipitation and temperatures is
observed during the growing season, and with a reduction in this period, the probability of droughts increases.
CC for the Absheronpeninsula varies between 165-166.Moisture coefficient is the ratio of the average annual
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precipitation to the average annual evaporation. MC within the Absheron peninsula varies from 0.10-0.25.
As a parameter determining atmospheric moisture, the probability of droughts is a good indicator for
determining the magnitude of the climatic norm of irrigation in a given territory. The probability of droughts on
the Absheron peninsula is 46-48% [6]. Cultivated soils are characterized by a fully formed modern cultivated
layer with a thickness of 45-55 cm and more. Arable (A1 'a) and subsurface layers are well formed and
structured, with a thickness of 25-30 cm and 20-25 cm, respectively [14].
Agrophysical indicators of cultivated soils are optimal: the content of the silt fraction (particles <0.001
mm) is 20-22%, and physical clay (particles <0.01 mm) - 45-55 cm, which corresponds to the loamy texture. In
addition, there is a sharp change in the particle size distribution along the profile. The degree of aggregation is
quite high - 50-60% [12].
Cultivated soils are characterized by the fact that they are relatively well supplied with humus. These soils
in the arable and subsurface horizons contain humus, respectively, 1.6% (44 t/ha) and 1.2% (36 t/ha). The humus
profile of these soils is powerful, in the first half-meter layer the humus is 1.4% or 80 t/ha, in the second 1.1% or
36 t / ha. The 1 meter layer of these soils contains on average 1.25% or 116 t/ha of humus. The C: N ratio is
comparatively wider than 4-6, the sum of absorbed bases is high 22-25 mg-eq/100g of soil (Table 1).
Table 1. Indicators of the soil composition of gray-brown irrigated soils
Indicators
1. Thickness of arable horizon A 1 a, cm
2. Thickness of subsurface horizon A 1’а, cm
3. The thickness of the modern cultivated horizon, cm
4. Degree of compaction expressed subsurface
5. Depthofsalt, cm
6. The content of the clay fraction, <0.001%
7. Physicalclaycontent,< 0.01 %
8. Degreeofaggregation, %
9. The content of humus, %:
0 - 20 cm
0 - 50 cm
0 - 100 cm
10. C : N
11. Sum of absorbed bases, mg-eq/100g of soil

Interval

M

25 - 30
20 - 25
45 - 55
100 - 120
18 - 22
45 - 55
50 - 60

27
22
50
110
20
50
55

0.9-2.2
0.7-2.0
0.6-1.4
4-6
22 - 25

1.5
1.3
1.0
5
23.6

One of the important agrophysical indicators is the number of water-resistant aggregates (> 0.25 mm) due
to improper irrigation, unrestricted use of organic and local fertilizers, improper crop alternation, etc., decreases.
Therefore, with proper farming in cultivated soils, the number of water-resistant aggregates is restored and
increases (30-35%). The density of the arable horizon is 1.2-1.3 g/cm3[11]. These soils are well provided with
productive moisture of 70-80 mm and have an optimal water permeability of 3.2-4.0 mm/min. (Table 2).
Table 2. Indicators of the soil properties of gray-brown irrigated soils
Indicators
1. Water-resistantaggregates>0.25 mm, %
2. Volumeweight, g/cm3
3. Productivemoisture0 - 25 mm, %
4. Permeability, mm/min
5. Ca : Mg, %
6. CaCO3, %
7. pH
8. Saltcontent, %
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Interval
25 - 30
1.2 – 1.3
70 - 80
3.2 – 4.0
2-4
9 - 15
8.5 – 9.2
0.1 – 0.2

M
27.5
1.26
76
3.6
3
12
8.8
0.15
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One of the important agrochemical properties is the ratio of Ca: Mg in the absorbed bases. It is known that
the number of absorbed bases in virgin gray-brown soils is lower than in cultivated soils. In cultured gray-brown
soils the Ca: Mg ratio is 2-4.In recent years, with intensive irrigation of gray-brown soils, carbonate movement
along the profile has increased [3]. In the arable horizon, the amount of carbonates is 6–9%, then increases along
the profile and in soil-forming rocks is 9–15%.
In irrigated gray-brown soils, due to intensive irrigation and farming, the reaction of the soil environment
becomes alkaline — the soil pH— 8.5-9.2. The salt profile and salt composition of Absheron gray-brown soils
depends on the natural drainage of the territory, the groundwater regime and the degree of soil cultivation [8].In
the Absheron base in virgin soils, the depth of groundwater is 3-5 m, the amount of soluble salts in irrigated soils
is 0.2-0.4%. In highly cultured soils, the amount of readily soluble salts is very low — 0.1–0.2%; light
solonetzification is found from 100–120 cm depth [13].
In the soil regime, the interaction of soil moisture and the temperature of the soil air and the food regime
of the soil with cultivated crops is realized. Soil temperatures is 12–13 °C (minimum) and 25–27 °C (maximum),
soil moisture are optimal, respectively 18–20% and 24–25% and favor the activity of biological processes.
Cultivated irrigated gray-brown soils are provided with common and easily accessible forms of nutrients
[95]. In the upper half-meter layer (0-50 cm) contains 0.12-0.14%; 6.6-7.6 t/ha of nitrogen, 0.3-0.4%; 20-24 t/ha
of phosphorus, 1.4-1.7%; 80-100 t/ha of potassium. From the supply of mobile P2O5 8–12 mg/kg and
exchangeable K2O 310–390 mg/kg, it is clear that these elements of the soil are provided poorly and moderately,
therefore, they need ofmaking differentiated norms of mineral fertilizers (Table 3).
Over the past 10 years in connection with the real situation is not observed correctly agricultural activities.
The farm is not conducted crop rotation, are not complied with irrigation methods and norms, are not used
almost organic and mineral fertilizers, local composts [4]. As a result, the amount of nutrients in the soil
decreases, and replenishing them is not in sufficient quantity.
Table 3. Indicators of soil regimes of gray-brown irrigated soils
Indicators
1.The temperature regime, 0С
minimum
maximum
2. The moisture regime, %
minimum
maximum
3. Nutrition regime
Content and supply of nitrogen (0-50 cm), %, t/h
Content and supply of phosphorus (0-50 cm),%,t/h
Content and supply of potassium(0-50 cm), %, t/h
P2O5mobile, mg/kg
0 - 20 cm
0 - 50 cm
K2O exchangeable, mg/kg
0 - 20 cm
0 - 50 cm
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Interval

M

12-13
25-27

12
26

18-20
24-25

19
25

0.9-0.15
6.6-7.6
0.3-0.4
20-24
1.4-1.7
80-100

0.12
7.1
0.32
22
1.6
88

10 - 12
8 - 12

11
10

350 - 390
310 - 350

371
332
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4. Conclusion
To determine the current state of soil fertility of gray-brown irrigated soils under vegetable cultures of the
Absheron peninsula, a complex agroecological characteristic of the soil was carried out, including the study of
agrophysical and agrochemical pecularities of soils on the basis of field, fund and laboratory investigations.It has
been established that the fertility indicators of the studied soils are not sufficiently optimal for the cultivation of
vegetable crops in a investigated area and need to be carried out with agrotechnical and land melioration
measures.
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